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I N T R O D U C T I O N
A RETURN TO UNIVERSAL EXPERIENCE

To thine own self be true – Hamlet

As humanity approaches the dawn of a new millennium, it faces a
startling paradox: an ever-increasing influx of information is
matched by an ever-decreasing confidence in the capacity to know.
Many prominent philosophers of this century may better be
described as anti-philosophers because of their tendency to see
philosophical problems merely as linguistic muddles and their con-
viction that the human mind is incapable of actually knowing any-
thing; nihilists like Richard Rorty even say that “the best hope for
philosophy is not to practice Philosophy”1 and that we must “drop
the idea . . . that Truth is ‘out there’ waiting for human beings to
arrive at it.”2 Skepticism has left its mark on modern science as well:
the journal Nature ran an article in which two scientists indicted the
four most influential philosophers of science of this century, Karl
Popper, Imre Lakatos, Thomas Kuhn, and Paul Feyerabend as “ene-
mies of science” for whom “the term ‘truth’ has become taboo” and
whose skepticism and nihilism “may be impairing scientific progress
at this moment.”3 Books and articles heralding “the end of science”
are paralleled by proclamations of “the end of philosophy.”

But the whims and fancies of fashionable speculation will not
change the “hard facts” of the human condition – or snuff out the
Great Questions that keep coming back to the major fields of human
inquiry despite having been repeatedly certified as “meaningless.”
Almost everywhere we look in modern science, age-old questions
have re-surfaced in scientific garb. 

Current cosmological accounts of the origin of the universe
raise the kind of questions that are answered in cosmological argu-
ments for God’s existence. The anthropic principle in astrophysics
and the genetic blueprint revealed by molecular biology furnish the
building blocks for new versions of the teleological argument. The



new sciences of chaos and complexity have underlined the radical
contingency of the universe – an insight that had driven thinkers in
previous centuries to postulate a Necessary Being. The present-day
fascination of scientists with the phenomena of consciousness and
language – and the failure to satisfactorily explain either in physi-
calist terms – has brought a new awareness of the body–mind
problem. And, at least according to some observers, the popular
quest for a final theory in physics is simply a subliminal quest for
God. “A lot of my colleagues like the idea of final theories because
they’re religious,” says Mitchell Feigenbaum, the best-known
exponent of the science of chaos, “and they use it as a replacement
for God, which they don’t believe in. But they just created a sub-
stitute.”4 Stephen Hawking even ends his best-selling A Brief
History of Time with the comment that if we find out “why it is
we and the universe exist . . . it would be the ultimate triumph of
human reason – for then we would know the mind of God.”5 And
the devout search for extra-terrestrial intelligence by many atheists
sometimes seems like a subconscious quest for an intelligence
beyond us that can explain our being here. If nothing else, modern
science has brought the Great Questions back to the table.

But the Great Questions are philosophical questions, not scientif-
ic ones. Science can only speak to what is observable and quantifi-
able. Questions about purpose, the origin of being from non-being,
the soul, and moral value fall outside the scientific domain of the
strictly empirical. These are metascientific questions – questions that
have traditionally been addressed by philosophers. 

Despite the fact that nihilism afflicts much of modern philosophy,
it must be said that not all present-day philosophers have turned
their backs on reality, rationality and truth. The question of God,
the greatest of the Great Questions, has returned to the contempo-
rary conversation. “In a quiet revolution in thought and argument
that hardly anyone could have foreseen only two decades ago, God
is making a comeback. Most intriguingly, this is happening . . . in the
crisp, intellectual circles of academic philosophers,” began a famous
article in Time.6

In Cosmos, Bios, Theos twenty-four Nobel Prize winners and
thirty other scientists pondered the Great Question of the origin of
the universe and the existence of God. Great Thinkers on Great
Questions is a comprehensive sequel to Cosmos. In this volume the
concern is with fifteen Great Questions – and the answers to them
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from great thinkers, philosophers, and scientists, who have helped
shape the direction of modern thought. The Great Questions listed
here were presented and answered in a variety of forums and modes.
In some cases, the contributors responded to the questions in writ-
ing. In other instances, there were personal interviews with the con-
tributors. In the latter instances, the interview format inevitably led
to follow-up questions that are also included here. Clearly then,
there is a stylistic variation in the way in which the contributors
responded to the questions. 

The contributors to this book agree, for the most part, that the
Great Questions are meaningful questions which can, in principle,
be answered accurately. Moreover, their answers generally coincide
with the answers of common experience. The common, unifying
theme of the contributions here is indeed the defense of the obvious,
the attention to the universal experience of humanity. In essence, this
volume reconnects the intellectual enterprise to the fundamental
insights of universal experience. The objective of this collection is
not to present diversity for its own sake but to build a bridge
between modern thought and the body of truth that has seemed
obvious to the majority of the human race. In the current intellectu-
al environment of unprecedented confusion, the great thinkers inter-
viewed here have developed a modern version of the perennial phi-
losophy, the wisdom of the ages. It is to be hoped that the next rev-
olution in modern thought will be a return to these truths revealed
in universal experience. At this juncture, a brief overview of the
essential elements of universal experience, as I understand them, will
be helpful as an introduction to the rest of the volume. 

FROM COMMON SENSE TO SAPIENTIAL SENSE

It is my contention here that it is a fact of universal and immediate
experience that human beings are not only capable of knowing but
that they are indeed endowed with a knowledge-base encompassing
essential and ultimate principles of reality. It is this knowledge-base
that underlies all thought and rationality and every exercise of the
human mind. For clarity’s sake, I will call the distinctively human
capacity to know fundamental truths about reality our “sapiential
sense” (from homo sapiens) and the truths to which this “sense” is
privy, the database of sapiential sense or, better still, “sapiential
sense-data.” Our sapiential sense is a dynamic interface between
thoughts and things that discerns the actual in the perceived and that
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is presupposed by all acts of knowledge. Sapiential sense-data com-
prises the set of fundamental pre-philosophical and pre-scientific
truths that can neither be demonstrated nor denied.

What I call here sapiential sense and sapiential sense-data have
been loosely called many other things: common sense, illative sense,
noetic structure, intuition, right reason, first principles, perennial
philosophy, self-evident facts, properly basic beliefs, the given.
Unfortunately, these terms have acquired too wide a range of vari-
ously applicable definitions and ambiguous connotations to be
meaningful in the present discussion. Consequently a fresh set of
terms – drawing attention to the fact that we are indeed sapient
beings – may be helpful at least in identifying and dissecting this fun-
damental framework of human experience that is as obvious as it is
obscure. (A discussion of the varieties of knowledge, the distinctions
of empirical/metaphysical, a priori/a posteriori and analytic/synthet-
ic, is not required for our present purpose.)

These introductory remarks may well be greeted with skepticism:
How do we know that we have the kind of sapiential sense outlined
here? If it exists, how do we access or utilize it and how do we dis-
tinguish sapiential sense-data from its counterfeits?

Such questions make the relatively simple and basic reality we are
considering seem esoteric and remote. But in discussing sapiential
sense we are merely pointing to the obvious and the immediate,
drawing attention to something we have had and worked with all
our lives. For some, the discovery of sapiential sense may be as excit-
ing as the discovery of the man in Molière’s play who realized he had
been talking prose all his life.

But how do we know that we do indeed know? Pause for a
moment and consider some of the things of which we are certain. We
know that at this very moment we are reading this essay, that this
essay had at least one author, that the print marks on these pages
contain a message, that this message may well describe our own
experience accurately. 

On a higher plane, we know without a doubt that rational
inquiry requires a rational order of things, that two contradictory
assertions cannot both be true (for example, the same object can-
not exist and not exist at one and the same time), that a valid infer-
ence from a valid premise leads to a valid conclusion, that the
mind is capable of knowing truth (we cannot deny this statement
without assuming that the mind is capable of knowing the truth of
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INTRODUCTION 5

the denial), that every phenomenon has an explanation, that some-
thing cannot come from nothing (here we are talking of absolute
nothing, not a something disguised as nothing), that the world
exists, that we exist (to the student who asked how she knew she
existed, her wise professor replied, “And who’s asking?”), that
intention presupposes intelligence (here the reference is to obvious
instances of intentional activity). 

How do we know that these affirmations are true and how can we
demonstrate their truth? Well, we know them to be true because that
is what our minds tell us – instinctively, immediately – but we cannot
demonstrate them to be true because all demonstrations would pre-
suppose their truth. Empirical evidence is of no relevance because no
amount of empirical evidence can show a statement such as “every
phenomenon has an explanation” to be definitively true or false – a
phenomenon that appears not to have an explanation may have an
explanation that cannot be detected with the available apparatus (the
claim that quantum physics shows the causeless creation of something
from nothing is just wrong: Paul Davies points out “The processes
represented here do not represent the creation of matter out of noth-
ing, but the conversion of pre-existing energy into material. We still
have to account for where the energy came from in the first place.”7)
Similarly the claim that the world exists cannot be empirically demon-
strated because all such demonstrations already presuppose the exis-
tence of the world.  A logical argument would not be applicable either
because the conclusions of such an argument are already presupposed
before the argument gets under way. 

Nevertheless, we know that these affirmations are true affirma-
tions and if any interlocutor wishes to deny them the burden of proof
lies with the interlocutor (though it is hard to see how a proof for the
denial is even conceivable). In making such affirmations, we are
remaining true to self-evident facts while those who deny them are fly-
ing in the face of these facts. 

It is our ability to know these indemonstrable but indisputable
truths that, for want of a “cleaner” phrase, we call sapiential sense.
Sapiential sense is the mind’s ability to “see” the truths that constitute
reality, grasp things as they are in themselves. The “seeing” of these
truths transcends the scope of the scientific method (which is limited
to the data of the senses) and of logic (which is limited to “unpack-
ing” the conclusions already contained in premises). “Knowledge,”
writes Illtyd Trethowan, “is basically a matter of seeing things . . .



arguments, reasoning processes, are of secondary importance and
this not only because without direct awareness or apprehension no
processes of thought could get under way at all, but also because the
point of these processes is to promote further apprehensions.”8

Sapiential sense-data, the truths grasped by sapiential sense, are
incorrigible – they cannot be false and cannot be shown to be false
– and indubitable – they cannot be rationally doubted. These truths
are confirmed both by our everyday experience and by the collective
experience of humanity. They are part of the universal heritage of
the human race. Perhaps the most powerful testimony to the truth
of sapiential sense-data is the field of study   that is considered most
inimical to sapiential sense – science. Scientific activity, discoveries,
inventions, theories, laws, experiments, the spirit of science, the sci-
entific method, would be impossible without total reliance on the
insights of sapiential sense. On the one hand, science is entirely an
empirical activity centering on the observable and the measurable.
On the other hand, science cannot proceed at all without making
fundamental assumptions that cannot themselves be proved scientif-
ically: that the world exists, that the human mind can know truth,
that reality is intelligible and also rationally ordered, that all phe-
nomena can be explained. These assumptions are not empirically
demonstrable but they must be presupposed by all empirical inquiry.
These are truths that we recognize because of sapiential sense. We
are, of course, free to deny these truths. But, if we do so, we cannot
consistently do science or even live. To “work,” science is dependent
on sapiential sense.

Sapiential sense, however, cannot do what science can do. It can-
not explore the quantum or intergalactic realms. It is not a method
of observation or a means of measurement. It is not even a source of
scientific theories and cannot evaluate the soundness of such theo-
ries. It deals strictly with those truths that we know to be true inde-
pendent of any observation or measurement and that cannot be
proved to be true by any amount of observation or measurement.
Nonetheless, there can be fruitful interactions between science and
the fundamental framework underlying it. Sapiential sense, when
applied to the “hard facts” of science, may read between the lines
and discover new dimensions to these “facts.” It is sapiential sense
that marvels at the fine tuning of fundamental constants revealed by
modern astrophysics and the intricacy and depth of the genetic text
carried in our cells.
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7

IDENTIFYING SAPIENTIAL SENSE

In distinguishing the operations of science from the operations of
sapiential sense we recognize that the latter is applicable only with-
in definite parameters. Sapiential sense-data manifest certain char-
acteristics. They are not the end-products of logical argument or
empirical demonstration. They have an a priori character – their
truth is known independent of sensory experience and inferential
cogitation. But how can sapiential sense-data be distinguished from
mere opinion and sheer speculation, judgments in economics and
politics and the social sciences, and superstitions like belief in astrol-
ogy and UFOs?

The difference between sapiential sense and other ways of know-
ing can be recognized by reference to certain conditions and criteria:

• No claim or theory that requires empirical evidence to establish it
is a datum of sapiential sense. Data in the natural sciences can
only be obtained by the application of the scientific method. Data
in the social sciences pertains to the behavior of human persons
and communities and is dependent on speculation deriving from
empirical investigation. Both the natural and the social sciences
sometimes make assumptions about the nature of the human per-
son that cannot be supported by any amount of empirical study.

• Arguments and theories in mathematics and logic also fall outside
the purview of sapiential sense. Nevertheless, they cannot start
from ground zero and are dependent on certain axioms and
premises that cannot themselves be proved by the arguments or
theories. The axioms and premises are the starting-points from
which a deductive argument is built and implicitly “contain” the
conclusion. (Philosophers like Bertrand Russell have even point-
ed out that the whole of mathematics can only give us tautolo-
gies.) Of course, it is possible to increase one’s knowledge through
an argument because we find out what is indeed “contained” in
the premises. Moreover, inductive arguments are probabilistic in
nature and therefore their conclusions give us new, albeit revis-
able, information. At least in certain cases, the validity of the
premises of a logical argument can only be discerned by sapien-
tial sense and cannot be demonstrated in any other way. 

These distinctions open the door to a fuller understanding of sapi-
ential sense and its database. Sapiential sense-data are:
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1. affirmations
2. affirmations of such a fundamental nature that they are presup-

posed by (and therefore lie beyond) our abilities and activities of
empirical and logical investigation – they are both meta-scien-
tific and meta-philosophical

3. obvious and immediately known to all human beings
4. entirely congruent with ordinary experience without contradict-

ing it at any point
5. marked by a fundamental coherence, clarity and simplicity
6. presupposed by all of our intellectual activity 
7. impossible to deny without implausible rationalizations and

absurd consequences
8. only “seen” to be true and, therefore, self-guaranteeing and self-

authenticating (the truth of what is “seen” cannot be demon-
strated with external criteria)

The recognition of sapiential sense is by no means a green light for
superstitions and fanciful beliefs, as can be seen by analyzing belief
in astrology and UFOs.

Astrology is the claim that there is some correlation between
planetary movements and our daily lives, a rather nebulous pseudo-
scientific hypothesis. This is obviously an empirical claim and there-
fore needs to be empirically tested. There is currently no scientifical-
ly reliable evidence to support it. Belief in UFOs is based on data
that is purportedly empirical, i.e. claims made by certain individuals
that they have witnessed certain phenomena that they interpret as
evidence for the existence of UFOs. Such a belief is not, in any sense,
a datum that is independent of experience and available to all
human beings.

It should be clear by now that sapiential sense does not give us
any privileged position when it comes to the empirical. Sapiential
sense is not a substitute for the sciences, natural and social. Neither
is it a substitute for scholarship. Many thorny issues in economic
theory, historical analysis and philosophical and mathematical
investigation can only be resolved by painstaking analysis and study.
Some of these issues cannot be resolved at all. And certainly sapien-
tial sense, as outlined here, bears no likeness to the concept of
“innate ideas.” Moreover, there are certain questions that lie beyond
human reason (including sapiential sense) and answers here, if any,
can only come from divine revelation. 
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Nevertheless, when a field of study deals with foundational ques-
tions like the origin of everything or the nature of the human per-
son, sapiential sense can act as litmus test. It is by no means unrea-
sonable to expect some connection between the sophisticated state-
ments of a philosophical system and our ordinary experience, espe-
cially when such a system claims to be an adequate interpretation of
ordinary experience.

Litmus-test judgments of interpretations of ordinary experience
do not require philosophical sophistication. As Dr. Johnson noted,
we do not have to be carpenters to decide if a table is good. Virtually
any philosophical position, however ludicrous, can be argued for
extensively and plausibly. 

OBSTACLES TO THE OPERATIONS OF SAPIENTIAL SENSE

Deploying sapiential sense sometimes means playing the part of the
boy who observed that the emperor wore no clothes. It is a task that
must be undertaken with complete confidence in the essential
integrity of our most fundamental perceptions of the Real and a
refusal to be intimidated by the pretensions of sophists. In describ-
ing Behaviorism, the British thinker C. D. Broad accurately
described the characteristics of any philosophical system that denies
the data of sapiential sense: it is one of “the numerous class of the-
ories which are so preposterously silly that only very learned men
could have thought of them. But such theories are frequently coun-
tenanced by the naive since they are put forward in highly technical
terms by learned persons who are themselves too confused to know
exactly what they mean.”9 Cicero said long ago, “There is no opin-
ion so absurd but that a philosopher hasn’t expressed it.” 

The wide range of differences in the views held by various
thinkers on even the most fundamental issues can be attributed to
two factors: the first is the tendency to adhere to views and schools
of thought that are fashionable in one’s own intellectual environ-
ments (about which we should remember: what is contemporary is
temporary) and the second is a refusal to remain faithful to the voice
of sapiential sense.

Most modern thinkers are simply confused by the sheer quantity
of data pouring in from every direction. Since it is not humanly pos-
sible to keep up with all this data – let alone make sense of it – they
have retreated into reductionism, relativism and outright nihilism.
What should be realized is that no amount of empirical information
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can nullify the insights of sapiential sense. It is sapiential sense which
helps us make sense of the ever-increasing influx of information. But
sapiential sense-data are not formed from or affected by such infor-
mation. These sapiential insights, however, provide the modern
thinker with a frame of reference within which new information can
be assimilated and categorized without the loss of nerve that is now
a familiar feature of the intellectual scene.

The two greatest enemies today of sapiential sense – and, there-
fore, of rationality and truth and of human knowledge itself – are
relativism and reductionism. It is widely assumed that (a) we cannot
know anything with certitude because we cannot trust our minds
and (b) everything in our experience can be understood and
explained purely in terms of physics, chemistry, genetics, psycholo-
gy, economics, and sociology. At the extreme end of the spectrum of
relativism are nihilism and deconstructionism. In the case of reduc-
tionism, the extremes are empiricism, positivism, and materialism.

These assumptions and thought-forms cannot but paralyze the
progress of knowledge: in the absence of any notion of truth there
can be no knowing. The relativist and reductionist onslaught on
truth and knowledge is fundamentally a consequence of denying or
ignoring the essential datum of sapiential sense presupposed by all
inquiry: that our minds can and do tell the truth. From the stand-
point of sapiential sense, relativism and reductionism are simply
denials of obvious and integral elements of our everyday experience.
In a sense these denials are useful in illustrating the inevitable logi-
cal end-result of denying sapiential sense. Ultimately the only endur-
ing response to relativism and reductionism is a fundamental recog-
nition and acceptance of the facts that we do know and of the fact
that we can know. Arguments refuting relativism (for instance, the
self-contradiction implied in affirming that we know we cannot
know) may help trigger an awareness of sapiential sense and, in the
first part of this volume, the contributors show why neither rela-
tivism nor reductionism are philosophically tenable.

While counter-arguments in this vein are both forceful and neces-
sary, they are not a substitute for what is more foundational: an
awareness and confident application of sapiential sense, the guaran-
tor of the mind’s ability to tell the truth. For reasons of space, we
cannot study further the historical expressions of sapiential sense
other than to say that it has been ably defended and expounded by
a variety of thinkers ranging from Cicero, Aristotle, Thomas Reid
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and G. K. Chesterton to various Thomists, Phenomenologists and
analytic philosophers. Two of the most influential philosophers of
this century (who are both contributors to this volume), Bernard
Lonergan and Alvin Plantinga, have developed their own distinctive
and sophisticated formulations of this fundamental framework of
human knowledge.10

To be sure, arguments rooted in so-called “common sense” have
been criticized even by some realist thinkers, including two as
diverse as Etienne Gilson and Lonergan. Gilson, for instance,
thought the weakness of such arguments lay in their being based on
an “unjustified and unjustifiable instinct.” Lonergan noted that
“common nonsense” is sometimes mixed in with “the cherished
convictions and slogans” of common sense. Others have criticized
“common sense” for being so loose and variable in its expressions
and conclusions. 

It must be remembered that “common sense” as it pertains to
opinion, speculation and “instincts” or “intuitions” is not what we
are talking about here, although its critics often caricature common
sense itself carelessly. Sapiential sense-data concerns insights that are
pre-philosophical and meta-philosophical, insights presupposed by
and subsequently refined in philosophical arguments or in the kind
of dialectical process developed by Lonergan. Sapiential sense is
rationality itself, and at its most fundamental level rationality can be
experienced and exercised but not demonstrated. Admittedly, while
sapiential sense serves as a reliable starting point for further intel-
lectual activity, there is no reason to remain at the starting point. 

A realist of Gilson’s generation, D. J. B. Hawkins, has given a fair
description of the relation between philosophy and a common sense
that incorporates elements of sapiential sense:

Reflection assures me that there are a number of points, relevant
to philosophical inquiry, about which I am already genuinely cer-
tain, and their evidence is such that nothing could upset them. . .
I am in possession of many truths about what things exist or have
existed, whose evidence is quite unshakable, and these are often
relevant to philosophy. There are what would normally be
described as facts of experience, such as the existence of the self as
a unitary being persisting through time and the existence of an
external world and other men. . . That we are genuinely certain
implies that the belief is more than instinctive, that its object is
presented to us as a fact and that on the plane of common sense
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its evidence is in itself. These facts have to be submitted to philo-
sophical analysis, but they cannot be explained away by it,
because their certainty is prior and independent. Consequently
common sense often provides a negative test of the validity of
philosophical conclusions. If these contradict commonsense
truths, or make it impossible that we should know things which
we do in fact know, they are certainly false.11

Gilson himself shows the necessity and even the nature of sapiential
sense in the same book in which he criticizes “common sense”:

If we turn to the testimony of experience, which we should do at
the beginning of any undertaking, it would seem difficult to desig-
nate by any other word than “evident” the type of certitude we
have concerning the existence of the external world. The actual
existence of the page I am writing or the one you are reading is not
an intellectual evidence of the axiomatic type, for it is possible for
this page to be elsewhere, nor would it be self-contradictory for this
page to have never been written. On the other hand, I need not ask
that it be accepted as a postulate, for sensible perception is nor-
mally accompanied by an immediate certitude so clear that we
hardly care to question it. No one really doubts that sight, touch,
hearing, taste and even smell are normally competent to attest to
existence, and whenever it is necessary to verify the existence of
anything, it is to the testimony of one or more of the senses that we
turn. This conviction of the reliability of our senses is simply the
self-evidence of our experience. Since we are here concerned with
self-evidence, it is futile to demand a demonstration.”12

GOD, THE SOUL AND OTHER CENTRAL INSIGHTS OF SAPIENTIAL SENSE

The application of sapiential sense can be usefully illustrated in
addressing two of the Great Questions, the existence of God and the
existence of the soul.

Our awareness of the existence of God springs from a variety of
sources: the insight that something cannot come from nothing is
almost instinctive and forms the basis of the cosmological and tele-
ological arguments for God’s existence; the awareness of a transcen-
dent reality at work in their lives has been another starting point for
many people; again, the conviction that there is an absoluteness
about our experience of right and wrong leads to an awareness of
the divine reality underlying the moral order.

In Cosmos, Bios, Theos, I tried to show that the metascientific
principles of the intelligibility and rationality of reality presupposed
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by the scientific method called out for an ultimate explanation for
the existence of the universe.

In the constant quest for explanations that ground the perception
of intelligibility and rationality, the human mind confronts the chal-
lenge of explaining the existence of the universe. “Why is there
something rather than nothing?” asked Leibniz – a “why” question
that is just as much about ultimate origin as it is about ultimate pur-
pose. The question is equally forceful whether the universe has tril-
lions of galaxies or whether all that exists is a grain of sand. How
did it get here? It is now in being. How and why was it brought into
being? Did it create itself? Or was it always here with no beginning
and, presumably, no end? But to say that it always existed is still not
an explanation of its existence. It is, rather, a putative, highly spec-
ulative description that is, by the nature of the case, incapable of sci-
entific verification (how is it possible to prove that matter and ener-
gy have no beginning and no end?). And a description is not an
explanation. The assertion that the universe always existed is not, to
my mind, an explanation for this reason: even if we admit the
assumption of an eternally existing universe we are still left with the
problem of explaining and accounting for the phenomenon of an
eternally existing universe. The mathematics and the mechanisms
behind the processes that culminated in the universe we inhabit have
been the objects of plausible and often fruitful speculation. But the
question of ultimate origin – an ultimate explanation for the mathe-
matics and the mechanisms – continues to elude and baffle the most
ingenious theorists. 

Science takes as its starting-point the metascientific principle of
explanation, the principle that reality is intelligible and rational and
that there is an explanation for everything. Most cosmological and
teleological arguments are based on the principle of explanation and
their validity is bound up with the validity of this principle as an
essential and ultimate principle of reality. In its most common forms,
cosmological arguments begin with the premise that any thing which
exists must have an explanation adequate to fully account for its
existence either in itself or in something else. 

The only viable explanation for the existence of any one of the
entities or all of the entities that make up the universe would be the
existence of an ultimate uncaused being – a being that did not
receive existence from anyone or anything else and can completely
explain its own existence. This self-explanatory being is commonly
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called “God” and is the explanatory ultimate demanded by all non-
self-explanatory entities from sub-atomic particles to galaxies.
Cosmological arguments do not reason from the fact that everything
in the universe has a cause in space and time to the conclusion that
the universe has a cause in space and time: these arguments point
out, rather, that everything in the universe is non-self-explanatory,
which means that the explanation of the universe does not lie in
itself but must lie in a self-explanatory being. 

The train of thought that leads from the universe to a transcendent
self-explanatory being is, above all, the response of rationality to the
facts of experience. “The direction of thought towards the uncondi-
tioned (God),” writes Copleston, “is simply the movement of reason
itself in its process of understanding in a given context . . . The com-
pletely isolated finite thing is unintelligible, in the sense that reason
cannot rest in this idea but strives to overcome the isolation . . . Some
of those who speak of things as being ‘gratuitous’, de trop or ‘just
there’, betray by the very phrases which they use the fact that their
reason is not satisfied with the idea of a finite thing as ‘just there’”.
By refusing to apply the principle of explanation to the universe, the
atheist “simply puts a bar to the movement of understanding in a cer-
tain context because, for reasons which it can be left to others to
determine, he does not wish to travel along a path which, as he sees
clearly enough, leads in a certain direction”.13 Because it rises in the
“movement of reason,” rational theism (as opposed to fideism) has
been described as the “ultimate rationalism,” “the fulfillment of
human rationality.” The existence of God, then, is an inescapable
insight, the greatest insight, of sapiential sense.

A number of the thinkers who have led the return to theism in
modern philosophy – notably Richard Swinburne, Alvin Plantinga
and William Alston, who have developed their distinctive lines of
argument and reflection – are contributors to this volume. 

Another Great Question that is addressed by sapiential sense is the
existence of the soul. In this area, as is the case with the existence of
God, the burden of proof is on the materialist who denies a reality of
which we are conscious at every waking moment. The existence of
non-physical properties in human experience has not only been rec-
ognized by most of humankind but even by most philosophers until
Descartes. The philosopher of science Karl Popper noted that “All
thinkers of whom we knew enough to say anything definite on their
position, up to and including Descartes, were dualist interactionists.”14
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Even the foremost proponent of logical positivism in the English-
speaking world, Sir Alfred Ayer, whom I interviewed for this volume,
acknowledges here that the mental is clearly distinct from the mate-
rial and that he sees no grounds for identifying the two.

In addressing the question of the existence of a mental reality that
is not reducible to the physical, the layperson is on the safe and
secure ground of everyday experience. Our experiences of subjectiv-
ity, identity, intentionality, insight and thought are not only undeni-
able but they are undeniably different from all experience of the
physical. As Richard Swinburne has written, “Much philosophical
ink has been spent in trying to construct arguments to deny what
seems to stare us in the face – that conscious events are distinct from
brain events.”15

In an unintentionally hilarious comment on the body–mind prob-
lem, Time magazine opined, “After more than a century of looking
for it, brain researchers have long since concluded that there is no
conceivable place for such a self to be located in the physical brain,
and that it simply doesn’t exist.”16 This “conclusion” is reminiscent
of the remarks made by the first Soviet cosmonaut to orbit the earth:
he was quoted as saying that he had failed to find God in outer space
and therefore God does not exist. In both instances, the investigators
had not only looked for the realities in question in all the wrong
places but had entirely misunderstood the very nature of these real-
ities. Neither God nor the soul have ever been thought of as occu-
pying space – and, as a matter of fact, great brain scientists of this
century, ranging from C.S. Sherrington to Wilder Penfield to John
Eccles accepted the existence of a non-physical reality separate from
the brain. The very idea that the self (if it exists) must be located in
the brain betrays a state of conceptual confusion on a par with the
notion that we can find “time” by dismantling a clock.

Materialism is demonstrably helpless in addressing the issues of
perception, self-consciousness, intention, identity and language, and a
number of recent philosophers have developed incisive critiques of
materialism from these uncontroversial starting-points: David Lund
(Perception, Mind and Personal Identity), David Braine (The Human
Person: Animal and Spirit), John Foster (The Immaterial Self),
Richard Swinburne (The Evolution of the Soul), H. Robinson (Matter
and Sense) and Geoffrey Madell (Mind and Materialism). A few
excerpts from Lund’s Perception, Mind and Personal Identity show
how the most sophisticated theories of materialism and physicalism
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fail to account for the data of universal experience:

What it is like to be conscious or to have experience is a reality
which the materialist seems unable to acknowledge, but the full
extent of his difficulty is obscured until we see the implications of
the fact that this is a reality for a subject. I argue that I have direct
awareness of myself – that “I” is a referring expression and that
when I use it to refer to myself I refer to a subject known to me by
acquaintance. This is the ground of the unity of my experiences at
a time as well as across time . . . Their unity consists simply in the
fact that all of them are mine . . . The subject of experience,
though ontologically fundamental, is unknown to materialism. It
cannot be known by description: it has a uniqueness other than
the uniqueness of a particular which uniquely satisfies an individ-
uating description. Awareness of it does not consist in the aware-
ness that a certain set of properties is instantiated. It is accessible
only by taking the perspective of the first person – a perspective
which itself has no place in the centerless objective order of mate-
rial reality. But the existence of a subject of experience also indi-
cates that there can be no satisfactory materialist treatment of con-
sciousness or the qualitative character of the mental. For if the
subject is a non-physical particular, the claim that its acts or states
of awareness are irreducible to anything physical seems undeni-
able. And the same must be said of properties instantiated in those
states in individuals dependent upon them.17

It appears that there can be no satisfactory materialist treat-
ment of either the qualitative phenomenality of experience or the
intentionality of consciousness, that is, prior to bringing the fact
that we have self-consciousness into consideration. But if, as I
have argued, we are led to acknowledge the existence of a subject
of consciousness, the case for materialism is lost.18

We have an epistemic awareness of a mental reality as it is unin-
terpreted, more specifically, that we are directly aware of (or
acquainted with) the qualitative character of our experience, of
our acts or states of consciousness, and of ourselves in having
experience. And it seems clear that if any of these arguments are
successful, then materialism cannot be true. For each of them
would have us acknowledge the essential involvement of con-
sciousness in experience, whether it is the experience of being a
subject or an experience having a qualitative character. But, as we
have seen, the materialist apparently has no place for an occurrent
or categorical consciousness. . . The claim that consciousness
poses a formidable challenge to the materialist is uncontroversial.
What seems clear now is not only that that challenge has not been
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met but that it cannot be met without some plausible grounds for
taking consciousness to be, if not simply an illusion, then certain-
ly a good deal less than what it introspectively appears to be . . .
But now we have reached the conclusion that all of these
approaches fail; and there are no others. Thus again the conclu-
sion that materialism fails seems inescapable.19

Braine takes language as his starting-point and argues that the
process of linguistic understanding neither operates through a bodi-
ly organ nor has a neural correlate. And the logician Peter Geach, by
reference to the atheist philosopher W. V. O. Quine, shows how
materialism is at odds with logic: “Quine’s logical theory is at odds
with his naturalism. For Quine’s naturalism commits him to holding
that no rigorous sense can be made of the verb ‘to say’ (which is
incorrigibly intentional); not even if we were to take the impersonal
sense of ‘to say’ as fundamental, the sense in which not men but sen-
tences say things. The sad result is that Quine’s weapon against
ontological obfuscation loses its sharp edge; he cannot in disputa-
tion make clear what he means by ontological commitment, because
so to do would mean bringing prominently forward a notion that
the severer muse would ban.”20

In a debate with the behaviorist B. F. Skinner, Brand Blanshard
showed how even perception poses a major challenge to the materi-
alist:

Images have always offered special difficulty for the behaviorists,
and I do not want to exploit that difficulty unduly. So perhaps I
should add that precisely the same difficulty is occasioned by ordi-
nary perception. Professor Skinner uses the example of seeing a
rainbow in the sky. What is it that we are here responding to? He
does not, as Watson did, develop the fact of light impinging on
nerve ends. He holds, and rightly, that these are not what we see;
what we are seeing is the reds, greens, and yellows of the bow in
the sky. But then these reds, greens and yellows are not really
there at all. Would any responsible physicist admit for a moment
that they are? He would admit, of course, that the vibrations are
there, but that is a quite different matter. The whole tradition of
physics from Newton down has relegated the reds, greens and yel-
lows to sensations, sense-data in our minds, caused indeed by
outer vibrations, but utterly different from them. . . In his last
important book in philosophy [Bertrand Russell] holds that every-
thing we directly perceive exists in consciousness, and that the
entire world of physical science is a speculative construction built
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on that foundation. And about the secondary qualities such as colors,
sounds and smells, physics would surely agree with him. Regarding
these qualities, Professor Skinner seems to me caught in a dilemma. If
he puts them in physical nature, he is at odds with science. If he puts
them in consciousness, he abandons behaviorism. And I doubt if he
can find an ontological purgatory between these two.21

We must note here that the differences between Aristotelians/Thomists
and Platonists/Cartesians on the exact constitution of the human
person (the soul as form of the body vs. mind–body dualism) do not
affect the central issue of the intellect. Both traditions agree – against
materialists and physicalists – that the intellect is intrinsically imma-
terial (as Aquinas said, the soul’s intellective cognition is an activity
performed “on its own, in which the body does not share”).  

It should be obvious that as long as we are true to ourselves, we
can find the ultimate answers to most of the Great Questions in sapi-
ential sense-data (for instance, the reality of our freedom, of our
experience of moral obligation, and so on). Sapiential sense is useful
also in detecting error.

An instance of error-detection concerns reincarnation. We note
that the theory is implausible not just for the philosophical and
empirical reasons adduced later in this anthology but because it
denies our immediate and ultimate awareness of personal identi-
ty. If we take our irreducible experience of self-hood seriously, we
cannot conceive of this self unconsciously going through various
animal and human bodies before finally dissolving in a spiritual
ocean. Everything that the reincarnationist tells us about the self
is contrary to all that is known about the self in human experi-
ence. Similarly, the idea of pantheism, the idea that we are all part
of God, is entirely foreign to our experience of the irreducible dis-
tinctness and identity of the self. Still less plausible is the idea that
we will somehow merge into God: the immaterial nature of the
soul precludes us from thinking of it as something that can be cut
up, or merged with, some other entity. Moreover, our awareness
of the radical difference between our finite selves and the Infinite
makes it unthinkable that there could be any “dissolution” of
human souls in God.  

Now, it is obvious that the instances above are not proofs or dis-
proofs. They simply show that the burden of proof is with those
who reject what is obvious in human experience. And claims which
contradict the obvious simply cannot be accepted or even be taken
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seriously, as Peter Geach points out: “When we hear of some new
attempt to explain reasoning or choice naturalistically, we ought to
react as if we were told someone had squared the circle or proved √2
to be rational: only the mildest curiosity is in order – how well has
the fallacy been concealed? Least of all should we be impressed by
the alleged human production of artificial intelligence in machines:
there is little more ridiculous than the spectacle of a man inferring
from the existence of a machine that produces language and calcu-
lations because of people’s designing it and giving it a program, that
human beings are themselves such machines fundamentally, only
their coming to be can be explained without bringing in any notions
of plan and intention.”22 In the same vein, Lonergan writes: “I do
not think it difficult to establish God’s existence. I do think it a life-
long labor to analyze and refute all the objections that philosophers
have thought up against the existence of God. But I see no pressing
need for every student of religion to penetrate into that labyrinth
and then work his way out.”23

In approaching the Great Questions, then, we are concerned not
so much with giving arguments as with drawing attention to what is
obvious in our immediate experience, for it is here that we find the
Ultimate Answers. 

Roy Abraham Varghese
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Part I:

C A N  W E  K N OW  A N D  
K N OW  T H AT  W E  K N OW ?





R E L AT I V I S M

Great Question 1: It is commonly believed that “truth” is simply
a product of perspective or genetics or cultural environment.
We are told by relativists that the human mind cannot really
know anything. What is your assessment of relativism?

RICHARD SWINBURNE

“It is commonly believed that ‘truth’ is simply a product of perspec-
tive or genetics or cultural environment.” Well, this doctrine cannot
be, in general, true because it is clearly self-defeating. If there isn’t
such a thing as truth, then this view, that truth is a product of per-
spective or genetics, cannot itself be true. So the general doctrine
cannot possibly be true. What is more plausible is that on some mat-
ters human beings cannot know anything; there isn’t a truth in some
areas or, at any rate, a truth that human beings can discover. For
example, it might be (though I don’t think it is the case) that there
are no truths of morals. The doctrine that there are no truths of
morals would not be self-defeating in a way that the general doctrine
“there are no truths” is self-defeating because there might be truth
in some other discipline, say metaphysics, but not in morality. 

However, I think the way to approach this question is simply to say
that in this matter, as in all matters, one ought to believe what seems
obviously to be true and to start from there. And what seems obvi-
ously to be true is that there are some simple truths about what we
observe around us. That this table is brown, that the clock is now
pointing to nine o’clock and so on; and equally much, jumping the
gun a bit to your Question 10, it seems pretty obvious that certain
things are wrong and certain things are good. It is wrong to torture
children and it is good to feed the starving, and so on. If we are ever
to have knowledge about anything, we must start from what seems
most obviously true – and there are plenty of simple, obvious truths,
both about the immediate data of experience and about moral mat-
ters. What seems obviously true may not be true. But it is rational to



believe that it is true because that is the way it seems to be until some-
body’s got a stronger argument against it. And once one does that then
it does seem there are quite a lot of things that one can know. 

And also I am not very happy about any attempt to draw a rigid
line, saying that humans can have knowledge in this area but not in
that area. I think any attempt to draw the line saying “this is what we
can know” and “that is what we can’t know” is in danger of being
self-defeating, because in saying that there is an area of knowledge,
area of truth, to which we cannot have access already commits us to
the view that there is something we know about it and that it is too
big for us to know very much more about it. So any attempt to draw
the line between truths we can know and truths we can’t know
already presupposes we know a tiny bit about the latter sort of
truths. The only thing to do in any field is to proceed and see how far
we can get. Some things are obvious and some things aren’t so obvi-
ous. Let’s see how strong the arguments are, starting from the things
which are obvious for different kinds of knowledge, and maybe some
things can be known fairly well and other claims to knowledge are
weak. I don’t feel happy with any general doctrine that we can’t have
knowledge in this area, or certainly not, for reasons I have already
given, that we can’t know anything at all. 

HUGO MEYNELL

What you rightly say “is commonly believed” is in fact self-destruc-
tive. Is the proposed truth, of perspective or genetics or cultural envi-
ronment? If so, there is no good reason to believe it. If not, it falsi-
fies itself. All forms of relativism may be disposed of by similar argu-
ments. Now I maintain that Kant was right in holding that there are
certain a priori principles of reasoning that have to be established by
something other than deductive logic, and which are presupposed in
all of our commonsense and scientific reasoning. I should say that
these assumptions, and the reasons why we tend to know what is
absolutely true and to know and do what is absolutely good to the
extent that we thoroughly apply them, have been set out more bril-
liantly and persuasively by [Bernard] Lonergan than by anyone else.
He summarizes them in what he calls the “four transcendental pre-
cepts:” be attentive, be intelligent, be reasonable, be responsible.
Being attentive is a matter of attending to experience in a very wide
sense, including our feelings and the operations of our minds as well
as the contents of our senses. Being intelligent consists of hypothe-
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sizing, of envisaging possibilities that may explain this experience, of
asking “What?” and “Why?” One is reasonable so far as one selects
as probably true the hypothesis or possibility that best fits the rele-
vant experience in each case, rather than one that gratifies our
desires, or calms our fears, or panders to our self-esteem, and so on.
Finally, to be responsible is to act in accordance with the value-judg-
ment at which one has reasonably arrived. Deductive logic facilitates
the operation of intelligence and reasonableness; one makes deduc-
tions from hypotheses, and rejects those hypotheses, deductions from
which are falsified by experience, retaining (usually only provisional-
ly) those which are corroborated by it. It is true that, by itself, or even
in combination merely with experience, deductive logic can discover
nothing new. On the other hand, there are no other ways of reliably
discovering what is true and good than being thoroughly attentive,
intelligent, and reasonable; “scientific experimentation and philo-
sophical argumentation” are simply ways of applying these precepts
to get to know different aspects of reality.

Suppose someone – say a positivist or behaviorist – denies that the
mental operations enjoyed by the transcendental precepts actually
occur, or that they are essential to the discovery of what is true and
good. Lonergan shows that these denials are self-destructive. There
are few people who are going to admit that they have never had the
experience of seeing or hearing or feeling anything. Secondly, it is not
very common (though I have seen it done) for people to assert that
they have never hypothesized, never envisaged a possibility, and never
understood or even misunderstood anything. But if you are going to
be a consistent materialist or reductionist in psychology, this is exact-
ly what you must say, for example, claiming that people are in the last
analysis simply machines who react to schedules of positive reinforce-
ment acting on biological predispositions. Rare, too, as Lonergan
says, is the researcher who will say that she has never actually made a
reasonable judgment, and certainly not in forming the opinions
expressed in the paper which she is now delivering before her learned
colleagues. Finally, it is not very frequently that an author confesses
that he has never made a responsible decision in his life, least of all in
presenting this particular book to the public. (Though I could cite one
case, of a deconstructionist literary critic.) If obedience to the precepts
is presupposed in all of our knowledge-claims and value-judgments,
then they can be established on the ground that their contradictories
are self-destructive. Descartes, in rather similar vein, pointed out that
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I cannot coherently think that I am not a thinker, or argue that I am
not an arguer. Likewise, I cannot reasonably and responsibly state that
I am not at all a reasonable and responsible person. So much for the
a priori characteristics of our way to knowledge that cannot be
reduced to logic in the strict sense. (When Spock exhorted Kirk to “be
logical, Captain”, he in fact was reminding him to be thoroughly
attentive, intelligent, and reasonable.)

And, of course, if the real world is nothing other than what our
true judgments are about, and our reasonable judgments tend to be
about, then it follows that on the whole we should trust the deliber-
ations of scientists as yielding the best available account of what actu-
ally is so, rather than what grandfather thinks when he looks at his
tea-leaves. The reason is that we think they are specially qualified to
propound hypotheses and make judgments in accordance with the
available evidence on matters within their competence. It could, of
course, turn out that grandfather happens to be right, on the nature
of gluons or the constitution of quasars; but this could only be estab-
lished by even more intelligence and reasonableness applied to the
relevant data by those who are in a proper position to do so. Now
relativism is wholly inconsistent with all this. The virtue of relativism,
such as it is, is as a reaction against people in Western society who
use their own cherished beliefs and assumptions as a kind of jugger-
naut to knock down traditional and non-Western points of view,
when in fact there is probably a great deal that we can learn from
these. If we Westerners have been especially attentive, intelligent and
reasonable with respect to some matters, with regard to others we
seem to have been mighty insensitive, stupid, and silly. 

People tend to be relativistic on moral matters, even when they are
not so about matters of ordinary fact. Here again there may seem
good reason for this, if one does not think the matter through. I
understand that there is a district in the Sudan where, if you are an
unmarried woman, it is thought extremely indecent for you to go
around with clothes on; whereas, I am credibly informed, in North
America it is considered just as indecent for you to go about
unclothed. Relativists infer, from examples like this, that morality,
value, and responsible conduct are completely relative to social
milieu. But in my view this is a boneheaded conclusion.  What the
example really shows is that the universal moral principle, that you
should not give offense to those among whom you live without very
good reason, dictates that a young woman in the one place should on
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the whole go around without clothes, and in the other with clothes.
(There might, of course, be special countervailing circumstances;
think of Lady Godiva.) The ultimate moral criteria can be outlined
roughly as follows. We have a conception of what a happy, fulfilled,
and self-realized life might be like; we ought to promote it as far as
possible and ensure that some people shouldn’t have it at the expense
of others. To this end, local customs and traditions have to be taken
into account. I conclude that the principles of truth and value which
I have tried to sketch and justify are quite incompatible with rela-
tivism; though there is a kind of dogmatic and shortsighted abso-
lutism, which would impose on everyone the customs and conven-
tions which happen to suit one’s own society or group, against which
moral relativism is an understandable though confused protest. Some
customs, however deeply entrenched in a culture, are absolutely bad;
female circumcision is an obvious if distasteful example. 

ALVIN PLATINGA

Why should I believe that truth is simply a product of perspective or
genetics or cultural environment? Is this being proposed to me as
something that is really true, is it being proposed to me as a product
of genetics?  If all the relativist is really telling me is just that from
his perspective that is what truth is, then of course I agree with him.
From his perspective that is what truth is. But from my perspective
it’s dead wrong. The fundamental problem here, a fundamental
problem for relativism – apart from just the fantastic nature of it (it’s
extremely difficult to believe that it isn’t really just true that 7 + 5 =
12, but only true from somebody’s perspective or point of view),
apart from the sort of incredibleness of it, the main problem is that
it completely does away with the possibility of disagreement. It
looks like people actually disagree. One person says: it is wrong to
discriminate against people just because of their color; someone else
says no, it’s right to do that; and each person thinks that what they
say is true. The relativist comes along and tells us that the whole pre-
supposition of their debate is false: there isn’t any such thing as
truth. All there is really is truth-from-a-perspective. So (according to
the relativist) the one person is saying “from my perspective, it is
wrong to treat someone badly just because of their color;” and the
other person is saying “from my perspective that is not bad.” But
then we no longer have a disagreement. Each person is just explain-
ing how things stand from his or her perspective and each person
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can perfectly well agree with the other person that from that other
person’s perspective, that is indeed how things look. There is no
longer any opportunity for disagreement. Relativism ordinarily
begins from an acute awareness of human disagreement: this dis-
agreement, the relativist thinks, suggests that we can’t really know
much of anything. But then relativism ends by denying that there is
any such thing as disagreement.

So it seems to me there are two problems with relativism. First it
denies that there is any such thing as disagreement. Second, it is at
most dubiously coherent, because it looks like the relativist is trying to
tell us a truth: that truth is just a product of perspective or is always
relative to a perspective. It looks like the relativist wants to assert that;
but from their own perspective they are not really asserting that. From
their own perspective, they are only asserting that from their perspec-
tive that is the way things stand. But of course that isn’t news, and it
isn’t startling, and isn’t really what they want to claim.

GERARD J. HUGHES

Uncontroversially, different individuals, and the members of different
cultures, interpret the world in different ways: illness might be attrib-
uted to the activity of a virus, or the malice of an ancestor, or the
wrath of a god; color-words are notoriously culture-dependent; moral
codes differ one from another, and so on. Our various languages and
cultures show that we interpret the world we live in in a multitude of
ways. Equally uncontroversially, such facts do not of themselves entail
that everyone’s view is equally correct, or that it is never possible to
say that a particular way of interpreting the world is simply mis-
taken. Popular expressions of relativism, such as “It is true for them
that she fell ill because her dead mother-in-law had it in for her”, or
“It is true for them that cannibalism is morally permissible” are often
no more than confused ways of saying “They believed that her dead
mother-in-law caused her illness”, or “They cannot be blamed for
cannibalism, given their sincere beliefs”. Nothing follows about the
truth of those beliefs, one way or the other.

More sophisticated forms of relativism are more difficult both to
state and to assess. For instance, it might be argued that since all our
thought and language already presuppose an interpretation of the
world, it makes no sense to ask what the world is like “in itself”,
uninterpreted. There is no neutral Archimedean point from which the
truth of various interpretations might be assessed.
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Of course, it makes no sense to ask whether something has color
independently of any possible perceiver; color essentially involves a
relationship between objects and perceivers; equally, it makes no
sense to ask whether a whale is a mammal independently of any lan-
guage users who employ the words “whale” and “mammal”. It still
remains the case, though, that the world is the way it is, and the way
it is might justify classifying parts of it as whales, or mammals, or
both. If such classification is justified, then it will be true to say that
whales are mammals. What sort of justification might be involved
here? I take the answer to this question to involve some version of
pragmatism. That is to say, the test will be some form of success. If
we adopt some particular understanding of (a part of) the world, we
might then discover that we can interact with it more predictably,
control it more tightly, understand it more coherently and in pro-
gressively simpler terms. This encourages us to believe that we have
got it right. Of course this type of criterion will not yield equally def-
inite results in every case.  Truth is therefore not equally easy to deter-
mine in every instance.

If all our human interpretations are in this way checked against the
world, one might expect them gradually to converge. I believe that they
do, and that the differences between cultures are less radical than is
often supposed. Many of the differences that there are can be explained
by differences in technological expertise (say, between Aristotle and
ourselves, or between someone from the developed West and a mem-
ber of a remote Papuan tribe), or by differences in ease of access to
information, and so on. Anthropological studies, far from lending sup-
port to relativist theories of truth, seem to me on the contrary to
demonstrate the possibility of mutual comprehension, and to show
that the fundamental modes of human thinking are universally shared.
In evolutionary terms, it might be argued that we have succeeded as a
race precisely because we are reasonably successful in understanding
the world as it is; in theistic terms, it might be argued that God has so
created us as to be able to grasp the truth about our world. 

Relativism has more often been advanced as an account of morali-
ty than as an account of knowledge generally. This is easy to account
for, since the test of successful interaction with the world is here less
easy to apply than it is in, say, medicine, or chemistry. While I shall
offer some further thoughts on truth in ethics in the next section, it is
worth remarking here that many allegedly relativist views of ethics are
not relativist at all. For example, it is an absolutist, not a relativist,
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view, that differences in circumstances will often mean that people
should act differently; and it is surely obvious that people living in dif-
ferent social, environmental, and economic settings will for that very
reason have different moral obligations towards one another. It is no
part of the absolutist’s view that everyone ought to behave in precise-
ly the same way, no matter who or where they are. Secondly, it is no
part of the absolutist’s view that there must be only one correct answer
to the question “What is it permissible to do in these circumstances?”
And finally, an absolutist can, and indeed should, maintain that each
person has a moral duty to act as they honestly and sincerely think
best, even if those beliefs are in fact mistaken. 

I therefore think that the absolutist is in a much better position
to explain both the progress of science and the ways in which we
succeed in understanding and learning from societies other than
our own.

I also think, contrary to what is often supposed, that it is the abso-
lutist rather than the relativist who can give a proper account of the
value of tolerance. On the relativist view, truth is self-contained,
immune from criticism by any “external” views which might be held
by other cultures. There may be practical or political reasons why rel-
ativists will decide not to be intolerant of other cultures, and indeed
they may believe (and therefore hold that it is true for them) that they
should be tolerant. But this belief itself will have no more than a rel-
ative truth. In contrast, absolutists will hold that the sincerity of their
own beliefs is no guarantee whatever of their truth; there may be
much to be learnt from other ways of seeing the world, other ways of
structuring society, other ways of leading the moral life. The views of
others deserve respect not for merely practical reasons, but because
they may be a source of enlightenment and knowledge.

JOSEF SEIFERT

It is perhaps too much to assert that it is commonly believed today
that what we call truth is simply a product of perspective or genet-
ics or cultural environment. But it is true that skepticism and rel-
ativism in countless forms are very much prevalent today. The
relativist who says that truth is relative contradicts himself, how-
ever, because, in so saying, he claims truth for this very judgment.
Thus he claims that it is actually so that truth is relative. Hence,
he claims that his own position is true because it is adequate to
reality. For he believes that as a matter of fact truth is relative,
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and thus that relativism is true. Consequently, any relativism pre-
supposes the absolute truth of its own position, of its content and
of its reasonability, and in particular of the proposition of the rel-
ativity of all truth. But relativism also presupposes the truth of all
the reasons which lead the relativist to adopt his relativism. We can
see from the internal contradictions of relativism that it cannot
possibly be correct.

But in addition we can refer to countless evident truths which we
can gain in mathematics, even in the sphere of chess theory1, in the
recognition of our own existence and in the infinite variety of our own
experiences and acts which are accessible to us through undeniable
evidence, in the insights into mathematical objects and the laws that
govern them, into laws governing colors, motions, the moral order, the
nature of love, the nature of promises, etc. For example, truths such
as that colors are necessarily extended, that motion necessarily pre-
supposes time, that to respect the rights of other persons is necessari-
ly good, while to disrespect them, to murder or to rape others, is not
only an evil such as pain, but a moral evil – all these and innumerable
other universal truths about the essences of things are supremely intel-
ligible to the human mind. The same applies also to the laws of logic.

This immediate access to evident truths (however difficult and
arduous the path that leads to evident truth might be) is another and
more profound refutation of relativism than the understanding of its
internal contradiction.

One could refute relativism and skepticism also by understanding
the logical connections between the truth and falsity of propositions
in formal logic and syllogisms. The way in which the premises of log-
ical arguments contain their conclusion is not such that one presup-
poses these conclusions but rather that the truth of the different
premises guarantees the truth of the conclusion. Hence, from that
point of view a conclusion of a logical argument can very well reveal
something new that is not known directly but known only indirectly
by means of a demonstration.

GEORGE F. R. ELLIS

In my view, this relativist stream of thought can only be pursued in
relation to science by those who have had no practical experience of
science. One of the most striking features of science throughout its his-
tory has been how human presuppositions have again and again been
proved false by the nature of reality, as exposed by the experimental
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method. Nature has often surprised scientists and forced them to
revise their theories in the face of indisputable experimental evidence
(for example in the cases of quantum theory and of relativity theory);
and this is equally true in the case of mathematics, where for exam-
ple the phenomenon of chaos has been hidden in simple equations
until the past decade. It is untenable that the surprising theories that
result are simply the result of social construction. 

As regards that hard-core of relativists for whom this argument
is unconvincing, my response is a challenge: if you really maintain
that scientific laws are simply a social construct or the result of a
choice of a language game, then let’s see you change your social
construct or alter your language game, and rise up and float in the
air. Then you will have shown that what is identified by science as
the universal law of gravitation does not have a real foundation in
nature, and is just a social convention. I do not expect any suc-
cessful takers.

Thus, as regards science, I suggest the situation is as believed by
working scientists: while the scientific process is subject to sociologi-
cal forces just as is any other human activity, and the questions sci-
entists ask are to some extent socially determined, the answers
obtained to these questions are not. Scientific discoveries explore and
clarify the nature of reality and the universal fundamental structures
underlying the physical universe.

Many will accept this in relation to the “hard” sciences – physics,
chemistry, and mathematics in particular – but will deny its validity
in relation to the social sciences, where one is indeed brought up
against the bewildering variety of human behaviour and cultural sys-
tems. This leads to a denial of any universally valid patterns in
human behaviour. My view is that there are indeed such threads if
one looks beyond the surface layers to a deep enough level of analy-
sis: there are universal themes at play that are worked out in a vast
variety of ways in different times and places. A response I have been
given is that while this may be true, the universal themes are not the
exciting ones; the interesting questions relate to the variations in soci-
ety (e.g. the different ways people exert social control) rather than the
common behaviour (the fact that there are specific mechanisms for
social control in all societies). This is a statement of interest and taste;
it confirms rather than denies the point I am putting. 

The recent analysis of Barkow, Cosmides, and Tooby proposes  –
with detailed examples – that there are sound evolutionary reasons
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for believing in a universal aspect to human behaviour. The funda-
mental point they make is that one should take an integrated
approach to knowledge; the social sciences cannot afford to ignore
scientific themes such as evolution if they wish to attain a fundamen-
tal understanding of their subject matter. However, suggest Barkow
et al, in their analyses of human behavior, the human sciences large-
ly ignore evolutionary aspects; and the purely cultural conclusions
they derive are shaped by this method of enquiry. This position,
which I believe has merit, is of course very controversial; the opposi-
tion claim is that the effect of such inherited features is minimal, cul-
ture being the major determinant of behavior. Whatever the outcome
of that debate, I can give additional support to my own position by
noting the universal appeal of the great plays and literature of all
nations (the Greek tragedies, Shakespeare, Dostoyevsky, and so on);
they could not have this universal appeal were there not a common
thread of human understanding across cultures.

RALPH MCINERNY

Relativism has got to be one of the hardest things to adopt. It seems
to me that you have nothing but trouble trying to hold it consistent-
ly and I think the example of Nietzsche and Rorty and other nihilists
is worthwhile taking into account. Finally they don’t try to justify it
at all. They don’t think relativism is true. If they did they couldn’t be
relativists. So, finally it is sort of an aesthetic stance that they take
and, well, they are welcome to it, but I don’t know why I should pay
any attention to it. Try being a relativist and it is impossible. In order
to state the position you have to negate it. And so I think it is a reduc-
tio kind of argument against relativism. 

Also, we know that we know.

Yes. That’s a good point. If you have doubt about knowledge, you
don’t have doubt about the fact that you know that, so you get
caught up in the kind of usual difficulties brought against Descartes:
he has great confidence in the reason in which he has no confidence.
But all those arguments are dissatisfying. Reductio ad absurdum is
dissatisfying because we don’t need an argument for what we are get-
ting to.  So most of the time we have the sense we are playing a game,
like that being played by the people who raised the difficulty. It’s
almost a shame to have to formulate these things on behalf of the
obvious.
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WILLIAM P. ALSTON

The first thing I want to say about this is that we shouldn’t assimilate
the question of truth to the question of knowledge. As I understand
truth, that is propositional truth, the proposition that “SMU is in
Dallas” is true if and only if SMU is in Dallas. That is, the content of
the proposition provides the necessary and sufficient conditions for
its truth. If that content is, shall we say, realized, if it obtains in the
world, then the proposition is true. That is all it takes to make it true,
and nothing else will suffice. So we shouldn’t conflate the question of
whether truth is relative to culture or society or something of that
sort with the question of whether knowledge is relative in those ways.
I think it is obvious there are many truths that no one has knowledge
of. For a simple example, just consider the set of propositions of the
form, “at such and such a time it was raining on this spot”. Think of
the indefinitely large set of such propositions where time stretches as
far back into the past as you like. Now with respect to this particu-
lar spot where I am sitting right now, nobody knows whether it was
raining at this spot exactly ninety thousand years ago. No one will
and no one can ever know. God knows, no doubt, but leaving God
out of the picture, as far as human beings are concerned there is an
infinite number of true propositions such that no one knows them to
be true, ever will know them to be true. So it is very important not to
assimilate truth and knowledge, and there is a pervasive failure to
grasp this point in the intellectual world today. People have just for-
gotten what truth is.

I can understand something of what is behind this. People may be
skeptical about our ability to know certain things and they get impa-
tient with the idea that what we say about these things has an objec-
tive truth value, even if we can’t know what it is. What good is that to
anybody, they ask. Well, whether it is any good to anybody or not we
should face the facts, and use words coherently and intelligibly and
not get everything confused. So the thing of first importance is to not
get your concepts all messed up and to recognize that truth is what it
is, whether it is doing us any good or not. I have a recent book on this
subject called A Realist Conception of Truth. There is a view that is
fairly popular nowadays, which can be termed something like con-
ceptual relativism or theoretical relativism. It maintains that there is a
plurality of ways of conceptualizing reality, which are incompatible
with each other, at least on the surface, and which are such that in
principle we have no rational way of choosing between them; hence
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there isn’t any one way, any one consistent way, the world is. I don’t
think the arguments for this are convincing, but even if this view is
correct, it complicates the matter with respect to truth without chang-
ing the basic picture. Take a particular example of the sort of thing
that is being claimed here. You might think of an Aristotelian way of
construing the world as made up of a lot of individual substances,
each of which endures through time, maintains its self-identity
through time, interacts with others. Then contrast that with some sort
of process ontology like you have in Whitehead, and you might throw
in Spinoza here too, while you are at it, which is still a different story.
Suppose I believe that tree out there has leaves on it. Well, I’m formu-
lating that in an Aristotelian mode, but the reality that I am in touch
with would be categorized from a Whiteheadian or Spinozistic point
of view in a different way. So there isn’t any one fact about that hunk
of reality. There is what it is from an Aristotelian perspective or point
of view, there is what it is from a Spinozistic point of view and a
Whiteheadian point of view. These may be all empirically equivalent
but they are different ways of categorizing the matter. This means that
we have to regard what we are talking about as relative to, in this case,
metaphysical schemes. But we don’t have to relativize truth. We can
say that to give an adequate formulation of any proposition, you have
to put in a reference to the conceptual scheme or perspective from
which the proposition is being asserted.  There is no such complete
proposition as, that tree has leaves. That tree has leaves relative to
Aristotelian metaphysics. Truth can still be the same. It’s still the case
that the proposition that the tree has leaves relative to Aristotelian
metaphysics is true if and only if that tree does have leaves relative to
Aristotelian metaphysics. So truth is still a matter of things being as
you are saying them to be. It is just that there is a plurality of differ-
ent ways the world can be said to be. I think that some of these ways
can be rejected as being incoherent or selfcontradictory or something
like that. And in any event I don’t hold any brief for this relativism,
but it is a prominent view nowadays, and people are often confused
about what is involved in this. It leads them to say that truth is rela-
tive, whereas truth isn’t relative at all. It is what your propositions are
true of that is relative according to this view. 

But then knowledge is another matter altogether. The question of
when you have knowledge and how strict the requirements for this
are is a very complicated one. I don’t think it’s crucial for religion for
people to have knowledge in any strict sense.  There a lot of things in
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the Christian tradition that suggests severe limits on what we can
know about God. There is, for example, the famous Pauline image in
the first epistle to the Corinthians, “Now we only see through a glass
darkly.” I think whether we have knowledge of God depends on
what is the right way to think about knowledge and what is required
for knowledge. There are several strict conceptions of knowledge
such that it is plausible to say that we don’t, strictly speaking, have
knowledge of what is proposed to us in the Christian faith. Aquinas,
who was not a wishywashy, liberal twentieth-century theologian,
contrasted faith with knowledge, strictly so-called, and he thought
we could, quite properly, have complete confidence in the articles of
faith without knowing them strictly speaking. Consider the idea of
faith, that is, the cognitive side of faith.  (That is not the whole story
about faith; faith involves trust, commitment, all sorts of other
things too. But I am speaking of propositional faith, faith that such
and such is the case.) Propositional faith doesn’t involve knowledge.
That doesn’t mean that there are no grounds or bases for it, that there
is no rational support for it. But that support may not be of such a
kind as to amount to knowledge strictly so-called.

How does this relate to the question of certainty, quite apart
from issues of faith, certainty of empirical issues, for instance,
that you are seeing me. Now it could be an illusion, but at least
you have an illusion of seeing me. Can you be absolutely cer-
tain about something like that?

Well, yes, I don’t think we have the same kinds of problems there. Of
course there are abstract, logical possibilities that can be raised here,
but I don’t think we should regard those as preventing one from hav-
ing certainty. 

How does what you said about truth relate to the correspon-
dence theory of truth, the idea (loosely speaking) that truth
relates to a correspondence between propositions and facts?

Well, the correspondence theory is a way of attempting to spell out
further the sort of thing I was saying. It is an attempt to explain what
is involved in propositions being true. I think the basic concept of a
proposition’s being true can be given just by this familiar schema “the
proposition that T is true if and only if T.” Grass is green is true if
and only if grass is green. That gives you the basic concept, but then
the correspondence theory is a way of trying to go further here. When
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you say the proposition that grass is green is true if and only if grass
is green, then it looks as if you are saying that there is a certain fact,
or possible fact, which is such that if and only if that fact obtains then
the proposition is true. So that must mean there is some way in which
this proposition is related to that fact differently from the way it is
related to other facts, because it is this fact rather than any other that
has to obtain in order for the proposition to be true. So what is that
relationship? Various difficulties have arisen in trying to specify that
relationship. But that shouldn’t inhibit us from thinking that we have
the basic concept straight. 

How would such a statement as “it is true that the world
exists” be understood to be true?

Well, now, are you bringing up some special feature of this particular
proposition “the world exists”? 

Just the fact that the world exists. I am asserting, as a matter of
fact, that the world exists. Is that a truth? Is that true?

I would say so, yes! 

How does that tie in to what you have said about propositions
and facts?

Well, it is just more grist for the mill. That is a very special kind of
proposition.

But it is one which can be subsumed under the correspondence
theory?

Well, I don’t see why not. Of course, it may be that that is an a pri-
ori truth rather than an a posteriori truth. We can’t coherently deny
that the world exists. But it could still fit into the same schema. 

And would this be an analytic proposition? 

No. The a priori–aposteriori distinction is an epistemological distinc-
tion. It has to do with what the grounds or bases for accepting the
proposition are, not what it is for it to be true. The analytic–synthet-
ic distinction: that is not an epistemological distinction but I don’t
think it is a distinction in modes of truth either. It is a distinction in
the character of the proposition. There are a lot of problems about
formulating this distinction, but certainly an analytical proposition is
one the truth value of which hangs on how the constituent concepts
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are related to each other in a way that the truth value of a synthetic
proposition doesn’t. But still what it is for it to be true is the same. It
is just that the kind of thing that determines that, the kind of thing that
determines whether the conditions for truth are satisfied, is different
in the two cases.

NOTES

1. There is an immense realm of evident truths, some of which are derived
from mathematics and logic, others are grounded in the specific new
structures of chess rules combined with mathematical laws, that are
explored in the theory of openings and endgames of chess. See Josef
Seifert, Schachphilosophie (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche
Buchgesellschaft, 1989).
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U N I V E R S A L I N S I G H T S P R E S U P P O S E D

B Y S C I E N C E A N D P H I L O S O P H Y

Great Question 2: It is often said that the premises in an argu-
ment already “contain” their conclusions and therefore logical
arguments cannot reveal anything new. Are there any funda-
mental insights that lie beyond scientific experimentation and
philosophical argumentation to which the human mind has
access?

ALVIN PLANTINGA

I think there are all kinds of things we know pre-philosophically and
pre-scientifically. We know that there are other people pre-scientifi-
cally and pre-philosophically. That is not a product either of scientif-
ic investigation or experimentation nor is it a product of philosophi-
cal insight or argument. The same goes for our belief that there has
been a past, that seven plus five equals twelve, and that I had an
orange for breakfast this morning. These are all not results of scien-
tific experimentation nor a result of philosophical discussion. They
are rather things that science takes for granted. Science starts from
these things. In the same way, science doesn’t establish that there are
telescopes or other scientific instruments.

Philosophy is a bit different. It typically takes logic for granted. It
is hard to say what philosophy just as such takes for granted. What
you’ve got are lots of philosophers, and each of them takes certain
things for granted. Different philosophers take different things for
granted, but there isn’t any such thing, it seems to me, as what phi-
losophy, just as such, takes for granted. Descartes didn’t take much
for granted, and he also didn’t get very far. Hume didn’t take very
much for granted. But Aquinas took a good bit more for granted.
Different philosophers take different things for granted, but nearly all
philosophers start off by taking something for granted. If you don’t
take anything for granted you can’t really take a single step. Suppose
you refuse to take anything whatever for granted: you out-Descartes
Descartes. Then you can’t even take logic for granted. You can’t give



any arguments for anything; and anyway you don’t have any premis-
es to argue from. So both philosophy and science are enterprises that
start, after one already knows a whole lot of things and after one
already takes a whole lot of things for granted. The human mind has
access to all kinds of things that it doesn’t get by scientific experiment
or philosophical argumentation. Certainly the existence of God
would be among these things, as would be the existence of other
minds.

JOSEF SEIFERT

Not all truths can be known by logical inferences; the fundamental
premises and the first principles of logic itself lie beyond demonstra-
ble knowledge, not because they could not be known rationally or
because they would just have to be assumed in blind faith, but rather
because the supreme and more perfect form of evident and rational
knowledge is the intuitive understanding of existence or of necessary
essential truths.

RALPH MCINERNY

Absolutely. I think to be a human being is to know certain truths
about the world and about oneself and it is not a matter of education,
it is not a matter of gift, it is not a matter of IQ. There are drop-off
points, obviously, where we are talking about someone who is
impaired from using their human powers. The Aristotelian holds that
we all already know things. Philosophy isn’t the beginning of knowl-
edge but presupposes that we know things, and that is a very attrac-
tive, so to speak, democratic way of doing philosophy, it seems to me,
whereas most modern philosophy is very elitist.

Does the notion of fundamental insights apply also to moral
truths, to our understanding of right and wrong?

Try to find somebody who doesn’t have that knowledge. It is very
hard, to the point of being impossible, to expunge that from the
human consciousness. A lot of people accept dreadful principles of
action but would still be appalled if you mistreated them. Our moth-
ers told us, “How would you like it if someone did that to you?”
That is a golden rule.
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Part II:

I S  M AT T E R  T H E
W H O L E  S T O RY ?





T H E E X I S T E N C E O F T H E S O U L

Great Question 3: Do you accept the existence of a soul or
mind separate from the body and, if so, on what basis?

RICHARD SWINBURNE

Yes indeed. This is something of which I am very, very confident. I
think all human beings consist of both the body and the soul. I am
my body, plus my soul. These are the two parts of me and the soul
is the essential part. Why do I think this? 

Well, consider a thought experiment which, up to now, is just a
thought experiment but in the future it certainly may be more than
that, it may be really done. I have two parts to my brain, a left part
and a right part, and there is reasonable evidence that people can
survive with only their left brain, or at any rate their left brain plus
their brain stem and maybe a few other bits. So, imagine my brain
taken out of my skull in the future and imagine the left half of the
brain put into an empty skull, from which the brain has been
removed, and my right brain, the right half of my brain, put into a
different empty skull from which the brain has been removed. And
suppose these two half brains to be connected up to the nervous sys-
tem of the body into which they have been put. So you have, as it
were at stage one, me; and then two unfortunate people from whom
brains are removed and the left half of my brain is put into one of
these bodies and the right half of my brain into another. And sup-
pose that any other bits which are necessary in order to get a func-
tioning person, say extra bits of brain stem, to be added to each of
these half brains, maybe even taken from the brain of my identical
twin, so that now we have two people, each one of which differs
from the previous two people, in that they have different brains from
those and the central part of one of these people is the left half of my
original brain and the central part of the other person is the right
half of my original brain. 

Now which of these people is me? There seem to be four possi-
bilities or perhaps only three. One is that neither of them are me,



that messing about with brains in this way has simply destroyed me.
Or it may be that it is the person with my left-brain who is me or,
thirdly, it may be the person with my right-brain who is me or,
fourthly, I suppose, it might be that both are me. They couldn’t lit-
erally both be me because they are different people from each other
but it may be that in some sense both are partly me or something like
that. Now the point is, we don’t know what the answer is, and we
wouldn’t know what the answer is even though we knew what has
happened to every bit of my brain and even though we knew exact-
ly what were my thoughts and feelings before this operation and the
thoughts and feelings of the one or two successive persons after the
operation. We still wouldn’t know which is me. But it is an all-
important, crucial fact, whether it is the left-hand person who is me
or the right-hand person who is me or whether I haven’t survived the
operation or whether, in some sense or other, I am both of these peo-
ple. This is all-important, all-important for me whether I have sur-
vived this operation. It is a crucial fact about the world which we
would remain ignorant of even if we knew what had happened to
every bit of my brain and even if we knew what were the thoughts
and feelings of all the people involved. We still wouldn’t know which
later person was the same as the earlier me and this, therefore, has
the consequence that there is going to be a crucial fact about the
world which we will be ignorant of if all we know about is what has
happened to the material objects of the world. 

So there must be an immaterial object of which these crucial facts
are facts about. Only if I consist of soul and body and if what hap-
pens in the operation is that my soul goes with one part of my brain
or, alternatively, with the other, can we make sense of what has hap-
pened. Our ignorance about what has happened is our ignorance of
where my soul has gone and we explain why we don’t know the
answer, that is because we can’t keep souls under observation even
though we can keep bits of brain under observation. So only if we
suppose there are souls can we make sense of the fact that we don’t
know some crucial truth about the world, with whether I survived
the operation, even though we do know what has happened to every
material object in the world. 

So here is just one argument for the existence of a soul but basi-
cally all arguments are going to have this kind of structure to them.
They point out that there is an awful number of truths you won’t
know about the world if you merely know what has happened to the
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bits of matter and what properties they have had and, therefore,
there must be something extra. For example, if you merely know
what is going on in a brain you won’t know whether the brain is
connected with one person or two persons. It is an obvious fact, say,
that I might be having a visual experience and an auditory experi-
ence at the same time – I am conscious of hearing this and seeing
that – but all an observation of the brain will show you is that cer-
tain visual stimuli produce effects in certain parts of the brain and
certain auditory stimuli produce effects in other parts of the brain.
And it may be that the brain is so disconnected that, really, there are
two separate people in whom these stimuli set up mental impres-
sions or, alternatively, that that isn’t so. But mere knowledge of what
happens in the brain wouldn’t tell you how many subjects of expe-
rience are connected with the brain and that is often a real question
when the brain has been tampered with in various ways so that the
left half behaves autonomously from the right half. So I don’t think
you can describe, let alone explain, some basic facts about the
world, “I am the same person that has had this previous experience”
or “I continue to exist” or “I had this experience and that experience
at the same time,” unless you suppose that experiences happen to
souls rather than just to brains. 

ALVIN PLANTINGA

I do accept the existence of a soul or mind separate from the body.
I don’t think that a person is the same thing as his or her body. I
don’t think a person is a material object; my main reason for think-
ing that is a philosophical one. If I were a material object then I
would have to be identical with, say, my body, or my brain, or some
part of my brain, or some other part of my body. (Presumably I
wouldn’t be identical with some other physical object or with some-
body else’s body, or some collection of other people’s bodies.) But
(so it seems to me) I am not my body; I am distinct from my body,
because it is possible that I should exist when it didn’t exist. It
seems to me possible, for example, that all the parts of my body
should be rapidly replaced by other body parts while I remain con-
scious, the original parts being destroyed. This is beyond present
medical science, of course, but it’s logically possible that this could
happen. If that were to happen, then I would continue to exist, but
the thing that is in fact my body wouldn’t exist. It is therefore pos-
sible that I exist at a time at which my body does not exist. So I
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can’t be identical with my body. So I must be something distinct from
it. But for any other material object, it’s also possible that I should exist
when it didn’t. So it seems to me I am not any material object at all.

HUGO MEYNELL

Well, my views about this, I’m afraid, are rather unfashionable, but
I’ll grit my teeth and present them all the same. I think that there are
two forms of explanation which we have of things and events, nei-
ther of which can be reduced to the other. One is what one might
call agent explanation, where you explain something by reference to
the intentions and purposes of persons. Why did she walk out of her
office? Because she knew Roy Varghese was down the passage and
wanted to talk to him about something. Other sorts of explanation
don’t make any such reference, as when we say that a pond has
frozen because of the low temperature, or that plants have died due
to lack of moisture; this is the kind of explanation which isn’t agent
explanation. One of the reasons, it seems to me, for the belief that
we are not totally reducible to our bodies is that agent explanation
cannot be reduced to explanation of the other kinds, authorities
like Skinner and Freud in some moods notwithstanding. That we
can in principle so reduce it is often claimed in the name of science;
but the fact is that we cannot subject our mental processes to mere-
ly physico-chemical explanation without making nonsense of science.
As Lonergan expresses it, if it is really true that the scientist says
what she says only due to physico-chemical causation, then the
scientist does not say what she says because there is a good reason
for her to do so.  So there is no point in listening to her. So much
for a defense of the notion that we are really autonomous agents
and subjects; the question is whether there is anything to
autonomous subjects over and above their bodies.  

I am inclined to agree with Duns Scotus, against Aquinas, that
the fact that we transcend physical reality enough to get to know
about it, however suggestive it is, does not of itself show that our
souls are sufficiently independent of our bodies to survive their dis-
solution. However, I think that there are additional and rather
strong reasons for believing that we survive the death of our bod-
ies. In the early 1960s, Robert Crookall published a very impor-
tant but lamentably neglected book called The Supreme
Adventure. There he summarizes a vast quantity of data from the
utterances of mediums in trance, automatic writing and reports
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both of the dying and of those who watch over them; and fits these
together into an account of what the immediate afterlife is like for
ordinary people. What I think is brilliant about Crookall is his
method. He takes as his database evidence apparently bearing on
the afterlife from a wide range of sources, and treats it, as he says,
like travelers’ tales. He asks what is the most plausible way of
accounting for all this material, and carefully considers hypotheses
alternative to his own. Of course, a single account of this kind
bears little weight. Suppose someone says, “I think I saw my
grandmother a week after her death. I got a very vivid impression
of her and she told me something that I didn’t know before, which
she seemed to be the only person in a position to know, but which
turned out to be true.” One such story taken by itself will not
impress, and ought not to impress, the Society for Psychical
Research. But Crookall puts a huge number of such anecdotes
together and comes out with coincidences which cannot at all
readily be accounted for unless postmortem souls actually under-
go the kinds of experience that his sources suggest. His argument
is a cumulative one which establishes, as he puts it, that the sur-
vival of bodily death by the human subject, is of the same order of
probability as the truth of the theory of evolution. (Crookall was
a distinguished professional geologist, so he knew what he was
talking about.)  It is also of interest that, when Crookall’s book
came out, little was known about “near-death experiences”. Now
if you take near-death experiences on their own, one quite con-
vincing explanation of why they are so similar is that one might
expect the structure of the human brain to produce more or less
identical hallucinations in a state of near-collapse. But it seems to
me that this is no longer plausible, if you take the evidence from
near-death experiences in conjunction with the material from other
sources which Crookall has assembled and collated. 

JOSEF SEIFERT

I accept the existence of a soul or mind separate from the body not
only on the basis of religious faith: because of the Christian revela-
tion, as well as because of the teaching of the Catholic Church, to
which I adhere. Rather, I think that the existence of a soul, and of
a separate mind which is distinct from the body, is also evident on
philosophical, rational grounds. In three books which I wrote on
this topic, I sought to develop many different arguments for the
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existence of the soul. One of them is based on the insight that any
conscious activity, any act of knowing, or of free decision, can evi-
dently never be performed by a material thing that is extended in
space and has parts of its being outside of others. It is evident that
the I, the Self, who performs conscious activities, is simple in the
sense of being strictly speaking and absolutely indivisible; it can
never consist of parts outside other parts in space. Moreover, the
material world evidently is dominated by causal laws which, if mat-
ter were identical with the mind, or even only the exclusive cause of
the mind, would exclude genuine knowledge and above all, freedom.
But we know with evidence that we are free and therefore that our
being cannot be reduced to matter. Moreover, we can be absolutely
certain of our own existence because we experience and grasp it
from within in an indubitable manner, but we can never be certain
in the same way of any material thing for the knowledge of which
we rely on our senses, on our brain and on many other forms of
mediation in which in principle delusion, illusion, and deception are
not totally and absolutely excluded.

In addition, we experience our own selves from within, by being
ourselves, by living consciously our own life from within, in a dis-
tanceless manner. In this way, we could never know any material
thing, for matter is always the object of conscious acts and never
identical with this intimate inner experience we have of ourselves.
Moreover, there are many further reasons which demonstrate philo-
sophically the existence of the human soul, above all that being and
substantiality are possessed by the human mind in a much more per-
fect way than any material things could ever possess them.

SIR ALFRED AYER

I don’t think that there are independent mental properties in the
sense that I don’t believe there are mental properties standing out of
any causal relation to physical properties. But what I don’t see is a
step by which you proceed from a causal relation to an identity. I do
think that just as a matter of empirical fact mental properties are
caused by physical properties.

Language, Truth and Logic was extremely mentalistic in the sense
that it reduces physical objects to what I call sense-contents. Now
sense-contents I represent as neutral. But in fact in the history of phi-
losophy they are much nearer the mind than they are to the body.
Sense-contents were the successors of Locke’s “simple ideas,”
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Berkeley’s “sense qualities,” Hume’s “impressions,” and so it was
much more nearly mentalistic than physicalistic. It wasn’t spiritual-
istic. But that’s quite different.

Logical Positivism died a long time ago. I don’t think much of
Language, Truth and Logic is true. I think it is full of mistakes. I
think it was an important book in its time because it had a kind of
cathartic effect. It swept away a lot of rubbish and excited people
and to a certain extent it gave a new direction to philosophy. But
when you get down to detail, I think it’s full of mistakes which I
spent the last fifty years correcting or trying to correct.

Yes, the mental is distinct from the material in the sense that I
don’t see a sufficient case for identifying them. The mental is very
simple. My seeing such and such, hearing such and such, or feeling
such emotions, or having such and such a sensation, or whatever,
with neural processes. I think there is a causal dependency but I
don’t see any grounds for there being an identity. My position is fair-
ly close to [Sir John] Eccles’ [a widely published dualistic scientist].

I criticize Ryle [Gilbert Ryle was the author of The Concept of
Mind, a critique of dualism]. I did in fact argue that he hadn’t made
out his case. I think it is a marvelous book because I think it is styl-
istically brilliant. But I don’t think he exorcises the ghost and I tried
to show exactly why I didn’t think that.

RALPH MCINERNY

[Thomas Aquinas held that the] body and soul are two different
things but they make up one substance. But he also held that the
shape of a thing and the thing shaped are one thing. You don’t ask
where the shape is independently of what it shapes. But in the case
of the form that makes a human being a human being, you seem to
have reason to think that it could exist independently of matter and
the reason is reason. You know, our thinking does not seem to be a
physical or chemical process however much it might presuppose sen-
sation, perception, and the like. Thinking itself seems to be an activ-
ity that is quite distinguishable from any physical change or psycho-
logical change of the lower kind. Now that raises the question, does
that mean that the soul is one substance and the body another? No,
the body doesn’t exist independently of the soul and, if the soul
exists independently of the body, it is still a form that requires, for
its complete existence, the body, which is the argument for the fit-
tingness of the resurrection. So the soul separated from the body is
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in an anomalous position. Thomas [Aquinas] speaks of it as a quasi-
substance rather than a substance, not made to exist by itself and, if
it does for a time, this is not its natural state.

Consciousness is something which even animals have.

Of a sort, sure.

Would you say that consciousness is an activity of the soul just
like thinking?

Sure, but I would take that to be imagining. It seems obvious that
dogs have dreams and so on. They have imagination, they obviously
have external senses and so forth. They have a lot of cognition and
no doubt there is a great hierarchy within brute animals in terms of
greater and lesser forms of cognition. But what they don’t have is
anything like intellection. How do we know that? The great sign of
intellection is language. There is no sense, there is no univocal sense,
in which anything other than a human being, in the animal king-
dom, has a language. Language is the sign of abstract thinking. We
know singulars but we know them as instances of a kind. In seeing
you I see the thing that you see and it’s only in thinking about it as
red that we think of it as an instance of a color and so on. But eye-
sight itself does not pick up abstract concepts as universal. I take
that to be a very good argument. It’s a complicated one and I’m sim-
plifying it. But it seems to me that’s the best way to show that cog-
nition, in the sense that the animals have it and that we share
with them, is not what you’re talking about when you talk about
the basis for the separate existence of the human soul – which is
intellection, which is always language [i.e. intellection as expressed
in language is distictive of the human soul]. We talk metaphorically
about the language of the bees and the language of porpoises and so
forth, but it’s because it’s like language. 

Would you think that the soul, say, of an animal, would have
actual mental life separate from the body too? 

Oh, no. There is no sign of that, there is no indication of it. The cog-
nition that it has, which is often quite amazing, is a feature of its sen-
sory organs only. 

Let me restate that. The action is not independent of those
organs. But that actual activity is in some sense distinct from
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the physical organ. Would you say it is a kind of mental activ-
ity which is immaterial?

In animals? No. If I called it immaterial it would be only to distin-
guish it from other aspects or features of animals that they share
with inorganic things. But you might say that they are relatively
immaterial but that wouldn’t be a basis for saying that the animal
soul exists independently or would survive the death of the animal.

Obviously, cognition, sense cognition, is an amazing thing and
there are all kinds of degrees of it and one doesn’t want to put it
down. But, on the other hand, one doesn’t want to blur the differ-
ence between that and intellection, and we see the difference in our-
selves as well as between ourselves and, say, other animals.

Intellection is an activity of the soul which can take place with-
out the body. Would you say that?

Yes, but exactly how don’t ask me. That is why I’m very happy
about the resurrection.

And that is obviously unique to human beings.

Yes. Philosophers who held the immortality of the soul didn’t know
what to do next and told stories and got into a kind of dualism so
that the soul existed prior to the body and consequently existed after
it. Aristotle is very uninformative about what the soul is going to be
doing when it is separated from the body; one place where he talks
about it at some length is the first book of the Nicomachean Ethics
and it’s kind of hard for us to think he is telling us very much.
Thomas commenting on that congratulates him because he says,
“How could he know?” 

Is it ontologically possible to clone a human being? A materi-
alist might point to the recent reports of success in cloning a
mammal in claiming that it is only a matter of time before
human beings can be cloned – thus eliminating the need for
appealing to any non-physical component. How would you
evaluate such a claim?

The question about cloning human beings is twofold: would it
be possible to produce a human being in the way Dolly [the
cloned sheep] was produced? That is a factual question. Say the
answer is yes. If it is a human being, it must have a soul. A soul is
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not produced from matter but breathed into the conceptum by God.
Would God grant a soul to a cloned human being? Well, does God
grant a soul to a human being begotten by rape or incest? The
immorality of the human means does not preclude divine causality.

There are of course many other aspects to this. The New York
Post raised the metaphysical question as to whether you can have
numerical identity as well as plurality. As far as I can see, it took
a male and a female contribution to produce Dolly, so sameness
here would pose no more difficult metaphysical problems than
procreation.

G. E. M. ANSCOMBE

I don’t know about the soul being distinct from the body. It is the
principle of unity of an organism, the soul, and a living organism is
a unity and the principle of unity is called the soul. This applies not
just to human beings.

Do human beings have a spiritual substantial soul?

Well, that is rather obscure because since the soul is the principle of
unity of an organism, the question is how can that exist when the
organism is destroyed? It ought to be a rather serious question for
any good philosopher, as it is a very serious question, for example,
for Thomas Aquinas. I should think that it would be answered by
consideration of what it is that the human soul is the principle of –
a certain kind of animal called human being – and of what it does.
A human being has thoughts of a sort which are to be expressed in
language and I think that if somebody says that he can look into the
brain and see what thoughts somebody is thinking, and there are
people who do this, then he is an ass.

In a sense, from our own experience, we know that thoughts
are, by their very nature, qualitatively distinct from physiolog-
ical processes. Would you say that?

Yes, certainly. They may be expressed in ink, by a pen or a type-
writer. I don’t know that the word would be “expressed” because in
order to understand what is expressed by a pen or a typewriter, you
have to know the language. The producer, of course, does know the
language. But we just don’t know, we who can talk don’t, therefore,
know just what processes in the brain are involved in our thinking
of various thoughts. But, of course, they are not there in the brain.
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Thoughts, in some way which, no doubt, a good physiologist would
try to discover, depend on our having a brain. That is not to say that
the thinking is an activity of the brain.

On the other hand, Thomas Aquinas himself speculated on the
idea of the separated soul.

Well, he investigated it. It was for him a serious problem precisely
because he believed the Aristotelian principle – the soul is the form
of the body. Here he was speaking, Aristotle was speaking, of the
human soul. Aristotle also, of course, speaks of the souls of plants
and other animals and, therefore, I am not, in any way, disagreeing
with him, rather following him, by saying the soul is the principle of
unity of any complex organism. When the complex organism is
human it goes in for thinking and that is not a material activity –
although if it is done with a pen or typewriter, you suppose these to
be communication of thought, a physical activity. But if you don’t
know the language, you would not understand the activity.

When you approach the question of intention – on which you
have written so much – what bearing does this have on the
nature of the soul or that specific activity of the human person
which is distinct from either physical objects or plants and ani-
mals? Does intention have any bearing on the issue?

Well, I disagree with those who suppose that the other animals never
had anything you could call an intention. You can see that the cat is
stalking a bird, for example. But I would say that an animal, at least
such as we can understand their actions in that kind of way, no more
calls for the possibility of acts of intention than other acts of the
soul. But then I don’t believe an animal, other than the human ani-
mal, has a spiritual soul. Animals other than the human animal do
not, so far as we can tell at all, have what we call thinking. Of
course, we sometimes would say, the bird thinks it can get out
because it flies against the glass. There “thinks” refers to the
“deeds.” And we sometimes say that a dog dreams when it goes
“woof, woof.” We certainly make comparisons and see certain sim-
ilarities. Human intention is a bigger thing than the cat stalking the
bird and you have to distinguish between what makes an action
intentional and what the intention is and also between the inten-
tionalness of the activity and the intention or the objective or the
end. Part of this, at least, is applicable to the cat stalking the bird or
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the animal who dreams something. I have heard about, but have
never seen, an animal, some kind of monkey or ape, moving some-
thing to stand on it to reach a bunch of bananas. And here you could
say, well, it is the case that, if you watch it, you can see what its aim
is. This is, of course, more than you actually can see what the aim is
in the cat stalking the bird, but also you can see what its means are.
Therefore, this would be another reason where I would object to
people that think that the nonhuman animals, all of them, are inca-
pable of intention. But the thought and calculation which must go
into a great deal of human intending cannot be supposed to be there.
It seems to me that it would be simply folly to imagine that you
could find a way of asking the chimpanzee, even if you knew its lan-
guage, what it was moving that thing for.

But don’t we see some kind of primitive intention in a cat
stalking a bird, to take that example? Doesn’t it leave the pos-
sibility that there is something primitively mental taking place?

Of course, I believe that animals have, as you put it, something men-
tal, but I don’t mean something spiritual. By that it would be absurd
to deny that animals have sensation and reactions to sensation. On
the other hand, I would be inclined to say especially that that
appears to involve a mental sort of intention as in the case of the
plant. A plant, well, the plant may be such, like the sunflower, so
called, because it turns its face toward the sun, and I don’t think that
we would be inclined to say that the plant is intending to be facing
the sun. The cat is more like us. You don’t automatically expect the
cat to stalk a bird. It’s just that you sometimes see a cat and see, oh,
I can see it is stalking a bird.

What’s the nature of the distinction between the mental which
is irreducible to the physical and the spiritual nature of the
human soul? Is it the fact that the kind of thought which
humans have is, in some sense, qualitatively distinct from the
kind of intentional activity which a cat has in stalking the bird?

The most striking and obvious distinction is language. If somebody
with brain damage can spell out words, as may very well be the case.
I know such a case. He had too severe brain damage to be able to
speak or write. Writing is a very refined activity of the hand. It is
possible that the part of the brain which involves a fine control of a
pen enables you to learn to write. But such a person may very well
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be able to spell out words by being given a clock face which has let-
ters, instead of numbers on it, and also some words maybe by turn-
ing the hands of this clock face so that they spell out sentences.
Quite obscure, I don’t mean very obscure, I mean, sentences which
with the mere construction of something of a sentence, that is obvi-
ously meant as a sentence, proves the presence of the intellectual
soul. I know such a case. 

Ergo, question, why isn’t 1 a prime number? That is the question,
that is something the formulation of which obviously involves what
we, what I would call an intellectual soul. I would say that any sen-
tence, with proper sentence construction, the grammar of language,
proves the same.

I think even the materialist probably won’t dispute the idea of
the soul being the principle of unity. The more sophisticated
materialist probably would hold to some kind of identity the-
ory in explaining how we have thoughts which seem to be
qualitatively distinct from brain processes.

Well, I think you are rather naive about sophisticated materialists.
But of course, you may be defining extreme sophistication in your
materialism in such a way that the materialist may say, “Yes, there
is a unity. This is a unified organism.” But, on the other hand, I think
that I observe a realization of unity, but not if there is any intellect
in the person.

Thomas Aquinas also held that the spiritual nature of the soul
seemed to him to be rational grounds for affirming the possi-
bility of the soul surviving death.

Probably he did. I would say that to him it was a problem and it is
not clear that he solved the problem. I don’t think I know his writ-
ing on the subject well enough to say, but I would expect that he
thought that he had solved the problem. What I do note is that for
him it was a problem and that is the right approach to this matter,
which should be a problem.

In your view that is a problem. Would you say we cannot,
without faith, affirm a life after death?

Well, now, faith can affirm that and I don’t think it was faith on his
part. I don’t think you have to have faith to believe that the princi-
ple of unity of the human organism is a spiritual principle. But I do
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observe that the way in which many spiritualists talk, upon the
whole, is a way which sees no more in the unity of the human organ-
ism than we would see in the unity of a bicycle.

On the further question of the survival of the soul, do you
think that by recognizing the spiritual nature of the human
soul, it is at least a valid inference to affirm survival?

I don’t know. I think that this is really one of the many difficult ques-
tions in philosophy but all I have said so far is that I think that for
the good philosopher, who is not a foolish materialist, it is still a
problem, and the reason why it is a problem is that it is a pretty clear
conception of the human soul, that it is the principle of unity of the
human organism.

JOHN LUCAS

That depends on what you mean by “the existence of the mind”
because it can be questioned in a whole lot of different ways. I
would start from the principle that I am very much aware of my own
self, of thinking and deciding; and I’ve always taken it for granted
that other people are similarly thinking and deciding. Then I come
across various criticisms and these are some of the quite traditional
ones such as from David Hume, and of other kinds such as from
Descartes, and then more modern ones from neurophysiology – and
I look at those objections and find them on the whole very unper-
suasive, and flawed in different ways. 

So your basis, fundamentally, is commonsense experience?

That’s where I start from. It depends on where I’m starting from. I
might at some stage be trying to construct a deep philosophical sys-
tem and might be starting from some other place, and then I might
need to produce some argument to show that from that point of
view you should also allow the existence of mind. But [most of the
time], I’m starting from a very commonsensical point of view. 

Now is your understanding of mind similar to the Cartesian
dualist?

Well, I’m not sure. I’m said to be a dualist and don’t regard that as
any accusation but I am not in Descartes’ position, and I simply
draw some distinction between minds and bodies. Whether they
should be described as substances, as Descartes says, I’m not sure. If
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I go along that path I would need to produce a detailed account
showing how they interact. The interactionist account involves con-
siderable difficulties and I’m sometimes quite taken with the possi-
bility of some other attempt to explain the mind and the body in
terms of different sorts of predicates or different sorts of explana-
tion. It might be that the real distinction lies not in what we say that
it is but in how we understand it. I don’t know about that. Whatever
attempted explanation I put forward I would certainly not be deny-
ing the existence of mind.

JOHN FOSTER

What is your assessment of Daniel Dennett’s defense of mate-
rialism in his book Consciousness Explained?

Although a committed materialist, Dennett recognizes that there
are certain factors which seem, initially, to constitute serious obsta-
cles to any materialist account. Two in particular – both concerned
with consciousness – Dennett sees as especially crucial, and they
become recurring themes in his discussion. The first is that material-
ism seems unable to accommodate the introspectible qualities of
conscious experience. Thus when someone is in pain, or hears the
rumble of thunder, or visualizes a scene in his or her mind’s eye, it
doesn’t seem that any purely physical description of what’s going on
inside them (or indeed any purely physical description of any aspects
of the physical world) would cover, explicitly or implicitly, the char-
acter of the experience as introspection reveals it. The second factor
is that materialism seems unable to accommodate the fact that expe-
rience belongs to a conscious subject. When there is an episode of
pain or hearing or visualizing, there is always someone in whom the
experience occurs (someone who suffers the pain, or has the audito-
ry awareness, or frames and witnesses the visual image), and there
doesn’t seem to be anything physical which could play this subject-
role: “. . . the trouble with brains, it seems, is that when you look in
them, you discover that there’s nobody home” (p. 29). Dennett’s aim
is to show how, despite initial appearances to the contrary, a coher-
ent and plausible materialist account of the mind – and in particular
of consciousness and its subject – can be provided.

Dennett’s basic approach, in pursuit of this aim, is to develop and
defend a form of functionalism. Put briefly, what functionalism
asserts is that, given any type T of mental state or activity, if F is the
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functional role, or cluster of roles, which we ordinarily associate
with T (in effect, that role or role-cluster which we can see to be
rationally appropriate to the psychological character of T), then the
instantiation of T (the occurrence of a T-particular) in a given sub-
ject at a particular time consists in the occurrence of a physical state
or process which, relative to the whole physical make-up of the sub-
ject and the properties of the wider physical environment, is
equipped to play this role. Thus, on Dennett’s view, for a physical
system to have a capacity for a certain kind of functional organiza-
tion – a kind which enables it to execute the characteristic functions
of consciousness in that form; and for the system to embody a sin-
gle subject to which the various episodes of consciousness occurring
in it belong, nothing more is needed than the fact that this organi-
zation as a whole achieves a certain kind of internal unity and coor-
dination. On this last point, Dennett thinks that the internal unity is
achieved, not at the level of the physiological hardware, but because
the different component physiological systems which make up the
brain, and which typically function in parallel, collectively realize a
serial von-Neumann-type machine: “Conscious minds are more-or-
less serial virtual machines implemented – inefficiently – on the par-
allel hardware that evolution has provided for us” (p. 218).

Dennett is aware that there are a number of seemingly powerful
objections to this functionalist approach. One familiar objection is
that, given that all the functional aspects of consciousness are capa-
ble of being mechanistically implemented (and this is something
which the functionalist must assume), we can envisage things or
systems which satisfy all the functional requirements of a human-
like conscious mentality without having a capacity for genuine con-
sciousness or mentality at all. The cases most often cited here are
those of the seemingly intelligent robot, Block’s Chinese Nation,1

and Searle’s Chinese Room.2 Another familiar objection is that we
can envisage cases in which exactly the same functional condition
obtains in different human subjects, or in the same subject at dif-
ferent times, but is accompanied by different kinds of experience.
Here the most famous case is that of the inverted color-spectrum, in
which we envisage two subjects who (or two single-subject phases
which) are relevantly alike in functional organization, but experi-
ence complementary color-qualia in response to the same photic
input. Yet a third objection, known as the “knowledge argument”,
focuses on cases in which, owing to a deficiency in their psycho-
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logical repertoire, someone does not, for a certain category of men-
tal states, have any introspective data from which they can derive a
knowledge of their experiential character. The objector then claims
that, contrary to the implications of functionalism, the subject can-
not acquire the relevant experiential knowledge from information
about the functional roles of these states in the lives of those who
have them. Probably the best known version of the knowledge argu-
ment – and the one which Dennett himself considers – is that of
Frank Jackson, who focuses on the case of the scientist Mary, who,
though placed in circumstances which restrict her to black-and-
white vision, becomes all-knowledgeable about the neurophysiology
and functioning of color-vision in others. Jackson’s plausible claim
is then that, despite this knowledge, Mary does not know what
color-vision is like experientially, and will not learn this until she
comes to have color-experience herself.3

Dennett tries to undermine these objections by discrediting the
intuitions on which they are based. He takes the chief culprit here to
be the prevalent assumption that consciousness takes the form of an
inner theater – the “Cartesian Theater” he dubs it – in which items
are directly presented to the conscious self in a way that is quite dif-
ferent from the mere reception of information or acquisition of
belief.4 Once this idea of the inner theater has been accepted, it
becomes impossible to avoid the sort of objections considered: there
is no way of making sense of a direct presentational awareness in
purely functional terms, and it is this point which, in their different
ways, the various objections exploit. Dennett’s response is simply to
deny the existence of the inner theater and the presentational aware-
ness associated with it. His position is that consciousness, whether
sensory or introspective, is purely cognitive – a matter of acquiring
beliefs or making judgments – and that these cognitive activities
(unlike the bogus presentational ones) can be construed in function-
al terms. This allows him to dismiss the objections. Thus his
response to the alleged possibility of the inverted spectrum is to say
that, since there is no Cartesian Theater, there are no color-qualia
whose functional roles could be systemically changed in that way.
Likewise, his response to Jackson’s argument is to insist that, since
there are no color-qualia in the relevant sense, a full physical and
functional knowledge would, if she really possessed it, enable Mary
to know everything about the visual experience of other people.  As
for such cases as the seemingly intelligent robot, the Chinese Nation,
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and the Chinese Room, Dennett now feels able to insist that, so long
as they genuinely exemplified the appropriate functional organiza-
tion, these physical systems would indeed have the capacity for a
cognitive consciousness – which is the only sort of consciousness
there is.

But why does Dennett deny the existence of the inner theater,
with its distinctively presentational, noncognitive awareness? The
basic reason is that he has already committed himself to giving a
materialist, nondualist account of consciousness, and, as he sees,
the idea of the inner theater makes no sense within that framework.
This is a recurring theme. To take just one example (and a particu-
larly clear one): in the context of his discussion of the “phi-phe-
nomenon” (where two spots, flashed in quick succession in closely
neighboring positions, appear to the subject to be a single spot
which moves from the position of the first to that of the second),
Dennett envisages the subject making the following “sophisticated”
comment: “I know there wasn’t actually a moving spot in the world
. . . but I also know that the spot seemed to move, so in addition to
my judgement that the spot seemed to move, there is the event
which my judgement is about: the seeming-to-move of the spot . .
.” (pp. 133–34). Confident of his materialist framework, Dennett
will have none of this:

Perhaps the Cartesian Theatre is popular because it is the place
where the seemings can happen in addition to the judgings. But the
sophisticated argument just presented is fallacious. Postulating a
real seeming in addition to the judging or “taking” expressed in
the subject’s report is multiplying entities beyond necessity. Worse,
it is multiplying entities beyond possibility; the sort of inner pre-
sentation in which real seemings happen is a hopeless metaphysi-
cal dodge, a way of trying to have your cake and eat it too, espe-
cially since those who are inclined to talk this way are eager to
insist that this inner presentation does not occur in some mysteri-
ous, dualist sort of space perfused with Cartesian ghost-ether.
When you discard Cartesian dualism, you really must discard the
show that would have gone on in the Cartesian Theatre, and the
audience as well, for neither the show nor the audience is to be
found in the brain, and the brain is the only real place there is to
look for them (p. 134 ).

Apart from the caricature of the dualist position whose falsity he
takes for granted (a dualist worth his salt – and Descartes would be
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the paradigm case – does not envisage a kind of space perfused with
ghost-ether), Dennett’s reasoning is here impeccable. There is no
way of preserving forms of non-cognitive presentation within the
materialist framework. The crucial question, of course, is: Why is he
so sure that dualism is false?

In his rejection of dualism is the basis of his denial of the exis-
tence of the inner theater, it also lies behind his functionalist
account of cognition – and the other non-presentational psycho-
logical states and activities that the elimination of the theater
leaves intact. It may be easier to entertain a functionalist account
of these nonpresentational aspects of the mind than a presentation,
but it still seems highly problematic. Thus whatever its functional
organization, it is not easy to think of a robot as capable of real
thought and belief – and even harder if we envisage it to be “crude-
ly” mechanical, so that, apart from its “sensory” monitors, it works
entirely by such devices as cogs, levers, pulleys, and springs.5 What
enables Dennett to represent his functionalist approach as correct is
that, given the falsity of Cartesian dualism, there is no possibility of
finding a “central conceptualizer and meaner” to be the subject of
the irreducible cognitive states and activities which our initial
(anti-functionalist) intuitions envisage;6 and without such a sub-
ject, there is no serious rival to an account of cognition along
functionalist lines.

It is clear from all this that Dennett’s positive account of con-
sciousness hinges very crucially on his prior rejection of dualism.
This account, with its implication that there is nothing more to con-
sciousness than the mechanistically functional organization of a
physical system, is, from an intuitive standpoint, highly implausible
– as the various objections reveal. But Dennett is happy to commend
it to his readers because he sees that the only way to avoid these
implausibilities would be to adopt a dualist position, and he takes it
as already settled that dualism is not an option. Thus when he said
that “in this book, I adopt the apparently dogmatic rule that dual-
ism is to be avoided at all costs” (p. 37 ) – and the italics are his –
he meant just that. In effect, he is saying that, however implausible
the results of his subsequent investigation when considered in isola-
tion, they should be embraced without embarrassment if they pro-
vide the best theory available within the materialist framework. The
siren call of dualism is to be resisted whatever the circumstances and
whatever the consequences.
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What do you think of Dennett’s arguments against the exis-
tence of a mind separate from the body, specifically with
respect to the question of interaction between the two? 

Dennett begins at a familiar point, the traditional issue of dualistic
interaction between body and mind:

The standard objection to dualism was all too familiar to
Descartes himself in the seventeenth century, and it is fair to say
that neither he nor any subsequent dualist has ever overcome it
convincingly. If mind and body are distinct things or substances,
they nevertheless must interact; the bodily sense organs, via the
brain, must inform the mind, must send to it or present it with per-
ceptions or ideas or data of some sort, and then the mind, having
thought things over, must direct the body in appropriate action
(including speech). Hence the view is often called Cartesian inter-
actionism or interactionist dualism (pp. 33–34).

Dennett finds such a view deeply problematic. He is particularly
puzzled by the supposed directives from mind to brain:

These, ex hypothesi, are not physical; they are not light waves or
sound waves or cosmic rays or streams of subatomic particles. No
physical energy or mass is associated with them. How, then, do
they get to make a difference to what happens in the brain cells
they must affect, if the mind is to have any influence over the
body? A fundamental principle of physics is that any change in the
trajectory of any physical entity is an acceleration requiring the
expenditure of energy, and where is this energy to come from? It
is this principle of the conservation of energy that accounts for the
physical impossibility of ‘perpetual motion machines’, and the
same principle is apparently violated by dualism. This confronta-
tion between quite standard physics and dualism has been end-
lessly discussed since Descartes’s own day, and is widely regarded
as the inescapable and fatal flaw of dualism (pp. 34–35).

Dennett adds, somewhat cryptically, that “ingenious technical
exemptions based on sophisticated readings of the relevant physics
have been explored and expounded, but without attracting many
conversions.” Whatever the beliefs of these infrequent converts,
Dennett is clearly not among them.

Ostensibly, the objection that Dennett is here bringing against the
dualist’s version of mind-to-brain causation is that it violates the
principle of the conservation of energy – a principle which he takes
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to be scientifically well-established. However, I assume that the real
objection is a more general one. For suppose the dualist were to
envisage a situation in which any local gain in energy associated
with the mind’s influence on a particular region of the brain at a cer-
tain time was compensated for by an equivalent loss of energy in
some other region at the same time. Instead of this satisfying
Dennett, he would undoubtedly see it as involving a double problem:
the problem of a physically inexplicable energy-increase at one point
and a physically inexplicable energy-decrease at another. Dennett’s
real objection, I take it, is that, whatever its precise form, any set-up
in which the nonphysical mind exerts a causal influence on events in
the body will result in physical changes which are contrary to the
requirements of physical law. The physical laws, established by
physics and chemistry, require the brain to behave in certain ways in
certain physical conditions, and the nonphysical mind can only exert
an influence by interfering with this nomological control and pro-
ducing physical results which are impossible in physical terms.

In fact, I assume that Dennett’s underlying objection is even more
general than this. For I take it that what, fundamentally, Dennett
objects to in the dualist’s view of mind-to-brain causation is that it
postulates a causal influence on the physical world of a physically
inexplicable kind: it violates the supposed principle that the physical
world is a closed system, in which the only causal influences on what
takes place within it are themselves physical – the influence exerted
by prior physical conditions in the framework of physical laws. This
is a still more general objection, since there are two ways in which
we can envisage the mind exerting a non-physical influence on phys-
ical events without this involving any conflict with physical law.
Thus, on the one hand, we could suppose that the fundamental
physical laws are only probabilistic (statistical), and that, because of
this, the conditions obtaining in the brain at any time leave open a
range of physically possible continuations. We could then think of
the interventionist causal role of the non-physical mind as that of
selecting between, or at least affecting the probabilities of, these
physically possible options. On the other hand, we could envisage a
situation of systematic over-determination, in which the influence of
the nonphysical mind, though genuinely independent, always exact-
ly duplicates that of the current physical conditions in the brain, and
is in this sense redundant. In both these cases, the influence of the
non-physical mind would not come into conflict with the laws of
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physics and chemistry – it would leave physical science able to
endorse the same nomological theories of the brain as of the rest of
the physical world. But the influence would not be physically explic-
able and its occurrence would not be compatible with the claim that
the physical world is a closed system. I take it that this, on its own,
would be enough to make it anathema to Dennett.

One way in which the dualist could avoid Dennett’s objection
would be by embracing epiphenomenalism, which concedes that the
mind does not exert any causal influence on the physical world.
Thus the epiphenomenalist accepts that there is psychophysical cau-
sation from body to mind, as when physical sensory input produces
a sensory experience, but denies that there is psychophysical causa-
tion in the other direction: not even volitional acts, like decisions
and tryings, have any physical effects. In my view – and here at least
I find myself in agreement with Dennett7 – epiphenomenalism is not
a serious option. It is not just that it is in radical conflict with our
ordinary conception of ourselves as agents (in not allowing us to
retain the view that what we ordinarily think of as human action is
intentional in any decent sense). It is also, and more crucially, that
the advocacy of the epiphenomenalist position is self-defeating. For
if the mind has no causal influence on the physical world, and there-
fore no influence on either the formation or overt employment of
the public language (not even with respect to those aspects of the
public language which we ordinarily suppose to concern psycho-
logical matters), then mentality cannot even become a topic for
overt discussion.8 In particular, then, the epiphenomenalist cannot
try to provide an overt expression of his view without thereby
implicitly committing himself to its falsity. Whatever the merits of
dualism as such, epiphenomenalism really is a position “to be
avoided at all costs”.9

However, the dualist does not need to embrace epiphenomenal-
ism to defend himself against Dennett’s objection; for there are no
good grounds for assuming that the only causal influences on the
functioning of the human brain are physical. What are the grounds
supposed to be? It can hardly be claimed that direct research on the
brain has revealed anything decisive; indeed, we have yet to devise a
method of monitoring a subject’s brain activity which is sufficiently
wide-ranging and penetrating to provide the sort of information we
need, but not so invasive as to make it illegitimate to draw any con-
clusions about what happens in normal circumstances. So I take it
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that Dennett’s main point must be that the assumption is plausible
in the light of the progress of physical science in general. His thought
must be something along the lines of:

1. Whenever physical science has managed to conduct a thorough
investigation of the working of a physical system, it has always
found that it can fully explain the relevant phenomena in purely
physical terms.

2. In default of any empirical evidence to the contrary, it is reason-
able to extrapolate from this to the particular case of the brain,
concluding that in this area too the relevant physical phenomena
are, or are likely to be, physically explicable.

3. Since a situation of systematic overdetermination would be
inherently puzzling (for how could it be accounted for?), it is rea-
sonable to conclude that the only causal influences on the brain
are physical.

But this line of reasoning fails at step (2). For the envisaged extrap-
olation would only be warranted if there were no other considera-
tions which point strongly to a different conclusion; and obviously
the dualist will point out that we already know that we have minds,
and (granted the falsity of epiphenomenalism) ones which exert a
causal influence on behaviour; and he will insist that the familiar
objections to any form of materialist account provide a strong prima
facie case for taking the mind to be nonphysical. From this stand-
point, we should not expect the explanatory success which physical
science has enjoyed with respect to the rest of the physical world to
carry over, without qualification, to the special case of the human
brain. We should be prepared for – and indeed, if we discount the
possibility of over-determination, should positively expect – cases in
which the non-physical mind makes its causal presence felt through
the occurrence of neural events which are not amendable to a pure-
ly physical explanation.

The upshot of this is that, if he is to have any rationale for his
exclusion of dualism on the grounds of its clash with physical sci-
ence, Dennett will either need to wait for such time as direct research
on the brain provides strong evidence for the claim that physical sci-
ence can fully explain all that takes place within it (and the dualist
will deny that there is any reason to expect such evidence to be
forthcoming) or find some way of independently discrediting the
familiar pro-dualist arguments. All he has done so far is to beg the
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question against the dualist by assuming that the latter will be
embarrassed by having to envisage the nonphysical mind having
physical effects which physical science cannot explain. It should also
be noted that, even if future research did provide strong evidence for
the claim that all brain events can be fully explained in physical
terms, this would not constitute a conclusive argument against dual-
ism, since the dualist could still fall back on the hypothesis if, as I
believe, the prima facie case against materialism can be turned into
one which is irresistible.10

Maybe Dennett senses that his scientific argument against dual-
ism is inadequate. For he now goes on to put the emphasis on a dif-
ferent point:

Dualism’s embarrassment here is really much simpler than the
citation of presumed laws of physics suggests. It is the same inco-
herence that children notice – but tolerate happily in fantasy – in
such fare as Casper the Friendly Ghost. How can Casper both
glide through walls and grab a falling towel? How can mind stuff
both elude all physical measurement and control the body? A
ghost in the machine is of no help in our theories unless it is a
ghost that can move things around – like a noisy poltergeist who
can tip over a lamp or slam a door – but anything that can move
a physical thing is itself a physical thing (although perhaps a
strange and heretofore unstudied kind of physical thing ) (p. 35).

I take this to be a quite different objection to dualistic interaction
from the one we have been considering. The earlier objection, how-
ever exactly it is to be interpreted, was fundamentally an empirical
one: it turned on the claim that to postulate lines of causation from
the non-physical mind to the body would be scientifically implausi-
ble. The new objection, if I have understood it, is of an a priori kind.
It is claiming that very notion of dualistic mind-to-body causation is
incoherent: whatever the status of the physicist’s conservation laws,
or any other putative laws of physical science, we simply cannot
make sense of the suggestion that something non-physical could
impart motion to something physical, or have any other kind of
causal influence on events in the physical world.

But why does Dennett think that we cannot make sense of this?
Curiously, he does not seem to see the need to spell out the incoher-
ence he claims to have detected. The comparison with Casper (who
is not obstructed by walls and yet can get a grip on towels) is not, I
assume, intended to be taken seriously: Dennett is aware that the
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dualist (at least the orthodox dualist) does not think of the mind as
an occupant of physical space, let alone as one with Casper’s para-
doxical properties. But, apart from the reference to Casper, all we
are offered is the dogmatic assertion that “anything that can move a
physical thing is itself a physical thing” – as if this is just obvious and
something which no sensible person would think of disputing. I have
to confess that it is not at all obvious to me. If there is a conceptual
problem in supposing that events in the non-physical mind causally
affect events in the body, it is one that I need to have explicated. 

One thing which may make it seem that there is a problem here
is that our conception of the nature of causation tends to be condi-
tioned by the ways in which causality typically operates in the phys-
ical realm. Typically, when one physical event causes another, the
two events are either spatially contiguous (or coincident) or con-
nected by a spatiotemporally continuous series of events through
which the causal process passes. This feature of physical causation
may make it seem that causation has to operate by means of spatial
contact – that spatial contact is the essential mechanism for causal
contact – and once this is accepted, causation between physical and
non-physical events is automatically excluded. The exclusion, of
course, would apply with equal force to dualistic causation in both
directions – from body to mind as much as from mind to body.

If this is how Dennett sees the problem, the dualist has a simple
and effective answer. For even if physical causation typically, and
perhaps always, operates through spatial contact, it is conceivable
that it should not. There is no conceptual difficulty in envisaging a
case in which a physical event in one place causes a physical event a
mile away, without there being any chain of events between them.
Moreover, it is easy to envisage the sort of evidence which would
persuade us that such cases occur – for example, a constant correla-
tion between the occurrence of the one type of event and the imme-
diately subsequent occurrence of the other, an inability to detect any
intervening mechanism, and an inability to provide a causal expla-
nation of the second event in any other way. Indeed, it was once
assumed that gravitational causal influence operated over spatial
distances in just this way.  But if there is no conceptual difficulty in
envisaging causation-at-a-distance in the physical realm, then dual-
istic causation should not be excluded, or regarded as conceptually
problematic, purely on the grounds that there is no spatial contact
between the non-physical mind and the body.
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Another way the putative problem is sometimes posed is by say-
ing that, on the dualist view, we cannot understand how psy-
chophysical causation operates: we simply have to accept it as a
brute fact, with no further explanation, that certain types of neural
event directly cause certain types of mental event, and vice versa.11

But again I am not impressed. For why should any explanation be
demanded? Trivially, if causation is direct, there cannot be any ques-
tion of an intervening mechanism; and presumably the notion of
direct causation is not as such problematic. Maybe Dennett would
say that we cannot understand why the neural events have these psy-
chological effects or why the mental events have these physical
effects: the most we can hope to do is bring the causal pairings under
covering laws. But what I cannot see is why these why-questions
arise. In the physical realm too our explanation of causation has to
terminate in the postulation of certain causal laws, without any fur-
ther explanation of why these laws obtain. So why should the dual-
ist be required to do more? Why should the dualist be called on to
offer a deeper mode of explanation than that which is available to
physical science?12

Admittedly, some materialists would argue that it is precisely the
relationship between psychophysical causation and the covering
laws which turns out to be problematic on the dualist view. In fact,
there are two quite different lines of argument here, one trying to
show that the dualist cannot envisage psychophysical laws which
cover the causal pairings in a sufficiently determinate way, the other
trying to show that the dualist cannot envisage psychophysical laws
at all.13 Both these arguments turn on issues of considerable techni-
cal complexity, which I do not have space to discuss here. I have,
however, examined them in detail elsewhere and, in each case, tried
to vindicate the dualist position.14 In any case, there is not the slight-
est suggestion that, in his rejection of dualism, Dennett has either of
these arguments in mind.

NOTES

1. See Ned Block, “Troubles with Functionalism,” in Perception and
Cognition: Issues in the Foundations of Psychology, Minnesota Studies
in the Philosophy of Science ix, ed. C. W. Savage (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1978.)

2. See John Searle, “Minds, Brains, and Programs,” in Behavioural and
Brain Sciences 3 (1980), no. 3.

3. For my own version of the knowledge argument, and for my evaluation
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of Jackson’s, see Foster, The Immaterial Self (London: Routledge,
1991), ch. 3, sect. 4.

4. The most important difference is that presentation is an unmediated
relation between the relevant item and the subject; it does not break
down into the occurrence of a more fundamental psychological state,
which is not essentially perceptive of that item, together with further
facts (e.g. about how that state/state-instance and the item are qualita-
tively and casually related ).

5. This is how I set up the case in Foster, op. cit., ch. 3, sect. 5. Incidentally,
I am inclined to think that the functional role of thought and belief in
our lives is not of a purely mechanistic kind, and so is not capable of
being exactly reproduced in a robot.

6. See Consciousness Explained, (Boston, MA: Little, Brown & Co.,
1991), ch. 8.

7. Thus see Consciousness Explained, ch. 12, sect. 5.
8. For more detail, see Foster, op. cit., pp. 190–3.
9. This is a slight oversimplification. As I have shown elsewhere (op. cit.,

pp. 192–3 ), there is an exotic way in which the epiphenomenalist could
avoid the charge that his position is self-defeating. For, by postulating

a form of divinely pre-established psychophysical harmony, he could
represent our situation as one in which human mentality is relevant to
the ultimate explanation of human behaviour, without having any
causal influence on it. In such a case, it is arguable that its explanatory
relevance would be enough to allow mentality to become a topic for
overt discussion.

10. Again, there is the same oversimplification as I mentioned above in note
9. For, in addition to the overdetermination hypothesis, the “exotic”
form of epiphenomenalism (with a divinely pre-established psy-
chophysical harmony) would also be an option. I have tried to construct
an irresistible case against materialism in The Immaterial Self, op. cit.

11. Thus see Thomas Nagel, Mortal Questions (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1979 ), p. 187.

12. Admittedly, there are certain factors which can make it seem that a
deeper mode of explanation is available in the physical realm. Thus see
Foster, op. cit., pp. 161–2.

13. We owe this second argument to Donald Davidson. See, in particular,
his “Mental Events”, in Experience and Theory, L. Foster and J. W.
Swanson, eds. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1970).

14. Foster, The Immaterial Self, ch. 6, sects. 3–4.
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T H E F R E E D O M O F T H E W I L L

Great Question 4: Are human decisions entirely shaped by
heredity and environment or are human beings capable of free
choices? On what basis is it possible to accept the reality of
free will?

GERARD J. HUGHES

It has often been argued that were all our choices determined by our
heredity, upbringing, and the impact of our environment, then moral
responsibility would be a chimera. This argument has been ques-
tioned, but, I think, unsuccessfully. The ability to choose one way or
another, given all the beliefs and desires that we have at that
moment, is surely integral to our concept of what it is to be moral-
ly responsible. Of course, the mere fact that determinism would
undermine our picture of ourselves as morally responsible, free
beings is not of itself a conclusive argument for the falsity of the
deterministic account. Perhaps our picture of ourselves is simply a
mistaken one. Still, it is a picture which is deeply embedded in our
whole way of life and our whole system of values; and that fact
alone does, I think, constitute important evidence in its favor. It
should not be abandoned without the very best of reasons.

One type of argument which is advanced in support of the con-
clusion that we are not free is a kind of “slippery slope” argument.
It is alleged that it is becoming more and more obvious that the
workings of our minds are intimately bound up with processes in
our brains; and, on the assumption that the workings of our brains
obey the deterministic laws of the physical universe generally, it is
surely becoming more and more difficult to maintain that our minds
can function in the indeterminist manner required by free will.
Moreover, as our knowledge of human psychology increases, we
have gradually come to see that many of our emotions, desires, and
psychological traits can be explained in physical terms: sometimes
by appeal to genetics, sometimes by appeal to changes in the chem-
istry of the brain, or to some form of brain-malfunction.



There are several problems with this argument. One, but perhaps
the least important, is that it is not at all evident, and indeed is prob-
ably false, that the physical world is a wholly deterministic world.
Secondly, it assumes without evidence that the events in our brains
must have a causal explanation of a physical kind, by which I mean
an explanation in terms of the laws of physics and bio-chemistry, and
which is part of a chain extending beyond the agent into parents, sen-
sory inputs, and other features of the external environment. In short it
assumes that the agent cannot cause such brain-events in a way which
is not explicable in physical terms. Of course the physical world is the
world as described in terms of physics; but it is quite another matter
to assert, as the argument we are considering does, that the facts of
physics are the only possible, or the only ultimate, facts.

The most serious flaw in the argument is that it ultimately dis-
counts the importance of the kinds of explanations of free choices
which are relevant, and does so in a way which is self-defeating. Let
me explain. Assume a non-determinist account of the decay of a
radioactive atom. That this decay has no causal explanation, is in
fact random, does not in the least tempt us to suppose that the atom
freely chose to alter. Free will is not randomness, but purposiveness.
We take ourselves to be free because we take ourselves to form
beliefs by processes of reasoning. We can decide to allow one picture
of what can be done, in terms of values which can be achieved or
desires which can be satisfied, to predominate over alternative pic-
tures. I can choose to stay at home and have an early night because
I feel tired, or I can choose instead to visit a friend because I feel
lonely. Choices are not random, but purposeful.

It does not matter whether each of these choices could be
“tracked” in terms of the brain-states which accompany them. The
important point is whether or not there is any causal explanation of
this choice rather than that one, granted that there is a purposeful
explanation of the choice I actually make. If it is true that we are
wholly determined, we seem to be forced to accept a completely
mechanistic understanding of ourselves. This mechanist view dam-
ages more than our notion of free will; it damages equally our
notions of belief and the rational appraisal of evidence and argu-
ment. Our very belief that determinism is true (or false) is itself the
product of a mechanistic process, not of a rational process of argu-
mentation. To be sure, that the truth of mechanistic determinism
wholly undermines our notion of the rational thinking, choosing self
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is not a completely knockdown argument against it. But it is very
odd to accept a conclusion which undermines the very notions of
“acceptance” and “conclusion”.

I conclude then that we do have free will. But I do not want to be
dogmatic on how far our freedom extends, or precisely how free will
is related to habit, routine, and settled character traits. To make a
free choice one has to be able to present more than one alternative
to oneself as in some way good; and it may well be that a given indi-
vidual might, for a variety of reasons, simply be unable to present
some things in this light. I think we understand too little of the inter-
connections between intellectual appraisal, emotions, and desires to
be more precise.

RICHARD SWINBURNE

Yes, I believe human beings are capable of free choices. Not, of
course, totally free choices. We are all subject to various influences
from environment and heredity but I think we have the power to
resist those to some extent. We have a limited free choice.  

Why do I think this? Well, I think any argument I give will be a
fairly complicated one and, therefore, I can’t give it in full in this
context. But the first thing I would draw attention to is that modern
science teaches that the most fundamental laws of nature are the
laws of quantum theory and the laws of quantum theory say that the
very small bits of matter, the electrons, the protons, etc., of which
our universe is made, only behave in statistical ways, that is to say
there is a 50% probability that an atom will decay after a certain
time, a 70% probability that if the photon goes through this slot it
will end up in this place on a photographic plate, and so on. Now,
in general, the indeterminacy of nature on the small scale averages
out on the large scale. That is to say, to take an analogy, suppose
that whether a coin falls heads or tails is an indeterministic matter,
a 50% chance of heads and a 50% chance of tails. It will neverthe-
less follow that if you toss a coin a thousand times, approximately
500 of them will be heads and 500 tails. That is to say, small scale
indeterminacies average out on the large scale. Now the photons and
protons are the real vehicles of indeterminacy rather than the toss-
ings of coins. But the same will follow: in general, small-scale inde-
terminacy produces large-scale virtual determinism. 

But not always – because it is perfectly possible for us to construct
a machine whereby small-scale indeterminacy produces large-scale
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indeterminacy, for example to set up a device so that whether a
hydrogen bomb exploded was determined by some very small-scale
goings-on. That is, in general, any device which is constructed of the
fundamental particles is an averaging device: it averages out the
indeterminacies of the small-scale. But there can be devices which
multiply the indeterminacies of the small-scale. And it is a serious
question whether the brain is one of these latter sorts of device. I
think the evidence suggests that it is, that is, the brain has the fea-
ture that a very small variation in the position of some particle in the
brain is going to make a very large-scale difference to what the body
does. So, although nature is very largely deterministic, I think there
is reason to suppose that the brain is exempted from that, in the
sense that the small-scale indeterminacies of matter show up in the
case of the brain on the large scale. And, therefore, since the brain is
not fully deterministic there is room, as it were, for the soul to influ-
ence how we behave without upsetting the laws of nature. 

Now what I have done so far is to point out that it is compatible
with quantum theory that the soul shall act with undetermined
actions, that is have free will. But I think there is a more positive
argument in favor of this which I cannot give you in full detail but I
just refer to the outlines of it. The argument is this: human beings,
or, at any rate, many of us, are counter-suggestible, in the sense that
we have it in our power to make false any prediction which some
scientists might make about our behavior. Now, if there is a true
deterministic theory of human behavior, which scientists could learn,
then if they know this theory and if they observe my brain, on the
basis of this, they will be able to predict what I will do. But, since I
am so counter-suggestible, if they tell me this prediction I will do the
opposite. So, it would seem that there could not be such a truly
deterministic theory because it could always be shown false. 

But, of course, it is not quite as simple as that because it may still
be that there is a true deterministic theory, because it may be that the
very fact of these scientists telling me that I will do X does alter my
brain in such a way as to make it the case that I will do Y instead,
that is to say deterministically. So somebody who notices the fact of
human counter-suggestibility, and yet nevertheless claims that there
is a true deterministic theory of human behavior, will have to say
that what is peculiar about humans is that, although you can predict
their behavior from observing their brain states and the true deter-
ministic theory, telling them what they are going to do will always
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alter their brain states in such a way that it is the new brain state
which will determine their behavior. You can’t ever succeed in con-
veying to people true information about what they are going to do.
But I do have an argument which says that, although that is a pos-
sible scenario, it is most unlikely that the true deterministic theory
will have this characteristic. I am not going to give this in detail but
it is in print. The argument goes that for almost all possible deter-
ministic theories of human behavior it should be possible to tell a
subject what they will do in such a way that it will not affect their
behavior, and therefore it follows that, if telling them what they
will do does affect their behavior, it is most unlikely that there is
a true deterministic theory of their behavior. And, therefore, I
argue that although it is possible we don’t have free will, proba-
bly, very probably, we do.

ALVIN PLANTINGA

Of course human beings are capable of free choices. On what basis
is it possible to accept the reality of free will?

We all believe (unless corrupted by philosophy) that on many
occasions we could have done something different from what we did
do. That seems to me to be part of what one naturally believes. We
naturally believe that there are other people, that there is an exter-
nal world and so on. We also believe, in the same way, naturally and
initially, that on many occasions we could have done something dif-
ferent from what we did do. Not only do we naturally believe that,
but we naturally believe other things that imply it; for example, that
some actions are wrong and deserve blame, or even punishment. If
it weren’t possible for a given person not to have done what that per-
son did on a given occasion, then the whole idea of blame, the whole
idea of holding the person responsible for what he or she did, would
make no sense. 

So the only question here is this: are there any reasons for think-
ing people don’t have free will? Well, there are two kinds of reason
people have suggested. One is that the very idea of free action is
incoherent. That argument typically goes like this: “If your decision
or behavior is not determined, then it must be just by chance that
you do what you do. But something that is done just by chance is
not something for which one is responsible. So you can be responsi-
ble for something only if it is somehow determined that you do that
thing.” This seems to me to be a crazy argument. Human beings are
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created in the image of God; our idea of what God is like is that He
is both free and not determined to do what He has done by circum-
stances beyond His control. He freely chose to enable human beings
to achieve salvation through the life and death and resurrection of
Jesus Christ. He wasn’t obliged to do that; He wasn’t determined by
outside circumstances to do it. He could have done otherwise. But it
certainly isn’t just a matter of chance that He did that. The same
goes for us. If I freely decide to contribute $200 to Habitat for
Humanity, or to get married, if I do this freely, then it is not the case
that (given what has already happened) I couldn’t possibly have
done something else. Nor is it the case that my doing it is just a mat-
ter of chance, just a matter of pure accident. The claim that what I
do is either determined or else just chance is wholly ridiculous. So,
I’m not impressed at all by this argument. 

The other kind of argument is that science somehow shows us
that determinism reigns and that human beings are entirely deter-
mined by heredity and environment. But this too is just baloney.
Science doesn’t show any such thing at all. I don’t know of any the-
orem in physics or psychology according to which human beings
don’t have any freedom.  Perhaps some scientists assume this, but it
is just an assumption, not an established scientific result; and it’s cer-
tainly hard to see how such a thing could be established.

HUGO MEYNELL

It seems clear to me that heredity and environment limit us in all
kinds of ways; that’s something on which people who feel morally
superior to criminals may care to reflect. In Dickens’ novel Barnaby
Rudge, there is a wild man who seeks to destroy everything, but
with a brother who is a very good man and does all the right things.
If I remember rightly, someone remarks to the good brother that it
is wonderful he’s such an estimable character, when the other, who
has just come to a bad end, has been so prodigiously evil and
destructive. He replies that, on the contrary, it would have been a
miracle if his brother had been anything other than he was, given the
sufferings and indignities to which he had been subjected during his
upbringing.

But all the same, it seems to me that the case for at least a limit-
ed freedom of will is compelling. There is a rather subtle philo-
sophical argument for its impossibility, which goes like this. Any
human action is either explicable or it is arbitrary. If it is explicable,
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it is predetermined, and so not free. But if it is arbitrary, this is
inconsistent with anyone reasonably or willingly performing it. So if
every action has got to be either determined or arbitrary, then free
will just disappears out of the picture. Now it seems to me that this
dilemma is a false one, though the point about arbitrariness is fair
enough. As I sometimes tell my classes, if I stood on my head in class
and sang the Marseillaise in Hungarian, they would not infer that I
was exercising my free will. Rather they would whisper to one
another, “We’ve always feared that he had some dreadful mental
affliction, and now we know for certain.” The medical authorities
would probably attribute my action to an abnormality in the chem-
istry of my brain, or something like that.

However, one sees what is wrong with the dilemma, determined
or arbitrary, if one takes a typical example of a moral decision.
Suppose a tray of cream puffs is close to you and unattended; and
you have a strong impulse to steal one and eat it. Evidently one of
two things can happen. Either you can clench your teeth and stick to
your moral principles; or you can yield to your baser impulses,
pounce incontinently on the cream puffs and stuff one or two of
them into your mouth. Now, the point is that neither of these out-
comes is arbitrary or inexplicable; whether you yield to your incli-
nations or refrain from doing so, in either case your action can be
explained. The determinist will say, but if your desires were stronger,
that was what caused you to steal the cream puff; while if your
moral principles were the stronger, that was what caused you not to.
This, however, is to presuppose determinism rather than to argue for
it; because which impulse will win out, on indeterminist principles,
will probably be up to you.

A lot of the underlying grounds of determinism, of course, are sci-
entific; philosophers from Descartes to Kant were always finding
rather implausible ways of accounting for how human actions could
be at once free and determined by mechanical causation in common
with all other physical events. But science itself depends on the
autonomy of human subjects in saying things because there is good
reason to say them, rather than because they are predetermined to
do so due to their physical and chemical makeup. Agent causation –
you might call it “soul causation” – evidently goes along with the
kind of view that I have outlined, where there are some events at
least, reasonable and reponsible human actions, which are neither
arbitrary, nor totally predetermined. And, of course, it is a cliché by
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now, but I think it is important in this connection, that we now have
good reason to believe that physical science, at the level of nuclear
physics, is itself irreducibly statistical. So many of the older argu-
ments against free will, which presuppose that science is essentially
deterministic, are now out of date. I think there is more and more
reason to believe that Aristotle and common sense are right, that
human agents are in a special sense causes of their own actions, gen-
uinely responsible for whether they perform them or not.

JOSEF SEIFERT

Human decisions are certainly not entirely shaped by heredity and
environment. That human beings are capable of free choices, we
know with an immediate knowledge which is not less certain than
the knowledge of our own existence. For the fact that we can per-
form acts the source of which is in ourselves and which (as St.
Augustine says in The City of God) would not have been at all if we
had not wanted to perform them, and of which we can know, as
Aristotle puts it in the Eudemian Ethics, that humans are lord over
the existence or non-existence of their own actions, is absolutely evi-
dent. To deny our free will is always a metaphysical construction or
a belief which flatly contradicts the evidence of our experience.
Whenever we feel guilty for something, we have the knowledge and
evidence of our freedom. When we make a promise to another per-
son, we know that they are free to accept or to reject our promise,
and that we are free to keep it or to break it. The meaning of the
promise involves necessarily the awareness of the freedom of the one
who makes it. Whenever we make a resolution, regret or repent an
action we have committed, or praise someone for what they have
done, we presuppose freedom. The pagan Roman philosopher
Cicero insisted that the whole legal system and countless human
actions are accompanied by this evidence of freedom. Therefore, it
is quite in accordance with human reason to accept freedom. The
evidence of freedom is indeed so great that I would reject any reli-
gion as evidently false which denies this truth which each one of us
knows indubitably: that we are free.

Of course, one can also accept the fact of human freedom on the
basis of religious faith. The whole Old and New Testament make
absolutely no sense without freedom. The original sin of Adam and
Eve and its consequences would be an illusory comedy if God deter-
mined Adam and Eve to sin. The same is true of Satan’s fall and
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punishment, if God had forced Satan from eternity to sin. As a mat-
ter of fact, any such deterministic metaphysics, as it is unfortunate-
ly also contained in many Christian Confessions, such as in a strict
Calvinism, would turn God himself into the devil. For if He were the
cause of sin, He alone would be responsible for the moral evil of his
creatures.

As sin is absolutely connected with the reality of human or angel-
ic freedom, so is also redemption and justification. For it is clear that
the call to holiness, to conversion, which John the Baptist addressed
to humankind, would all be comical farces if we were just mari-
onettes and puppets in the hands of God, and were only led to what-
ever we do by the divine will, and lacked any freedom of our own.
The drama of redemption, the call to conversion and holiness, the
justification through an act of faith, which, while being rendered
possible through divine grace, is nevertheless fully free and our own
responsibility – all of these religious truths depend on the reality of
freedom. For this reason, I hold the truth that humans are free also
because it is revealed by Divine Revelation and is a central tenet of
the Catholic and of any authentic Christian faith. But this religious
faith in freedom is wholly compatible with human reason; even
more: its content (human freedom) coincides with the object of the
rational knowledge that humans are free.

This is not to deny the assertion of Protestants that we are saved
only through God’s grace, but it is to deny that we are saved through
God’s grace alone without any free action and cooperation of
humankind, as Augustine put it marvellously: “Qui creavit te sine te,
non te iustificat sine te” (He who created you without your cooper-
ation does not justify you without your cooperation).

RALPH MCINERNY

You can reduce to absurdity the questioning of it [free will]. Most
people who have thought about that in the past, about the denial of
free will, would say it would render human life, as we talk about it
and know it, nonsensical, because we hold ourselves accountable for
what we do, we hold other people accountable for what they do, we
raise our children urging them to act this way as opposed to that
way, and what the denial entails is that all that is nonsense.  Well,
it’s the denial that’s nonsense, I would say. There is no reason to
accept the denial.
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Is it one of those things which we know from experience? 

Yes, and it is one of those things, not just personal experience, but
it’s the experience of the race, and it is comic for someone to pop up
and say I think free will is an illusion. This is a lonely voice in a
crowd of people who know better, and why we should attend to that
voice as if it alone is significant I’ve never understood, particularly
because we seem to have the freedom to listen or not listen to that
sort of nonsense. 

JOHN LUCAS

[Since 1959, in a series of books and papers, the Oxford philoso-
pher-mathematician J. R. Lucas has applied Gödel’s Theorems to the
mind–body and free will–determinism discussions. Gödel’s
Incompleteness Theorems showed the inherent limitations of formal
systems. For instance, the consistency in terms of number theory of
a formal system cannot be proved within the system. Lucas points
out that computers, being formal systems, are necessarily limited by
the kind of limitations of formal systems delineated by Gödel. Since
the human mind is not similarly limited, the mechanist is mistaken
in modeling it on a machine. No representation of a mind by a com-
puter or Turing machine, writes Lucas, “could be correct, since for
any such representation there would be a Gödelian formula which
the Turing machine could not prove, and so could not produce as
true, but which the mathematician could both see, and show, to be
true.” These kinds of applications of Gödel’s Theorem received pop-
ular prominence in recent years through the works of Roger
Penrose.]

How would you characterize your approach to the existence of
mind and to determinism in your book Freedom of the Will? Is
it based on Gödel’s theorem?

I’m never quite certain when it comes to Gödel’s theorem. I’m deal-
ing with a whole lot of objections that people put forward; and
again I’m starting from the position that we have normal experience
making up our minds, and that we think it is up to us what we
decide, and we believe that we are free; and then this runs into a
number of very different difficulties, and I try and go into those and
show that there has been some misconception about the nature of
the argument. So at the end I go back to a rather commonsensical
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position and that’s where the buck stops. That is the view I started
with and the one that I’ve ended with; and I’ve refuted, I think, some
of the more popular objections to freedom, but I haven’t proved that
it exists starting from any other position. 

You appeal to experience and the buck stops here?

Yes. I appeal to experience. Each of us has experience of being an
agent, of making up our mind for ourselves. That is what we all
know, but sometimes can’t believe in. So I then try and go to
instances where it is, indeed, the case that we make up our minds for
ourselves, and there aren’t conditions forcing us to – there are no
laws of nature which make it inevitable that we should decide in one
particular way – and I discuss various different sorts of determinism:
logical determinism, theological determinism, psychological deter-
minism and physical determinism; and I examine how each of those
is argued for in a rather different way. And in each case I show that
argument won’t work, so at the end of it, the sensible thing is to
believe what we have always learnt from our experience: that we
make up our minds for ourselves, and decide what we shall do, and
that we are responsible for what we decide to do.

But you do think Gödel’s theorem is relevant in discussing the
issue?

Yes. I think that this is relevant as a very particular tool against a
very particular, although quite widespread, form of determinism.
The mechanists have what looks like a strong case and many people
are worried by it. The point of the Gödelian argument is that it is
one that gets under the cover of the mechanistic contention, and they
are faced with something which is expressed in their own terms, and
is something they can’t just brush off. 

What kind of reception has your application of Gödel’s theo-
rem had from the mechanists?

Highly hostile. This makes me think that I’ve touched on a raw
nerve. I notice that a great many mechanists froth at the mouth at
the mere mention of my name. They often say how wrong I am but
they don’t actually read the argument. Often they say that the mind
isn’t better than all possible machines. But I didn’t say that it was:
what I said was that the mind wasn’t the same as any particular
machine. This is the argument which I tried to make clear; but they
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have really not listened, and are really barking up the wrong tree.
Other critics will attend one point but, in the course of this, concede
that various other points, which other mechanists had attacked, are
quite all right. Now that doesn’t add up to the critics’ having no
case. But I do think that if I had got my argument seriously wrong,
it would have become very clear what this wrong point was: and the
mere fact that there is such a wide disparity between the points that
mechanists make against me leads me to think they aren’t very good
ones.

What is Professor Peter Strawson’s general response to your
approach?

I don’t think I’ve ever heard him address this question. He is not of
a mathematical turn of mind. He has put forward many arguments
of very great subtlety, but has kept away from the mathematical end
of philosophy. And this is generally true in Oxford. There is a sharp
division between the mathematicians and the rest.

I think the mathematical mappings in your book have not been
addressed by a lot of philosopher-critics.

Yes, well, this is the difficulty. Gödel’s Theorem is difficult. It takes
a lot of time to fathom it, and people haven’t got a long time to
spend on it, particularly if, as many people feel, I am only proving
what is obvious anyhow. Many people reckon that it is obvious that
minds aren’t machines: why spend so much time proving the obvi-
ous? My answer is, “I’m very glad that it is obvious to you, and
maybe you are quite right not to waste time on it, but my arguments
were addressed against another target, the mechanist position which
did not allow that it was obvious that minds were not machines, and
which would not acknowledge the cogency of any arguments except
mathematical and logical ones.”

How has Sir Alfred Ayer responded to your application of
Gödel’s Theorem?

He is not a mathematician. I have criticized him in Freedom of the
Will. In some public meeting I voiced that particular criticism, which
is a mathematical one, and he flanneled out of the question with a
vague answer. And I think he would be still quite likely, in an
unguarded moment, to use the same argument against free will as he
did then, although he has mellowed and has become more cautious.  
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Antony Flew mentioned that your book had substantially
changed his views. 

Yes, he and I used to be very much opposed and now [he’s] not so
very much opposed but, of course, one thing is that as time goes on,
one realizes how very grateful one needs be to one’s opponents, for
stimulating one to articulate and argue for one’s own views.

How about Professor Gilbert Ryle?

He wouldn’t have seen that there was a problem or that my argu-
ment was at all relevant. He had a different set of mind and I wasn’t
really arguing with him. He had a certain doctrine that humans
weren’t machines and simply weren’t minds either. I think he missed
a good many points. Although he did open up quite a lot of inter-
esting questions, his account was defective in some ways, for exam-
ple, about introspection. From his position, I wasn’t saying anything
of interest. He wouldn’t have thought I was addressing a real ques-
tion; and to convince him that it was would have been a long labor,
which neither he nor I had time to entertain.

How would you distinguish animals from human beings?

I think animals suffer pain and in a few cases are able to exercise a
certain amount of foresight, to know fear from other animals, and
can just occasionally exert a bit of originality, but very, very little,
very elementary, and in practical terms have no real sense of delib-
eration and foresight and of deliberation and responsibility. 
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L I F E A F T E R D E AT H

Great Question 5: Do you believe in a life after death and, if
so, why?

JOSEF SEIFERT

I do believe in an everlasting life after death and the resurrection of
the body. In addition, I am also convinced about the immortality of
the human soul for philosophical reasons. While the Christian faith
in the resurrection of the body is based on the overwhelming event
of the resurrection of Christ and the witnesses who perceived his res-
urrected body and who handed down to us the knowledge of this
event, there are also purely philosophical arguments for the immor-
tality of the human soul. The most convincing of these arguments I
find are those which are based on the following two premises: the
first ground of these arguments is that all the most significant acts
and activities of the human person remain unfulfilled, and would be
contradicted in a tragical manner, without immortality. In all knowl-
edge of the truth we aim at a lasting contemplation of the truth, and
we reach something that is timelessly true. Even the knowledge of
the historical past reaches a truth about what has happened, which
can never pass away. Most of all, the knowledge of the eternal
truths, of the essences of mathematical objects, of the nature of
moral actions, of sin, etc., aims at something lasting and at some-
thing which will never pass away. This is most of all true of our
knowledge of God as the eternal and absolute ground of all things.
Therefore, in all acts of knowledge man aims at eternity, and at a last-
ing cognitive union with truth and above all with the truth about
those things which are eternal. Therefore it would contradict the
deepest principle of life of the person, it would contradict the voca-
tion of the soul to contemplate and be related to an eternally valid
truth, to be destroyed in death forever. The same is true about moral-
ity which requires the perfect justice of reward and of punishment.
Our conscience tells us that we deserve punishment for morally evil



acts and that reward is due to morally good acts. Therefore, perfect
justice is never realized in this world in which the innocent victims
of Nazi-terror die just as much as the greatest criminals who torture
them. Thus, in the light of the objective metaphysical exigency that
justice be realized, this world of ours cannot be the only world. For
the meaning and value of the world itself would be undermined in a
most horrible way, if there were no life of man after death in which
justice will triumph.

Also the desire for happiness cries out for immortality. Let us
summarize the argument of St. Augustine to this effect: If a state of
our feeling is such that we are indifferent towards its continuation,
we cannot be said to be happy. For if we are truly happy, we want
this happiness to last forever and can exclaim with Goethe’s Faust:
“Verweile doch, du bist so schön.”  Even the atheist Nietzsche said:
“Woe speaks: pass away, but pleasure desires eternity, it desires
deep, deep eternity.”

Most of all, the transcending acts of striving for moral perfection
and of interpersonal love desire eternity. If we love a person, as
Gabriel Marcel puts it, we say to the other, “Thou will not die.” For
we desire happiness and thereby necessarily also immortality. We
desire a union with the other person which is much more perfect
than the one we reach in our present life; and we want this union to
last forever, etc. Thus the meaning of human existence and of the
world order as such would be shaken entirely if humans were to die
like a mouse or a rat.

The second pillar on which this argument rests is that such a meta-
physical contradiction to the very meaning and vocation of the human
person cannot actually exist. This requires us at least to understand
the inner truth of the described goods: it cannot be that that which is
the most noble, such as faithful human love or moral goodness, can
lie and announce an immortality which does not exist! It is impossible
that the holiest parts of human experience are just lies! The inner truth
of these experiences gives us hope, and in a certain way prophetically
proves that they are not in vain and meaningless. 

But the ultimate foundation of the second premise is no doubt the
existence of God. If we can know that an infinitely good God exists,
then we can be quite certain of the immortality of the soul. For then
it is impossible that that which – in virtue of the deepest nature and
dignity of the person – is required for the fulfillment of the meaning
of personal existence, namely immortality, be not given in reality.
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RICHARD SWINBURNE

Yes. Well, if we are both souls and bodies, then if our body is
destroyed there is a soul left. That doesn’t mean to say that the soul
will necessarily survive. All that the arguments I gave earlier show is
that I currently consist of both a soul and body. It is possible that
when my body is destroyed, my soul also in some way ceases to
exist. That may or may not be the case. So we need a further argu-
ment to show that when my body is destroyed my soul does contin-
ue to exist. I think that argument will be a very indirect one, that is
to say, it would be an argument for the existence of God and it
would then be an argument showing that God has revealed certain
things, including that there is life after death and, therefore, that is
reason for believing it. I happen to think, as a Christian, that He has
revealed various things in the Bible and through the Church and it is
a central item of Church doctrine that there is life after death and
that is my reason for believing it. I believe it because I believe argu-
ment shows that there is a soul which can survive; argument shows
that there is a God; argument shows He has revealed Himself in a
certain way; argument shows that among the items of that revelation
are that there is life after death and that is my reason for believing
it. I don’t think that pure philosophical arguments can show there is
life after death – in the sense that I think that any argument for life
after death has to go via argument for the existence of God. I think
there are such arguments and there are arguments for the truth of
the Christian revelation and, therefore, good arguments for life after
death. 

GERARD J. HUGHES

Surely no traditional theist could deny outright the possibility of a
mind existing independently of a body. God, after all, is traditional-
ly believed to be a person with a mind and a will, even if we are far
from clear what God’s mind or will are like; and God is not tradi-
tionally thought to have a body.

That being said, however, it just might still be worth asking
whether even God’s disembodied mind must be thought of as a
wholly immaterial mind. Physicists in recent years have taught us
that apparently quite different things, such as matter, energy, space,
time, and gravity, are by no means independent of one another.
Indeed, in some extreme circumstances these apparently diverse
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items seem almost interchangeable. I am in no position even to
comment on these cosmological speculations, but they might serve
to make us somewhat more hesitant to say that we understand what
matter is, or how matter relates to such things as minds, and even
“disembodied” minds.

Be all that as it may, it seems to me that the more we learn of neu-
roscience, the less likely it appears that a human mind or soul could
exist independently of matter. More generally, I think that being
somehow embodied is so central to our notions of being a human
person, and to our concept of personal identity, that a Platonist or
Cartesian identification of ourselves with our minds or souls is a less
likely view than a more Aristotelian one, in which we are bodies
with a whole range of capabilities, including the capability of
thought and decision-making. I do, however, have a fairly open
mind on the details of what would be required for us to retain our
individual identity. I would assume that to retain my identity after
death, I need to be able to recognize my habits of mind, my patterns
of desire and interest, my reactions to people and situations, as mine,
the ones I am familiar with. I assume, too, for the reasons given
above, that in order to do this, I must in some sense be embodied.
But, just as the notion of “matter” is only imperfectly understood by
us, so, too, in my view are the notions of “space”, “time” and
“body”; so questions about what a body capable of sustaining my
mind would have to be like, or where or when such a body would
be, seem to me almost totally mysterious.

I believe in life after death on Christian grounds. That is to say, I
take it to be an integral part of Christian revelation, and I think
there are general rational grounds for accepting that revelation as
true. For the reasons given in the previous two paragraphs, I have no
clear view on what form such life after death might take, or by what
mechanism it is achieved. I believe that it must be a life in which my
deepest aspirations are fulfilled; in which the limitations of the ways
in which we can here and now understand one another, or under-
stand the being of God, are transcended. Beyond that, we can do no
better than express our hopes and beliefs in whatever language we
can devise to capture what is essentially a mystery beyond our pre-
sent experience. 
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R E I N C A R N AT I O N

Great Question 6: What is your assessment of the theory of
reincarnation?

C. T. K. CHARI

First of all, Hinduism is not committed absolutely to belief in rein-
carnation. It is not as if Hindu metaphysics condemns every soul to
be reborn. In all the systems it is recognized that there are souls that
are not reborn at all. Indeed the goal of Hindu metaphysics is not to
be reborn. The cycle of rebirth is a fallen state. What the Western
reincarnationist does not realize is that the cycle of births and
rebirths is a fallen, sinful state. Redemption lies in going beyond the
cycle. Even when there is belief in reincarnation in Hinduism it has
a secondary place. The goal in all systems is to go beyond reincar-
nation. 

Further, the redeemed state cannot be the end-product of a series
of rebirths of the self. What kind of self? Not the last self. Memories
cannot be extinguished for such a self. Forgetting is only temporary
and this is part of the condition here. In the redeemed state, it’s not
the last self in a temporal series. All the memories have to be inte-
grated. Once more we see that it is not reincarnation at all. It’s some
concept of survival, personal survival. In Hindu theistic systems it’s
a person. All the conscious states are synthesized, integrated. That in
itself seems to me an objection to reincarnation in the usual popular
sense. 

So from a metaphysical standpoint that’s an objection to the
theory of reincarnation.

Yes. There are supporting grounds also. In the theistic systems, for
instance, two kinds of consciousness are found and distinguished. An
empirical, objective consciousness, flickering and coming and going,
and a more substantive consciousness that is grounded only in God, a
personal God. It’s the substantive consciousness which finally survives



death and is immortal. The accidental, flickering consciousness which
comes and goes is not immortal. It seems to me this in itself opens the
door to an explanation of the so-called memories of previous lives.
Maybe they pertain only to flickering consciousness. Flickering con-
sciousness is not an island. Flickering consciousness is one with many
other centers of flickering consciousness so there could be contagion,
reaction, interaction at an empirical level.

Such a distinction is not explicit in Western science: this distinction
between flickering object-consciousness and a more substantive sub-
ject-consciousness which alone is grounded in a personal God and
that survives. It’s not the flickering consciousness which survives or is
immortal because it is easily open to other influences, other centers,
at an empirical level when we act, interact. Much of the so-called
parapsychological evidence is in the empirical category only. The very
term “flickering” implies it is not steady. Consciousness studied by
science, brain–mind studies, does flicker, all the brain rhythms con-
stantly change. At that level one doesn’t find the self. At the non-
empirical level one is truly a person, in one’s own right one is an
absolutely unique, individual person in God. At that level, we are
ourselves through all eternity and we don’t merge in God. That’s the
non-empirical, transcendental level of consciousness.

Could this non-empirical, transcendental individual conceiv-
ably go through different lives? 

No. For the reasons explained: it will involve memories. This [self]
is not in ordinary time. Memory means temporal succession. In fact,
the main question for the Hindu is how such a self could be caught
here. How could that self ever be caught in the wheel of births and
rebirths. That is the unanswered question for Hindu metaphysicians.
In fact, Hindus find it very awkward. Advaita and some systems
simply dismiss the world as a kind of indeterminate shadow. The self
is not in the shadow world at all. This is the reason a man like
Iswarananda, an Advaitan, denies rebirth outright.  Consciousness is
transcendental. So this empirical thing is only a bioplasmic con-
sciousness, he says. All life is connected. Consciousness pertaining to
that is organismic, unitary. It is not transcendental at all. The way I
look at it is, if you postulate these two levels, then the genuine self
is transcendental, personal, pertaining to God. The question is how
it could ever be caught in this fallen state, a question which is not
answered. Of course, the Christian has an answer, the Fall. Here [in
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Hinduism] too there is a fall in the sense of how it gets caught in this
world. One can’t understand it. Why it is caught here. The theists,
since they cannot dismiss time, they have to admit change, the real-
ity of time.

Turning to the empirical claims for reincarnation, what do you
think of such claims, particularly claims of memories of past
lives?

The empirical claim is never proven. The doctrine of rebirth is meta-
physical. No empirical proof can be commensurate with a meta-
physical doctrine. What persists throughout? The reincarnationist
must have an answer. What persists? I have not found any clear
answer. Some astral body? That’s not the answer. Some say the
“mind” but what kind of mind?  

Many people do not remember. And even when they remember
it’s a kind of flickering. These children [with memories of past lives]
don’t always remember. In the seventh year their memories vanish.
Why? It is very unstable, flickering. My point is that a metaphysical
claim can’t be proved empirically. Immortality is neither provable
nor falsifiable in science. It’s not falsifiable. It’s not provable either.
Reincarnation is a metaphysical claim. Strictly speaking it’s not
provable in science. What could science prove?

What connects the different lives? Consciousness? But what kind
of consciousness when there is a loss of memory? Is it universal? Are
all people reborn? is a relevant question. After all, only a section of
humanity is supposed to remember. Even in India, we don’t all
remember. I don’t remember anyway. 

To what would you attribute these claims of memories of past
lives?

One is cultural, the other is psychical. This flickering, empirical con-
sciousness is open to invasions. At an empirical level it is very much
open to influences. Parental influences, social influences. It is open
at another level as well, a psychic level: telepathy, past lives. It is
open to psychic influences coming from the past.

Whose past?

Other people’s past, not our past. A person dies but the memories
can invade a soul in the present. It is open and the boundaries are
not fixed. The empirical consciousness does not have fixed
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boundaries. It is open at the empirical level just as it is open to noise,
information, all kinds of disturbances.

Some psychiatrists say that in the case of adults, claims of mem-
ories of past lives are derived from some historical fantasy the
claimants may have read and then identified themselves with.

There is proof of this, of what is called cryptomnesia. I have myself
studied a case in detail.

You have done a number of studies of claims of past lives.

Yes. Several of these have been published. Cryptomnesia is one
source but I am not thinking of that source here [but of] telepathic
contagious influences coming from the past. The empirical con-
sciousness does not have fixed boundaries. The boundaries are fluid.
So [the influences] can very well intrude, as in double personality
cases. The only thing is that this is not an abnormality. It is an open-
ness, a psychic openness to receive influences from the past. In that
way it can be successfully explained. In fact I’d like to know what
cannot be explained in that way. Memories are unstable. A person
[who claims to have memories of past lives] doesn’t have these
memories all through life, in [Ian] Stevenson’s cases anyway. 

This applies to memories [of alleged past lives] that are hypnoti-
cally revived. But how do you know they are your memories? Many
hypnotists have published books in which the hypnotist has
regressed into a person’s past. But what I ask is, how do you know
that it is this person’s memories, in that sensitive state in which you
have dipped into the historical past and you take what you find
there and that invades your consciousness. Consciousness is very
fluid. I find that quite consistent with the Hindu premise that this
consciousness, the empirical consciousness as such, cannot be
unique, personal, transcendental. 

Am I correct in assuming that you deny that a person could go
through more than one life?

It is a meaningless statement to me. Even for the orthodox
[Advaitan] Hindu it is a meaningless statement since it is not in ordi-
nary time. The question is, how did it ever get enmeshed in this cycle
of birth and rebirth. The [Advaitan] Hindu doesn’t answer that
question. How did souls begin this business of getting involved in
birth and rebirth, since they are non-empirical? Hindu metaphysics
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finds it very difficult. There is never an answer. The monist denies
that this world is here. That’s an easy way out: this process is unre-
al. The corollary of that is that there is no rebirth. Even Iswarananda
draws this conclusion (he is an Advaitan): this process is illusory,
there is no rebirth. He finds that the empirical consciousness sup-
ports his argument: biological, plasmic consciousness. It is not well-
defined, it is not individual, personal at all. The conclusion he
draws, of course, is Advaitic. But I am a theist and I do think that
doesn’t follow. If you admit the theistic distinction between a non-
empirical personal level in which you are related to God and a more
empirical flickering level, then the reincarnation memories pertain to
the flickering state in which consciousness is psychically invaded.

Is it meaningless to say that the empirical consciousness could
be reincarnated?

Yes. Empirically it is meaningless because he [the person who is the
subject of the empirical consciousness] is dead and gone. Even in
Buddhism persons do not survive. Buddhism draws a strict logical
corollary. There is no rebirth.

So you say it is conceptually impossible to talk of a person
being reincarnated?

Yes. Which person? That [dead] person is gone. Then what do you
mean by saying he is reborn? Each person is different empirically.
How are the memories carried over?

So you would explain these memories [of past lives] in terms
of telepathy, etc. 

Yes. Metaphysically. Of course, empirically also I would find sup-
porting arguments. [Dr. Chari has made extensive critiques of claims
made by such reincarnationists as Ian Stevenson. In Dr. Chari’s view,
Stevenson’s “cases of people who claim to ‘remember’ former lives
are explicable by a combination of hidden and disguised normally-
acquired memories, extra-sensory tapping of the memories of other
people, and a strong empathetic identification with deceased per-
sons. This explanation is not only feasible but actually illustrated by
the empirical data of survival research.”]

Does what you have written on genetics indicate that reincar-
nation is not feasible on empirical grounds?
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I think it is a very weighty objection. The empirical consciousness is
the scaffolding, it seems to me, for the unfolding genetic process in
which things are inherited in the stream. On that level again there
could be no reincarnation – especially in modern genetics. There is
an informational flow from the genes to the soma, to the body, the
secondary level. There is no reflow from the body: genes are not
modified. That is one argument against classical Lamarckian theory.
Lamarck thought that a living being could modify the genes of its
successors. A classic example is the giraffe. The ancestors of the
giraffe learned to stretc.h their necks little by little and the successors
acquired longer and longer necks. Lamarck explained evolution in
that way. Biology even at that time cast doubts on Lamarck’s theo-
ry. But today modern genetics has a conclusive objection: the flow of
information is in one direction only, from this generation to the
next, the genetic flow, then from the genes to the soma, the sec-
ondary level, but no reflow from the soma. 

But in reincarnation habits, memories are all transmitted. How?
They say it is through an astral body. But that would be the equiva-
lent of a reversal of the informational flow. If memories are carried
by the “astral body” even then it would contradict Crick’s dogma,
the central dogma of molecular biology: the flow of information is
in one direction only. There is very impressive evidence for this.
Long ago we found several proofs given by Lamarck were not proofs
at all. He held that a person living in the tropics acquires a brown
complexion and the children inherit that. They don’t. The children
are born fair if they are from the non-Eastern races. If you cut off
the tail of an animal, succeeding generations don’t inherit short tails.
This doesn’t happen at all. Many so-called proofs of Lamarckism
were refuted long ago. But now modern genetics has impressive
objections from its detailed study of the flow of information. So
apparently even this [argument for reincarnation] is built on these
empirical claims. 

Each empirical consciousness is something new. The Hindu
would have to say the transcendental self does not really become a
self until its empirical scaffolding is furnished by this genetic stream.
According to theistic Hindu theory there is a transcendental, non-
empirical self distinct from God, related to God. What is gained
from the temporal process? Reincarnation doesn’t make sense
because that self cannot simply be born or reborn in any sense. So
what does it acquire from the stream? The [Hindu] theist believes
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that there is a real parinarma, an evolutionary process. What is God
achieving in that? My answer would be that apparently an empiri-
cal scaffolding is very important for the transcendental self. It comes
to selfhood only through this. It seems to me that this is a meeting
place for Christianity and Hinduism. 

The two levels of consciousness are somehow linked together, the
empirical flickering consciousness and the non-empirical. This flick-
ering consciousness is obviously not reborn. If this is not reborn, then
what is reborn? What is the relevance of this temporal flickering? 

The only viable form of Hindu theism would be one which admits
an irreversible genetic stream furnishing a very important contribu-
tion to the non-empirical level. Until the empirical scaffolding is fur-
nished, I don’t see how the transcendental level of consciousness can
work. 

What is your assessment of Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan’s case
for reincarnation?

[In “Radhakrishnan’s Interpretation of Rebirth”, a paper in Volume
12 of the Indian Philosophical Annual, Dr. Chari wrote that
Radhakrishnan was wrong on theoretical and empirical grounds in
holding that one’s acquired character determines the gene pool of
the body into which one is reincarnated. This is wrong, he said,
because it reverses the normal flow of biological information.
Information flows irreversibly from DNA via RNA to protein, or
unchanged (except for chance mutations) from the DNA of one
generation to the next. But reincarnation involves the claim that
genetic information goes from the protein of one generation to the
DNA of a later one – and thus contradicts genetics.]

He tries to make as much sense as possible of the theory of
reincarnation. Biologically he tries to provide for it by a form of
Lamarckism. He wrote in the 1930s when Lamarckian theories
were still going strong, before modern genetics took shape. He
thought that some form of Lamarckism was needed, that habits,
learning of one generation are carried over to the next generation.
If that is the case why should not the habits of “x” be carried over
to “y” who is reborn? He thought that. But that contradicts the
genetic dogma of molecular biology in which informational flow
can be in one direction only. Memories are secondary and they can-
not be carried over by plasma. Radhakrishnan didn’t worry very
much about that question: how these memories are carried over.
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Then he seeks some support in parapsychology. Though he thinks
that parapsychology is not very reliable, there are still some clues of
some kind of empiric, higher body. My difficulty is, how does that
body carry the memories? How does it invade, at what point does
it invade without contradicting biology?

Does the reincarnationist have a solution to this?

No. In the biological area it is impossible. At least [if reincarnation
is true] there must be some tremendous kind of interaction [with the
alleged “astral” body and if this is the case] practically all of biolo-
gy is at a standstill. 

What is the relationship between claims of memories of past
lives and mediumistic possession?

My researches have uncovered another trap for the unwary in sup-
posed cases of rebirth. Whether an Asian child’s paranormal behav-
ior suggests to the bystanders “mediumistic possession” or “reincar-
nation” depends very much on the kind of imaginative “reaching
out” exercised by the child, which in turn is a function of the cultur-
al setting. There are, in fact, no infallible criteria for “mediumistic
possession” in the Asian area. Philosophers like C. D. Broad and C.
J. Ducasse regarded “possession” as a kind of temporary reincarna-
tion and “reincarnation” as a kind of permanent possession. Can any
firm theoretical line of demarcation between these groups of phe-
nomena be drawn, apart from the very terrene accidents of birth and
death? If B’s death follows A’s birth, we decide it must be “posses-
sion.” But if B’s death precedes A’s birth, how do we know which
hypothesis holds the key? The late Somasundara Gnanasambandha
Desika Paramacharya, the former head of an important Saivite cen-
ter in Madurai, Tamilnadu, and the author of a popular book in
Tamil on “spirit communication” which ran into two editions, was
firmly of the opinion that all Stevenson’s cases of the “reincarnation-
type” could be explained in terms of “possession,” keeping well in
view the uniformly violent termination of the “former lives.” The
Paramacharya gave me a copy of his letter addressed to Stevenson in
which the counter-hypothesis is stated vigorously.
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Part III:

A R E  R E L I G I O N  A N D  M O R A L I T Y
S I M P LY  A N D  S O L E LY  

B Y- P R O D U C T S  O F  T H E
S O C I O - C U LT U R A L

E N V I R O N M E N T ?





P S Y C H O L O G Y,  S O C I O L O G Y,
A N D R E L I G I O U S B E L I E F

Great Question 7: Some thinkers hold that religion can be
explained entirely in psychological and sociological categories.
Can it?

GERARD J. HUGHES

Freud argued that religious belief was a projection of the deep psy-
chological need we all have for an ideal parent who can give love
and stability and security to our lives. Yet a Christian might believe
that God is indeed such a being. Augustine was happy to suggest
that the human heart remains restless until it rests in God. The dif-
ference between Augustine and Freud, then, is not about the position
that religion can occupy in the emotional life of the believer, nor
about the psychological benefits that religious belief might bring.
What is in question is the explanatory interpretation which should
be put upon such psychological facts. In this connection I would
wish to make just two remarks. I have already said that I do not
believe that the religious experience of believers was in itself conclu-
sive evidence for theism. The reason is that a Freudian explanation
of such experience is possible. And if it is a possible interpretation,
then it needs to be refuted by argument, and not simply rejected
without discussion. On the other hand, while it seems to me that
Freud calls attention to a feature of human beings which any believ-
er might well accept, the believer cannot accept that a Freudian
explanation of the psychological value of religious belief somehow
discredits the Augustinian view of the matter. It is one thing to say
that religious belief corresponds to deep psychological needs in our-
selves, and quite another to say that God is simply an idealized pro-
jection of those needs. 

This kind of Freudian argument highlights a more important
point. We are able to fill out our concepts of “Father”, “love”, and
“judge” as these are applied to God only by using our experiences
of earthly parents, lovers, friends, and judges. If someone has



experienced only emotionally demanding, manipulative and author-
itarian parents, or possessive or unfaithful lovers, or a corrupt and
unfeeling judicial system, then those experiences will color their pic-
ture of God. Worse, the patterns of desires and devices they have
developed to cope with the destructive relationships they have had
will be distorted, unhelpful at best, deeply damaging at worst. If, as
Freud argues, we project our own deepest needs onto God, it may
well be that for such a person religious belief will compound the
damage already done. A healthy, undistorted religious belief requires
that someone has at least some experience of constructive human
relationships. As one of the biblical writers puts it, if we do not love
the people we can see, how can we possibly love the God we cannot
see?

Similar remarks apply to the relationship between religion and
social structures. That religion can be a powerful force to ensure the
stability and identity of a human society is surely true. But again,
any Christian would hope that the practice of the divine command
to love one another, and even to love one’s enemies, will give us a
deep sense of our unity and interdependence as children of the one
God. It is quite another matter for someone to claim that the only
justification for religious belief is its contribution to social cohesion.

But here again, precisely because religion can be such a powerful
social force, there is the temptation to harness it to political ends
which have nothing to do with religion, and which are destructive of
human dignity. Historical examples, both past and present, abound.
The only antidote to such socio-religious manipulation is to ensure
that religious beliefs are constantly subject to criticism on the widest
possible grounds, scientific, moral, and psychological.

To establish that the existence of God is required as an ultimate
explanation of everything, including the existence of our religious
and social needs, is a much wider project, and not one which, in my
view, should be narrowly based on our religious experience, or the
social benefits of a shared religious outlook. 

RICHARD SWINBURNE

Is the fact that individuals have the particular religious experiences
they do a matter of the way they are made psychologically, or the
way their society is formed? I think not, because I think humans
have free will and therefore their behavior is not to be entirely
explained in any categories, their behavior about anything. And
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with regard to religion, although, of course, people’s beliefs and
behavior are much influenced – we don’t have perfect free will, as I
emphasized before  – are much influenced by psychology and soci-
ology, we do still have the power to resist some of these influences
and, in turn, gradually to change the influences to which the next
generation are exposed. So, no, it can’t be explained fully in those
terms. 

We can make a difference to the world and we can decide to
investigate new areas and reject fashionable views as a result of our
investigation and therefore, the birth of religion is partly due to peo-
ple rejecting the influences upon them. And they will reject those
influences partly because arguments and experience have led them to
suppose that the views of their society are mistaken in certain ways. 

JOSEF SEIFERT

Certainly, religion, as the relation between humankind and God, can
never be explained entirely in psychological and sociological cate-
gories. If God exists, religious acts and rites or sacraments objec-
tively relate a human person, in worship, in praise, in prayer, etc. to
God. Hence, if God exists, these religious relationships to God are
never immanent and pure psychological or sociological phenomena.
Thus to reduce religion to the psychological and sociological order
is based on atheism and a thesis of the radical immanency and sub-
jectivity of human consciousness and of its intentional objects as
having existence only for humankind. 

Moreover, a philosophy of religion could elucidate the fact that
the specifically religious category of the holiness of God, as well as
the nature of the religious acts, most of all of the act of adoration
and of worship, by their very nature transcend themselves and relate
humankind to a completely irreducible other reality, that of the
absolutely divine and holy. 
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R I G H T A N D W R O N G

Great Question 8: Can right be distinguished from wrong,
good from evil? More fundamentally, is there an objective
moral order and can human beings become aware of it?

JOSEF SEIFERT

I think that right can evidently be distinguished from wrong.
Already children can clearly grasp, if they are lied to by their broth-
er or sister, or if something that has been given to them is taken away
or destroyed by somebody else, that such actions are wrong. They
understand with evidence that it is evil to torture some innocent per-
son, to murder a child, etc. Already the child can comprehend, and
often more keenly than adults, whose minds are frequently blinded
by passions or obscured by confused theories, that this moral order
is objective and not merely a matter of subjective preference or taste.

To recognize the objectivity of the moral order requires the evi-
dence of value. For only because the human person possesses an
inherent dignity and value that imposes moral obligations on us, can
it be immoral to kill, murder, rape, deceive, etc., human beings. But
this preciousness, this inherent goodness which raises a being out of
the sphere of neutrality, is accessible to human reason with evidence.  

We understand that to know is good and to be in error or igno-
rance is an evil. We understand that the truth of a judgment is a
value and its untruth is an evil and that therefore to deliberately say
an untruth, to lie, is morally evil. We understand that to be endowed
with reason and understanding, with moral responsibility and love,
renders to a being a higher dignity and value than a pig or a plant
possesses. Thus there is a rationally accessible order of values and of
goods (that is of beings endowed with value) which human reason
can detect. No human can be so absolutely perverted, not even the
most horrible criminal, that they will not understand any value
whatsoever. Even murderers and mafia groups will recognize certain
principles of loyalty, of justice of distribution, etc., as Sancho Pansa



observes so well in Cervantes’ Don Quijote, by pointing out to his
master how justly the robbers had robbed different people and cap-
tured them, distributed the stolen goods among each other, exclaim-
ing that justice is such an excellent thing that not even criminals can-
not do without it.

Thus the evidence of the existence of objective values and of a
moral order is undeniable and practically presupposed by anybody
who denies it. And this evidence is a rational one.

In addition, however, we can understand the objective moral
order also through faith and revelation, if we believe in the word of
Christ, or also of the Church, and accept by faith what is right and
what is wrong. Of course, what is believed by somebody in religious
faith to be right or wrong can also be false opinion, if their religious
faith is ill-founded.

Both of these sources of knowledge of good and evil do not con-
tradict each other, as long as religious faith does not violate evident
human knowledge of good and evil. The remarkable thing regarding
Christian morality is precisely that it elevates natural morality, and
that – without ever violating it – it contains all the natural insights
into right and wrong.

Many philosophers have disputed the existence of such an objec-
tive moral order and particularly of actions which are by their nature
intrinsically evil, and cannot be justified by certain consequences.

But if you understand morally relevant goods such as innocent
human life, you will understand that actions that are directed delib-
erately at their destruction are essentially and intrinsically evil and
cannot be justified by any further purpose. If we understand the dig-
nity of a human person, for example, we understand that an act of
rape or intrusion into the sexual privacy of another person by rap-
ing the other human being is intrinsically wrong, or that the reduc-
tion of a woman to a mere sex-object intrinsically violates the moral
call to respect a person always for his or her own sake.

RICHARD SWINBURNE

We must start with what in morals, as with everything else, stares us
in the face, and what stares us in the face is that certain things are
wrong and certain other things are good. There are more difficult
cases where we are not quite so certain whether an action is wrong
or right but that doesn’t mean to say that there aren’t plenty of clear
cases where we are, and philosophy must start from what is obvious
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and go to what is less obvious. What is obvious is that certain
actions are wrong and certain actions are good and if a philosophi-
cal theory has the consequence that isn’t so, then so much the worse
for that philosophical theory.

Any theory that proves that there were no human beings would be
obviously false and therefore to be dismissed. So any theory that
proves there aren’t any moral truths and therefore that it isn’t moral
truth that you want to have taught to children, any moral theory
which had that consequence would obviously be false. So, yes, there is
an objective moral order and human beings can become aware of it,
because some of the aspects of it are just too obvious. And, of course,
what it is will rather depend on other things, such as whether there is
a God or not. If there is a God, then certain things become our duty
which wouldn’t otherwise be our duty, for example to worship God
and do what He wants us to do. But the existence of God would only
make a difference to the content of the moral order; it wouldn’t make
any difference to the fact of the moral order. If there is a God, there
will be an awful lot of things which are right and wrong which would
not otherwise be and, no doubt, there would be a depth and impor-
tance to their rightness and wrongness which otherwise they would
not have. But still, God or not, there is clearly an objective moral
order. What God makes a difference to, is just the content of that. 

ALVIN PLANTINGA

Certainly; and deep in their hearts, most everybody else thinks the
same thing. Different people may emphasize different things as right
and wrong, but very few people think that there just isn’t any dif-
ference at all between right and wrong. Those who are most enthu-
siastic about tolerance and who are reluctant to say that a given way
of acting is wrong, also, typically, think it is wrong to be bigoted, to
denounce somebody, or to disapprove of them. It is extremely diffi-
cult to be a normal human being and not think that some actions are
wrong and some are right.

Is there an objective moral order and can you, indeed, become
aware of it?  Certainly there is an objective moral order. I think most
other people think or presuppose that there is too and I guess we all
think, then, that human beings can become aware of it. We think we
do know of some things that are wrong and some things that are
right. There may be a lot more to the objective moral order than we
have a grasp of. If we were more perceptive, if our vision wasn’t
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obscured so much by the smoke of our wrongdoing, by sin, then per-
haps we would see much more deeply into the objective moral order.
But certainly we all do see something of it.

GERARD J. HUGHES

Morality has to do with what enables human beings to flourish.
How humans can flourish will, as Aristotle pointed out, and as has
often been repeated since then, depend on the kind of beings that
humans are. What it takes for a human being to flourish will depend
on our common human nature and on the particular qualities which
each person possesses as an individual, and on the environment,
physical and social, in which that person lives.

If something like that picture is correct, it will follow that morality
will require us to treat different people in different ways, both because
of their individual differences, and because of the different settings in
which we encounter them. There will be no one single recipe for
enabling a person to achieve their optimum development. Morality
should reflect the complexity of human beings and their various phys-
ical and social environments, even when it can correctly be said that
these environments are far from ideal for humans to have to live in. 

Unless morality is based upon accurate information about people’s
abilities, and about the various ways in which they are affected by their
surroundings, it will inevitably fail to achieve its purpose. It follows
that our moral judgments will be no better than the factual informa-
tion on which those judgments are based, and will have to be changed
in the light of new and more correct factual information. Moral prin-
ciples cannot sensibly be formulated independently of our knowledge
of biology, psychology, economics, and the human sciences generally.
To the extent that our knowledge in these areas is incomplete or gross-
ly inadequate, so will our grasp of moral truth be uncertain.

There is also a deeper reason why moral truth is difficult to attain.
The notion of human flourishing is, unfortunately, far from clear,
quite apart from the unclarities involved in deciding how that flour-
ishing is to be brought about. We understand human nature suffi-
ciently to be able to speak with reasonable clarity about physical
health, which is at least one aspect of human flourishing. We are much
less clear about mental and emotional health, and hence about the dis-
tinction between, for instance, flourishing eccentricity and mental
imbalance. More generally, though there are clear cases in which we
can say that the way a person is living is dehumanizing, and clear cases
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where we can see that someone has lived a richly fulfilled life, there are
many examples where such judgment is very hard to make.

We must carefully separate two kinds of difficulty, then; the diffi-
culty in knowing whether a human life is a worthwhile human life
or not; and the difficulty of knowing by what precise steps a worth-
while human life can be fostered. I suspect that, although the first
difficulty perhaps presents more difficult philosophical problems, we
are generally more confident of our ability to recognize when a life
has been worthwhile, or when a way of living is dehumanizing.
There are of course areas of uncertainty even here, and some con-
troversies over lifestyle have become particularly acrimonious.
Nonetheless, I think that, provided we really take the time and care
to look and to understand, we are usually able to form a judgment
with reasonable confidence. On the other hand, the second difficul-
ty mentioned above is often much less tractable. Both with regard to
individuals, and in connection with society as a whole, we often real-
ize that we simply do not know what practical steps must be taken
to achieve a situation in which people are fulfilled, even when we are
largely in agreement about what “fulfilment” amounts to.

One might at this point simply throw in one’s hand, and say that
the truth is not to be found, or, worse, say that there is here no ques-
tion of truth at all. That would be a mistake. We do have a reason-
ably good grasp of the ways in which our judgments on all these
matters can be warped or misled or ill-founded. We know the kinds
of information which would enable us to do better for ourselves and
one another: information about biology, psychology, economics,
social structures, and social psychology; better knowledge of pre-
cisely how we interact with the environment; and, on a more per-
sonal level, better knowledge of the talents, weaknesses, and needs
of the individuals with whom we live and work. So we know in what
direction progress in moral knowledge is to be made.

It is nevertheless tempting at this point to shortcut the painstaking
road to better moral knowledge suggested in the preceding para-
graph, and to appeal at once to religious revelation. But such a view
is open to serious objections. Firstly, we need to be able to distinguish
between alleged revelations and genuine revelations; secondly, we
need to know how even genuine revelations apply to individual cases
(for instance, even if it is accepted as a revelation that we ought not
to kill, that still does not settle questions about the proper moral
response to, say, irreversible coma). But to decide these questions, we
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need to use our minds, and our existing knowledge. In particular, we
need to use our existing moral knowledge, which implies that not all
moral knowledge can come from religious revelation. 

To sum up, I would wish to say much the same about the relation
between ethics and religion as I say about science and religion (Great
Question 11). We should seek to ensure that our various moral beliefs
are coherent with one another. If our existing moral beliefs and the
content of revelation conflict, then both sets of beliefs must in princi-
ple be questioned. Revelation should be allowed to challenge our “sec-
ular” morality; and equally, our secular morality should challenge our
understanding of revelation and its practical implications.

GEORGE F. R. ELLIS

Are moral principles relative to culture and society? 

Do moral values have any real meaning, or are they purely relative to
culture? Here is perhaps where the strongest disagreement exists: for
example, I have been told how the anthropological ethic denies any
absolute moral value system. I believe there is a misunderstanding
underlying this statement, arising from that academic tradition which
completely divorces analysis from useful application of analysis. It is
clear that anthropologists or sociologists must suspend moral judg-
ment as they study various societies, if they indeed want to learn how
different social systems operate. This is not at all the same thing as
saying that moral judgment is not possible. For example, there are tra-
ditional societies where firstborn children are slain (in Kenya); widows
are burnt on funeral pyres at their husband’s funeral (India); children
are mutilated by having segments of their fingers cut off by their par-
ents as part of a growing-up ritual (South Africa); cliterodectomy
takes place (Egypt). While there may in each case be good reasons why
these practices have developed, I resist strenuously the concept that
they are all as morally acceptable as say the practices espoused by
Ghandi. And the essential point is made above: one has to – explicit-
ly or implicitly – make moral judgements whenever choices are made
between competing policy decisions in the real world. Academics can
if they wish divorce themselves from making such choices; this simply
defines their own disciplines as of no practical use in terms of facing
real-world problems. The reality of the moral choices to be made
remains (and even the academic’s own work contains value-laden
assumptions, through the way they choose what to study).
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If one truly accepts the relativist view of morality, one is bound to
say there was nothing wrong with what Hitler did in the Holocaust,
this was just one particular pattern of social behaviour among many
which are morally equivalent, for there are no absolute moral stan-
dards. Or to bring the theme up to date, one must then maintain that
the subjugation of women in many traditional societies is just as
acceptable as the trend to women’s liberation that has been evident
in many Western societies in recent decades. I believe that whatever
may be said about moral relativism in theory, in practice ethically
aware people agree that there are practices that are simply unac-
ceptable, or at least are at a lower ethical level than other practices;
and this kind of view informs policy decisions.

On this view the disagreements across cultures are to some extent
an expression of different degrees of moral awareness or develop-
ment in those cultures; in fact there is a process of evolution of moral
awareness taking place, that may be discerned in human history (for
example, there is almost universal disapproval of slavery nowadays,
as compared with its widespread acceptance a relatively short time
ago). This is undoubtedly a contentious claim, but I believe it reflects
what people in reality believe – as evidenced in how they behave – as
opposed to what they may claim, on the basis of some theoretical sys-
tem that is not in fact made manifest in the way they run their lives.
To give a specific example: I believe most anthropologists and sociol-
ogists will fight for women’s freedom in their own societies as if there
is real meaning to this action, rather than just being an expression of
their own culture which has no more justification than the attitude to
women in societies where they are treated as slaves. Unfashionable as
it may be, I propose that those societies where women are treated as
equal to men are more advanced in their ethical understanding than
those where this is not true. I understand that in so doing I am claim-
ing precedence for my own particular (partly socially determined)
moral understanding over rival views that are equally strongly held;
nevertheless, I defend this position.

KEITH WARD

What do you make of the claims of evolutionary ethics? 

Some proponents of evolutionary psychology claim that morality is
nothing but a set of genetically imprinted behavior patterns which
have been selected because they favored the survival of certain genes
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over others. This is a classic example of the aptly named “genetic fal-
lacy”, the mistake of thinking that to show how something devel-
oped is to show what it is. Of course morality uses as its basic data
dispositions and behavior-patterns which have been selected through
evolution. Appeal to natural selection gives an illuminating (but
hardly exhaustive) explanation of how some of these dispositions
have come to exist. It explains the mixture of lust, aggression, altru-
ism, and submission which characterizes human nature.

Rational morality, however, supervenes on these dispositions, and
asks questions about the consistency and universalizability of basic
human goods, which no evolutionary account can answer. Insofar as
morality is rational, it will not endorse acts just because they enable
genes to survive, at whatever cost to personal happiness. Insofar as
morality is genetically imprinted, it will not be amenable to reason at
all, and seeking a rational morality will be useless. As Dawkins says,
rational reflection “enables us to escape from the tyranny of our
genes.” But that is an admission that a solely genetic account of moral-
ity will always miss what is distinctive and valuable about human life.

If there is a creator God, one would expect that, in addition to
purely rational considerations, there will be human discernments of
the will and purpose of God which give to morality an ultimate
authority which overrides self-interest, and a faith that moral com-
mitment will not be in vain. Evolutionary ethics cannot support the
supreme authority of morality, and it undermines any belief that the
universe is oriented to the fulfillment of a moral purpose, which it is
human destiny to cooperate in realizing. In short, evolutionary
ethics denies what is, even from a humanist viewpoint, most distinc-
tive about human existence, that which gives it dignity and sanctity,
the capacity for moral reflection and action. From a religious view-
point, it denies the deepest purpose of human existence, the free
development of a relationship of joyful obedience to the will of God,
within a community of justice, peace, and love. Human beings are
certainly animals, but they are animals raised to the dignity of chil-
dren of the creator God. In failing to see this, evolutionary ethics
gives a drastically impoverished and grossly inaccurate account of
human nature.  
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AT H E I S M

Great Question 9: Atheism – the rejection of the existence of
God – is an intellectual option embraced by several thinkers.
How do you explain atheism?

ALVIN PLANTINGA

First of all, atheism goes back a long way. It is not an invention of,
say, the Enlightenment, although it has been much more prominent
since the Enlightenment. In the Psalms we read of the fool that said
in his heart there is no God. And Jonathan Edwards, in the eigh-
teenth century, talks at some length about atheism, about how it is
much more prevalent now (then) than it was 200 years earlier.

How do you explain it? That is a really tough question. As I say, it
is much more prevalent, prominent since the Enlightenment. But I
don’t know how to explain atheism. I think fundamentally it arises out
of sin, although not necessarily sin on the part of the atheist in ques-
tion. Atheism is a kind of blindness, a failure to see something that is
very important in the world. Where does this blindness come from?

I think part of the responsibility has to be laid at the doors of
Christians themselves. The spectacle of Christians, Protestants and
Catholics, fighting, killing each other, carrying on as they did during
the years of religious wars in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
was an extremely unedifying spectacle. That turned lots and lots of
people against Christianity. If this is what Christians are like, if this
is what being a Christian entails or involves, they wanted nothing
whatever to do with it. This spectacle of Christians at each other’s
throats is one partial explanation of atheism. And that these
Christians were at each other’s throats, I think, is in part a matter of
spiritual pride. Catholics and Protestants should have responded to
each other very differently; they should have seen that at a deep level
they agreed. They agreed that there is such a Person as God and that
He has this plan of salvation; they agreed that human beings were
created in His image; they agreed on all the main features of the



Apostles’ Creed and the Nicene Creed and so on. So why were they
torturing and killing each other? They should have recognized that all
the things where they had the right to be really sure were things on
which they agreed; what they disagreed about were areas where the
scriptures speak much less plainly. One’s degree of belief should be
tempered by that degree of plainness. One should believe the central
elements of Christianity with maximal firmness; the degree of firm-
ness should taper off as one gets to the periphery. There Christians
can legitimately disagree. So, I think, one part of the rejection of the
existence of God in modern society has to be attributed to the sin of
earlier generations of Christians. But that is only a part. I would sug-
gest that you take a look at Michael Buckley’s At the Origins of
Modern Atheism (Yale University Press, 1987).

RICHARD SWINBURNE

How do I explain atheism? Why are some people atheists? Well, I
think the answer to that will depend on who they are and when they
lived and what are the influences they were open to. But, if we are
talking about atheists in our time, I’m sure that for them, as for all
of us, part of the explanation of why they have the beliefs they do is
the kind of intellectual environment they have been open to. But
humans have the opportunity of going out and looking for the truth
more fully than their environment has taught them and one expla-
nation of atheism is, therefore, that although the persons concerned
have been influenced by a certain class of arguments, they have not
taken the trouble, or, alternatively, have not been fortunate enough
to find the counter-arguments against atheism. Of course, it is not
only a matter of argument. It is a matter of personal experience.
Some people have been lucky enough to have an experience of the
presence of God and others not so. 

Again, part of the reason why there are so many atheists around
in our time is obviously is going to be a historical explanation. This
will draw attention first to the great influence and prestige of science
which has, mistakenly, led a lot of people to think that, therefore,
there is less place for God in the universe. I give [in my answer to
Great Question 11] my reasons for thinking that was a mistaken view
of the relevance of science. But nevertheless it is a view that some peo-
ple for wrong reasons have had, and has therefore led to atheism
being more prevalent. Another reason, I think, why atheism is so
prevalent in our time is because people came to think of the Bible,
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the, as it were, vehicle of Christian truth, as somehow shown to be
false by the discovery that the world is older than four thousand
years BC, or that various of the human authors of the Bible got cer-
tain historical or scientific things wrong. Therefore, people have con-
cluded the Bible must be false and, therefore, since the Bible was so
closely connected with the truth of the Christian religion, that must
be false and, therefore, since that’s the main form of religion people
have been aware of in the West, therefore, religion itself must be false.
Over-literal interpretation of the Bible, in particular in the centuries
from the Reformation until the nineteenth century, has its share of
responsibility for all this. Increasingly religious people tended to
interpret the Bible more and more literally as we got to the nineteenth
century. And then suddenly the discovery that the world was very old
and some of the minor details of biblical history were not as the Bible
recorded them had a tremendous effect on people’s religious beliefs
because they had interpreted the Bible in such a literal way. But if you
look at the history of Biblical interpretation over the past two mil-
lennia, you find that this very literal way of taking the Bible is itself
a product of fairly modern times and there was a long, long tradition,
from the second century AD onwards until the fifteenth century, that
a great deal of the Bible had to be taken not literally. There were rules
which were devised by Origen and Augustine as to which passages
you should interpret literally and which not. The basic rule was:
“Take something literally if you don’t know any reason why not to;
but if you do have other reasons for believing that, if taken literally,
it would be false, then don’t take it literally, take it metaphorically in
some sense.” And it was on those grounds that Augustine and Origen
argued that various things in the Bible which they believed to be false
if taken literally (and they believed that on grounds of what they
believed about science and history) should be taken metaphorically.
So there was a long tradition of taking the Bible none too literally
when it talked about science and history. That tradition tended to be
forgotten. People by the nineteenth century thought, if the Bible says,
or seems to say, in the first chapter (when this is taken in isolation
from the rest of the Bible, and the tradition of the Church’s interpre-
tation of the Bible) that the world was created in seven days, it meant
the world was created in seven days and, therefore, if somebody
showed that it came into being over a much longer period, it followed
that there was no God because literal interpretation of the Bible was
closely connected with the central truths of religion. As I say, I think
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this was a great misfortune, this growing up of the over-literal inter-
pretation of the Bible, and this has quite a share in the development
of atheism in modern times. 

GERARD J. HUGHES

In my view, there are two main reasons why people deny that there
is a God. The first is that the intellectual case for the existence of
God is not beyond all possible question. God is by nature quite dif-
ferent from any of the objects of our experience, with the result that
our attempts to describe God are indirect and imperfect. To say that
God exists is therefore to make a statement which is unclear in itself;
and most religious believers will point out that God is in the end
mysterious, beyond our intellectual grasp. Many atheists would see
this unclarity as a sign of weakness. Moreover, the reasons for
believing that there is a God are complex. Theism is a large-scale
interpretation of our experience quite generally, and the data can
quite plausibly be “read” otherwise. The evil in the world is the
most obvious feature of the universe which might make an atheistic
interpretation seem intellectually attractive, clear where theism is at
best mysterious, unpretentious where the claims of religion seem
over-ambitious.

A second explanation of why atheism is an attractive view is that
many, perhaps all, religions have supported views which are demon-
strably false and practices which are superstitious or immoral. While
it would of course be argued by believers that these mistakes do not
touch the essential core of religious belief, it is not difficult to see
how other people conclude that religious belief is simply a combi-
nation of bad science and indefensible conduct. In contrast, atheism
can be presented as a means of liberation from the infantilism of reli-
gion and the tyranny of dogma, and as the essential framework for
a human race come of age.

I give [in my answer to Great Question 11] my reasons for sup-
posing that religion and science need not conflict. Dissociating the-
ism from bad science should not in principle be at all difficult. It is
rather more difficult, I suspect, to ensure that religion is not used to
support immoral practices, from mass murder to psychological
manipulation, or superstition. Religious beliefs can be very power-
ful, and the temptation to harness this power for ends which have
nothing to do with religion is likely to remain strong. Where religion
is thus abused, atheism will always have its principled defenders.
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Of course, just as there are religious bigots, so there are atheists
with equally closed minds and inflamed crusading passions. They
deserve one another. The proper response to principled atheists, on
the other hand, is for religious believers to be equally principled,
equally intellectually honest, and equally open to rational argument.

HUGO MEYNELL

Why are many thinkers atheists? Well, we are back at the problem
of evil; that is a good reason why people deny the existence of God.
Again, some tend to think or assume, as Wilfred Sellars puts it, that
science is the measure of all things, of what is that it is, and of what
is not that it is not. Of course, if you take these restrictions in a nar-
row sense, then they lead to atheism; taken in a broad sense, I have
already argued that they do not. Also it is thought by many people,
including the majority of contemporary philosophers, that none of
the arguments for the existence of God are sound. Some philoso-
phers have even claimed that it is strictly meaningless to say that
God exists; though it is much less fashionable than it was in the hey-
day of logical positivism forty years or so ago. The reason alleged
was, roughly, that one couldn’t conceivably see or hear or touch
God. But you can’t touch or hear or smell electrons or positrons, or
for that matter the thoughts and feelings of other people; but they
are there all the same. In general, apart from the problem of evil, I
think that it is partly scientism, partly positivism, which has made
atheism seem convincing to so many. I find it useful to divide athe-
ists into two overlapping types, theoretical atheists and what you
might call existential atheists. Existential atheists are people like
Karl Marx and Friedrich Nietzsche, who rightly inveigh against the
harm that is so often done to people in the name of religion, but
wrongly (though all too understandably) regard theism as incom-
patible with a fully actualized human life. The complaints of exis-
tential atheists have to be taken with the utmost seriousness, because
I am sorry to say that there is almost nothing so nasty, that some reli-
gious believers will not get up to in the name of God. In the Epistle
to the Romans, St. Paul talks about believers making the name of
God stink among the heathen. When you think of some of the
abominable actions by representatives of the churches which have
come to light recently, and the ingenuity and social ruthlessness dis-
played by them and their colleagues in covering them up, you can
see that the existential atheist has a lot going for her.
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JOSEF SEIFERT

The intellectual option of atheism has many roots. Some of these
reasons we touch upon in discussing the problem of evil [Great
Question 12]. There I try to point out how the choice of atheism is
quite comprehensible in the face of evil, but nevertheless irrational
and objectively not justified by the existence of evil.

But atheism has many other roots: the pride of people who do not
want to accept their total dependence on God, and who wish to
assert their own character as supreme in the universe; the wish that
there not be any moral order and supreme judge but that we can live
according to the arbitrariness of our own desires and wishes, etc.

But there are also countless intellectual errors such as material-
ism, determinism, etc., which can lead a person to adopt atheism.  

Yet, none of the countless reasons and grounds for atheism can be
justified rationally, as follows from the discussion of the arguments
for the existence of God [Great Question 10].
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Part IV:

I S  T H E R E  A  G O D ?





T H E E X I S T E N C E O F G O D

Great Question 10: The existence of God has been one of the
most hotly debated issues in the history of human thought. What
are your own conclusions on the question of God’s existence and
on what basis do you affirm or deny the existence of God? 

RICHARD SWINBURNE

I affirm the existence of God. I do so on the grounds that the hypothe-
sis that there is a God can explain everything which we find around us. 

Scientific theories aim to explain, each of them, a limited range of
data, some of them quite a big range of data, but limited all the
same. Quantum theory, for example, aims to explain the stability of
the atom, the photoelectric effect, the Compton effect, the distribu-
tion of black body radiation, and so on and so forth. And we accept
such a scientific theory on the grounds that, if the theory is true, we
would expect to find the data which we observe; we wouldn’t expect
to find them otherwise; and the hypothesis is a simple one. The
extent to which these three criteria are satisfied – first that, if the
hypothesis is true, you would expect to find the data; second, that
you wouldn’t expect to find the data in the normal course of things;
and third, that the hypothesis is simple – to that extent, the data pro-
vide evidence for the hypothesis, they make it to that extent, to the
extent to which those criteria are satisfied, likely to be true. 

Now, I think that theism doesn’t explain merely a limited set of
data but it explains all the observable phenomena we find, of the
more general and of the more limited kinds, and that it satisfies well
those three criteria for good explanations. It explains the existence
of the universe, its conformity to order, in two senses, in the sense
that it has simple scientific laws, and in the sense that there are,
within the universe, animals and human beings, that is to say, par-
ticular loci of order; it explains the phenomenon of consciousness; it
explains the facts of reported accounts of miracles, in particular
those associated with the origin of Christian religion; and also the



phenomenon of religious experience. I have selected a range of very
general facts which we can all observe and more particular facts
within the universe and each of these, it seems to me, are such that
we wouldn’t expect to find them in the normal course of things. If
there is a God, we do expect to find them and the hypothesis of the
existence of God is a simple one. 

For example, the fact of there being a universe at all, how very odd
it is, how unlikely a priori it is that there should be a physical universe.
But if there is a God, in the sense of an omnipotent, omniscient, per-
fectly good, perfectly free, etc., center of being, then He has the power
to bring about the universe and He has reason to do so in that a uni-
verse is a good thing and provides a theater in which finite creatures
can develop, can mold their own characters, and can contribute to the
world. And the hypothesis of theism is a simple hypothesis. Let me say
why. The God whose existence we are considering is, by definition,
omnipotent, omniscient, perfectly good, perfectly free, and so on, and
I think that the various essential properties, the properties that make
God God, really boil down to three: He is all-powerful, omnipotent,
that is to say there are no limits, apart from those of logic, to what He
can do; He is perfectly wise, He is omniscient, there are no limits,
apart from those of logic, to what He knows; and He is perfectly free,
that is to say, nothing from without influences Him as to how He will
choose. Other properties, I believe, like perfect goodness, derive from
those three essential properties.

Now, in postulating a personal kind of being who is infinitely this,
that and the other, we are postulating one being, not many beings, and
we are postulating the simplest kind of person there could be. A per-
son is an individual with a certain amount of power over the world
and with a certain number of beliefs about it and a certain amount of
freedom to do things in it. But the persons we come across are persons
of limited power, just so much and no more, limited knowledge and
so on. But science always seeks to postulate simple properties in the
objects which it postulates and a simple property, one very obvious
kind of simple property, is of a zero or infinite degree of some quality.
A scientist in his hypothesis will always postulate that something has
zero rest mass or infinite velocity or qualities like that if it can, that is
to say if such a hypothesis is consistent with the data. So theism is pos-
tulating just one being, not many beings but one being of the person-
al kind, but the simplest kind a person could be because the personal
qualities are present in this being to an infinite degree. Put another
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way there are zero limits to them and, therefore, this is the kind of
zero-infinity character of properties which science values. 

So the theist can explain the existence of the universe by postulating
one being which brings about the many bits of the universe. His exis-
tence makes it likely there will be a universe, one wouldn’t ordinarily
expect to find a universe, and it is a simple hypothesis.  And likewise
with the other things which provide the evidence of theism. The uni-
verse is an orderly universe. Things behave in accordance with simple
scientific laws. If there is a God, He has reason to make it that way
because simple laws mean that things behave in simple ways and the
universe will therefore exhibit a certain beauty. Above all, if there are
simple laws governing the behavior of material objects, then finite
human beings can understand those laws and use them to mold the
world. If, for example, it is a consequence of laws of nature that, if I
sow seeds and water them, they will produce plants, then if such a law
governs the world, human beings in the world can understand that law
and use this regularity, this law, to produce plants. 

But if the world is just chaotic, then people, limited beings, will
never be able to learn about it and use it to mold the world. So if
God is interested in creating limited, finite beings who can con-
tribute to the world and grow, He needs to make the world an order-
ly place, with the sort of order that finite beings can understand. So
if we find that the world does have that sort of order, then that is
reason to suppose that the world was made by God. And so on with
more and more detailed phenomena of the world. The fact of the
world, its general orderliness, the existence of conscious beings, the
particular phenomena of history, above all, the central phenomena
of the events of Christ’s life, death and reported resurrection. All of
this is well explained [by the existence of God] going down to the
most private and small-scale phenomena of individual religious
experience. In all of these cases, my suggestion is that here we have
a simple hypothesis which is such that you would expect to find
these phenomena if the world is sustained and guided by God. You
wouldn’t normally expect to find them. Therefore these phenomena,
these data, these bits of evidence, are evidence of theism. 

So, in summary, I think the theistic hypothesis can explain the
whole range of phenomena we find around us, including all those that
science deals with, that is to say things being ordered by scientific
laws, including the general phenomena of history and including some
rather special phenomena to which religion draws our attention.
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The divine attributes are omnipotence, omniscience and perfect
freedom and such properties as perfect goodness, I think, derive
from them. 

ALVIN PLANTINGA

The existence of God has been hotly debated, although there have
been literally millions, maybe billions, of people who have accepted
belief in God without any debate or any argument at all. It is not pri-
marily a topic of debate, except among a certain kind of intellectual
constituency in the Western world and substantially since the
Enlightenment. But taken in itself, it is a whole lot like, say, belief in
other minds. Philosophers have argued about other minds too,
about whether it is reasonable to believe that there are other minds.
But all human beings, apart from philosophical discussions, do
believe in other minds; and the vast majority of human beings, while
perhaps they haven’t all believed specifically in God, have certainly
believed in something like the theistic God, somebody who controls
nature, someone to whom they are obligated, to whom they owe
allegiance and obedience and so on.

As to my own conclusions on this question: I certainly do believe
in the existence of God, but I don’t believe by way of conclusion
from arguments or because I think the probabilities point in that
direction. It seems to me that I experience God. I experience God in
a variety of ways, just as lots and lots of people do: in church, in
reading the Bible, in nature, in human relationships, in a thousand
different ways. And so my reasons for accepting theistic belief, belief
in God, are reasons more like my reasons for believing in other peo-
ple, or that there is an external world, or in a memory judgment. It
is not a conclusion from an argument. It is something more imme-
diate, something much more existential and experiential.

GERARD J. HUGHES

Any philosopher who claims, as I do, that there is a God, has to
reply to the arguments advanced by Hume and Kant, both of whom,
albeit on rather different grounds, would dispute that we can have
any good grounds for saying that God exists. They accurately pin-
pointed the key issues.

The classical and medieval tradition had confidently asserted
that, if there exists anything at all rather than nothing, there must
exist a being whose nonexistence is impossible; and that being can
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properly be identified with the God of the Judeo-Christian tradition.
But Hume saw no reason to go further than simply to accept it as a
brute fact that the universe exists. We have no knowledge, in his
view, of any causal necessity in the world, and no means of reason-
ing from the existence of one thing to the existence of anything else.
For all we know, events can simply happen, things can simply be
there. Nothing is required for anything to exist other than the mere
fact that it does. So we should beware of projecting our desire for
explanation and intelligibility on to the world. The world is simply
given, and its patterned regularity might well be nothing more than
coincidence. 

I find this position simply incredible. The ordered regularity of
the universe is too all-pervasive to be sheer coincidence, and the suc-
cess of scientific inquiry is surely best explained on the assumption
that the universe consists of beings with stable natures which causal-
ly interact with one another in largely determinate ways. Events in
the universe do not just simply happen, they are caused to happen.

With that much, Kant would have agreed. What he would not
accept is that we can ask about the universe as a whole why it is
there at all, and expect to discover the answer. To ask for a cause of
the universe is to ask for something which quite transcends our
experience. We have no possible way of showing that the universe as
a whole might not itself exist of necessity, rather than because it is
caused by some other, transcendent, being. In short, Kant accepts
that the question “Why is there anything rather than nothing at all?”
must be answered by saying that there must exist something whose
nonexistence is simply impossible; but he can see no way of show-
ing that this necessary being might not simply be the universe itself.

There is no simple counter to this position. Still, the classical tradi-
tion did advance reasons to show that any being whose non-existence
was impossible must be quite unlike the universe of our experience; in
particular, it must be timeless, unchanging, and not structured as the
kinds of things in our universe are, simply because they are things of
such-and-such a kind rather than some other. These arguments are
highly technical, and a detailed exposition of them is not possible here.
I believe, however, that despite their difficulty the classical arguments
are basically sound, and offer a reasonable basis for belief in God.

If these arguments are valid, it becomes impossible to identify
God with the world in any pantheistic fashion. While I can see the
attraction of identifying God with the universe as a whole, with the
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consequence that we ourselves are parts of God, I would myself find
it difficult to reconcile such a position with any form of the more
traditional belief that God is to be worshipped.

In saying that the ultimate basis for my belief in God is to be
found in some difficult philosophical arguments, I am well aware
that these grounds are remote from the ordinary everyday experi-
ence of religious practice. I think such remoteness is almost unavoid-
able when one is speaking of the ultimate grounds for any of our
beliefs, about God or anything else. I would, of course, not wish to
deny the importance of many other features of religious living;
notably, the experience of prayer, of the moral life, and the wide-
spread human conviction that our lives must find their meaning
beyond the grave. These features of human experience have always
been, and remain, important elements of religious belief. My own
view, however, is that while they can be legitimately invoked as part
of an overall picture once the philosophical position has been rea-
sonably established, they cannot provide an adequate substitute for
a proper philosophical grounding. I take the same view of revealed
religion quite generally. That any experience or event can properly
be regarded as embodying a divine revelation seems to me to depend
on our having already shown that it is reasonable to suppose that
there exists a God from whom such revelations might come.

BRIAN LEFTOW

Some people expect philosophers to try to “prove” God’s existence,
and assent to it only if some hulking brute of an argument drags them
kicking and screaming through the church door. But arguments cannot
do that. Arguments do not compel our assent. They merely appeal for
it. A proof is not an argument so compelling that one cannot reject its
conclusion, but one so worthy that an ideally rational person would
accept its conclusion. Suppose I show with impeccable logic that if
2+2=4, then God exists. If you understand the argument, and grant the
connection between premise and conclusion, you still have a choice.
You can grant that God exists, or you can avoid this by denying that
2+2=4. The argument does not force you to do either. It just sets up the
choice. Which choice you make depends on which seems more implau-
sible – that “2+2=4” is not true, or that there is a God.

Some propositions seem implausible due to arguments, or
thoughts we can put into argument form. But it cannot always be so.
Eventually, we hit bedrock. Some things just do seem implausible to
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us, and others do not. These perceptions can change. Arguments can
help to change them. But while we have them, they and not argu-
ments are the final arbiters of our beliefs. As this is so, I do not think
that philosophic argument can ever move someone to theism – or
atheism – unless that person is also prepared on another, more intu-
itive level to make the move.

To each of us, the world looks as if there is a God or as if there is
none. It either does or does not seem that a hand is guiding one’s life,
or that one’s life has a purpose which is not one’s own invention.
Those one loves do or do not seem too wonderful to be products of
sheer accident. The world seems a fundamentally good place, despite
its evils, or a bare neutral fact, or a horror. The religious people one
knows seem good and kind, or evil and hypocritical; those whose
goodness most impresses one are religious or irreligious. Or perhaps
all this is just ambiguous. At first one may not associate the word
“God” at all with these feelings or perceptions. All the same, if the
world seems good, meaningful, purposed, etc., it seems to be such as
a God would make it, and if the world seems neutral or evil, etc., it
seems not to be such as a God would make it – and when we meet
the idea of God, we realize this. It is possible that a good argument
may get us to believe (or disbelieve) in God despite the way the
world seems to us. But a good argument may also convince us by
helping to change the way the world seems to us, or helping us see
that the world does seem a certain way to us, and even the best argu-
ment will have a hard time retaining our conviction if it does not
eventually bring some change of perception.

For me, two things made the difference. One was a sense that the
New Testament got good and evil right. It would be hard to overstate
the force of my feeling here: it seemed to me that if I was wrong about
this, then I could see nothing about good and evil at all, and so would
never know any truth about them.1 The other was a thought I would
now put this way: the Christian moral outlook is not separable from
the Christian metaphysic and worldview. It would be surprising if
Christian ethical claims were true and yet the worldview on which
they rest were wholly false, for the way the world really is determines
what is really good. Again, if only those who believe in God see good
and evil entirely aright, this is reason (if there are truths about good
and evil) to think that the theism which helps them see so clearly is
true. For it would be remarkable if holding a set of false metaphysical
beliefs were the best route to learning true moral beliefs.
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So I became a Christian and a theist because I was drawn to the
Christian vision of the good. This does not seem to me an unusual
route to faith. Such writers as Augustine and Aquinas see the will as
more active in coming to believe that God exists than it is in coming
to believe that there is a cat on the mat. They do not mean that believ-
ers in God just decide to believe in God, in default of convincing evi-
dence for or against God. Both Augustine and Aquinas see the will as
an appetite, a desire or love for the good as best we can understand
it. So when they emphasize the will’s role in faith, their point is that
in large measure, one comes to believe in God because the goodness
of God as presented in some stories about Him draws one’s love.

This is not to say that philosophical arguments for God’s existence
have no role in faith. They can help move one to belief. They can also
help confirm one’s beliefs. Tragedy may make the firmest believer
doubt; philosophy may remind the believer that such doubt should
not extend to God’s existence. Good arguments for God’s existence
can also show that a basic part of theist belief meets the strictest stan-
dards of belief-worthiness. This lends credit to the rest of one’s reli-
gious beliefs. If it is “provable” that there is some God, it is the more
reasonable to have an opinion about which God there is. 

Arguments for God’s existence also reassure by letting believers
answer unbelievers’ challenges. Some charge that belief in God is
irrational. If there are good enough arguments that God exists, the
charge of irrationality falls on the atheist, not the theist: it is irra-
tional to deny a conclusion one ought to accept. Even if there are
also strong arguments that God does not exist, good enough argu-
ments that God exists are strong reason to call theism rational. For
they are reason to suspect errors in the arguments against God, and
if one has such reason, one has reason to maintain one’s own the-
ism.2 Some charge that belief in God is an emotional crutch, or an
instrument of domination by capitalists, white males, or other
bogeymen. They seem to think that one should not believe in God
because one abets something bad by doing so. A solid argument for
God’s existence lets one dismiss these cavils. For if one shows that a
proposition is true, one shows that one has a right to believe it –
period. If one believes in God because theism is comforting or use-
ful, that may show that one is not good or wise, but does not show
that one ought instead to be an atheist. That we should not believe
the way we do or for the reason we do does not imply that we
should not believe what we do.3 The truth deserves believing, just
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because it is true. The question of motive becomes irrelevant in the
presence of good arguments.

I think there are in fact some very good philosophical arguments
for God’s existence.

JOSEF SEIFERT

Concerning the first part of your question, I affirm the existence of
God both on the grounds of human reason and on those of faith in
Jesus Christ and in Divine Revelation. I thus not only reject atheism
but also pantheism as well as the “dialectical theism” by which, for
example, John Macquarrie in his Gifford Lectures in the 1980s
sought to replace “classical theism” and meant to offer a position
“in-between theism and atheism.”4

While I do think that traditional philosophy of God and theolo-
gy ought to develop more genuinely personalistic metaphysical cate-
gories and abandon certain elements of a Greek metaphysics of God
which risk to lose the sense for the entire newness of “being-a-per-
son” and seek to define the divine perfections in an inadequate way,
I basically defend the arguments for the existence of God along the
lines of classical theism. Yet I seek to establish theism also philo-
sophically on firm metaphysical and personalistic grounds. Thus the
certitude of conviction that God exists, if it is thus founded, is total-
ly opposed to atheism in any conceivable form.

This sounds simple and obvious enough but we have to recognize
that most philosophers today have adopted in one way or another
the epistemological subjectivism or at least the radical critique of
classical and medieval metaphysics which German Idealism, British
and Austrian empiricism and positivism have launched against the
very foundations of a philosophy of God, and thereby also against
the foundations of any religion which recognizes a God who exists
wholly independently of history and human consciousness and
about whom one can know more than that He is an X (or a
Umgreifendes in the sense of Karl Jaspers).

These foundations lie chiefly in epistemology and metaphysics.
Any proper philosophy of God requires and presupposes necessarily
a realist epistemology which recognizes the ability of the human mind
discovering realities that exist independently of human subjectivity.5

And it rests on the foundation that the human intellect cannot just
penetrate into those attributes of the world that are directly accessi-
ble in experience but can reach a radically different, transcendent,
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and divine being, given and accessible to our intellect “through the
mirror of the world.” Both of these grounds of a philosophy of God
have been shaken in modern philosophy.

And thus not only atheism flourishes in a thousand open and even
more camouflaged forms, but also many philosophical defenses of
the existence and attributes of God move only on the levels of lin-
guistic or phenomenological analyses which deny that their results
truly reach the transcendent being of God and divine attributes
which belong to Him, entirely independently from our subjective
ideas. Therefore many of these twentieth-century attempts to defend
God are cryptoatheistic.

Even in some of the best philosophies of God in the twentieth cen-
tury, which move within a classical realm, we find both traditional
and new personalistic categories, when applied to God, confined to
a non-metaphysical, psychological, historical, or linguistic sphere.
Hand in hand with abandoning the categories of classical philoso-
phy of God and of theology, also the applicability of the notion of
personhood to God is often defended today on non-metaphysical
grounds, claiming with Martin Buber that “the concept of personal
being is indeed completely incapable of declaring what God’s essen-
tial being is, but it is both permitted and necessary to say that God
is also a person.”6

I tried to revive a truly metaphysical and objectivist philosophy of
God, which holds that indeed God’s essential being, and it alone, is
fully and perfectly personal, good, just, knowing, living, etc. Such a
metaphysics of God is both in line with the perennial contributions
of philosophers of the past and with modern phenomenologist real-
ism and personalism.7

As a philosopher, I occupied myself with many different demon-
strations of the existence of God which I deem to be cogent and con-
clusive. I recognize a great number of very different arguments that
demonstrate the existence of God, both singly and most of all in
their unity. In fact, I think that some of these arguments (for exam-
ple that from causality or contingent existence) need others in order
to be complete and not only to demonstrate the existence of a nec-
essary and uncaused being, but that of God as an infinitely perfect
being. Let me summarize some of these arguments in a sketc.hy
form:

First, there is the series of classical cosmological arguments [out-
lined in 1–4 below] which proceed from the existence of the world and
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which possess a well-known expression in the “five ways” of St.
Thomas Aquinas. I recognize their validity although I believe that they
need to be reformulated and rethought, to avoid certain mistakes in
their conception, and to base them on more ultimate metaphysical
foundations than those that are apparent from St. Thomas’s texts.

1. The argument from motion and temporality to an eternal being:
The first of these arguments starts from the nature and existence of
motion, which I interpret as comprising all change and temporality in
the world. This argument recognizes that a continually changing and
temporal being, which always moves from moment to moment of its
existence, and whose very being is constantly renewed and receives
new actuality in time, cannot account for itself. For it can neither
explain why it continues to exist and to re-emerge from nothingness
always anew, nor why it came to be (since no being that moves in
time can be beginningless and actually infinite in duration), nor from
whence it receives its always new present being. Neither its past
being, which is no longer, nor its future being, which is not yet, nor
its present being, which flees in a flash into the nothingness of the
past, can contain the source of an ever renewed presentiality of being-
in-time. From understanding this we grasp three further metaphysi-
cal facts: (1) Only an eternal being that possesses its entire reality in
an everlasting present can account for itself, not a temporal one. (2)
Therefore, the eternal being alone can also contain the sufficient rea-
son for temporal being. (3) Moreover, the absolute and eternal Being
cannot produce the temporal world by any necessity rooted in its
eternal nature (which would make the world eternal and could not
give rise to time and change, as Parmenides and many other philoso-
phers saw) but only through freedom. Thus this argument ascends
from a changing, temporal world to the existence of an eternal and
everlasting, self-explanatory, omnipresent, and free being.

2. The argument from causality to an uncaused first cause: A second
one of these arguments takes its starting point from the existence of
causal relations in the world and from the evident principle of
causality.

This principle neither implies that all beings possess a cause, which
(absurd) formulation of the principle of causality would contradict
the existence of God as an uncaused cause, as Hume correctly saw,
nor that each event follows upon another one according to a law (a
general rule), which both contradicts freedom and leads to an antin-
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omy, as Kant pointed out. Above all, the evidence of the principle of
causality in its inner necessity says nothing of that sort.

Rather, the principle of causality states that all changes and all
contingent beings require8 an efficient cause, i.e. a cause through the
power and agency of which they are brought about and sustained in
being. Therefore, no change and no contingent being can possess the
sufficient reason for its being or for its being brought about in itself.
It follows that an uncaused being alone can possess the reason for its
being within itself (namely in its own necessary being and essence).
Hence it alone can both account for itself and for all contingent
being and change, as well as for all causality in the world. For an
endless chain of causes, each of which would be dependent on
another one, could never explain causality. Only an absolute begin-
ning of efficient causality that is not dependent on antecedent caus-
es can provide such an explanation. Moreover, only a free agency –
which alone does not require further causes for its acting and can
explain contingent beings – can originate the contingently existing
world and especially free agents in it. Consequently, only a free and
uncaused being can explain the ultimate origin of efficient causes
and of the world of change and contingent beings. This argument
thus arrives at an uncaused being and first free cause, which alone
can originate the contingent world and the changes in it, as well as
all causality in the finite world.

3. The argument from contingent existence to a necessary being: A
third one of these arguments is based on the observation that all
real beings in this world exist contingently. We can understand,
both from the fact that we came into existence and from the non-
necessary limitations of all our attributes, that we do exist but could
also not exist. But we can understand also in another way –
sketc.hed by the young Thomas Aquinas in De Ente et Essentia –
that all beings in the world exist contingently. For of any of them
(for example, of human nature) there can exist other individuals of
the same kind which do not in fact exist but are merely possible (for
example, other human beings). But no such being which could be
multiplied and exist in other individuals which are not yet existent
or never will exist, even if it actually exists, exists by necessity.
Hence all beings in the world, since their nature can be multiplied in
other individuals, exist non-necessarily.

Now it is evident that any being that could not exist or that could
not have existed (as all beings in the world) cannot account for itself
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in the last analysis: for it has no sufficient reason within itself for
being rather than not being. Clearly, the non-necessity of existence,
the fact that all beings in the world, while they do in fact exist, could
also not be at all, is linked to the evidence that no being which exists
in a non-necessary manner, can account for its own being. For the
existence of all entities in the world does not flow with necessity
from their nature and therefore cannot be explained from any prin-
ciple within those contingent beings or the world.

From thence it becomes evident in a supreme sense that only a
being that exists by necessity, and that could not possibly not exist,
can both account for itself and contain the sufficient reason for the
contingently existing world.

But it can do so only if it is a free, and hence a personal being. For
if it acted not by the unforced spontaneity of freedom (which is a per-
fection that alone can explain, as its correlate, non-necessary exis-
tence), but by the necessity of its own essence and existence, the world
would have to be divine and itself necessary – which it is not. Ergo the
necessary being must cause the contingent one by a free choice.

4. The insufficiency of the preceding arguments and the fourth way
from imperfect beings to “that greater than which nothing can be
thought”: All of these arguments, which prove only an eternal,
uncaused, necessarily existing and free origin of the world, are not
yet properly speaking proofs of the existence of God; for God is
above all the id quo maius nihil cogitari possit (“that greater than
which nothing can be thought”), i.e. the infinitely perfect being.
Without this infinite perfection, He would not be God at all but
some other absolute being which, if it were evil, would be more a
demon than a god. Therefore, in order to demonstrate the existence
of God as possessing the innermost divine attribute of infinite per-
fection, these three cosmological arguments need to be completed by
a fourth one which proceeds from the imperfections and gradation
of all good qualities of beings in the world.

Thus the other cosmological arguments are valid only in con-
junction with another argument that proves the infinite perfection of
God. This applies also and most especially to the fifth cosmological
argument which discloses more than the bare existence of God. Like
the fourth one, it contains a natural and rational revelation of divine
perfections in a more specific form. It proceeds from the empirical
and concrete meaning, beauty, value, and all other order and per-
fection in the world, and infers that so much sense, meaning, order,
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finality, and beauty, as exist actually in the structure of organisms,
in nature and in the human body, as well as in all the wonders of the
universe, cannot have come about by accident but require a rational
and understanding supreme intellect who is the origin of the world.
Also this argument would only demonstrate a supremely intelligent
origin of the world but, especially when we think of all the evils in
the world, not God as infinitely perfect being. Precisely this, howev-
er, can be achieved by the argument from the limited perfection in
the world to an infinitely perfect being.

Let us then turn more closely to our fourth cosmological argu-
ment that constitutes a new development of Thomas’s fourth via.
This argument recognizes that any essentially limited perfection
(such as all species of being in the world) as well as any accidental-
ly limited perfection, which is limited only in all its embodiments in
the world (such as limited life, justice, being, consciousness, free-
dom, power, wisdom), but in whose essence (ratio formalis) we find
no limitation, can never answer the Pascalian question: “Why is this
being not more or less perfect than it actually is?” In other words,
any limited perfection is contingent in its limits and thus also in its
essence, not only in its existence. Hence a being of limited perfection
cannot possess within itself the sufficient reason for its own being
and for its own limits. These must be bestowed upon it from the out-
side. Hence, only an infinitely perfect being, “that greater than
which nothing can be thought,” can both explain itself and be the
ultimate and free cause of the world.

Let us look more closely at this argument which proceeds from
the limits of all perfections in the world. All goodness, all con-
sciousness, all life, being, and knowledge in the world are limited. Of
all such perfections as goodness, knowledge, life, justice, etc., man
and any other being in the world possesses only a limited share. And
as Pascal pointed out that no being that is limited in space and time
can explain why it is here, rather than there, why it has this measure
of its size rather than any other one in the infinite scale of possible
mores and lesses, so no finitely perfect being can explain why it has
exactly these limitations rather than any others.

Here we note an extremely important difference which St. Anselm
of Canterbury discovered9: some good qualities or perfections, as
that of being gold or all the species of animals and plants, are essen-
tially and intrinsically limited; they do not admit of infinity and are
always of finite goodness, most frequently incompatible with each
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other. To be gold excludes being silver or alive – and is also essen-
tially limited by excluding higher perfections such as life or intelli-
gence. On the other hand, there are many pure perfections: their
ratio formalis (essence) is such as to make their possession,
absolutely speaking, better than their non-possession for any reason.
They admit of infinity and one cannot be greater than them without
possessing them. Consequently, they must be all compatible with
each other, for it contradicts the nature of that, which is absolutely
speaking, better to possess than not to possess to exclude any other
such perfection. Otherwise, a logical contradiction would arise in
that it would be simultaneously better to possess perfection A (a
pure perfection) and not to possess it (because it would exclude
another pure perfection B). Being, goodness, life, knowlege, con-
sciousness, happiness, intelligence, freedom – these and countless
others are such pure perfections of which we can comprehend that
they have no in-built limit and that, as long as they are finite, they
are not fully themselves.10 Since they are thus in a certain way
“greater than which nothing can be thought,” the being which is
absolutely speaking “that greater than which nothing can be
thought” – God, if He exists, must possess them in their plenitude,
while He could not possess any “mixed,” any essentially limited,
perfection, except in the super-eminent way in which it is included
and simultaneously surpassed in God’s pure perfections.

Thus from the inexplicability of any finitely perfect being which
cannot account for the non-necessary limit of all its perfections and
thus also not for its contingent existence, and from the understand-
ing of the pure perfections, our intellect can arrive at the conclusion
that only a being of infinite perfection which could not have any less
or more of any of its pure perfections, but possesses all of them with-
out any limit, can possibly explain its own being. Likewise, only an
absolute being which exists by necessity and through himself, can
provide an ultimate explanation and answer to the question why
there is something rather than nothing, why the contingently limited
beings exists, rather than not. Hence, since there exist finitely perfect
beings, an infinitely perfect being must exist.

There exists also a close connection between the fourth and the
third cosmological argument: The non-necessity of existence is
intimately connected with the imperfection of all beings in the
world and with the contingency (non-necessity) which is insepa-
rable from any finitude of perfection, because no finite being can
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ever answer why it did not receive a greater or lesser share of any
of its perfections.

Thus we see, in the “mirror” of the necessary connection between
contingency of existence and of limits of perfection, that the divine
attributes of infinite perfection and of necessary existence are the
only ultimate foundation and explanation of being. Moreover, any
being who, like ourselves, exists in such a way that it could also die
or not have come to be at all, can never find the ultimate source and
explanation of its being in itself or in another limited being but only
in God, in a being of infinite perfection.

Furthermore, God, the infinitely perfect and necessarily existing
being, can explain our freedom, as well as our contingent being, i.e.
the non-necessity of our existence, only if He does not create or act
by a necessity flowing from His own nature but by freedom. For
only freedom can explain the contingent existence of beings which
could also not exist. For the lack of necessity and inner determinism
which only a free creative act possesses, constitutes the only expla-
nation for the analogous non-necessity of the contingent existence
and the non-necessary limits and measures of perfections in the
world. Moreover, only being created by a free divine act can bestow
freedom upon a contingent being. Only freedom can bring forth
freedom, and only a free and non-necessary creative choice can cre-
ate freedom in a contingent being.  

From there we can also arrive at the understanding that all pure
perfections, all those qualities of which it is absolutely better to pos-
sess them than not to possess them (such as being, unity, life, under-
standing, knowledge, power, omnipotence, justice, consciousness,
blessedness, goodness of any kind) and which admit of infinity,
therefore can and must truly be attributed to God. As a matter of
fact, from a metaphysics of those attributes which are called pure
perfections we can arrive at the conclusion that God must possess
each and every one of these perfections most fully and wholly.

5. The moral argument: But I also recognize, and even find of supe-
rior value in certain ways, those arguments that proceed from specif-
ically personal acts and personal phenomena such as the moral
sphere and conscience: arguing that there is an absolute moral and
simultaneously metaphysical necessity grounded in the nature of the
moral sphere that the moral order be restored and justice be realized
in the end. This in turn requires an absolute and eternal judge who
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punishes and rewards, or shows mercy (which presupposes justice)
and thus (1) must be omniscient in order to know all guilt and merit,
(2) must possess all power with which nothing else can interfere by
obstructing the execution of justice (he must hence be omnipotent),
and (3) must possess perfect goodness in Himself without which He
would not be morally able and justified to be the supreme judge.

Turning to the history of philosophy, Plato likewise develops such
an argument in its fundamental lines. If we sever his moral argument
from his subjectivist epistemology, Immanuel Kant has also defend-
ed this moral argument along the lines developed above.11 He adds
other moral arguments, such as the one from striving with moral
necessity for complete holiness, which in view of the infinity of its
potential progress can never be fulfilled in any finite time. We might
add that this argument should not primarily be viewed in terms of
the unending time that the reaching of holiness as the perfect har-
mony of the will with “the moral law” and with all morally relevant
goods would take (a completely secularized and immanent concep-
tion of eternity and moral progress), but in light of the moral life’s
inner link to an eternity which is not merely endless but qualitative-
ly distinct from the mere unending continuation of the present life.

I would also argue that the supremely perfect moral judge mani-
fests himself also, and in a more direct way, in the “magisterial dic-
tate of our conscience” – in this source of all religious consciousness,
as particularly John Henry Cardinal Newman has seen. Here we
have in a sense more than a mere “argument” for the existence of
God; rather, we encounter some “natural revelation of God” as our
lord and judge.

6. The argument from truth: I would also defend (among other argu-
ments from the “ideal order” of eide, eternal ideas, possible worlds,
etc.) the argument from the existence, logical unity, and perfection
of truth, which in its infinite vastness transcends every human
understanding and every mere being borne by those propositions
that are actually thought or conceived of by human beings because
these contain too many imperfections incompatible with their being
the bearer of the truth.

For all these concepts are limited and our use of them confused,
whereas truth itself is neither confused nor limited. In our unclear
judgments often truth and falsity are mixed; in contrast, truth itself
is free of any error, pure and of perfect clarity. In our judgments we
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fail to draw out all infinite logical consequences which are never-
theless objectively contained in the truth, and without whose being
true any given proposition the truth of which we recognize could
also not be true. Thus truth transcends anything that could be a
mere property of those judgments and propositions which owe their
origin to human thought.

Hence truth itself cannot, in the last analysis, be explained in a
purely immanent and material universe, and even not in a universe
which would be only populated by human beings and contain only
those concepts and propositions thought by them.

But truth can also not be confined to a mere ideal sphere of logi-
cal meaning-unities (propositions as Bernard Bolzano’s Sätze an
sich). For the timeless and infinite order and perfection of truth itself
calls for a living spirit who knows and thereby perfectly embodies,
or is, the truth itself. Hence truth provides a proof, or at least a
strong metaphysical indication, of an infinitely perfect intellect.

7. The ontological argument: The strongest argument for the exis-
tence of God, however, though also the most difficult to compre-
hend, is the following one, which is often neglected and more often
misunderstood both by its critics and defenders: I mean the
Anselmian and Cartesian argument:12

Besides the arguments that proceed from the contingency of exis-
tence and from the imperfections of all beings in the world, or from
truth, the moral order, etc., there is the so-called ontological argu-
ment, which concludes from the uninventable inner necessity and
infinite perfection of the divine nature and of all its attributes, to
which the necessity of real existence belongs with the same unin-
ventable necessity as all its other attributes, that really existing
belongs indeed truly and objectively and necessarily to such a being
in himself. In all beings besides God we find only essential necessi-
ties which apply to the existing order solely under the condition that
they exist. Thus we find, for example, that a triangle, if it exists,
must have a sum of the interior angles equal to two right angles, but
we can never understand that it belongs necessarily to the nature of
the triangle to exist actually. On the contrary, we understand that
real existence does not belong to islands or bodies. In contrast, in the
unique case of God we understand that it lies solely in this divine
nature – which we discover and which is wholly independent of all
our constructions or subjective ideas, concepts or opinions – that the
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inner intelligible necessity of the divine nature includes God’s exis-
tence and in fact His necessary existence.

Many objections have been raised against this argument: that it
jumps from the order of concepts to that of reality and thus commits
any one of many logical mistakes (like begging the question, con-
fusing nominal with real definitions or tautologies with synthetic
propositions a priori); that we do not possess any knowledge of the
divine essence; that existence is always contingent and cannot be
included in any essence; that the perfection of “that greater than
which nothing can be thought” does not have anything to do with
real existence, which would be no perfection at all, as the real con-
centration camps and wars demonstrate, etc.

In my attempt to defend this deepest of all arguments against
these objections13, I had to show that four conditions are to be met
by this argument:

1. that its starting point is not a mere definition, a subjective con-
cept, or a language game (in this case the argument would be
reducible to a non-informative or an analytical proposition, or
make an illicit jump from the order of concepts to that of reali-
ty), but an intrinsically necessary and objective divine essence
which we discover as being wholly independent of our minds;

2. that we possess a true, although imperfect, knowledge of the
necessity and objectivity of the divine essence, without presup-
posing already God’s existence;14

3. that real existence, and in particular, necessary existence, can
indeed belong necessarily to an essence, namely exactly to one,
and only to one essence: namely the divine essence, and that nec-
essary existence is a real, albeit unique, predicate;

4. that the infinity of reality, intelligibility, and most of all of value-
perfection, objectively includes and demands the real existence
of God. And that therefore God really exists simply because He
is God: that His own nature is proof of His existence: God as
the ultimate criterion and proof of Himself (Gott als
Gottesbeweis).

It is impossible to demonstrate or even to explain sufficiently in such
a short space the givenness of all of these conditions of the validity
of the ontological argument. Suffice it to say that I deem it to be the
most sublime, the most comprehensive and the most lucid and ulti-
mate of all the arguments for the existence of God.
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RUSSELL PANNIER, T. D. SULLIVAN

God is a myth, some say. The evidence is overwhelming that the uni-
verse is a closed physical system.

Is this something we really know, or all but know? Is the game up
for theism, except in diluted form, all symbol and sentiment, noth-
ing supernatural, nothing real?

Of course we cannot in a few pages seriously consider the case
against theism, but we can perhaps come to see how hard it is to
construct a case that makes God’s existence highly improbable. The
basic reason is this. In order to establish the extreme improbability
it must be shown that at least one of the following two propositions
is false: (1) the physical world began to be; (2) whatever comes to be
has a cause. For if both (1) and (2) are true, it follows that there is
an extrinsic cause of the physical world, a creator.

Now consider (1). How could anybody know it is false that the
physical world came to be? The standard cosmological position is
that the universe is temporally finite. Of course for all we know (1)
could be false. But we are not claiming that (1) is true; we are sim-
ply saying that no one has a good reason to believe it is false.
Proposition (1) is at least as probable as the opposite.

So also is (2). In fact, all experience seems to speak for (2), noth-
ing against it. Some philosophers have denied (2) on the grounds that
the principle of causality is not self evident, that Hume has shown
anything can come from anything or nothing at all, that quantum
physics has overturned the causal principle, and that even if the
causal principle holds for things in the world, there is no reason to
believe that it holds with respect to the origin of the world itself. But
these objections are too weak to render (2) suspect. For even if the
causal principle is not quite as obvious as, say, some principles of
logic, it is at least as obvious as a fundamental principle of physics
such as the first law of thermodynamics. Everything we know about
things coming to be indicates they have causes. In certain moods,
even Hume seemed to feel (2) is undeniable, averring he never “had
asserted so absurd a Proposition as that anything might arise without
a cause.”15 As for quantum mechanics, there is nothing in the stan-
dard interpretations that requires us to abandon the idea that there
are necessary conditions for the emergence of entities and states of
entities. At most what is required is that we drop the idea that every-
thing has necessitating conditions. Quantum mechanics leaves open
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the possibility, indeed appears to presuppose, that there are necessary
conditions for the occurrence of quantum events. And it is exceed-
ingly difficult to exempt the origin of the universe from the causal law
while holding that the law applies to everything within the universe.16

It might properly be protested that nothing said so far shows that
the existence of God is certain or even probable; at best what is
established is confident atheism is unwarranted. OK, the probabili-
ty of God is not zero or exceedingly low. But where does that get us?
Atheism still might be the better bet.

True enough, if we have nothing else to go on. But of course there
is more. And if we can come to see for the reasons just given that a
creator’s existence is not highly improbable, then when we add in
the additional evidence perhaps the probability can be raised to
more than .5. We have made progress because if we think that exis-
tence of God is an absurd rival to the scientific world picture, then
other evidence will not be taken seriously. Reports of a resurrection
of the dead will be dismissed out of hand. So will arguments based
on the content of alleged revelations in Hinduism, Judaism,
Christianity, or Islam.  But if we believe that the existence of God is
not highly improbable to begin with, then we are poised to give seri-
ous attention to these additional considerations, and to the evidence
marshaled in what we call “The Mind-Maker Argument.”17

The Mind-Maker Argument begins with a fact: We can grasp
instantiable characteristics or universals, as they are usually called.
Suppose for example that you think: This is a neuron. In grasping the
complex thought, you grasp the constituent concept of a neuron. The
characteristic neuron is an instantiable, i.e. there can be more than
one instance of a neuron. The important point for our argument is
that unlike particular instances of neurons, e.g. the neurons in your
head that are firing now, the instantiable characteristic neuron has no
spatial location. It is pointless to ask “Where is neuron?” The same
is true of other instantiable characteristics such as validity or con-
sternation. No one asks “How many meters separate validity from
consternation?” Or “How wide is equanimity?” Now for any y, if y
does not occupy a position in space then x is not spatially related to
y.  (If you are nowhere, Jones cannot be to the North of you.) 

Furthermore, for any x and y, x is physically related to y only if x
is spatially related to y. It follows that nothing is physically related
to abstract instantiable objects of thought. But to grasp an instan-
tiable your mind must be in some state at the time, say state s.  Since
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nothing is physically related to an abstract instantiable, state s is not
physically related to the instantiable object of thought. It follows
that psychological state s, the state that puts you in cognitive contact
with the abstract instantiable object of thought, does not physically
relate you to the object of thought. This consequence is inconsistent
with a physicalistic world-picture. Of course one can get around the
implication by denying the psychological data, as some physicalists
do. But there is no need to tell ourselves that we cannot perform
familiar mental acts. After all, as we have already seen, there is no
good reason to be confident about the physicalistic world-view.

HUGO MEYNELL

As to the reasons for believing in God, I think that if I had to choose
between fideism, meaning you simply have to take God on faith,
and atheism, I would choose atheism. One ought to have good rea-
sons for believing in God, which don’t presuppose what they have
to prove. And I maintain that the best reason for believing in God
is the fact that nature is open to our understanding in the way that
it is. The universe has got to be intelligible for science to be possi-
ble. Some people say that the universe may not be completely intel-
ligible, but I don’t think this is properly thought through. When a
scientific theory turns out to be false, scientists don’t say that the
matter in question cannot be explained at all. They look out for
another theory. We have no real idea of what it would be to clear-
ly and distinctly to affirm the existence or occurrence of a wholly
inexplicable state of affairs. The essence of science is to move from
description in terms of what is available to our senses to explana-
tion in terms of theory, and so from knowledge of a world relative
to us to that of the world as it is in itself. And a world to be known
in terms of theory is an intelligible world. The divine intelligence is
the ultimate explanation for the intelligibility of the world; the
divine will for the particular kind of intelligibility that scientists
progressively find it to have – in terms of oxygen rather than phlo-
giston, in terms of evolution rather than the special creation of
species, and so on.

I think, in a way, Immanuel Kant is a remarkable witness to this.
Kant points out that nature is in one aspect sensible, in another intel-
ligible. But of course he ascribes the intelligibility to the operation of
our own minds. However, if he is to escape total subjectivism, this
leaves him with the puzzle, with the muddle rather, of unknowable
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things in themselves, which are neither sensible nor intelligible, and, as
Hegel shows, these things in themselves really are not doing anything.
If you remove all the sensible and intelligible properties from a cat, you
are left not with a mysterious cat-in-itself, but with no cat at all. The
only satisfactory conclusion from the success of science, I guess, is that
we live in a really intelligible universe, where reality, as opposed to
appearance, is intelligible as opposed to the sensible, as Plato pointed
out long ago. And the best explanation for the intelligible fact which
is the universe is something like an intelligent will as the basis of it. So
that is my main reason for believing that there is a God. 

There are two subsidiary arguments which may be worth men-
tioning. One was particularly sponsored by the Islamic theologians
of the Middle Ages, especially Al-Ghazzali. He said that if anything
comes into existence, there must be a cause for its existence. Now
the universe comes into existence. Therefore there must be a cause
for its existence, and that is God. Now his argument for the premise
that the world came into existence does not seem to me to work. On
the other hand, I gather that nearly all contemporary cosmologists
agree that the universe started with a Big Bang, that the universe did
come into existence fifteen to twenty thousand million years ago or
whenever it was. So now Al-Ghazzali’s dubious premise can be sup-
ported on a scientific basis. Furthermore, a new version of the argu-
ment from order to design has been developed recently, which has to
do with what is called the Anthropic Principle. The universe seems
to be set up on the basis of laws and initial conditions which are
remarkably finely tuned to the production of life. I understand, to
take one example among many which could be mentioned, that if
the Big Bang had been a tiny bit less violent, too much hydrogen
would have turned into helium; and if it had been just that bit more
so, the galaxies wouldn’t have formed. So there is one main argu-
ment for the existence of God, and two subsidiary ones that appear
to show some interest.

An associated question concerns the train of thought which
asserts that the universe cannot explain its own existence and
that the existence of the universe leads us to a being which
both explains the existence of the universe and explains its
own existence. What is your view of this particular approach?  

Of course, an old counter-argument to cosmological arguments for the
existence of God is represented by the well-known child’s question,
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“Who made the universe?” “God, darling.” “But, Mommy, who
made God?” It seems to me that God’s existence, if God exists at all,
is self-explanatory in the following sense. If, indeed, there is some-
thing which conceives and wills the whole of the rest of what is,
rather in the same kind of way that you and I conceive and will our
actions and products, then that being cannot by its very nature be
dependent upon anything else. So in that sense God’s existence, if
God exists, is self-explanatory. One doesn’t need any kind of “onto-
logical” argument – one which seeks to infer divine existence from
the very definition of God – to supplement the line of thought which
I have sketc.hed.

What do you think of the principle of sufficient reason, in this
context, as it applies to the existence of God? 

Certainly, the principle of sufficient reason plays a part in these
arguments. States of affairs are alleged to obtain; and God is
invoked to account for them. We accept the principle of sufficient
reason as a matter of course in other contexts; otherwise, as G. E.
Moore would say, we would just have to give up. Without the
assumption that what happens is subject to some explanation, we
would not be able to cope with the world at all, let alone engage in
the enterprise of science. The apparent problem here is, if sufficient
reason is needed for the universe, sufficient reason is needed for God
as well. I have already tried to meet the problem, by showing how
God, while needed to explain the world, is to be conceived as self-
explanatory.

RALPH MCINERNY

I’m guided by my Catholic faith so that I don’t think up ideas of God
or imagine them or invent them. I accept them. However, as a
philosopher, I ask myself, what possibility there would be, indepen-
dently of faith, of knowing that God exists. As you know, the whole
notion of proofs for the existence of God has fallen upon hard times.
One might say, who cares? If you have religious faith, who cares
what the fate of arguments might be? Well, the Catholic position is
that it makes a great deal of difference and for several reasons. One
is that we take it that the epistle to the Romans makes it a matter of
revelation that people can know God apart from revelation. The
ancient Romans were held accountable for moral turpitude because
they could know that God exists, and that obviously has moral
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implications. So the Church has always taken that text to mean that
it is possible for human beings, independently of revelation, to come
to a knowledge of God. And why is that important for the faith? It
indicates that there is a kind of lingua franca possible about God
between the Christian believer and the theist, and it also means that
Christian faith is reasonable. Not that you understand the Trinity
except as revealed. But that God exists can be proved. So, if some of
the things that have been revealed can be proved, it is reasonable to
think that the others can be as well or that the others are intelligible,
rather, and that one day one will know them. So it protects one from
fideism, the tenet that religious faith is simply unrelated to any other
knowledge claims or any other facts about the world and it’s just the
Great Pumpkin or something. It is just accepted and there is no pos-
itive or negative connection with anything else. All those reasons,
you know, first, it is my faith that guides me as to what I hold about
God but among other things I believe that it is possible to know that
God exists and so as a philosopher I have always been interested in
the fate of the proofs of the existence of God. I myself think that
there are sound and valid proofs for the existence of God, but no
one has ever thought that they were easy, except maybe St. Anselm.

What do you think of the cosmological argument?

I would hold that there only are cosmological arguments as
opposed, say, to the ontological argument. That is, that one can
from the things that are made come to knowledge of the invisible
things of God. The premises of the proofs are truths about the
world, the cosmos. From these one concludes to a first efficient, final
or formal cause, but they are the only proofs that I would recognize,
cosmological proofs.

Do you think there is some kind of a fundamental insight
shared by most of humanity through most of history that
something cannot come from nothing, a sort of cosmological
insight with respect to the existence of God?

I think it is hard not to believe in God. Far from thinking of it as the
ordinary thing that disbelief is overcome by religious beliefs, I think,
by and large, most people have an almost instinctive sense that there
is a God.  As to what He is and how He is and all that sort of thing,
you get a lot of very strange conceptions. There is a sense of one’s
own finitude. People are either rendered fearful or wondering at the
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world. This tends to lead them to an acknowledgment that there is
something that is at the bottom of it all. Newman argued that the
very fact of conscience is a powerful proof for the existence of God,
that people feel accountable and not simply to themselves or to other
people like them but ultimately to God. He developed that.

Would you agree that the burden of proof is on the person who
rejects the insight that leads us from the finite to the infinite?

Well, yes, it’s true. You know someone can always say, “Sure people
start off that way but maybe they are all wrong. So how do you
know that for sure?” Whether or not one looks at it skeptically,
which intellectuals tend to do, which I think is unfortunate, certain-
ly one would ponder it thoughtfully and want to know more about
it and want to know how you address certain difficulties that arise
within one’s own mind, not from outside. You know the impulse to
want to know more and more does not come from skepticism. It
comes from a confidence that we can know things and they are there
to know. So I don’t think we want to give too much aid and comfort
to negative questioners because they are an anomaly really; or they
are only of interest in so far as there are positive things we share
with them.

BERNARD J. F. LONERGAN

[Bernard Lonergan’s argument for God’s existence is developed in
chapter 19 of his famous work Insight. “The existence of God,” he
writes, “is known as the conclusion to an argument and, while such
arguments are many, all of them, I believe, are included in the fol-
lowing general form. If the real is completely intelligible, God exists.
But the real is completely intelligible. Therefore, God exists.” It is
assumed, notes F. E. Crowe, that the real and being are one and the
same because the former is not merely an “object of thought” but
also an “object of affirmation.” From the fact that the human mind
can know being through “intelligent grasp and reasonable affirma-
tion,” Lonergan infers that being is intelligible. Additionally, if the
questioning dynamism of the mind is permitted in its entirety, it
becomes clear that being is completely intelligible. Since “material
reality” is not completely intelligible in itself it has to be grounded
in something which has “an intelligibility that is at once complete
and real.” This complete and real intelligibility is identified “with
the unrestricted act of understanding that possesses the properties of
God and accounts for everything else.”]
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It’s a question about questioning. Anything we learn is through
questions and answers and where does the questioning come from?
Really, the number of questions you can ask is unlimited. And con-
sequently there has to be an intelligible world. You are going to
know some things. What makes the world intelligible? What’s the
one basis on which you can assume that the world is intelligible?
Not as a matter of fact. 

Couldn’t the atheist say that it is a matter of brute fact that it
just happens to be intelligible and reasonable? It just happens
to be so.

Yes, you can say that. But that isn’t being intelligent or reasonable.
“Merely a matter of fact” is “I refuse to think,” “it feels good.”
That’s all it means. That’s the ground for being an atheist.

But if you do accept it as intelligible and ask why is it intelli-
gible, what answer does that lead you to?

You are asking the questions. Why do you ask the questions? That’s
why. Are your questions intelligent or unintelligent? 

Intelligent.

All right. You are presupposing there is something intelligible to be
understood. Okay. It comes out of the blue. Who put it there? Who
made you?

Who made me? It goes back to my parents and then back from
there.

All this long stream of ancestors and so forth. What accounts for
that?

In his debate with Frederick Copleston, the British agnostic
Bertrand Russell said “the world is here and that is all.” We
shouldn’t ask why it’s here.

Except to be stupid. You don’t need intelligence to say that.

But if you do ask why, you go backward to this series of ances-
tors, causes, etc.

No, no. You’re setting up this indefinite series you don’t know too
much about. But why should there be such a series? What is the
ground of that? What makes me intelligent? 
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The fact that you ask?

That’s what you’re presupposing when you ask. 

Where do you go from there?  

Well, you find yourself, live up to your lights. Simple.

A materialist would say “Matter has been here eternally” and
we are just manifestations of matter.

Don’t waste your time arguing. Arguing doesn’t mean anything. The
only argument that has a sure foundation is based upon your under-
standing yourself, your own consciousness, your own questions.
They are your questions. You have to live with them and give them
answers, honest answers. It’s up to you to decide.

How do you know that your answers are the right answers?

What is the condition of a true judgment, the virtually uncondi-
tioned? You have your experiences, you have your understanding of
your experiences and you have the experiences of finding the evi-
dence for that understanding. This is the external world you are
examining. Well, you never have the virtually unconditioned, you
have the probably virtually unconditioned, as near as you can
come. It’s all hypothetical. But in regard to yourself, you know in
your own experience, your intellectual experience, your original
experience, your responsibility. There’s a target. The immediate
data of your own consciousness. And if that is what you are, you’ll
have the answers. It’s up to you to decide what you are or don’t
want to be. 

It would seem your argument begins with the fact that reality
is intelligible and the condition of its being intelligible is that it
is dependent on an ultimate reality which is the explanatory
ultimate.

You’re thinking strictly in terms of arguments. A scientist always
thinks in terms of data and understanding and the success of his
understanding to cover all the data. That isn’t arguing. Insight: what
is it concerned with: it is setting out an analysis of knowledge based
on the immediate data of consciousness. That’s what the book is
about and gradually we have introduced people to the immediate
data of their own consciousness. Examples from mathematics,
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examples from science, examples from common sense, examples of
judgments. Trying to set everything out as a dialog with different
people, and everyone saying, well, include me, that leads nowhere.
Know yourself, that’s the first step. 

How do you explain the fact that some thinkers are atheists?

Well, there’s such a thing as scotosis. In Insight, chapter 6, I talk
of scotosis, the darkening of intellect, the effects of original sin,
the weakening of will, the propensity to evil. These things have
been around for a long time. The thing is, why did Adam sin? If
there were a reason, not merely an excuse, but a reason, it would-
n’t have been a sin. So, when you ask me why these people talk
and think the way they do, I say: It’s the darkening of intellect due
to sin.

H. D. LEWIS

I find it very puzzling to say well, the world is here and there is noth-
ing to account for it, it just happened. I mean, how did we come into
being, not physically, but that we should appear at a certain stage in
time and so on? I find there is a great lack of perplexity about the
world and ourselves.

What is your approach to the existence of God?

I think my starting point is very secular: the impossibility of account-
ing for everything in a secular way. I think that is very much my
beginning. It is not just in that instance but in other ways these can’t
be exhausted – finite explanations. They tell us these wonderful
things about distances, new constellations, constellations far older
than ours and so on. But it just doesn’t make sense to me to say that
it has always been – changing or not. I find it particularly difficult
to make sense of what it means – “always.” If you reflect, you just
cannot, independently of any further implications, accept the idea of
a totally random springing into being out of nothing. Can you avoid
asking why the world is the sort of world we find that it is, inde-
pendently even of its being wonderful in so many ways, if there was
simply a random start with no sort of “before” at all? Why this sort
of world, and why start when it did?

There are many mystifying features of the world as we encounter
it and we should think correctly about that. That is why I am so anx-
ious dualism and things like this should be boldly stated because
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they all lead up to something that remains unexplained and mystify-
ing, and I don’t think that people thought eventually they would find
explanations exhaustively of these things and I don’t think we ever
will. We have got to take the world as we find it and some things in
it are very bewildering, and out of that we can conclude to some
reality altogether different in character from anything we can under-
stand. It is not that we are not clever enough but that we don’t have
any hopes of understanding those sorts of things. So one has to rec-
ognize something transcendent or ultimate and I think that the
Hebrew–Christian tradition and the Islamic is good on this. It makes
a sharp distinction between finite and infinite and so on, and says
that we are real finite creatures with a finite understanding, that
there is some infinite beyond it all and then that gets read into his-
tory and religious experience and so on. What we have to say is that
the entire finite world, as we understand it, is rooted in some reali-
ty altogether beyond finite existence, an ultimate, and for us irre-
ducible, mystery.

Why do philosophers like Professor Antony Flew and Sir
Alfred Ayer reject God’s existence?

Well, I don’t know. I think that, in the case of those two people, I
think their philosophical attitude is pretty inhibiting. They are both
confirmed empiricists and if you start off with an empiricist suppo-
sition to begin with, then you can’t possibly get beyond it, beyond
what you observe. And if nothing makes sense for you beyond that,
and it doesn’t for Ayer, he would say, “it is all fantasy, all rubbish,”
it just doesn’t make sense to him. Actually, Ayer and I, years and
years ago, had a fine broadcast discussion on this. 

Is there any way to bring empiricists to an awareness of the
transcendent?

I don’t think so. They have got to abandon their empiricism.

What is your response to the empiricist claim that your quest for
an ultimate explanation stems from a psychological problem?

I don’t think it is psychological. There is no special reason for
wanting to be comforted or something like that. It is just that it
seems to me inescapable in itself and I think it is hard to think of
the world being just a going concern and that it happened some-
how. It is hard to think that this all came about just by chance. I
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also stress this comparison of other minds because we don’t know
another person’s mind as we know our own. I know what I’m
thinking and talking about. I know what you are thinking because
I hear what you say or watch your behavior or something of this
kind, but obliquely, and I think it is the same with our knowing the
being of God.

And you describe this as a fundamental insight which you
either have or you don’t?

Yes, I think so, and I don’t know how to explain why some people
have it and some don’t any more than the problem of evil or some-
thing like that.

In these fundamental assertions, you are remaining true to
common experience and so would you agree that the burden of
proof is really on the atheists and the empiricists because their
denials fly in the face of what is commonly perceived?

Yes, to some extent, I think it is. They don’t realize it and don’t
acknowledge it. Some of them are ruling out the fact that their minds
are real. I don’t for a moment think that I am just my brain. I know
that if something went wrong with my brain, I would be ill and
couldn’t do things but it doesn’t make any sense to me to think that
I am my brain. I know I am having all these experiences, I know my
thoughts, I know myself, I know what is in my mind. But there is
this pre-conceived notion among so many contemporary philoso-
phers that if you believe anything with a bit of mystery in it, you are
being emotional or unfair or affected by your own desires or some-
thing like this. I don’t feel that one little bit. I am completely unshak-
en by anyone who would suggest the sort of line that “I believe these
things because I want to or something.” I feel that must be the truth
of it and I have no interest, whatsoever, in a religious practice or
affirmation that doesn’t claim truth.

Is the best approach to materialists one of drawing attention to
their own thoughts and experiences as being non-material?

Yes, very much so. I don’t understand these physicalists, some of
them very clever people, and proud of their achievements and so on.
If it is just all physical why should they be proud of it? And look at
the standards they have. Gilbert Ryle, the editor of Mind, was a very
atheistic sort of person but he wouldn’t let anything get into Mind
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that wasn’t of the very highest standard and wasn’t in proper English
or something like this and would be very scornful of something that
wasn’t up to the proper standard. How can those things matter to
them if it is all bodily and nothing else? I think we have got to get
people to understand that to begin with, then bring them on from
there.

WILLIAM P. ALSTON

I think the idea of a cumulative case that’s been spelled out by vari-
ous people, including Basil Mitchell and others, is very important. A
lot of the argument over the existence of God concentrates on one
particular possible basis for this and one supposes that if you dispose
of that, that settles the matter. But, of course, belief in the existence
of God has a large number of different sources, for example the tra-
ditional philosophical arguments for the existence of God, many of
which I think have substance to them, although I don’t think any of
them constitute, by themselves, a conclusive case by any means. 

The cosmological argument for example certainly has weight: if
there is a being that exists necessarily and has the power to bring
other things into existence and sustain them in existence, then that
provides an explanation for the existence of what we see around us
and provides an answer to the question, “Why is there something
rather than nothing,” an explanation that we don’t have otherwise,
and so that definitely counts in favor of the existence of such a being. 

Of course, people will say that this doesn’t give us everything
we’re interested in about the nature of God. That is true; it doesn’t
tell you anything about the goodness of God or divine laws, and it
certainly doesn’t give you any details of Christian theology. But that
just goes back to the point that you can’t expect one of these sources
to do the whole job. Consider recent versions of the teleological
argument, in terms of the fine tuning of various physical dimensions,
fine tuning that’s required for there to be life. The range is quite nar-
row; if these variables deviated from their actual magnitude by even
a little bit, the necessary physical conditions for life wouldn’t have
existed. I think that is a significant reason for supposing that there
is a being with a mind that is arranging things to achieve certain pur-
poses, that’s responsible for the whole thing. That’s another bit of
the picture. 

I think the ontological argument has a certain degree of force,
especially in the version recently developed by Alvin Plantinga. As
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Plantinga acknowledges, people can question the credibility of some
of the premises but that is a familiar situation when you try to rea-
son about fundamental issues like this and, as Plantinga says, at least
it’s not unreasonable to accept the relevant premises here and, there-
fore, this shows at the very least a certain degree of reasonability in
believing in the existence of God. And, of course, the ontological
argument gives you a whole lot of stuff you don’t get from these
other arguments, because in the ontological argument you start with
the concept of an absolutely perfect being. So, depending on what is
or isn’t more perfect than what, you’re going to get a being that has
anything that you regard as a mode of perfection in the highest pos-
sible degree, and we couldn’t ask for more than that. 

But these philosophical arguments for the existence of God are
only part of the picture and that’s not what looms largest in actual
theistic religions like Christianity. We have to think about people
who don’t engage in philosophical reasoning of this sort and ask
whether they can have and do have some basis for believing in the
existence of God. I think they can and do, and also people who
engage in philosophical reasoning can and do have other sorts of
bases for believing in the existence of God. What this is, to put it in
a nutshell, is their experience of God at work in their lives. This can
take a variety of forms. The more direct forms involve a direct expe-
rience of the presence of God to them and God doing various things
with respect to them and their engaging in interaction with God. It’s
the sort of thing you find in its most highly developed form in the
mystics, but I don’t think it’s confined to mystics at all. It’s very
widely dispersed in the population in milder forms, less dramatic
forms. There have been a number of surveys in the last few decades,
most recently by the Gallup organization and earlier by various soci-
ologists. The findings are pretty consistent. It depends, of course, on
whether you are surveying the population generally or whether you
are restricting yourself to church members. If you’re talking about
Christian church members, something like two-thirds report having
had some direct experience of the presence of God and that really
shakes a lot of people up. It runs strongly counter to a fairly wide-
spread supposition, especially with intellectuals, that the experience
of God is something very unusual, really weird, and confined to a
few fanatics or people that may not be completely mentally bal-
anced. And so far I’m just talking about the most direct form of the
experience of the presence and activity of God in one’s life. We must
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also remember that the whole involvement in the Church and the
whole religious way of life is properly construed as involving an
awareness of God and is construed in these terms by people who are
really into it. No doubt, there are a lot of more perfunctory church
members who just go through the motions or think of the Church as
some sort of social club. But the people who are really into it expe-
rience all aspects of their involvement as constituting or as involving
an awareness of God in their lives. For example, they take them-
selves to be engaging in dialogue with God in prayer. 

Indeed, I think many people experience everything they do,
everything that happens to them, as being experienced or done in
the light of the continual presence of God to them, and this ties into
another main basis for belief in the existence of God, which is a
religious tradition. The Christian tradition as embodied in the
scriptures and elsewhere, in the history of the Church through the
ages, is a record of people’s encounters with God, their interactions
with God. 

Of course, you can say, “Well, that’s just the way it seemed to
these people. Why pay any attention to that?” But I think this again
indicates that we’ve got multiple supports here that depend on each
other.  So if you wonder why you should pay any attention to what
the biblical writers think about what they take to have been
encounters with God, what they take to have been God at work in
their lives or in the lives of their communities, then you can think
about what seem to you to be your own encounters with God, if
you think you have had any, or you can think about the philosoph-
ical arguments for the existence of God. The philosophical argu-
ments provide some basis for thinking that the sort of being these
people thought they were encountering really exists. And if you get
doubts about the philosophical arguments, you can reflect on the
fact that there are various people who thought they actually
encountered a being like this. That sort of lends additional weight
to the arguments for supposing that there is such a being. I think
these things mutually reinforce each other. My book called
Perceiving God is primarily concerned with supporting the thesis
that what seems to people to be an experience of God often actual-
ly is a genuine perception of God at work in their lives. But in the
last chapter of that book, I talk about the way in which that fits in
with all these other kinds of supports for belief in the existence of
God, how they interact and how they mutually support each other.
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Would you say the cosmological argument entails an approach
of going from the notion of everything having an explanation
for its existence to the conclusion that you either have an infi-
nite chain of such explanations or a being which explains
whatever exists? 

Yes. It doesn’t have to be put in terms of stopping an infinite regress,
but that’s a way in which it has often been thought of. If you are
thinking in terms of an infinite chain of explanations, that certainly
doesn’t tell you why there is something rather than nothing.

This means you are talking about a being that would explain
itself as well as everything else. 

Yes, that is definitely what the argument points to. I don’t know
whether “explain itself” is a good way to put it. I would say, “exists
necessarily.”

Though we can’t see why?

Well, maybe we can and maybe we can’t. The ontological argument
claims to give an insight into why. But even if you reject the onto-
logical argument, still the supposition that there is a being that exists
necessarily, gives you an ultimate explanation in a way that you
don’t have without that.

NOTES

1. I did not then take it as a live option that there is no real truth here. I
have since learned how good a case one can make for this option, and
yet it still seems to me that there are in morality truths of the most
robust sort.

2. Of course, atheists can likewise say that their good arguments that God
does not exist render atheism rational, and give reason to suspect error
in theists’ reasoning. If so, perhaps both theism and atheism can be
rational. This is plausible, for even if “God exists” and “God does not
exist” cannot both be true the very fact that smart, knowledgeable,
rational people embrace both suggests that there are good reasons on
both sides of the debate. Some might say that if there are roughly equal
arguments pro and con the existence of God, the most rational view is
not theism or atheism but agnosticism. But this is so only if there are no
pressing reasons of other sorts to choose between theism or atheism.
Buridan’s Ass had equally good arguments for eating the bale of hay on
the left and the one on the right. The need not to starve was reason
enough to find some non-argumentative way to decide which one to eat.
There may be pressing reason to have some positive opinion as to
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whether God exists. Again, the option between theism and atheism may
not be one on which it is practically possible to be neutral: perhaps
agnostics are atheists in practice. Finally, as the text notes, if one has
reason to think that arguments that P are sound, one has reason to
think that arguments that not P are not sound, even if one cannot see
flaws in them. If so, one has reason not to be agnostic about P.

3. This needs a slight qualification. Suppose that a proposition P is true,
and so ought to be believed. But suppose too that we are just not able
to believe P in a way we ought to believe it, but can only believe P in
ways we ought not. Ought we then to accept or to reject P? If “reject”
is the right answer, then good arguments do not make all thoughts
about motive irrelevant. But I suspect that the right answer is: it
depends on whether the value of having the truth about P outweighs the
harm accepting P does to one’s overall habits of belief, i.e. outweighs
how much accepting P promotes habits of belief-formation which tend
overall toward false beliefs. So if there are any cases of “necessarily
tainted belief” – which is not at all clear – it may be that not all or even
most really do make motive into a serious obstacle to the rationality of
belief.

4. John Macquarrie, In Search of Deity – An Essay in Dialectical Theism
(New York: Crossroad, 1985).

5. On an extensive development of such an epistemological realism cf.
Dietrich von Hildebrand, What is Philosophy?, 3rd edition (London:
Routledge, 1991); Josef Seifert, Back to Things Themselves. A
Phenomenological Foundation for Classical Realism (London:
Routledge, 1987).

6. Martin Buber, I and Thou (T&T Clark, 1959), p.135. See also John
Macquarrie, ibid., pp. 247ff.

7. Cf. on this my Essere e persona – Verso una fondazione fenomenologi-
ca di una metafisica classica e personalistica (Milano: Vita e Pensiero,
1989).

8. Among other causes such as final causes or formal and material causes,
of which the principle of causality does not speak.

9. Anselm of Canterbury, Monologion, ch.15.
10. Cf. Wolter, Allan, The Transcendentals and their Function in the

Metaphysics of Duns Scotus (New York: Franciscan Institute
Publications, 1946); Essere e persona.

11. Due to his subjectivist epistemology, however, he can interpret them
only as subjective moral postulates from which one cannot derive the
objective metaphysical truth that the order of morality will be fulfilled.

12. It was first developed by Anselm of Canterbury (11th century) in his
Proslogion.

13. In Gott als Gottesbeweiss – Eine phänomenologische Neubegründung des
ontologischen Arguments (God as Proof of God’s Existence. A
Phenomenological Foundation for the Argument for the Existence of God
from the Necessary Divine Essence). (Heidelberg: Winter Verlag, 1995)
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14. This can be shown from a philosophy of eidetic essential necessities
independent of the human mind, which I tried to bring to evidence in
the book Back to Things Themselves – A Phenomenological
Foundation for Classical Realism.

15. The Letters of David Hume, ed. J. Y. T. Greig (Oxford: The Clarendon
Press, 1932), vol. I, 187.

16. For a defense of this claim see T. D. Sullivan, “Coming to Be Without a
Cause,” Philosophy 65 (1990), pp. 266–268 and “On the Alleged
Causeless Beginning of the universe: A Reply to Quentin Smith,”
Dialogue XXXIII (1994), pp. 325–335.

17. The details are worked out in Russell Pannier and T. D. Sullivan, “The
Mindmaker,” Theos (New York: Peter Lang).
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G O D A N D M O D E R N S C I E N C E

Great Question 11: What bearing, if any, does science have on
religion – particularly with respect to the questions of God’s exis-
tence, the origin of the universe, and the possibility of miracles?

RICHARD SWINBURNE

My answer would be fairly obvious there. Science certainly has bear-
ing on religion, drawing our attention to the fact that the world is
ordered by simple scientific laws: that is something very extraordi-
nary we wouldn’t expect to find in the normal course of things.
Saying that some laws of nature, say Newton’s laws, govern things
is just to say that things in the world behave in the orderly way that
Newton’s laws codify. Yet how extraordinary it is that everything in
the world behaves in the same simple ways as does everything else:
every electron in every part of probably infinite space and time
behaves in exactly the same way as does every other one. Science
tells us of this, and in telling us draws attention to an enormous
coincidence which provides the grounds for an argument of very
considerable strength from the operation of these scientific laws to
the existence of God. Science is very good evidence, as such, the gen-
eral fact of scientific laws governing the world is very good evidence
for the existence of God. Though note that in recent years the kind
of science which has developed has quantum theory as its central
plank and although quantum theory, like all previous scientific the-
ories, draws our attention to the immense orderliness of the uni-
verse, it is an orderliness with a certain amount of gaps in it.
According to quantum theory, the regularities which are evinced by
objects are only of 99.9 per cent regular behavior and therefore, as
it were, there is possibility within the orderliness of the universe for
humans to exercise free will and for miracles which do not neces-
sarily involve the breaking of scientific laws.

The origin of the universe. Well, I don’t think that the doctrine that
the universe has a beginning is a crucial theist doctrine. God is the cre-
ator and sustainer of the universe but it doesn’t very much matter, as



regard to that doctrine, whether the universe is infinitely old or of only
a finite age. If it is infinitely old, then God has been keeping the universe
in being for infinite time; if it is finitely old, then for finite time. So the
particular details of physical cosmology, which might suggest that the
universe had a beginning with the Big Bang or that it didn’t (perhaps a
new theory will come along which will suggest that), do not seem to
matter very much either one way or the other as regards religion. 

HUGO MEYNELL

In the nineteenth century, a very popular view was that as we become
increasingly rational about the universe, as we apply the principles of
reason to it, so God retreats more and more. But now we have the
postmodernists and deconstructionists, who have no more use for
reason than they have for God, and so in principle are just as hostile
to science as they are to theistic religion. I think these people have
grasped the extremely important point that, in the last analysis, the-
ism and belief in the rationality of the universe, such as makes science
possible, belong, as it were, in the same basket. In the long run, to
reject God is to reject reason, and to reject reason is to reject God. 

As to miracles, there is a dictum of Leibniz, which I think is very
fine, that God brings about miracles not in the order of nature but
in that of grace. Miracles aren’t a matter of God correcting shoddy
workmanship, but of God communicating with sensitive and ratio-
nal creatures. I think that Hume’s highly influential definition of a
miracle, as a violation of the laws of nature, is misleading, and
obscures discussion of the subject, whether one believes in miracles
or not.  Augustine’s definition is much better. He says that when God
carries on in the ordinary kind of way, we call it nature; but when
God acts in some strikingly exceptional way, for our instruction and
admonition, we call it a miracle. Now, if you take the miracles
attributed to Jesus in the New Testament as standard cases of what
is meant by miracle, it is obvious that they are characterized by these
two features pointed out by Augustine. All of them are significant;
they form a part of a kind of divine language in which God is sup-
posed to talk to human beings. But also, of course, they stand out
just as events; instantaneous cures of decades-long paralysis or
blindness from birth, or walking on water, are not part of the ordi-
nary course of things. The Crucifixion is a good example of an event
which, of course, is of enormous significance to Christians as part of
the divine communication with us, but is not exceptional just as an
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event. It thus has one feature essential to a miracle, but not the
other; regrettably, there was nothing particularly exceptional in
those days about people being crucified. Now there is an amusing
passage in Matthew Arnold, where he is running down those who
set store by miracles. He supposes that someone is giving a learned
or pious discourse, and announces that in order to confirm what he
says, he will hold up his pen and it will become a pen-wiper before
the eyes of their audience. Even if it does turn into a pen-wiper, com-
ments Arnold, nothing whatever is added to the significance of the
discourse. Of course, the miracles related in the canonical Gospels
are not at all like that; they are profoundly symbolic of the divine
action and intentions for humanity. This is made particularly clear
in John’s gospel, though it is pretty obvious from the other ones too.
In John’s Gospel, Jesus turns the water of traditional ritual into the
wine of his presence, is the living bread without which we starve, is
the light without which we stumble in darkness, is the life without
which we die, and so on; and he shows all these things by miracles
that he performs. The canonical Gospels, of course, are in utter con-
trast with the apocryphal Gospels in this respect. In the apocryphal
Gospels, you get a story about the child Jesus, where another little
boy bumps into him and promptly falls down dead. Or the child
Jesus makes birds out of clay and they fly away.  

As to the relation of miracles to the laws of nature, it seems to me
that there is some evidence that paranormal events quite regularly
occur in the presence of great sanctity, and also in the presence of
outstanding evil. St. Teresa of Avila seems to have levitated, and
found it a great nuisance and embarrassment; apparently, too, peo-
ple are apt to levitate when they go through various yogic tech-
niques. I would guess that paranormal events regularly, and one
might say quasi-scientifically, take place in conjunction with special
spiritual development according to laws which are so far unknown.
(This is one reason why Hume’s definition is so misleading.) These
considerations shed light, I think, on the insistence by the Catholic
Church on some miraculous events associated with saints when she
comes to canonize them.

GERARD J. HUGHES

Since the Enlightenment, it has been commonplace to suggest that
religion and science are somehow competing ways of making sense
of our lives and our world. Secular scientists have on occasion been
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happy to suggest that their discoveries, for instance about the his-
tory of the universe or the origin of humankind, have somehow
replaced religious beliefs with truths that are more securely ground-
ed; and, on the other hand, some fundamentalist religious believers
have seen science as endeavoring to contradict their most cher-
ished convictions. Both these positions seem to me radically mis-
taken.

From the point of view of the theist, scientists gradually discover
what kind of a universe it is that God has created, what its history
is, and how it works. They do this by discovering the causal con-
nections between things, thus enlightening us about their natures
and the ways in which they interact. When cosmologists extrapolate
backwards in the history of the universe and postulate a moment at
the beginning of time when all the energy/matter in the universe was
concentrated in one unimaginably dense original ‘singularity’ (as the
jargon goes), they are, to the best of their ability, working back-
wards from the present using the scientific laws which have been dis-
covered. What they are not doing is answering the philosophical
question about the status of the reality whose working they seek to
unravel. Present speculation suggests that space/time/matter simply
came into being, with no previous physical cause. But the philo-
sophical issue, whether the universe is inherently dependent upon
some non-physical cause which might properly be described as God,
is not something which can be settled one way or the other by sci-
entific inquiry, because God’s causal activity is not on a par with the
causal activities of the things in our universe. 

Religious fundamentalists are equally mistaken, though in a dif-
ferent way. They typically take one description (usually a tradition-
al and hallowed description) of God’s relationship to humankind to
be a literal account of God’s methods and procedures. In so doing
they ignore the literary genre of their own sacred texts, and hence
misunderstand their meaning and point. The opening chapters of the
book of Genesis, for instance, are not, and were never intended to
be, a scientific description of the origin of the universe. Among other
things, those chapters set out to deny the view that the universe
depends on two creators, one good and one bad, and seek to pro-
vide an alternative explanation of the evil and sufferings which char-
acterize human existence. They never set out to provide an account
of the process of creation which could be made to compete with sci-
entific accounts. 
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Obviously, the progress of the sciences down the centuries has
often led believers to revise their understanding of God and of God’s
creation. Indeed, that is how things should be; the content of reli-
gious belief must, if it is to be intellectually honest, be compatible
with whatever we take to be true in any other area of human inquiry.
Just as in earlier ages our views about the physics or human psy-
chology involved mistaken beliefs, so earlier religious beliefs may
also have involved mistakes. On the other hand, just as religious
believers must be prepared to correct some of their views in the light
of truths discovered in other areas of human inquiry, so too, I would
suggest, we must be open-minded enough to allow other beliefs to
be challenged on occasion by religion. Take, for instance, belief in
miracles. By this I do not mean those events which have perfectly
standard this-worldly explanations, but which a believer might
regard as expressions of the providence of God; I mean events which
are of religious significance and for which there is no foreseeable
explanation in terms of the laws of nature. Of course it is true that
the credulous will claim that some occurrence is miraculous when
there is a perfectly ordinary explanation, or where it seems likely
that such an explanation could be forthcoming. Of course, too, it is
possible to conclude that there is no possible natural explanation
simply because our grasp of the workings of nature is in some way
quite deficient. In such cases, the belief that an occurrence is mirac-
ulous may be reasonable, and yet false. But I see no way of exclud-
ing altogether that there might occur events which are brought
about by God, and for which there is therefore no possible natural
explanation. We should be sufficiently open-minded to recognize
that the sciences can, by definition, study only those things which
are accessible to scientific methods of investigation. There is no rea-
son to assume that such methods must be all-encompassing.

In short, I see philosophical inquiry, religious belief, and the
human and natural sciences as complementary attempts on our part
to make sense of ourselves and our world. Honesty requires that we
should try for coherence between all the beliefs we hold; and open-
mindedness requires us both to be prepared to modify our beliefs,
religious and scientific, in the light of new arguments, new evidence,
or unfamiliar lines of inquiry.

JOSEF SEIFERT

Considering philosophy as the supreme science, and also allowing
for a theology which interprets divine revelation and Church
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teaching to be a divinely inspired science, I have already addressed
indirectly the role of each of these sciences with regard to the ques-
tion of God’s existence and with regard to God’s actions.

Philosophy can also explain the origin of the universe in a free act
of divine creation (which already Plato postulates in his Timaios
long before Christ) and the possibility of miracles, proving both the
infinite power of God and the non-necessity of the events and
natures in the world, which are two conditions for the meaning and
possibility of miracles.

Theology, based both on reason and on faith, knows the existence
of God’s creation of the world and of miracles from a new source
(the Bible, God’s Word, and His free self-revelation).

As far as natural and empirical sciences are concerned, they bring
us into contact with the wonders of the physical and chemical world,
and above all of the living bio-cosmos. They can thus broaden our
experiential basis for knowing this concrete world of ours, and con-
tribute to opening our eyes for the impossibility that a thoughtless
cause of the universe could have brought it about.

John Locke observed very well in his Essay Concerning Human
Understanding, that a mindless cause of the universe could never
have brought about knowing, conscious, free, living, meaningfully
structured beings. For that reason, a properly philosophically under-
stood natural science can provide many arguments for the so-called
teleological proof for the existence of God: that meaningful,
ordered, intelligible, and yet not necessary structures of the world,
as we admire them in each living cell, in each species of plants and
animals, and most of all in the human body and the unity of body
and mind, could never have been the result of chance or of uncon-
scious blind purposes of nature.

Thus the world, as it is explored by science, reveals in a thousand
ways the existence of a supremely intelligent cause of the universe. This
argument cannot be a pure matter of natural science as such, however.
It always involves philosophical knowledge. Furthermore, neither nat-
ural science as such nor its philosophical interpretation in terms of
meaning and teleology, can cope with the problem of evil. Therefore,
in my opinion, this argument from the meaningful structure of the
world that is strengthened by science, requires some other and more
metaphysical proof of the existence of God to be wholly convincing.

Against such a philosophical background, however, some contri-
butions of modern science, such as the discovery and theory of the
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statistical character of the microphysical laws, and others, provide
also empirical arguments for the possibility of miracles. Other sci-
entific discoveries, such as of the expansion of the universe and of
all the cosmic bodies fleeing from an imaginary center at a very high
speed, when properly interpreted philosophically, show the tempo-
ral beginning of the universe. Therefore, these results of astronomy
and physics indirectly prove that eternal being that is necessary as
the cause of the universe, because the temporally limited being of the
universe cannot come from nothing. When properly understood in
the light of the philosophical insight that no temporal being, no
being-in-time, can be beginningless, the same scientific results also
prove that the cause of the physical universe cannot coincide with
the world but must be an extra-worldly being and cause.

Another fascinating discovery of astronomy is known under the
name of the anthropic principle, which proves that the arising of
man and even of infra-human life in the universe was bound to innu-
merable and highly complicated conditions of the physical and
chemical universe. The arising of exactly these conditions, given the
innumerable chances of conditions hostile to life, could certainly not
be assumed to be the mere effect of chance.

In these, and in many other ways, modern science, when joined to
good philosophy, constributes much to our knowledge of God. But
it can do so, and even form the concept of God, only by using meth-
ods and borrowing concepts taken from other disciplines: from phi-
losophy and theology.

ALVIN PLANTINGA

Take the last, the possibility of miracles. Some people claim that sci-
ence shows or suggests that miracles aren’t possible; but that’s utter
baloney. Science doesn’t show any such thing. Some scientists, per-
haps, think that it is a presupposition of science that there aren’t
any miracles, but that seems to me quite wrong. Science requires
that the world be regular and orderly, that there be no massive
irregularities. It has to be reliable. One has to expect that if I, say,
discover the half-life of radium, it is not going to be the case that in
ten years it will be quite different, or that ten years ago it was some-
thing different. If things were like that, science would be impossi-
ble. But of course it isn’t required that there be no miracles; it isn’t
required that God could not or would not do things differently on
a given occasion if He wanted to. One wants to know, for example,
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what the chemical constitution of wine is; and a necessary condition
of this being a decent, soluble question is that wine not change its
constitution every day. But it doesn’t follow from that that God
couldn’t, on a given occasion, change water into wine. So, I would
say, the possibility of miracles has very little to do with science.

The question of God’s existence? Science seems to me not to
address questions of that sort at all. It doesn’t address the question
whether there is such a person as God. On the other hand I do think
there is a connection between religious belief and science. It seems to
me the proper way for science to be conducted (at any rate, one
good candidate for the proper way for science to be conducted) is
along the lines suggested by Augustine, but also by Abraham
Kuyper, who was the last prime minister to be a great theologian (or
the last great theologian to be a prime minister); he was prime min-
ister of the Netherlands around the beginning of this century.
Kuyper argued that there are really two sciences. And what he had
in mind was this: if you propose to treat scientifically such things as
human beings, for example, then a lot will depend, with respect to
the kinds of conclusions you reach, on what sorts of things you
think human beings are. You may think they are creatures created in
God’s image; alternatively, you may think they are creatures cobbled
together by an evolutionary process in which there is a very sub-
stantial chance element. You may think they can be understood fun-
damentally in terms of relationship to God, or you may think they
are to be understood, rather, in terms of their evolutionary origin.
This seems to me to make a great difference. 

So, for example, if you think the second way, the naturalistic way,
then you might be inclined to come up with conclusions like those of
Herbert Simon. In an article in a scientific journal in 1990, he address-
es the question of the right understanding of altruism – the fact that
people like Mother Teresa, the Little Sisters of the Poor, the Methodist
missionaries of the nineteenth century, and the Jesuit missionaries of
the sixteenth century appear willing to sacrifice their own interests for
others. Indeed, all of us, to some degree, sometimes go out of our way,
sometimes compromise a bit or a good deal of our own interests in
order to help somebody else. Well, Simon says, how do we understand
that? And, of course, he thinks this is a question because he says the
rational thing for a human being to do is to try to increase his or her
fitness, where fitness is a measure of the probability of one’s genes
being widely disseminated in the next and subsequent generations.
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That is the rational thing to do. Someone like Mother Teresa is not
following the rational course. So the question is why does she do
what she does? His answer is that she does what she does because of
two things: greater than ordinary docility, on the one hand, and then,
on the other hand, limited rationality or, not to put too fine a point
on it, stupidity. That is why she does these things. But if you thought
of human beings instead from a Christian perspective, you couldn’t
possibly think that was a decent answer to the question why people
like Mother Teresa do what they do. Rather, the right answer has to
do with the fact that she is reflecting, in her limited human way,
God’s great love for humanity displayed in the Incarnation and the
Atonement. So how you do science may very well depend, to some
degree, on how you think about human beings. 

Of course this is a very complicated question. You might say,
“Well, what Simon does is not really science; it is something else, per-
haps some combination of science and theology.” This was some-
thing insisted upon by Pierre Duhem (who was a contemporary of
Abraham Kuyper); he said the right way to do science is to make sure
that no metaphysical presuppositions intrude into it, where the kinds
of metaphysical presuppositions he has in mind are ones that divide
us. His idea was that we should all be able to do science together –
Catholics, Protestants, Buddhists, Muslims, atheists, everybody. That
is the great thing about science, it is a common, cooperative venture.
That is an interesting and worthy suggestion. There is some question
as to how far science taken that way can go; furthermore, from, say,
a Christian perspective, science taken that way would have to be sup-
plemented by something else, something that took account of all that
we know in trying to figure out the answers to scientific questions.
But it is still an interesting and worthy suggestion. Of course, if we
do think that is how science should go, then enormous chunks of
what presently goes under the name of science wouldn’t really be sci-
ence; they wouldn’t be Duhemian science.

For example, much of what goes on in cognitive science takes
utterly for granted that human beings are material objects – takes
materialism for granted. But this is, of course, a metaphysical asser-
tion or assumption that not nearly everybody accepts. So, if we were
to do science in a Duhemian way, taking materialism for granted
would be just as much out of order, as would be, say, doing biology
starting from the presupposition that God created everything. And
furthermore, scientific enterprises like Simon’s, on altruism, would
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also not be Duhemian science. Vast stretc.hes of evolutionary and
biological thinking take it for granted that human beings and bio-
logical systems in general have a sort of chance origin, aren’t
designed, aren’t created, and so on. Again, that wouldn’t be proper
Duhemian science, since the assumption that these biological sys-
tems aren’t designed is not one that we would agree upon. Christians
think they are designed. 

But, of course, some Christians or theists hold that there are
certain evolutionary mechanisms but that these mechanisms
were divinely designed.

Yes. So what is improper from the Duhemian point of view would
be the assumption that biological systems are not designed, that they
originate by chance, with chance mechanisms like random genetic
mutation together with natural selection.

Couldn’t the naturalist apply some version of Ockham’s Razor
in arguing against the need for any divine design in a scientific
discussion? How does this relate to your contention that belief
in God is properly basic? Is the burden of proof on the theist?

Well, I was just talking about the Duhemian science. I was saying
that Duhem says that the way to do science is by not importing any
metaphysical assumptions of any kind, either theist or naturalist. I
was talking about things under that heading. You ask about how
Ockham’s Razor fits in: clearly, if you are already a believer in God
and you’re doing science, you’re not going to refuse to take advan-
tage of what you know about God, just because of Ockham’s Razor.
Just as I am not going to refuse to take advantage of what I know
about your actually sitting there talking to me, just because of
Ockham’s Razor. That would be a complete misuse of Ockham’s
Razor. The Razor has to do with the sort of situation where you
have two hypotheses, that is, two propositions or explanations of a
given range of data. To say that they are hypotheses is, among other
things, to say the warrant they get is a function of how well they
explain the data in their range. (Of course different things will be
data with respect to different hypotheses.) Ockham’s Razor comes in
in this way: if both these hypotheses explain the data equally well
and one of them calls on more and different entities than the other
one – postulates more and different entities than the other one does
– then the first one is so far forth the better hypothesis. But that has
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nothing to do, it seems to me, with the existence of God, or the exis-
tence of other minds, or of a material or of an external world. It is
not the case that I believe in God because I think this is a good expla-
nation of the way the world is. I don’t believe in the Atonement or
in the Trinity or believe that God has a plan for our salvation
because I think it is a good explanation of some data. Not at all.

What is your view of attempts to postulate God’s existence in
the context of explanation such as in the work of Richard
Swinburne?

One way to understand what Richard Swinburne is doing is this: He is
saying, “Whether or not belief in God is for most of us an hypothesis,
nonetheless one can give a good hypothetical-type argument for the
existence of God by noting that the existence of God can certainly serve
as an explanation of all sorts of things that are hard to explain other-
wise.” This might give someone who didn’t have experience of God a
reason for believing in God. Even if one does believe in God on other
grounds (grounds other than these argumentative grounds), the exis-
tence of these arguments is very worthwhile, interesting, and impor-
tant. It serves to confirm belief in God, and it also unearths interesting
connections between belief in God and the sorts of phenomena that are
appealed to in describing the premises of the arguments in question.

RALPH MCINERNY

Well, I think science can mean either science in the narrow, modern
sense of a very definite technique whereby we try to explain natural
phenomena by way of hypothesis and working out theories and dis-
carding this and that and the other thing, or it can mean more broad-
ly the knowledge that we have of the sensible universe, of the world
around us. Obviously we have knowledge of that world prior to
doing science. So call it prescientific, call it the natural standpoint,
whatever: it seems to me that is much more important for religion
than specifically scientific knowledge, for this reason, that there is so
much advance and change and shifting in scientific theories that it
would be very unwise for people to link religious beliefs to the cur-
rent theory. Then it would have the fate of that current theory. But
every theory about the world presupposes these pre-scientific convic-
tions about the world around us and that is sufficient, I think, for pur-
poses of religion. That doesn’t mean that one is disinterested in sci-
ence but I think most of the great scientists have had a very modest
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conception of what science is able to achieve or how final its posi-
tions can be and that seems to me to be a very attractive thing,
because, you know, if you just take astronomy, over my lifetime, the
advances in knowledge are just unbelievable. And yet astronomy is
the oldest science. The first thing that people wondered about the
planets, about eclipses and all the rest of it, and many of their theo-
ries, of course, looked kind of weird to us but maybe our theories
will look weird to somebody too. 

Do you think a traditional faith would preclude life on other
planets?

Do you mean human life or just life?

Any kind of conscious life.

Well, I don’t see why it would. The only real thing that seems to me
to be precluded would be that there would be other human beings,
and for a lot of reasons: the whole unity of the human race and the
whole story of salvation yields a geocentric universe as far as the
human race goes. I don’t mean we are the center of the universe. I
think from the point of view of ontological value the earth is the cen-
ter of things, so, you know, to think that there would be a human
race elsewhere is almost incoherent. They would be people who
would have the same parentage we do only they don’t have the same
parents we do. So I think it would be very difficult to know just what
the problem would be. But, as with this thing on Mars, it seems to
me there is an awful tendency on the part of people to go far beyond
what they can to sort of downplay the importance of Earth. It’s the
strangest thing. You get that very often when people talk about
astronomy: they are almost gloating over the fact that the Earth is
this little speck. Yes, but you are on that speck talking about the
whole thing. That is rather amazing, isn’t it? So, it seems to me to tell
against itself. Here you’ve got these specks on this speck which some-
how, in our minds, can comprehend the whole and that is truly amaz-
ing. That is much more amazing than physical space, it seems to me.

OWEN GINGERICH

As a scientist, on what basis do you affirm or deny the exis-
tence of God?

As a scientist, as someone who has looked very much at the struc-
ture of science, I realize that science does very little of its operation
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by proof; mostly it is a system of coherence: how things hang togeth-
er and how things make sense. And it seems to me from my own
point of view, looking at nature, looking at scripture, looking at
human relations, it makes sense to me to accept the existence of
God. This provides for me a coherent structure. In other words, I am
one of these people who refuses to believe that human consciousness
is a capricious accident of nature. I believe in purpose and I believe
that we are part of the purpose of the universe. That is for me a view
that I cannot prove, but I would defend it from the point of view of
making sense.

Would you construe the existence of regularity and order in the
universe as evidence for a creative mind behind the universe?

I do not find that order as such is a compelling kind of argument.
But the intricacy of design is very powerful to me. We can see such
an enormous amount of fine tuning in the way the universe is con-
structed. It seems to me that it calls for a superintelligent designer.

Do you find the argument from design, in some modified form,
to provide a plausible basis for affirming the existence of God?

This is the plausibility argument that I accept. It is not a proof. I
realize that the arguments from design have been thoroughly exam-
ined and found wanting as a strictly logical deductive system. But
nevertheless it strikes me as making more sense to believe that nature
is ultimately purposeful rather than merely accidental.

Would you say that one reason for affirming God’s existence is
that from a probability standpoint it seems to be a plausible
explanation for a universe showing such intricate design?

I would hesitate to say that I am deciding this on the basis of proba-
bilities because probabilities have a very technical meaning. While I
would say that I am choosing the more probable route, I would pre-
fer to say that on the whole I am taking the more coherent picture, the
one that holds itself together and makes sense. I want to avoid some-
body coming to me and saying, can you use Bayesian probability to
confirm your position? I’m not prepared to argue it on that level.

Ultimately, then, it comes down to the fact that this would
seem to provide a more coherent explanation?

Exactly.
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What kind of attributes would you postulate for God?

If one identifies God merely as a great transcendence, as Milton
Munitz argues in his book Cosmic Understanding, then we derive a
kind of unknowable God. However, there is a logical contradiction
in that: If God is unknowable we cannot be certain that God is
unknowable, that is to say, there is always the possibility of God
making Itself known to us. I would accept the statement in Genesis
1:27 as being the fundamental meaning of that first chapter: God
created man in His image, male and female created He them. This
suggests to me that we have certain God-given attributes including
the possibility of understanding the divine, of being ourselves cre-
ative, having conscience and consciousness. 

I believe that, therefore, part of the nature of God is to be on the
one hand very subtle and on the other hand not entirely secret, so
that we have the possibility as rational, thinking beings to gain some
understanding of this infinite mystery that surrounds us. And just
because we are doing it by human thought does not mean that this
is a fiction or a fantasy any more than our constructing the scientif-
ic theories of the beginning of the world, of the nature of atoms and
quantum mechanics, and so on. It is, I think, a part of the God-
given attributes that we have the possibility of understanding the
divine in some small way. It is a continuing search for each of us
who are theologically inclined. It is a lifetime quest to try to under-
stand this better, and it is a quest of the entire human race.

Would you see God as being distinct from the cosmos? 

I would accept God as creator and therefore something different
from being the cosmos itself. I think it’s almost a tautology to iden-
tify the cosmos itself with God. I accept God as a transcendence who
continually works within creation yet also in a profound sense
stands beyond creation.

What bearing, if any, does science have on religion – particu-
larly with respect to the questions of God’s existence, the ori-
gin of the universe, the origin of life, and the possibility of mir-
acles? Do you think science can tell us anything in those areas
or are these outside scientific discourse?

The Judeo–Christian tradition has, of course, believed fundamental-
ly in history, that there is a changing universe, a kind of stage in
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which God acts. And it is amazing that modern science, unlike the
Greek view of things, shows a universe with creation, with evolution,
and with a fundamental pattern of change. Part of that evolution of
the universe is preparing for the possibility of life, that is to say, the
atoms that are required for life are not present in the Big Bang. They
come about much more slowly over the long eons that follow. 

Now I don’t find that the Bible is a scientific textbook. I would
very strongly endorse what Galileo said, that the Bible teaches how
to go to Heaven, not how the heavens go. So I would take issue
with the Creationists or people who want to make a literal scientif-
ic textbook out of the Bible. On the other hand, I think that science
and discovery does tell us something about the framework, the
stage on which God acts. If you think back to the time when the
Middle Ages were coming to a close, there was a very distinct
sacred geography in which God was not all that far away. You
could measure in miles how far away God and Heaven were beyond
the sphere of fixed stars. And that is something that science has
forced us to abandon. So there are interactions between science and
our religious beliefs. I think we’ve come to a much more sophisti-
cated level of sacred geography now that is very far different from
the conception in the Middle Ages and early Renaissance. 

Now you ask about the origin of life. It seems to me science is by
its nature looking for mechanistic explanations. That includes mech-
anistic explanations for the origin of life. This doesn’t mean that sci-
ence is anti-God or atheistic. But it simply means that the rules of
how we do science exclude the hand of God as an explanation. I can
hold an apple in my hand and let it go; it falls to the floor, and you
could say that is because of God’s action in the universe causing the
apple to drop. And in a certain sense, as a theist, I believe in God as
a continual sustainer of the universe from one moment to another
and one moment to another in the trajectory of the apple. But that’s
not science. When Isaac Newton gives a law of gravitation that
enables us to describe mathematically how the apple will drop as it
falls (and it doesn’t refer to the hand of God), that is a different kind
of thing than our theistic understanding of the universe. And I would
say that’s the same with respect to the origin of life. We cannot dis-
tinguish scientifically to what extent the hand of God was involved
in this, whether the hand of God is only in the initial design that has
all the potentialities of different life-forms of which some of them get
realized because we can tell in looking at the incredible complexity
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of the genetic structure of human beings that there are fantastically
more possibilities than the human population can ever achieve. Not
all genetic possibilities will ever be realized. But some are. And the
same can be true with life itself.

How about the origin of the universe? Is there an ultimate
mystery here that lies beyond science? If we attribute the ori-
gin or existence of the universe to certain laws of physics, then
we can still ask how these laws came to be.

The laws of physics are in some fashion designed, and that is where
I feel that God’s creativity is at work. Even if it were shown that in
some way the universe existed forever, that there was no moment of
creation, I would say that does not eliminate the need for a Creator
because in my view of the universe the Creator in the sense of the
designer of the physical laws is still required. 

And this would apply even to notions such as Stephen
Hawking’s no-boundary proposal in his A Brief History of
Time?

That’s right. There’s a curious kind of conundrum in this book and
it was seized upon by Carl Sagan in writing the introduction, where
he pointed out so dramatically that Hawking asks, “What need then
for a Creator?” Sagan did not reflect on the way in which Hawking,
in fact, ends the book with this sense of mystery about where the
laws themselves come from. It is an interesting and strange kind of
mathematical transformation that Hawking has accomplished, in
which he has no moment of beginning or no moment of creation and
yet he has a universe with an age and a history. Therefore for all
practical purposes there is still an emergent universe. 

We return to the question of what bearing science has on the
possibility of miracles.

It’s certainly the case that the universe after the twentieth-century
revolutions in physics is a far differently conceived place than it
would have been, let us say, in the aftermath of Laplace and his
intense determinism. It seems to me that there is a kind of openness
in the universe at its very basic structure that would allow for the
operation of God’s will in a way that is undetectable with respect
to physical experiments. So I am very open on this question, just as
I think the universe itself is open. I think there is a possibility of
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miracles in the universe. Therefore there is meaning in the efficacy
of prayer. These are difficult theological questions, which I don’t
feel that I’m particularly well-positioned to discuss in a philosoph-
ical way.

GEORGE F. R. ELLIS

What do we know from modern cosmology about the origin of
the universe and at what point does the origin problem move
from physics to metaphysics?

The universe has expanded to its present state from a hot Big Bang,
whose physics is well understood back to the time of element for-
mation (but is rather speculative at earlier times than that). The
Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation recently examined in
detail by the COBE satellite is relic radiation from the hot early
phase of the evolution of the universe.

The study of this expansion and evolutionary development is the
subject of physical cosmology. The first set of problems, then, are
those arising in this study. These are basic observational difficulties,
additional problems due to horizons, and the limits of possible phys-
ical verification.

BASIC OBSERVATIONAL DIFFICULTIES:

Our ability to directly determine the geometry and distribution of
matter in the universe is restricted by many observational difficulties,
including the faintness of the images we are trying to understand. We
can only detect distant matter by means of particles or radiation it
emits that travels to us, receiving most of our information from
light. (Here it is understood that light is a generic term for any form
of electromagnetic radiation by which we can see distant objects:
radio waves, infrared radiation, ultraviolet radiation, and x-rays as
well as ordinary light). There are therefore fundamental limitations
on the region of the universe we can see, because the radiation con-
veying information travels towards us at the speed of light (and any
massive particles travel slower than this speed). As we look out to
further and further distances, we are necessarily looking further and
further back in time (for example the Andromeda galaxy is a million
light years away; this means we see it as it was a million years
ago). We are therefore seeing the sources at earlier stages in their
evolution. This makes it very difficult to disentangle the effects of
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physical evolution of the sources observed, from geometrical evolu-
tion of the universe. This is the main reason we are unable to tell
directly from observations of the rate of change of redshift with dis-
tance if the universe will recollapse or not.

The expansion of the universe is well evidenced by the redshift-
distance relation for galaxies, but we have trouble in identifying
accurately the size and age of the universe, determined by the Hubble
constant. While redshift can be measured accurately, it is rather dif-
ficult to measure the distance of distant galaxies. We cannot easily
use astronomical objects as standard candles because we do not
understand their evolution – how have they changed with time.
Equally we have great difficulty in even estimating how much mat-
ter there is in the observable region of the universe, because of the
problem of dark matter: it is possible that most of the matter in the
universe is not radiating very much and so is almost indetectable.

These problems are aggravated by the fact that as we look to
sources at further distance (and hence higher redshift), the amount
of light we receive from them rapidly fades away – an inevitable con-
sequence of the nature of redshift (photons lose energy as their
wavelength increases). Thus at larger and larger distances, the uni-
verse fades away. Modern detectors can to some extent compensate
for this – and we are presently receiving remarkable images of
objects at enormous distances from the Hubble Space Telescope;
nevertheless what we can tell fades rapidly away on our past light-
cone (that part of the universe we can see to), and so what we can
deduce off the past light cone fades even more rapidly.

Furthermore, there is an absolute limit to what we can detect by
astronomical observation at any wavelength. This is because as we look
back into the past and the temperature of the background radiation
rises, it leads to ionization of matter at a redshift of about 1000; and
then the universe becomes completely opaque. We cannot see to earli-
er times because radiation cannot penetrate the hot, dense primeval
plasma that existed at those times. No improvement of technology will
change that situation. The COBE images of microwave background
radiation temperature fluctuations are images of the most distant mat-
ter we will ever be able to see by electromagnetic radiation, that is, by
ordinary telescopes, whatever their wavelength (neutrino or gravita-
tional wave telescopes can theoretically see to earlier times; but they too
– if ever developed sufficiently to produce images of meaningful quali-
ty – would also each encounter a similar barrier at earlier times).
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HORIZONS AND LIMITS OF VERIFICATION

However, there other fundamental restrictions on what we can
observe. 

The particle horizon: Because the universe has a finite age, light can
only have traveled a finite distance since the origin of the universe.
This feature implies that we can only see out to those particles whose
present-day distance corresponds to the age of the universe; the par-
ticles beyond cannot be seen by us no matter what detectors we may
use (light has not had time to travel to us from them since the cre-
ation of the universe). The effect is the same as the horizon we see
when we look at distant objects on the Earth: there are many further
objects we cannot see because they lie beyond the horizon. In the
case of the expanding universe, we call the horizon separating those
particles (which later will become galaxies) that we can have seen,
or indeed have had any causal contact with, from those we cannot,
the particle horizon. Actually we cannot even see as far as the parti-
cle horizon, because the universe is opaque at early times (before
decoupling), as just explained. In reality we can see only as far as the
visual horizon, corresponding to where the universe becomes trans-
parent; this lies inside the particle horizon, and corresponds to look-
ing back as far as the matter that emitted the cosmic background
radiation (at the time of decoupling). To fully understand these lim-
its one should look at the associated space–time diagrams.

It is because of these limits that we are able to say very little about
the universe on scales bigger than the Hubble size (the distance we
can have seen since the beginning of the universe, roughly ten thou-
sand million light years). Thus we cannot observationally distinguish
between universe models that are strictly homogeneous in the large
(implying conditions are the same at a distance one million times the
Hubble size away from us, as they are here), and those that are not.
If the universe has finite spatial sections, there are at least as many
galaxies outside our view as within it; while if it has infinite spatial
sections, we cannot see an infinite number of galaxies, so what we
can see is an infinitely small fraction of all there is. Any statements
we make about the structure of the universe on a really large scale
(that is, many times the horizon size) are strictly unverifiable.

Small universes: There is one exception to this generally pessimistic
situation. It is possible (even if the universe is a low-density universe)
that the large-scale connectivity of space could be different from
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what we expected, so that the universe is in fact a small universe,
spatially closed on a scale smaller than the Hubble size. Then if one
could go in an arbitrary spatial direction at constant time, one
would eventually end up very close to where one began (as in the
case of a sphere, torus, or a Mobius strip). If this were the case we
would be able to see right round the universe several times; so we
could see each galaxy (including our own) many times through
images in different directions in the sky, a relatively small number of
galaxies giving a very large number of images.

The effect is like being in a room whose walls, floor, and ceiling
are all covered with mirrors: you see a huge number of images of
yourself fading away into the distance in all directions. Similarly in
a small universe, despite its small size we would see a large number
of images of each galaxy fading away in an apparently infinite uni-
verse. In this case (and only in this case) there would be no visual
horizon, and we can in principle determine the geometry of the
whole universe by observation, for all the matter that exists is acces-
sible to our observation (in contrast to the usually considered situa-
tion, where only a small fraction of that matter can be seen).
Furthermore, in this case we would be able to study the history of
our own galaxy by optical observations, as we would be able to see
it at different times in its history in the different images that would
be visible to us.

Now it is possible we live in such a small universe, but if this were
true then observationally proving this to be the real situation would
be difficult; and there is no solid evidence that this is indeed the case.
Thus the working hypothesis is that we do not live in a small uni-
verse, but we should keep an open mind on this matter.

Limits to verifiability: Overall, what we can say with any degree of
certainty is strictly proscribed by observational limits. We can in
principle observationally determine (a) a great deal about the region
we can observe (which lies inside the visual horizon); (b) a little
about that which lies outside our visual horizon but inside the par-
ticle horizon (we might be able to tell something by use of neutrino
or gravitational wave telescopes, some day when technology has
developed sufficiently, but this is decades into the future); (c) noth-
ing about that which lies beyond the particle horizon: this region is
unobservable by any method. In a small universe there are no visu-
al horizons, but the real universe is probably not like that. The
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implication is that when our models give predictions of the nature of
the universe on a larger scale than the Hubble radius, these are strict-
ly unverifiable, however appealing they may be.

LIMITS OF PHYSICS VERIFICATION

In trying to understand the early universe, we also come up against
major limits in terms of our ability to test the predictions of our pro-
posals for physical laws. Even if we could build a super-collider as
large as the entire Solar System, we could not reach the kinds of
energies that come into play in the very early universe, so we cannot
test the behavior of matter under the relevant conditions. This puts
major limits on our ability to test whether our theories of those times
are right or not. For example, while it is commonly believed that
inflation – a period of very rapid expansion – took place in the early
universe, we have been unable so far to detect in experiments on
Earth the field responsible for inflation, and so cannot confirm that
the proposal for the underlying mechanism is correct.  Similarly the
proposals as to how synthesis of protons from quarks took place in
the early universe cannot yet be confirmed because we have not seen
the relevant particles, and measurements of the decay rate of the
proton contradicts that simplest theory that could underlie the pro-
posed mechanism; we do not know which of the more complex pos-
sibilities (if any) may be correct.

Indeed the early universe is the only place where some of the laws
of physics come fully into play (apart from what happens to matter
in the final state of collapse in a black hole; but that is completely
inaccessible to observation); consequently the situation is reversed
from what we might hope, in that instead of being able to take
known laws and use them to determine what happened in the very
early universe, we may have to proceed the other way round, regard-
ing the early universe as the only laboratory where those laws can be
tested. This has led to an important discovery; comparison of ele-
ment abundance observations with studies of nucleosynthesis in the
early universe determined that there are only three neutrino types,
rather than four, before this question had been tested experimental-
ly on Earth. Results from the accelerator at CERN later confirmed
this conclusion.

However, this type of reasoning only works when there are a few
clearcut alternatives that make clear observational predictions, and
depends on the assumed cosmological conditions being correct.
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When we consider the really fundamental questions, whose under-
standing is the Holy Grail of theoretical physics, even the broad kind
of approach to take is not clear. One is concerned here with the uni-
fication of our understanding of all the known forces into a single
theory that, at a fundamental level, is a “theory of everything,” com-
bining together the features of gravity, electromagnetism, the weak
force, and the strong force in a way compatible with relativity theo-
ry and with quantum theory. 

Various proposals have been made, of which the recently most
popular is superstring theory, representing fundamental particles as
string-like rather than as point particles. However, this has not yet
been formulated in a fully satisfactory way. Some such kind of
physics probably controls the very earliest phases of the expansion
of the universe; we can reject some of the theories on the basis of
their cosmological predictions, but cannot in this way select a par-
ticular one as being correct, nor can experiments on Earth distin-
guish between them. We certainly cannot use this broad class of the-
ories to determine a unique history for the very early universe. Thus
the practical limit of testing of physical laws, in particular, testing
the nature of fundamental forces, are major limitations in determin-
ing what happened at very early times (fractions of a second after the
Big Bang).

Physical origins: This problem occurs a fortiori in considering the
origin of the universe, which set the conditions determining what
exists today. The Big Bang theory outlined previously makes it clear
that at a very early times there must have been an epoch where the
ideas of classical physics simply did not apply; Quantum Gravity (a
theory unifying general relativity with quantum theory) would have
been the dominant factor at these times. There are a number of dif-
ferent theoretical approaches to this topic, none of which is wholly
satisfactory, so we do not even know for sure what basic approach
to use in such theories; and there is no way we can test these differ-
ent options by Earth-based experiments. However, it is these theo-
ries that underlie what we would really like to know about the
nature of the origin of the universe.

Despite this uncertainty, we can claim that major features of
quantum mechanics, such as the underlying wave-like nature of mat-
ter, must apply here also, on this basis we can make quantum cos-
mology models with claims to correctly represent the results of the
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as yet unknown theory of quantum gravity, when applied to the very
origin of the universe.

Various such theories have been proposed to explain the origin of
the universe in terms of quantum development from some previous
state (a collapsing previous phase, a region of flat space–time, a
black hole final state, some kind of “pre-geometry”). Such approach-
es can provide a whole series of alternative proposals for the origin
of the Hot Big Bang which has led to our existence, but of course
simply postpones the ultimate issue, for one can then ask, what was
the origin of this previous phase? This remains unanswered.

Tied in to this is our lack of resolution of some of the fundamen-
tal issues at the base of physics: notably the arrow of time problem,
and the nature and consequences of Mach’s principle. There is no
time to deal with them here.

The no-boundary idea: One rather unique and intriguing proposal
sidesteps this problem neatly. This is the Hartle–Hawking suggestion
that the initial state of the universe could be a region where time did
not exist: instead of three spatial dimensions and one time dimension,
there were four spatial dimensions. This has a great advantage: it is
then possible there can be a universe without a beginning, for (just as
there is no boundary to the surface of the Earth at the South Pole)
there is no boundary to this initial region of the universe; it is uniform
and smooth at all points. Much is made of this proposal in
Hawking’s book A Brief History of Time, for it does indeed describe
a universe without a beginning in the ordinary sense of the word,
although time does have a beginning (where there is a transition from
this strange “Euclidean” state to a normal space–time structure).
Attractive as this is, one must be concerned about its foundations.

Firstly, such proposals suppose unraveling some of the underlying
conundrums of quantum theory that have not yet been solved in a
fully satisfactory manner (specifically, the related issues of the role of
an observer in quantum theory, and what determines the collapse of
the wave function, which is an essential feature of measurement in
quantum theory). These do not arise as significant problems in the
context of laboratory experiments, but become substantial difficul-
ties in the context of applying quantum theory (which is usually
applied to submicroscopic systems) to the universe as a whole.

Second, we certainly cannot test the Wheeler–de Witt equation
underlying quantum cosmology: we have to accept it as a huge
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extrapolation of existing physics, plausible because of its basis in
established physical laws but untestable in its own right. Even some
of the underlying concepts (such as “the wave function of the uni-
verse”) have a questionable status in this context (for they are asso-
ciated with a probabilistic interpretation which may not make sense
when applied to a unique object, namely the universe).

The issue of initial conditions: Thirdly, and irrespective of our reso-
lution of the previous issues, we are tackling here the problem of ini-
tial conditions for the universe: we are trying to use physical theory
to describe something which happened once and only once, and for
which no comparable happenings have ever occurred (or at least,
none are accessible to our observations). The notion of a law to
describe this situation faces considerable difficulties. If a “law” is
only ever applied to one physical object, it is not clear if the usual
distinction between a physical law and specific initial conditions
makes sense. That “law” certainly cannot be subject to empirical
test in the same way as other physical laws.

Whatever “law” we may set up to describe this situation, we have
one and only one test we can do: we can observe the existent universe
and see if it is congruent with the predictions of that “law.” If it
passed this test, this supports that law but not uniquely, for there will
in general be several laws or underlying approaches that give the same
result; these cannot be distinguished from each other on the basis of
any experimental tests. We can obtain strong support for one partic-
ular view (such as the Hartle–Hawking “no-boundary” proposal)
only by utilizing criteria for good theories that are metaphysical.

Whatever explanation we may give for them, unique initial con-
ditions occurred at the origin of the universe. They determine both
the initial structure of space–time, and its matter content.

The matter we see around us today is the remnants of that initial
state, after it has been processed by non-equilibrium processes in the
early universe and then in a first generation of stars. Thus we under-
stand the role of initial conditions; however this analysis does not
answer the ultimate issues of origin and existence, in particular why
the initial conditions had the form they did (even if the
Hartle–Hawking proposal were correct, or a steady-state universe
description, for that matter, there are alternative possibilities; we
would still face the issue, why does that particular prescription
describe the real universe?).
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We know a great deal, indeed an astonishing amount, about the
structure and evolution of the universe in the large; but there are
also major limits on what we can know scientifically about these
issues, in the sense of being able to test them observationally, when
we go to the limits of what can be observed and the underlying ques-
tion of the uniqueness of the initial state (whether it is a singular
state or not). These are unsolved by physics itself; they inevitably
lead to metaphysical issues and questions.

Much has been made in recent years about the anthropic prin-
ciple – the remarkable coincidence of the relative strengths of
the forces of nature, the properties of elementary particles, etc.,
that made human life possible at all in the universe. What bear-
ing does such “fine-tuning” have on the metaphysical question
of origin?

The major question that one is concerned with here is, What is the
role of life in the universe? Certainly on a physical scale life is quite
insignificant in the immensities of galactic and inter-galactic space;
but physical size is not necessarily a measure of importance.

The point is that a great deal of “fine tuning” has taken place in
order that life be possible; in particular, various fundamental con-
stants are highly constrained in their values if life as we know it is to
exist – there are many relationships imbedded in physical laws that
are not explained by physics, but are required for life to be possible.
How has it come about that the universe permits the evolution and
existence of intelligent beings at any time or place?

THE ISSUE OF FINE TUNING

Significant alteration of either physical laws or boundary conditions
at the beginning of the universe would prevent the existence of intel-
ligent life as we know it in the universe. If physical laws were altered
by a remarkably little amount, no evolutionary process at all of liv-
ing beings would be possible; so these laws appear fine-tuned to
allow the existence of life.

We can easily consider universes where life would not be possible.
There could be a universe that expanded and then recollapsed with
a total lifetime of only one hundred thousand years; evolution could
not take place on that timescale. The background radiation might
never drop below 3000 K, so that matter was always ionized (elec-
trons and nuclei always remaining separate from each other); the
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molecules of life could then never form. Black holes might be so
common that they rapidly attracted all the matter in the universe,
and there never was a stable environment in which life could devel-
op. Cosmic rays could always be so abundant that any tentative
organic structures are destroyed before they can replicate.

Thus there are many ways that the boundary conditions in a uni-
verse could prevent life occurring. But additionally, we can conceive
of universes where the laws of physics (and so of chemistry) were dif-
ferent than in ours. Almost any change in these laws will prevent life
as know it from functioning. If the neutron mass were just a little less
than it is, proton decay could have taken place so that no atoms were
left at all. The production of carbon and oxygen in stars requires the
careful setting of two different nuclear energy levels; if they were just
a little different, the elements we need for life would not exist.
Perhaps most important of all, the chemistry on which the human
body depends involves intricate folding and bonding patterns that
would be destroyed if the fine structure constant (which controls the
nature of chemical binding) were a little bit different.

To understand the import of this, one must appreciate the com-
plexity of what has been achieved. The structure and function of a
single living cell is immensely complex. However, a human grows to
an interconnected set of ten thousand billion cells, all working
together as a single purposive and conscious organism in a hierar-
chically controlled way (the organization issue), put together accord-
ing to instructions in the DNA molecules that are read out and exe-
cuted in an order that depends both on time and position (the issue
of development), able to function continuously all the time as the
number of cells increases coherently from one to ten thousand bil-
lion in a highly organized fashion, passing through different stages
of maturity (the issue of growth), all of this happening in an inter-
acting set of organisms of a similar levels of complexity within a
hospitable environment (the ecosystem issue), this system itself
developing from single cell to the level of complexity we see around
us today (the evolution issue), all the while remaining functional.
And all of this is possible because of the nature of quantum mechan-
ics (essentially the Schroedinger equation and the Pauli exclusion
principle) and of the forces and particles described by physics (essen-
tially the electromagnetic force acting on the proton and the elec-
tron, together with the strong force binding the protons and neu-
trons in the atomic nuclei), which together control the nature of
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chemistry and hence of biological activity. They all fit together as
required because of the precise values taken by the fundamental con-
stants that control the strengths of physical interactions, which hap-
pen also to allow the functioning of stars as required to produce the
needed elements, and allow development of the solar system (which
is made possible through the force of gravity), with a hospitable sur-
face for life on the Earth (one of the key elements here being the
remarkable properties of water, which again would be different if
the fundamental constants were different).

The nature of this achievement is truly awesome. And the mod-
ern moves towards determining a unified fundamental theory of all
forces could make this even more amazing, because if physics ever
achieved its aim of determining a single theory with essentially no
free constants, then these extraordinarily complex structures would
be the result of the action of that unified theory: in effect, the nature
of the unified fundamental force would be preordained to allow, or
even encourage, the existence of life.

In summary, to allow life to occur, we require the existence of
heavy elements; sufficient time for evolution of advanced life forms
to take place; regions that are neither too hot nor too cold; restrict-
ed value of fundamental constants that control chemistry and local
physics; and so on. Thus only particular laws of physics – and par-
ticular initial conditions in the universe – allow the existence of intel-
ligent life. No evolution whatever is possible if these laws and con-
ditions do not have a restricted form, which will not be true in a
generic universe.

Thus the universe provides a hospitable environment for human-
ity. Why is this so? Because of the deep connections between physi-
cal aspects of the universe, this is not an issue related to only one
aspect of the structure of the universe; it refers to the total interre-
lated organization of the laws of nature and the boundary condi-
tions for those laws, that fashions the universe as we know it. Thus
the profound issue arising is the anthropic question: Why have con-
ditions in the universe been so ordered that intelligent life can exist?

THE WEAK ANTHROPIC PRINCIPLE

There are two purely scientific approaches to the anthropic issue.
The first is the Weak Anthropic Principle (WAP), based on the com-
ment: it is not surprising the observed universe admits the existence
of life, for the universe cannot be observed unless there are observers
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in it. This seemingly empty statement gains content when we turn it
round and ask, at what times and places in the universe can life
exist, and what are the interconnections that are critical for its exis-
tence? It could not, for example, exist too early in the present expan-
sion phase, for the night sky would then have been too hot. Indeed
from this viewpoint the reason the observed night sky is dark at
night is that if it were not dark, there would be no observers to see
it. Furthermore one can deduce various necessary relations between
fundamental quantities in order that the observers should exist, so
that if, for example, the fundamental constants vary with time or
place in the universe, life will only be possible in restricted regions
where they take appropriate anthropic values.

Hence this view basically interprets the anthropic principle as a
selection principle: the necessary conditions for observers to exist
restricts the times and places from which the universe can be
observed.

This is an interesting and often illuminating viewpoint. However,
it is also a conservative approach, avoiding the main issue under dis-
cussion.

THE STRONG ANTHROPIC PRINCIPLE

By contrast, the Strong Anthropic Principle (SAP) tackles the issue
head on, claiming that it is necessary that intelligent life exist in the
universe; the presence of life is required in order that a universe
model makes sense.

Considered purely scientifically, this is clearly a very controversial
claim, for it is hard to provide scientific reasons to support this view.
The most solid justification attempted is through the claim that exis-
tence of an observer is necessary in order that quantum theory can
make sense. However, this is based on one of a number of different
interpretations of quantum theory; the nature of these quantum
foundations is controversial, and probably falls within the
untestable category of issues discussed above. Furthermore, if we
were to suppose this argument correct, then the next step is to ask,
Why does the universe need quantum mechanics anyway? The argu-
ment would be complete only if we could prove that quantum
mechanics was absolutely necessary for every self-consistent uni-
verse; but that line of reasoning cannot be completed at present, not
least because quantum mechanics itself is not a fully self-consistent
theory (apart from the logical issues at its foundation, it suffers from
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divergences that so far have proved irremediable in the sense that we
can work our way round them to calculate what we need, but can-
not remove them).

Neither argument by itself gives a convincing answer to the
anthropic question. They attempt to relate to issues of meaning
which physical cosmology, and indeed science, is unable to address.
They require a metaphysical explanation.

What are the metaphysical questions that underlie science? 

To focus this issue, one should turn to the metaphysics of cosmolo-
gy, and the three major questions one finds here:

1. Why are there any laws of physics?
2. What determines their form?
3. Why does anything exist at all?

These issues lie at the foundation of cosmology, which – like all sci-
ence – assumes at its very start existence of space–time and matter,
and that some laws of physics exist and determine what happens to
them; and considers the consequences of those particular laws which
happen to have been actualized in the existent physical universe.
Then it is important to realize:

Science itself cannot resolve the metaphysical issues posed by
questioning the reason for (i) the existence of the universe; (ii) the
existence of any physical laws at all; or (iii) the nature of the specif-
ic physical laws that actually hold. These require a different kind of
explanation than a purely scientific approach can provide.

The point here is that science assumes as its ground the existence
of laws of nature. It cannot by itself investigate this issue of why
laws exist – there is no experiment we can use to do so. Again one
of its central concerns is what the laws of nature are; but it cannot
in a serious sense ask why the laws have the specific nature they do
(for example why does gravity exist?) – that is again a metaphysical
issue. We cannot devise experimental tests that will answer such
questions.

Thus science itself cannot provide a metaphysics that relates to
the issues of meaning that are expressed in “Why” questions; it can-
not tackle the issue that the person in the street wants answered:
What underlying meaning may there be?

When supposed science attempts to answer this question, you
may be sure you are dealing with pseudo-science rather than science.
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Science itself cannot, by its very structure and nature, answer ques-
tions to do with meaning – with the kinds of issues that are our con-
cern in living our daily lives.

In what way does our moral experience suggest the existence
of God?

There are really only two viable standpoints here. The first is that
this moral strand is simply a result of our evolutionary heritage,
broadly arising through socio-biology processes and adaptation of
the mind to the necessities of survival. I believe this is an inadequate
proposal, for a number of reasons. Firstly, it seems highly unlikely
that such an evolutionary approach can lead to high levels of moral
behavior – not least because evolutionary pressures have no concern
for the individual – they are concerned only with survival of popu-
lations. They would favor survival of the fittest at the expense of the
weak rather than behavior patterns that make a virtue of looking
after the weak, who will always be a burden on society, for example
by looking after Downs Syndrome children. Secondly, if this were
indeed the only basis for our inbred ethical tendencies, then once we
realized this was the source, that realization would remove the
moral standing of our highest ethical experiences – for it removes the
incentive to higher behavior, replacing it by in effect stating that the
highest good is survival of the species. This understanding would
remove legitimate concern for the individual. It would provide the
foundation of fascist ethics. And thirdly, it completely underesti-
mates the major problem for such theories arising from the fact that
nothing we think or learn affects in any way the genes we pass on to
our children. That genetic heritage is determined the day we are
born, and is unaffected by any experiences we undergo.

The second option is that in the end none of this makes sense
unless it is real: that this moral path is inbuilt into the foundation of
the universe, along with the laws of logic and of physics. There is an
ethical underpinning to the universe as well as a physical one. Our
moral understanding does indeed proceed through a slow process of
adaptation both of the brain and of culture; but these are of the
nature of a discovery of the way things really are, rather than of cre-
ating a convenient set of behavior patterns from nothing. 

The key point, then, is which is the more fundamental: the phys-
ical or the moral and ethical strand in the foundation of the uni-
verse? It seems clear that there is no way that the physical by itself
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could ever lead to these kinds of ethical concepts. However, despite
what may be said about the so-called naturalistic fallacy, the ethical
could lead to the physical if we adopt the traditional Christian view,
in the following form: Fundamental assumption: there is a transcen-
dent God who is Creator and sustainer of the universe, and whose
purpose in creation is to make possible high-level loving and sacrifi-
cial action by freelyacting, self-conscious individuals.

On this view, this aim is what underlies all physics and indeed the
universe; it gives the rationale and foundation for cosmology and
thereby explains some of its major features. This leads to a coherent
view based on top-down causation where theology is indeed the
queen of the sciences as it shapes the nature of physical laws. It ties
in with religious experience which is taken by those experiencing it
to be self-validating.

In essence the argument is that morality is real, and we know it is
real through our everyday experience (which is indeed data about
the nature of the universe). The only genuinely viable foundation for
true morality (as opposed to attitudes and behavior necessary for a
society to function relatively smoothly, which is just utilitarianism)
is that this morality has an independent and intrinsic existence of its
own – just as the laws of physics and of logic do. And the most obvi-
ous viable foundation for that existence is through the moral nature
of a creator.

KEITH WARD

On what basis do you affirm the existence of God as opposed
to the rival options of chance and necessity?    

The whole of modern science is based on the fundamental presup-
position that the universe is intelligible, that it can be understood by
the human mind, that events do not just occur for no reason. The
natural sciences have achieved their enormous success by discover-
ing underlying laws which describe measurable regularities of rela-
tionship between basic physical forces and the fundamental particles
upon which they operate. The question, “Why do these events hap-
pen as they do?” has unfailingly had an answer, which observation
and imaginative theorizing together have uncovered.

What this suggests is that there are underlying connections which
necessarily obtain in the physical realm. But the basis for that neces-
sity remains obscure. As cosmologists trace the laws of nature back
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to their space–time origin, it seems as if only two basic options sug-
gest themselves. One is that in some way the fundamental laws and
initial conditions of the universe are necessary. They have to be what
they are, and if one could understand that necessity, one would have
answered the most fundamental question of all, “Why does the uni-
verse exist as it does”? The other is that the fundamental laws just
exist by chance. There is no objective necessity in nature, and there
is no basic reason why things are as they are. Explanation has to
come to an end, and we have to say, “Finally, it just happens!”

The appeal to chance must be the last resort for a scientific mind.
It is simply giving up on the attempt to find an explanation. It seems
odd, even though it is not self-contradictory, to say that there is an
explanation for everything, except for why the whole system is the
way it is – when that is the very thing we most want to explain. So
necessity is the more attractive option for a scientist. But this uni-
verse just does not seem to be necessary. It seems to be a contingent
universe, one that could very easily have been other than it is, in
many ways.

Still, in some way its basic laws and processes might be necessary.
Maybe the basic equations of quantum theory only permit one con-
sistent set of solutions – but why should those equations be the way
they are, or how can they give rise to a physical universe, if they are
only mathematical equations, and thus apparently abstract?   

The ideal situation would be if one could find something that is
necessary and yet also really existent, something that could select the
basic equations which govern this space–time universe, and also
bring about the basic forces of nature over which those equations
could operate. That is precisely the traditional idea of God in classi-
cal Judaism, Islam, and Christianity. One can find it in a paradigm
form in Anselm and Aquinas. According to this view, God is a being
which, uniquely, exists by absolute necessity. There is no alternative
to God’s existence, since God exists in every possible world, as the
basis of that world’s (possible) actuality. God, having knowledge of
every possible state of affairs, conceives of all mathematical truths
and can select an elegant subset of them to govern a physical uni-
verse. God, being self-existent, does not depend on anything else for
its existence, but possesses the power of being in itself. So God has
the power to bring material forms into existence, over which the
selected laws can operate. God, it seems, is just the hypothesis that
science needs to provide a finally satisfying explanation for why the
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universe is the way it is. God is that necessary being which answers
every “why?” question by showing the reason why the ultimate laws
of the physical universe are as they are.

But how can a necessarily existent God give rise to a contingent
universe? Are we not reduced to the empty bluster that the universe
is the way it is just because God arbitrarily wills it? Not at all. God,
on the hypothesis, exists by necessity, and possesses the essential
properties of the divine nature (those without which God would not
exist at all) necessarily. Among those properties God is necessarily
omnipotent. That is, God is able to bring about any state of affairs
consistent with the divine nature, which cannot itself be other than
it is. Among those states of affairs are many contingent universes. So
it is necessarily true that God can bring about one, or many, contin-
gent universes. In other words, it is necessarily true that God can act
contingently, by free choice.

If God does so, that does not make God’s acts arbitrary. That
would once again reduce explanation to mere chance. The crucial
point is that God always acts contingently for a reason. That reason
lies in the distinctive goodness, or value, or intrinsic worthwhileness,
of the states produced. So now we have the ultimate explanation for
the universe, its laws and basic physical states – there is a being
which exists by necessity, and which necessarily selects the basic
laws of the universe for the sake of the good states that the universe
will realize. God is a supremely elegant ultimate explanation,
because God unites both causal and purposive explanations in one
simple integrating hypothesis.

The hypothesis of God is far superior to the hypothesis of chance,
because it offers an ultimate explanation for the universe, in terms
of a necessarily existing cause and a purpose of intrinsic goodness.
It is superior to the hypothesis of blind necessity, because it locates
necessity in an actually existent being with the power to bring into
existence a physical universe, and it accounts for the contingency of
the universe in terms of its freely and consciously chosen goodness.

The God hypothesis will only work if this universe does realize dis-
tinctive and worthwhile forms of goodness, if it is overwhelmingly
better that it exists than not, and if the goods it realizes could not oth-
erwise exist. These are, I think, plausible axioms, and if they are
accepted the strongest hypothesis which justifies the success of science
and the complete intelligibility of the universe is that of one necessar-
ily existing creator, capable of free action for the sake of goodness.
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What is your assessment of the relevance of the quasi-
theological interpretations of recent studies in cosmology
(found, for instance, in the works of Stephen Hawking and
Peter Atkins) to the question of God’s existence? 

Recent cosmological attempts to give a thoroughgoing explanation
for the universe are remarkably similar to traditional theological
theories about God and creation, though they embody a number of
misunderstandings of the theological traditions. The chief misunder-
standing is that theists posit a disembodied person who arbitrarily
starts the universe going, but then lets it run largely on its own. They
then protest that the existence of such a person would need explain-
ing, and they sometimes try to show that the universe could origi-
nate on its own, without any creator.

I have pointed out that the traditional idea is that God is a neces-
sarily existing being, incapable of being brought into being or of
being destroyed. Anyone with complete understanding would be
able to comprehend the necessity of the divine being, and see how
and why the universe originates by a combination of necessity and
of free divine decision to realize distinctive values. This would be a
truly ultimate explanation.

Quantum cosmologists cannot provide such an ultimate explana-
tion, since they must leave the initial quantum states and the very
complex laws governing their behaviour (which they sometimes,
very misleadingly, call “quantum fluctuations in a vacuum”) unex-
plained. The vacuum in question is not, of course, absolute noth-
ingness, but an array of electrons in their ground-states. The fluctu-
ations are subject to a law which realizes possible states serially and
exhaustively, on the theory – a law whose existence and effectiveness
itself needs explanation. 

If appeal is made to the relative simplicity of the initial states and
the elegance of the basic laws, such theories are quite near to the the-
istic postulate of a necessarily existent being, selecting basic laws for
the sake of goodness (elegance and beauty is one important sort of
goodness). It is important to note that, although the existence of
God satisfactorily explains initial conditions and basic laws, the
divine nature is not knowable in itself by human minds. Thus the
ultimate explanation, though it exists, is knowable only by God. For
humans, the ultimate explanation of the universe must remain a pos-
tulate, an asymptotic goal of enquiry.
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When Hawking says that, if there was not a first moment of time,
there would be no need for a creator to start the process going, he
misses the point that it is the process as a whole that needs explain-
ing. Whether or not time had a first moment is irrelevant to the
question of creation, since God must be creating (holding in being)
the universe at every moment, not just the first moment. The postu-
late of creation asserts that the whole universe exists through a com-
bination of necessity and conscious choice. In pointing out the
extremely finetuned, complex and elegant structure of the universe,
modern cosmology shows it to be the sort of universe a being of vast
intelligence and power could create, and so makes the postulate of
creation highly plausible.

What is your view of the relation of theories of evolution and
natural selection to the existence of a creator, with particular
attention to the approaches adopted by Charles Darwin and
Richard Dawkins? 

The postulate of theism most basically differs from that of nontheis-
tic cosmology in assigning a purpose to the universe, making its exis-
tence not a result of blind necessity, but of conscious intention. A
purpose, most generally, is a state of intrinsic value, usually reached
by a process well-designed to achieve that state. In many cases, the
process itself, not just the final state, can be a part of the purpose.

Cosmic and biological evolution appears to be a process which fol-
lows simple and elegant laws to move from an initial state of blind
unconscious energy (the Big Bang) towards a state of highly complex,
integrated, conscious existence with the ability to comprehend and
redirect the process itself towards the existence of consciously creat-
ed, shared and appreciated values. Such a movement from primordial
undifferentiated energy to sentient life appears to be purposive. It
strongly supports the hypothesis of creation, the dependence of the
whole universal process on a conscious act of God.

Darwin’s presentation of the theory of natural selection overem-
phasizes the extent to which mutations in genetic material are ran-
dom, exaggerates the extent to which nature is a ruthless struggle for
survival in a hostile environment, and overlooks the progressive
nature of evolution from primitive cells to conscious rational agents.
Contemporary neo-Darwinians, like Dawkins, update Darwinian
theory by supposing that it is genes, not organisms, which replicate,
mutate, and compete for survival. They regard bodies as machines
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for carrying genes, and insist that the evolutionary process is a blind
competition of selfish genes to replicate more efficiently. Human
beings are the by-product of that process, the slaves of the genes, the
hidden masters of evolution.

This whimsical fantasy gives us a wholly topsy-turvy view of life.
Genes, little bits of DNA, become devious plotting agents, and
human beings become robotic slaves of their plans. But genes are
unconscious chemical codes, whose function is to build proteins into
organic forms, and eventually into the bodies of conscious human
agents. We may as well say that we are the servants of our electrons,
and that they decide what we are going to do. It is much more sen-
sible, as well as realistic, to say that electrons and genes form the
material substratum which makes conscious life possible. They are
the necessary conditions of the sort of life we have, but as far from
being its goal as it is possible to get.    

For the theist, the atheistic presentation of the data of evolution
– which Darwin did not share – is based on a number of mispercep-
tions. Mutations are not “mistakes” in copying DNA. They are care-
fully planned variations, finely tuned to produce viable organisms,
through a nondeterministic process inevitably producing disadvan-
tageous mutations which will tend to be self-destructive. Mutations
are not truly random or necessarily blind, since they follow from
physical laws which are elegant and largely predictable in their
macrocosmic consequences.

Nature is not a ruthless war of each against all, but a realm in
which dependence and cooperation are essential to the construction
of coherent organisms from proteins. Genes are not selfish, in the
sense of seeking to perpetuate themselves by any means. On the con-
trary, they are very altruistic, devoting their short lives to building
bodies, cooperating with other genes to do so, and always hoping to
get mutated into more efficient recipes. The survival of genes is of no
ultimate importance. What matters is the formation of conscious
agents, and genes are only important because they are instrumental
to that end. There is competition and extinction in nature, but one
should note the cooperation and creativity which are just as impor-
tant in the story of evolving life.

Finally, a theist cannot see the evolution of humans as an
improbable freak accident, against all the odds. Since organisms are
selected by the environment, and God designs and sustains that
environment, it is plausible to see humans as the goal of the whole
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evolutionary process, and carefully controlled mutation and selec-
tion as the means by which they come to exist.

Indeed, the hypothesis of God makes the evolution of rational
sentient life from inorganic matter much more probable than blind
natural selection alone. On blind natural selection, the existence of
human life is almost infinitely improbable. If God creates the mate-
rial universe, the evolution of conscious beings, capable of knowing
and loving God, becomes virtually certain. Since the best hypothesis
in science is the one that makes a given process more probable, and
since conscious agents have evolved, the hypothesis of God is much
the best explanation of evolution.

A wise and powerful creator might well choose to create rational
agents through a long evolutionary process, which would enable
them to be the means of shaping the material world itself, of which
they would be an integral part, into a fuller expression of spiritual
purpose. Such agents could evolve through mutation and natural
selection. But one must remember that the laws governing mutations
and the environments doing the selecting are both sustained and
shaped by God, and are therefore far from being blind.
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T H E P R O B L E M O F E V I L

Great Question 12: The problem of evil, the problem of
reconciling the existence of evil and suffering with the existence
of an all-good, all-powerful God, has puzzled believers and
unbelievers. What solution, if any, do you see to this problem?

RICHARD SWINBURNE

The problem of evil. Yes, indeed, this must be the central difficulty
always for theism and the doctrine that there is a God. I think that
the problem is a soluble one but it is a difficult problem. 

The basic solution is that all the evils we find around us are logi-
cally necessary conditions of greater goods, that is to say that greater
good couldn’t come about without the evil or at any rate the natur-
al possibility of evil. That is obvious in one or two fairly simple
cases. For example, it is a good thing that humans have free will, in
the sense that they can make choices which have an influence either
for good or for ill, choices which are independent of the causes
affecting them; they can choose independently of the influences
which act upon them. It is a good thing that such agents, in partic-
ular humans, should be the source of the way things go, for good or
evil, that they should be mini-creators having to some extent the
divine power of molding themselves and other people in the world
for good or evil. It is good for them that they should have this sort
of responsibility. But, of course, if they are to have this sort of
responsibility for the way things go, either for good or evil, it is pos-
sible that they may promote evil or negligently allow it to occur.  So
if there is to be the good of significant free will there has to be the
possibility, which may be actualized, of evil. That is the core, I think,
of any solution to the problem of evil.

But, of course, not all of the evils in the world are caused by
human beings. There is much disease and suffering which humans
have no responsibility for and much suffering of animals before ever
there were human beings. So we can’t account for all the evils of the



world in terms of human bad choices but I think that the other evils
of the world nevertheless play a subsidiary role in making possible
the kind of free will which the free-will defense says to be a good
thing. For example, if we are to have a choice between good and evil,
we must know how to bring about different good states and how to
bring about different evil states, and how do we get that knowledge?
Well, we get that knowledge, rather typically, by observing how things
behave in the natural world, by observing the processes which pro-
duce good states and the processes which produce evil states and then,
having learned what those are, we are then in a position either to
encourage the one process or encourage the other.

Let me take a rather trivial example to illustrate this. How am I
to have the opportunity of poisoning somebody? Well, only if I
observe what kinds of food cause people to die and what kinds of
food gives them nourishment. And if I observe that somebody eats
some berry and then dies, this gives me a bit of knowledge, the
knowledge of how to poison them by giving them the berry, the
knowledge of how, through negligence, to allow them to die by
allowing them to eat the berry or a knowledge of how to save them
from that sort of poisoning by destroying the berry. So the natural
processes which produce good and evil give me the kind of knowl-
edge I need in order to have the sort of free choice which the free-
will defense describes as such a good thing. Now the berry example
is a very trivial and artificial example but it does illustrate the more
real-life case that it is only through observing natural processes that
we learn what are the possibilities open to human beings for good
or evil. Take a real life disease case, rabies. Rabies in dogs leads them
to bite human beings and give human beings a terrible death. We
observe that, and having observed that we now have the power to
stop that disease by killing dogs who have rabies or, alternatively,
not to bother, in which case to allow the risk of people getting
rabies. And, in general, all the natural processes which produce good
and evil give us a greater range of knowledge and a greater range of
possibilities for good or evil. 

I think there are all sorts of other ways in which the evils in the
world provide us with greater possibilities of choice for good or ill.
For example, if somebody is suffering through no fault of their own,
no fault of anybody’s, nevertheless there is the possibility of other peo-
ple reacting sympathetically to their suffering. Sympathetic reaction is
a good thing but it is only possible if there are people suffering to
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whom that reaction can be shown. Now it is very natural to respond
to this sort of example by saying “Well, although sympathy is a good
thing, it is not as good a thing as the suffering, which it is a reaction
to, is a bad thing.” But clearly no God would multiply suffering infi-
nitely in order to give us infinite opportunities for sympathy. But
there is a case for saying that the world is better for having a few
pains and a bit of opportunity for people to be involved with others
at their deepest level when they are suffering and lonely and in need
of other people. It is a good thing that there should be some oppor-
tunity for that sort of involvement which will only be possible if
there is some sort of suffering to be involved with. 

Of course, there must be a limit to the amount of suffering which
people are allowed to cause to others for the sake of their own free
will and, generally, there must be a limit to the amount of evil
which a good God is going to allow to occur for the sake of the
goods of human knowledge, human freedom, human involvement
with others, which that makes possible. But, if you take all evil away
from the world, people don’t have serious choices, people don’t
know how to make differences to the world, people aren’t involved
with others at their deepest level. And I think what God has given us
is a world with significant possibilities for us making it one way or
the other and significant possibilities for involvement and responsi-
bility for each other and that is not possible without a bit of evil. I
think the solution to the problem of evil is along those lines, but it
needs a lot more detailed showing with respect to each kind of evil
how that makes possible a greater good. And I think that is possible
for all the kinds of evil we find around us, which are after all limit-
ed, finite-term evils.

GERARD J. HUGHES

The experience of human suffering, and the often terrible impact of
human malice, pose a serious problem for any theist who believes that
God is the creator of all, and that God is good. The crux of the prob-
lem is the sense that God could, and should, have done better than cre-
ate a world in which such things seem to be woven into its very fab-
ric. I do not think, for the reasons I shall give, that there is any clear
way in which the theist can hope to show that the problem is a false
one. There just is no simple answer. Still, it is possible to give some
arguments to show that the evil in the world does not make belief in
a good God intellectually impossible, or even unlikely to be correct.
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Let me begin with some disclaimers. I do not think that the theist
should accept the burden of proving that every case of suffering, or
every act of malice, always turns out to be for the best, in the sense
that with hindsight we can always see some point to it, some bene-
fit from it. We cannot, and that is that. Again, I think it would be
unwise of the theist to take refuge too quickly in some version of
“God’s ways are not our ways,” though there is no doubt an accept-
able construction which might be put upon those words. For, how-
ever inadequate our concepts of “person” and “moral agent” and
“benevolent” when they are used to describe God, unless these are,
at least in some sense, appropriate ways for us to think of God, it is
difficult to see why we would consider God to be worthy of our
worship, still less of our love. True, if God cannot properly be
thought of as a moral agent, the problem of evil would lose its bite;
for the whole point of the problem is to suggest that God has acted
wrongly. But to solve the problem of evil thus at a stroke is to do so
at a cost which the theist must refuse to pay. As will appear, I think
a degree of agnosticism in this whole area is entirely proper; what I
take to be useless is to appeal to the transcendent otherness of God
as a way of refusing to make any intellectual effort whatsoever to try
to lessen the force of the difficulties.

A prefatory remark of a rather different kind is also required. The
problem of evil cannot even be stated unless it is assumed that it is
proper to speak of moral truth; and it cannot be stated with much
force unless it is assumed that moral truth does not simply depend
on human conventions which could well have been quite different.
Why? Because the problem of evil depends upon there being moral
standards which, it is alleged, God has violated; and if these stan-
dards are no more than accidental human conventions, or ways in
which we project our own emotions on to the world, then, while
there would no doubt be a psychological difficulty for us in having
to accept that God need not be bound by our conventions, that is
much less of a problem than having to accept that a good God has
violated moral standards which are part of the fabric of the world
He has created.

One facet of the problem of evil is the assumption that it would
clearly have been possible for God to have created a better world
than this one. Such a response to the evils of this world is, of
course, a very natural one. It does not require an over-fertile imag-
ination to fill out the details of what such a world might be like; a
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world in which harvests never failed, in which animals and
humans were immune from the manifold sufferings which current-
ly afflict us as a result of our interaction with the forces of nature;
a world in which people freely choose to behave to one another
with sensitivity, justice and kindness, and so on. The fertile imagi-
nation, however, is not really much of a guide to what is actually
possible. Science fiction is full of tales about time-transportation,
all but effortless intergalactic travel, people being removed from
one location and unproblematically reconstituted somewhere else
almost in an instant. It seems fairly clear that at least some of these
exotic events and states of affairs are simply incompatible with the
most basic laws of physics which characterize the workings not
merely of this planet but of the universe as a whole. We must not
be led by the seductions of pure fantasy into supposing that a more
idyllic version of this planet would be possible within the laws of
physics. Indeed, chaos theory suggests that even some minor
changes in the starting conditions of the universe would not have
produced the world more or less as we have it, but with selective
improvements. On the contrary, a universe which started only
slightly differently from this one would have been quite unpre-
dictably unlike ours by now. The assumption that God could have
produced a broadly comparable planet differing only in the ways
we would wish to specify is an assumption for which there simply
are no good grounds.

Of course, for all we know to the contrary, God might well have
created a totally different universe, based on totally different physi-
cal laws; or a universe of purely spiritual beings in which there were
no physical laws as such at all (though there presumably would be
some laws to describe the ways in which the minds of such beings
worked). But such an incomparably different universe is not one
which we are in a position to compare in any respect with our own.
We simply cannot say whether it would be better or worse than this
one. What possible standards can there be for comparing utterly dis-
parate worlds?

In short, we have no reason to suppose that God could create an
improved, but comparable, version of this world; and no reason to
suppose that a radically different alternative world, if such were
possible for God, would be in any intelligible sense better (or
worse) than this one. This is not to say that this is the best possi-
ble world. Rather it is to say that, for all we know, it might be; and
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that in some cases the very notion of “best,” or “better” is so far
as we are concerned an entirely empty one. That we can readily
imagine such a world does absolutely nothing to establish the cru-
cial assertion in the formulation of the problem of evil, that God
could have done better. What the problem of evil gratuitously
assumes, the theist is entitled equally gratuitously to deny. Such a
denial is emphatically not a solution; but neither is the contrary
assertion an adequate justification for saying that there really is an
insoluble problem.

The fact that much of the evil in the world consists of immoral
human decisions raises a particular set of questions. Let us assume
that human beings could have chosen not to act immorally (on
which see Great Question 8. Is it then the case that any blame for
our immoral behaviour is entirely ours and not God’s? 

Even in the cases where we are fully responsible for the wrong we
do, it does not, I think, follow that God is in no sense responsible.
God did, after all, create a world in which such choices could be
made. Could he know in advance that some immoral choices would
be made? If our choices are genuinely free, I see no way in which
God could know which way any individual choice would be made,
as it were independently of his eternal knowledge of the choice that
is actually made. There is no basis on which such knowledge could
rest. On the other hand, it might nevertheless be that God would
know “in advance” that, as a matter of statistics, if any given choice
might be made well or badly, some will certainly be made badly. In
which case, God is surely responsible for creating a world in which
this would happen. But whether a world in which no such choices
were even possible would be overall better than the world we have
is a question which I think simply cannot be confidently answered
one way or the other. So even in this case it does not seem that there
are any conclusive reasons for asserting that in creating our world
God acted wrongly.

ALVIN PLANTINGA

Many philosophers have claimed that there is a contradiction
between the existence of an all-good, all-powerful God, all-knowing
God, on the one hand, and evil on the other. This seems to me to be
demonstrably wrong, and, as a matter of fact, at present, not very
many people do affirm that there is this contradiction.

But lots and lots of Christians and others are still deeply puzzled
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by the existence of evil. Why is there so much evil if God is really
good, if God is what we think He is? Why does He permit things like
the Holocaust? Why does He permit ethnic cleansing? Why does he
permit people to kill each other and savage each other in a thousand
different ways? The newspaper is full every day of horrifying stories
about what human beings do to each other, how they treat each
other. Why does He permit that? I think the right answer is, one
doesn’t know; God hasn’t told us why.

And the right attitude, I think, is outlined in the book of Job.
First, there takes place a transaction between God and the members
of the Heavenly Host; then as a result of this transaction God per-
mits Job to be afflicted by Satan. Job doesn’t know anything about
the Satan connection. He doesn’t know why he is being afflicted; he
also knows he is no worse than the next guy, in particular, he is no
worse than his comforters, his friends who come to see him:  Bildad
the Shuite, Eliphaz the Temanite, and Zophar the Naamathite. They
come and tell him he must be a really wicked man because he is
being afflicted in this way. He replies that he is no worse than they
are. He keeps saying to them and to God, that he doesn’t think he is
any worse than others, and winds up, in the middle of the book,
telling God that he thinks that God is mistreating him, that God is
not being just. He goes on in that vein at some length, and then final-
ly God speaks to him. And what God says substantially is this: “Job,
you can’t figure out what my reason is for permitting you to be
afflicted. And from that you infer that I probably don’t have a rea-
son. But that is where you are wrong. You are extremely limited
with respect to knowledge. You know very little. Were you there
when the morning stars sang together and all the sons of God shout-
ed for joy? I probably couldn’t even explain to you, without chang-
ing your nature, what my reason is for much of what goes on,
including why it is that you are suffering. What you should do is rec-
ognize that I am, in fact, very good, and trust me.” And then Job
sees that is what he should do; he realizes he spoke where he had no
knowledge and at the end of the book he says, “I don’t know why
God permits this, but I will, nonetheless, trust Him.” And that seems
to me to be the right attitude for Christians and other theists with
respect to evil in the world. As Psalm 119 puts it, “I know, O Lord,
that your judgments are right, and that in faithfulness you have
afflicted me. Let your steadfast love be ready to comfort me accord-
ing to your promise to your servant.”
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HUGO MEYNELL

On the problem of evil, my immediate feeling is that it obviously
puts the ball squarely in the theists’ court. Is it not as clear a con-
tradiction as could well be, that there is evil, or at least so much evil,
in a world supposed to have been created by an almighty and
omnibenevolent God? I have already said that I think there is good
reason to believe that there is an intelligent will underlying the uni-
verse. Now in what sense and in what circumstances could such a
being appropriately be called good? It is characteristic of theists, of
course, that they believe not only that God has created the world,
but that God is bringing the world to some kind of consummation
in which those who have striven for the good may hope to share.
God has brought into existence electrons and protons, physical mat-
ter and chemical elements on the basis of that, biological life on the
basis of that, and intelligent biological life – as exemplified by you
and me – on the basis of that. But intelligent biological life is unfor-
tunately infected by sin; the characteristic Christian claim is that
God through Christ is bringing about what St. Paul calls a new cre-
ation, where the effects of sin will be done away, and humanity will
be brought to a state of unprecedented perfection and sharing of the
divine life. (Teilhard de Chardin, a visionary rather than a systemat-
ic thinker, talks about a biosphere giving rise to a noosphere, and the
noosphere giving rise to a Christosphere.) 

That there are sufferings and miseries in the world, and that these
are not just due to malign human agents, are things that most cer-
tainly cannot and must not be denied. One of the things that make
atheists furious, and properly so, is when theists get complacent
about or try to minimize the real horror of the pain and misery that
there are in creation.

The theist may with some plausibility suggest that that the world
is a “vale of soul-making” or “moral gymnasium” and point out
that you can’t have real courage or pity or generosity without pain
and suffering, or indeed without at least the genuine possibility of
cowardice or cruelty or meanness. Even if one concedes that, the
sceptic may reply, is the game worth the candle? Is the cultivation of
such virtues really worth the immense mass of animal and human
suffering?

So where does all this leave us on the question of divine good-
ness? First, God has what one might call outstanding metaphysical
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excellence, just by virtue of being sole and eternal creator. God as
eternal creator is not subject to the physical wear and tear, or the
alteration of will and intention, which are essential conditions of
physical and moral evil as we know them among creatures. Second,
God is of supreme aesthetic goodness, as one might say, in that to
enjoy God is the supreme delight available to rational creatures; of
which we have the remotest glimpse in shared sexual rapture with a
beloved partner, or contemplation of the mind of Shakespeare
through The Tempest or that of Mozart through the Jupiter
Symphony. Third, according to Christians and other theists, human
beings, so far as they strive against sin and the evil and the falsehood
that it brings in its train, are invited to share in this delight, in a
future life in which those who suffer in the present are to be com-
forted, and in which all injustices are to be connected. If so, but
hardly otherwise, I would say, there is some kind of cosmic justice,
which is a necessary condition of God being good in anything like
the sense of morally good.

Before we leave the topic of evil, I want to insist how important
it is that people who are extraordinarily fortunate, like myself, should
never gloss over the appalling misery that other people have to go
through in the course of their lives. I once had to give a course about
evil and suffering in the great religions. Very depressing it was. But it
seemed to me that the only thing that they all had in common was a
conviction that suffering be put to work, and some positive use could
be made of it, in preparing oneself for a more fully realized life.

JOSEF SEIFERT

The problem of evil, of moral evil and of unjust suffering, is certainly
the most powerful argument used by atheists against the existence of
God. And yet, there is a remarkable metaphysical agreement
between theists and atheists regarding evils: Atheism agrees with
theism in its best forms that only an all-good, all-powerful God, who
at the same time embodies moral perfections and thus perfect justice,
can be properly speaking God. Any cruel, merciless, and unjust God
would not properly be God.

Therefore, on this common ground, the question for believers and
unbelievers alike is: “How is it possible that an infinitely perfect God
would permit the existence of evil in the world?”

Here we can first recognize that if the truth of the existence of God
is in itself cogently demonstrated, the difficulty of reconciling this
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truth with the horrors of evil must not lead us to deny it. For if God’s
existence is cogently known, the reality of evils cannot contradict it,
even if you do not comprehend why not. Moreover, note a most sig-
nificant epistemological distinction applying here: With respect to the
reconcilability of the existence and permission of the occurrence of
evil with God’s goodness and power, we just lack comprehension, but
we have no positive insight that the existence of the evil in the world
disproves God. For there could be many reasons why God permits
evil: such as punishment, trial, consequence of sin, of demonic influ-
ences on nature and history, etc. And there could be as many goods
which we cannot even attain to fully in thought because they involve
eternity, by which God could take away, heal, or recompense suffer-
ing. On the other hand, we have certain and most reliable reasons
which teach us that God must exist. But the lack of comprehension
of how evil can be permitted by God can never be an argument
against the positive insight and demonstration of his existence.

Moreover, in order to cope with the problem of evil, one must
first understand that the gravest and most horrible of all evils are not
the sufferings of human beings or animals but the moral evils. As
Socrates states so clearly: “It is better for man to suffer injustice than
to commit it.” The perpetrator of a crime is more evil, and in fact
evil and shamefully ugly in a completely different sense than the suf-
ferings of the victim are “evil.” The disharmony which results from
the moral evil, with its cosmic dimensions of offence of God, of sin
and of guilt, is incomparable to the evil of death, which could also
be brought about by a car accident.

These much more serious, moral evils are hardly ever mentioned
by atheists, however, when they speak of the problem of evil, which
they usually reduce to the problem of pain, probably because moral
evils are primarily directed against God and offend God, rather than
being primarily directed against man, as sufferings are.

The evils of injustice and of sin, however, are objectively the most
difficult to explain because it is incomprehensible how an infinitely
perfect God would allow that his creatures constantly turn against
Him and offend Him. Thus the problem of moral evil (and of sin) is
a theocentric problem of evil. Here, the mysterious silence of God
lets us admire the patience of God and the ever new chances of
moral conversion granted to creatures.

Quite distinct is the “anthropocentric” problem of evil and inno-
cent suffering which Ivan Karamazov in Dostoyevski’s Brothers
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Karamazov formulates. Here we are horrified by the silence of God
in the face of all the sufferings, tears and unjust oppressions of
mankind, and particularly by the crimes committed against innocent
human beings: against children who are mercilessly slaughtered, tor-
tured, abused. In the face of these evils, it appears that God is mer-
ciless and unjust, permitting these evils to happen.

But to say it again: We must not think that we can understand,
with our human reason, the absolute impossibility and irreconcil-
ability between the infinite perfection of God and the permission of
these evils. In fact, there could be many reasons hidden from our full
comprehension, such as the punishment for the original sin of our
ancestors, personal punishments, trials which should lead to the
purification of the soul, unjust sufferings which later will be wiped
away when the innocent will be restored to unfathomable dimen-
sions of happiness, etc.

Moreover, the philosopher cannot refute, even if he does not
believe in its truth, the most sublime and the most complete response
to evil: the one Jesus Christ gave in taking upon himself freely the
most bitter passion and the only absolutely innocent suffering. For
by far the greatest evil of pain, and thus perforce the greatest mys-
tery of the evil of suffering, reveals at the same time the compatibil-
ity of evil in the world with the love of God, if Christ is truly the Son
of God: the passion and death of Christ himself. This greatest evil,
the permission of which is the greatest mystery, is also an irrefutable
demonstration that the existence of evil is not only compatible with
the existence and mercy and love of God, but that this existence and
mercy and unfathomable charity of God reveals itself precisely in the
unjustest of all unjust sufferings. If God himself became man and
died for our sins, and if this is the supreme manifestation of divine
love, we can understand how the infinity of divine love and the
deepest abyss of evil are reconcilable.

At least we must recognize that no scientist and no philosopher
can disprove, in the face of the answer given by Christ’s passion and
death to evil, that the existence of evil is indeed compatible with
divine perfection. This religious answer to evil has a philosophical
side to it: philosophy and reason cannot refute its validity.

Nevertheless, in spite of all philosophical and religious answers to
the question of pain and of other evils, the existence of evil remains
a profound mystery for the human mind, a mystery which no human
being can fully resolve. But again, we must distinguish clearly
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between our lack of being able to solve the problem of evil and any
alleged insight of the atheist that the existence of evil disproves God.
This is in no way given to us. Therefore, we have to embrace both
truths: the existence of an infinitely good and all-perfect God and
the striking reality of evil – even if we cannot fully reconcile both in
our limited minds.

SANDRA MENSSEN, T. D. SULLIVAN

Can the world’s evils be reconciled with the existence of a good
God? The question has exercised almost every philosophically
inclined nonbeliever; it poses what tradition has labeled “the prob-
lem of evil.” Afflictions witnessed or experienced, and acts of
malfeasance observed or performed, lead a person inquiring into the
possibility of the divine to wonder whether there could be a creator
of the vast oceans and the undiscovered stars who is good, whose
goodness commands respect and love and worship, whose eye is on
the sparrow, and the child in Zaire, and the baby in the next room.

Traditional discussions of the problem of evil go a long way
towards identifying reasons God might have for allowing evil, and
also towards showing that whether or not human beings can identi-
fy plausible reasons God might have for allowing evil, it’s plausible
that there are such reasons. The traditional account that seems
strongest to us claims that the world as a whole is very good, that
evils within the world are inevitable by-products of the laws that
give the world its design, and that individuals benefit in uncountably
many ways by being part of a world designed as our world is.

There are also, we think, several promising non-traditional lines of
argument about evil. We will mention two here; both involve reflec-
tion on the best way of explaining the facts about evil and about
good (it’s a little surprising that attempts to explain evil so often are
divorced from explanations about good). The first line of argument
arises from consideration of whether there is a “criterion of good-
ness” for worlds, a standard that gives sense to the assertion that the
world is good, or that determines which worlds are good and how
they rank against one another.1 It is, we believe, possible to develop
an argument that nontheistic criteria of goodness for worlds (such as
utilitarian or aesthetic or functional criteria) are problematic: some
non-theistic criteria count as “good” worlds that people intuitively
judge bad, and some count as “bad” worlds people think a good God
could create. But theistic criteria – criteria that involve reference to
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God’s purposes or to God as an ideal or model to be imitated – do
not suffer from these defects. Furthermore, one may argue that the
traditional problem of evil implies that there is a criterion of good-
ness for worlds since under careful formulation the problem must
refer to a lack of goodness in the world as a whole. This all suggests
that when carefully formulated the problem of evil may dissolve. 

The second non-traditional line of argument we want to note
involves reflecting on a “problem of good” parallel to the tradition-
al “problem of evil.”2 This second line of argument is especially
effective for one who thinks the contemporary scientific evidence
that there is a creator of the universe is plausible or intriguing. The
argument goes as follows: If there is a creator of the universe, it’s
likely the creator is either maximally wicked or maximally good
(it’s not likely a creator of this world is amoral or has a mixed
moral character). But asymmetries between the problem of good
and the problem of evil make it impossible to even begin to con-
struct atheistic solutions to the problem of evil that parallel some of
the best known theodicies (for instance, there is no atheistic solu-
tion to the problem of good that parallels the theistic solution
according to which evil is a privation of good). And in those cases
where it may seem possible to begin to construct atheistic solutions
that parallel theodicies, the atheistic solutions cannot get very far:
both free-will defenses of a maximally evil Demon (which parallel
free-will defenses of a good God) and “soul-breaking” defenses of
a Demon (which parallel soul-making theodicies) are inherently less
successful than their counterpart theodicies.

No theistic solution to the problem of evil will succeed, however,
unless there’s reason to believe in an afterlife of a certain sort, an
afterlife in which God can compensate victims of horrendous earth-
ly suffering, victims who (unlike the vast majority of those of us who
suffer) have enjoyed no earthly goods that overbalance or defeat the
affliction. Voltaire’s Candide is a reductio of the claim that a good
God could allow uncompensated horrendous suffering, even though
it is not a refutation of Leibniz’s surprising assertion that God has
created the best possible world.

So is there good reason to believe there is an afterlife in which vic-
tims of suffering (at least) inherit some great good, enjoy some
beatific vision or experience God’s unending love? Without an evi-
dentially justified revelation it’s hard to see how we could have evi-
dential warrant for belief in an afterlife. For there are serious flaws
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in many philosophical arguments intended to show that the human
soul is immortal and that it will or can attain blessings in a heaven-
ly existence. And even the best philosophical arguments for this con-
clusion are very difficult, long and complicated, involving concepts
philosophers must work years to understand.

Ultimately, then, a theistic solution to the problem of evil will
depend on whether there is an evidentially justified revelation, a
message God vouchsafes to an individual or a group of persons, that
includes the promise of an afterlife.3

RALPH MCINERNY

Well, I think one ought to start with the problem of good. Why are
there so many good things, why do so many good things happen to us
and so forth? I don’t mean that in a chuckleheaded way but I think
that evil is a negation. So if you don’t have a lively sense of the good
you don’t know what evil is. I mean, it’s an absence of something, but
there is a lot more present than there is absent, so good outweighs evil
many tons of times. I think we ought to start off that way and marvel
at the goodness of our lives and of the universe and so forth before we
start whining about the evil which is usually due to us anyway. I think
it is an overblown thing. People pretend to be absolutely discombob-
ulated because there was an earthquake in Lisbon or something and
they have to write Candide. But most days there aren’t earthquakes in
Lisbon and maybe we ought to marvel at that.

In general would you say that the free will argument gives a
satisfactory response?

Sure. We are responsible for moral evil certainly and physical evil
may very well be a consequence of moral evil. Thomas Aquinas
regarded the disorder in the universe as a consequence of original
sin. We can’t attribute any evil to God. That would be abhorrent
because it is nothing and nothing is impossible to God. But, when
you are talking about someone getting hit over the head or losing a
child or something, to be told that evil is nothing, may seem to
diminish the importance of such a terrible loss. It’s the fact that there
is a loss that makes it so terrible. 

NOTES

1. This line of argument is developed in detail in Sandra Menssen,
“Grading Worlds,” American Catholic Philosophical Quarterly:
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Annual Proceedings of the American Catholic Philosophical
Association, vol. LXX (1996).

2. This line of argument is developed in detail in Sandra Menssen,
“Maximal Wickedness vs. Maximal Goodness: A Short-Cut
Theodicy?”, American Catholic Philosophical Quarterly: Annual
Proceedings of the American Catholic Philosophical Association, vol.
LXXI (1997).

3. In “An Alternative Approach to Belief in a Good God,” in Theos (New
York: Peter Lang) we argue that philosophers interested in the problem
of evil should consider the role philosophy can play in an argument that
there is an evidentially justified revelation.
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P A N T H E I S M

Great Question 13: How do you view pantheism, the notion
that we are all “part of” God, that God can be identified with
the world?

RUSSELL PANNIER, T. D. SULLIVAN

Theists maintain that God acts in the spatio-temporal universe.
What exactly do they mean? One way of understanding the positive
content of a metaphysical assertion is beginning with its negative
content – what it denies. We begin with the latter.1

One thing theists certainly intend to deny is the proposition that
God is literally identical with the universe. This concept of literal
identity can be explicated in terms of what we shall call “strict iden-
tity.” Let “x” and “y” be referring expressions. To say that x is
strictly identical with y is to say at least that, given a certain assumed
semantical content, x and y designate the same entity. We can now
be more precise about the meaning of the denial. Theists mean to
deny that God is strictly identical with the universe as a whole, that
God is strictly identical with any proper part of the universe and that
the universe is strictly identical with any proper part of God. 

We cannot set out here any of the supporting reasons. Suffice it to
say that some very plausible arguments proceed from three assump-
tions about God’s nature: (1) God is an ontologically independent
entity, in the sense that He does not depend for His existence upon
anything else; (2) God is the ontological ground for everything else,
in the sense that any entities distinct from God depend upon God for
their existence; (3) God’s existence is necessary, in the sense that if
He exists at all, He exists necessarily. 

What about the positive side? What do theists affirmatively mean
by maintaining that God is in the universe? 

It might be doubted whether they can coherently make the claim
at all. That doubt could arise as follows. It might seem that the
relation, x is in y, is satisfiable in only two kinds of situations. In



the first, the entity which includes another entity is the spatio-tem-
poral universe itself. An apple’s being in the universe is an exam-
ple of something’s being in something else in this sense. In the sec-
ond kind, the entity which includes another is itself a proper part
of the universe. An apple’s being in a box is a case of something’s
being in something else in this sense. Now, it seems that theists
cannot consistently say that God is in the universe in either of these
senses. For, necessarily, anything which is in something else in
either sense is itself a spatial entity.  But theists must deny that God
is a spatial entity.

Of course, we agree that theists must deny that God is a spatial
entity. But we reject the assumption that these two senses of “in”
exhaust the possibilities. There is a sense of “in” in which one thing
can be “in” another without being itself spatial. Suppose that a non-
spatial entity exists with the power to causally interact with the uni-
verse in the following ways. It has the power to create the universe,
the power to continuously maintain it in existence, the power to
extinguish it at any time, and the power to causally interact with any
part of it in a “direct” way, that is, without the need for causal inter-
mediaries. We think that such an entity would be “in” the universe
in some significant sense.

Is there such an entity? As orthodox Christians, we believe that
there is. We could mention indefinitely many items: burning bushes,
loaves of bread feeding thousands, the lame and blind healed, mar-
tyrs walking to their deaths singing the praises of God, relentless
persecutors of Christianity spiritually transformed while traveling to
Damascus, the dead raised and the mysterious persistence of the
Church. We believe that these, along with many other events provide
strong grounds for the belief in both the possibility and the fact of
God’s direct causal intervention in the world. 

It is perhaps true that such evidentiary items fail to suffice for
“demonstration” in the classical Aristotelian sense of furnishing the
makings for deductively valid inferences from self-evident premises.
There are at least two possible difficulties. First, strict demonstra-
tions in this sense of God’s existence may not be available. Second,
even if they are, one might well doubt whether it is possible to
demonstrate (again, in the strict sense) that this immaterial God is
causally responsible for such events. For the individual Christian the
question is: “Is the immaterial God whose existence may be demon-
strable also working in my own life?”
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There are at least two strong, albeit nondeductive, arguments
supporting an affirmative response. The first invokes the idea of
inference to the best explanation. It is difficult, though perhaps not
impossible, to explain facts of this kind in any other way. The sec-
ond takes the form of a practical argument. Expressed in the vocab-
ulary of the individual believer, it can be (very schematically) put as
follows: “My deepest desire is for spiritual integration and fulfill-
ment. I have experienced in the past a significant degree of such inte-
gration and fulfillment. I believe that a necessary condition for those
experiences is my own belief that the causal source of those experi-
ences is God, the immaterial ontological ground of the universe.
(That is, I believe that if I had not had this conviction, I would not
have had the experiences.) The belief that the causal source of my
experiences is God is epistemologically reasonable (although not
strictly demonstrable). Hence, I ought to continue believing it.”
Although we cannot argue the matter here, we think that the use of
practical arguments in metaphysics is not only philosophically legit-
imate, but at times necessary.

RICHARD SWINBURNE

No, I don’t think we are all part of God. It seems to me characteris-
tic of the sort of scientific pattern of an explanation which I was
drawing attention to that we explain all the diverse and manifold
things around us by a simpler beginning of them. Just as the scien-
tist explains the whole range of chemical interactions by postulating
that there are only a few kinds of chemical substances which inter-
act in simple ways and thereby explains the manifold by something
which is outside it as its cause, it seems to me that the metaphysician
ought to proceed accordingly and not identify God with the world
but try and look for something simpler outside the world, which
leads us to explain the world, and that is characteristic of theism.

HUGO MEYNELL

I think theism is much more like pantheism than one might think.
I’ve always liked Thomas Aquinas’ formulation: God operates in
every operation of nature and will. God is that which is active in
everything. What then is wrong with pantheism? It is one thing for
God to be the agent in practically every event, apart from human
sins; it is another thing for God to be identical with all those events.
Another formulation I like is Spinoza’s distinction between natura
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naturans and natura naturata: God is natura naturans, the active
principle working through nature.

ALVIN PLANTINGA

I don’t believe in pantheism for a minute, because it seems to me
an essential part of pantheism is the idea that God isn’t a person,
isn’t a conscious, willing, intending being who has created the
world, has plans, plans for me, for example, and to whom I can
talk in the expectation of being heard. Pantheism is a totally dif-
ferent sort of view. I’m not even sure what it means to say that God
can be identified with the world. Could a person be the same thing
as the universe? I really don’t see how. It doesn’t make sense to me;
from a rational standpoint, I find it very hard to understand.
Somebody says, “everything there is, that is God.” I don’t know
what is being claimed. It could be that what is being claimed is that
God is the most impressive thing there is because he is the sum
total of everything there is; or it could be that what is being
claimed is something else, perhaps that God is the soul of the
world, that the world is His body.

JOSEF SEIFERT

Having reached the conclusion that God exists, we also see that
pantheism is an untenable position. For that which exists necessar-
ily cannot be identical with all the beings in the world of which we
understand that they could also not exist and that they exist con-
tingently. That which is all-perfect and of which we can say that it
is being itself, goodness itself, wisdom itself, justice itself and the
infinite perfection of these pure attributes, can never be identical
with the imperfect, finite, limited versions and forms of being in
which we find these qualities in all beings in the world. Therefore
the absolute transcendence of God, who is infinite in all of His per-
fections, over all of the world, and His radical distinction from the
world, is evident and is an evident condition of the “divine imma-
nence” in the sense of the indwelling and omnipresence of God in
the world. For to be simultaneously present in all times, places, and
creatures as the same identical God is possible solely for a being
who is wholly transcendent to the world and different from it.
Hence, the pantheistic idea that we are parts of God, or that God
could be identified with the world, is untenable. As a matter of fact,
we could agree with Schopenhauer who said that pantheism is only
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a polite form of atheism because to say that God is the world is to
say the same thing as: there is no God.2

RALPH MCINERNY

To say that I, myself, am the cause of everything or some such ver-
sion, or that I am part of the cosmic god is one of those fuzzy things
but apparently it has an appeal. I’m sure there are a lot of sort of
unreflective pantheists. Very often when people talk about death,
they talk about returning, you know, to the ultimate capital of the
world so that new coinage can be minted, or what have you. I just
find that a very odd notion because what it tends to is materialism,
it seems to me, or a real oddball kind of idealism. 

In a sense is it incoherent?

Yes. It could be argued that it is. But most of the time I don’t think
it is held as anything like a thought-out position. It is sort of a sen-
timent that I am part of this whole and that is sometimes taken for
pantheism. Maybe it is and maybe it isn’t, but just to think of one-
self as part of the cosmos, as part of the universe, is not pantheism.
And yet sometimes pantheism sounds almost like that and then you
figure it’s not, it hasn’t risen to the point of incoherence. 

WILLIAM P. ALSTON

Would you say that in relation to the question of pantheism or
some kind of panentheistic metaphysics, our experience of God
generally tends to be of a being that is transcendent and all-per-
fect? Would you be able to reach that kind of a conclusion from
experience? 

Well, as you undoubtedly know, in the history of religion, experi-
ences of God have been interpreted in various ways. Religious expe-
riences have been interpreted theistically, pantheistically, in terms of
some sort of nature mysticism, and all sorts of other ways. That
again brings out the need for a diversity of sources or bases. If you
are just going by personal religious experience, it obviously is open
to a variety of interpretations and people do, no doubt, generally
speaking, interpret it in terms of the religious belief system, the reli-
gious conceptual system, that they find themselves with. The experi-
ences certainly reinforce this and, I think, quite properly. It is not
that religious experience is so amorphous that you can interpret it in
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any way conceivable. If I have some experience that I am inclined to
think of as an experience of the loving presence of God, it could not
be interpreted as an experience of a spider crawling on the ceiling or
an experience of somebody hitting me on the head.  People do have
those experiences too but they are very different. A religious experi-
ence is not a Rorschach blot. It is not totally amorphous even
though it doesn’t carry a precise interpretation on its face. But inso-
far as it does admit of different interpretations, then philosophical
reasoning comes into play here as to which kind of general frame-
work is most rational, most viable intellectually, and the kinds of
arguments I was mentioning at the beginning all point in the theistic
direction rather than some of these others.

NOTES

1. For a fuller account of this argument see Russell Pannier and T. D.
Sullivan, “God and the World,” in Theos (New York: Peter Lang).

2. Max Scheler, “Probleme der Religion” in Vom Ewigen im Menschen, 5
Aufl. (Bern und Munchen: Francke Verlag, 1968), S.101–354, distin-
guishes another form of pantheism which dissolves the being of the
world into that of God.
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D I V I N E A C T I O N I N T H E W O R L D

A N D H U M A N H I S T O R Y

Great Question 14: What is your view on the possibility of
Divine action in the world and of the relation of Providence
and history?

RICHARD SWINBURNE

Well, if there is a God who has made us, loves us, cares for us, then
clearly one would expect Him to interact occasionally with us. But
one would also expect Him, because He values our having creative
powers, our making a difference to things, and our influencing each
other and helping each other, not to intervene in the world too often.
God has entrusted us to each other. If parents have two children, an
older child and a younger child, they may entrust the younger child
to the care of the older child and they will not interfere in this
arrangement too quickly because, if they do, the elder child will not
have any serious responsibility and it is a good thing to have respon-
sibility. But, on the other hand, they may interfere very occasionally
if things get out of hand: if the elder child is too insensitive or cruel
to the younger child. So I would expect, if there is a God, some inter-
vention from time to time to deal with human needs, and I don’t
think that is incompatible with science in general ruling the way
things behave in the world and human beings having a certain free-
dom with the way things behave in the world. As I said before, even
if you think science, scientific laws, are all-dominant, the laws of
quantum theory have plenty of gaps in them such that somebody
could intervene without needing to suspend the laws of nature. But
even if God does need, from time to time, to suspend the laws of
nature, well, maybe He does. I don’t see any problem in that. There
might be evidence that He had done so, of course, and there are
plenty of stories of miracles suggesting that, from time to time, that
has indeed happened. How often God upsets the rule of nature I
have no idea. But I’ve given arguments to suppose that He might do
sometimes, and certainly I think He did, at any rate at least once, in



the resurrection of Christ from the dead – though I think He does so
a lot more often than that. 

GERARD J. HUGHES

As a Christian, I of course believe that in Jesus of Nazareth God has
“intervened” in our world in a particularly significant and quite
unique way. I take it, though, that when someone asks whether God
can intervene in the world, the questioner usually has in mind the
kind of intervention which violates the laws according to which our
universe naturally behaves.

We should be very cautious indeed in making claims about what
God can and cannot do, or even about what God would and would
not do. I know of no philosophical argument which shows that God
could not intervene in the world, producing an effect which owes
nothing to the causal powers of created beings. The more interesting
and difficult issues are concerned with whether it would be possible
for us to know that some event is due to the direct intervention of
God, and why God should wish to intervene at all.

In the very nature of the case, if God does intervene, what hap-
pens will be from our point of view inexplicable. That is to say, in
the nature of the case there will be no mechanism which we could
invoke to account for such an event. In such a case, it has sometimes
been argued that, rather than accept some miraculous intervention,
the more prudent conclusion would be that the event must be due to
perfectly ordinary natural causes which we simply have not as yet
discovered. With hindsight, we can see that events once thought to
be “miraculous” do indeed have straightforward scientific explana-
tions, which we have subsequently been able to discover. There are
indeed many such cases, and the call to prudence is perfectly sensi-
ble. Nevertheless, there could be occasions on which the most rea-
sonable thing to say would be that there could be no natural cause
of some event. If some event occurred which runs radically counter
to some of the most fundamental laws of nature as we understand
them, it might be more rational to accept that the event was caused
by God than to suppose that we were so utterly mistaken about the
most fundamental laws of physics. Of course, in so saying, it is
always possible that we are mistaken. Not everything which we have
the best of reasons for believing turns out to be true. In practice, it
makes a good deal of difference which natural laws have allegedly
been violated, since our knowledge of some of the laws of nature is
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a good deal more certain than our knowledge of others. Where our
knowledge is uncertain, it will usually be more reasonable to sup-
pose that there is some as yet unknown natural mechanism at work
than to suppose that there had been a divine intervention. In every
case, it will be a question of balancing the evidence.

Believers will often speak of some events as “providential,” with-
out wishing to claim that anything miraculous has occurred. If one
believes that the world was created by a good God out of love for
his creatures, one is thereby committed to believing that “all manner
of things shall be well.” But one is not committed to believing that
we are always in a position to know what is best for us; it is possi-
ble that suffering could be just as providential as some fortunate
escape from threatening tragedy. Equally, it is possible that some
tragedies are just that, tragedies which serve no good purpose, but
are the inevitable by-products of the workings of a world which is
nevertheless good overall. To speak of divine providence, then, is an
expression of confidence and trust in the goodness of the creator
God, and is equally appropriate in adverse as well as in favorable
circumstances.

ALVIN PLANTINGA

It is certainly possible for God to act in the world. In fact God acts
in the world all the time by upholding it. If He weren’t engaged in
His upholding of the world, it would disappear like a candle flame
in a hurricane. And of course God can act in history. How does He
act in history; how does His part in what happens relate to our part
in what happens? I don’t know. God orchestrates history. He knows
what is going to happen; He chooses a world which suits Him; out
of all the possible worlds that He could have chosen, He chooses one
that He approves of in the long run. And if you include in history
what happens after the Second Coming, then, of course, in that part
of it, what He does is much clearer, so to speak, than this present
part of it. But as to just how providence and history are related now,
in this dispensation, I don’t know.

JOSEF SEIFERT

If it is evident from the preceding argument that the world does not
exist by necessity and that many of the species and natures and laws
which govern the world are not of an absolute inner necessity, then
it is clear that all of these non-necessary (contingent) existences and
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natures must be, in the last analysis, a divine creature. But if God
creates and sustains them by a free action, then He certainly can also
enter the world by a free action, both through divine providence in
human history, by bestowing grace or by accepting sacrifices or sac-
rificing his own Son on the Cross, by renewing his sacrifice, by par-
doning sins, and also in the form of miracles.

To deny the possibility of divine action in the world, of provi-
dential, of miraculous or of sacramental divine interaction with the
causal order of the world, presupposes either (a) atheism, or (b) the
assumption of a totally closed causal order, or (c) a metaphysics
according to which there are only necessary facts, no truly contin-
gent ones. Even if we reject atheism, do we have to assume a causal
order of the world that is closed and that does not stand open to
possible divine interaction? Or is it intrinsically impossible to change
nature because it obeys absolutely necessary laws of nature?

In response to (a) we conclude: In view of the arguments for the
existence of God, the first reason can be dismissed. In response to
(b) we might point out that the idea of a closed deterministic uni-
verse can be criticized from a scientific point of view, for example
in light of Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation which claims that
microphysical laws are only statistical in nature. Yet a more philo-
sophical response to the above objection is needed (because the dif-
ference between strict and exceptionless rules and merely statistical
rules as such do not have to do with freedom or divine interaction).
Determinism often rests on a definition of causality such as the one
presented by Kant: “Every event follows upon another one accord-
ing to a general law.” From this definition of causality Kant con-
cludes to a contradiction, an antinomy (and rightly so). For from
this definition it follows that an absurd eternal change of causes
must exist within which we find never an explanation of causality
because – in such a scheme – each event requires a preceding one
upon which it follows according to a law. Thus for causality to
work at all an absolute beginning of causality is required which can
only lie in freedom, i.e. in a free self-determination of a subject. Yet
freedom contradicts the above given definition of causality. But in
truth: the type of causality that corresponds to the Kantian require-
ment of “following upon another event according to a general law”
does not apply to all causality but only to the one which moves
within pure nature. In the higher sphere of persons, causality is pri-
marily free causality, causality through freedom. And while this
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causality contains a general element of causality (forgotten by
Kant), namely that event A is brought about through the power of
B, it originates in the free agent and thus does not follow a general
law of nature, or follows upon other events “according to a gener-
al rule.” And yet, precisely this is the archetypical form of causali-
ty, as Augustine says. Only here is A truly the cause of B, and not
only a link in a chain of causes that transmits causal force received
from elsewhere. But if not all reality is dominated by laws of nature,
there is no difficulty here.

If the principle of causality is correctly stated in the following
way, the problem disappears entirely: “Every contingent being and
every change requires a sufficient cause, i.e. a power and action
through which they exist or occur.” This true principle of causality
“states more” than Kant’s formulation of it, because it contains the
all-decisive bond and characterization of efficient causality through
the power of which X is or takes place. This is much more than the
“following upon another thing according to a rule,” for this applies
also to the sequence of numbers, or to the relationship of day and
night, which are not causal relationships.

On the other hand, the authentic formulation of the principle of
causality “contains less” than Kant’s formulation because it omits
the phrase “according to a (general) rule” which applies only to a
limited sphere of causality. For only when an event, for example the
free fall of a body, is caused by another one, for example by drop-
ping a heavy body in midair, the effect (the fall of the body) follows
according to a general rule, namely the law of gravity. But it is no
way of the essence of efficient causality to be of this kind, nor does
the causality of impersonal nature which roughly corresponds to
Kantís description dominate the whole of reality. As soon as we
arrive at the level of understanding, motivation, and freedom,
actions are caused spontaneously by free agents and do “not follow
upon one another according to a general rule.”

In response to (c) it is philosophically evident that not all events
(existence) nor all natures are necessary. There are many forms of
existence, but also natures such as the different species of fish and
the distribution of their organs, their colors of skin, etc. which are
not absolutely necessary. For this reason, when it comes to these
contingent laws of nature and to these contingent facts, the free
divine action in the world is entirely compatible with reason. Only
when it comes to the eternal and unchanging truth, it makes no sense
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to speak of a free divine action in the world. God would be trans-
formed into an absurd being if one assumed, as Descartes did, that
he could make love of God evil and hatred of God good, or that He
could suspend the principle that nothing can both be and not be at
the same time. To be able to do such things would not increase
divine omnipotence or exalt it, but would not only transform God
into a meaningless, absurd and arbitrary tyrant, which is opposed to
the perfection of the divine nature, but would also postulate some-
thing that is intrinsically impossible.

Thus there is absolutely no philosophical, rational reason why
God should or could not interact in the world by free providential,
sacramental, or miraculous action. For not all events are subject to
the limited and relatively low form of causality “according to the
laws of nature.” By far the most significant causes, which alone con-
tain the ultimate origin of causality, are free ones. Since God is in the
supreme mode free, He can much more easily than humankind exert
His freedom and act in the world.

Moreover, when God acts freely in miracles, He does not alter
eternal and necessary laws which no power can change and which
are inseparable from God and from the very source of all change: the
divine being. On the contrary, God, being omnipotent, can change
all those things which are contingent and not absolute: such as the
characteristics of all species of animals or plants, or broken bones
which can be healed, blind eyes which can be opened, deaf ears
which can be made to hear, lame limbs which can be made able to
walk. Besides the condition of the contingency (nonnecessity) of that
which God produces or changes in miracles, divine omnipotence can
only act in accordance with God’s own and infinitely good nature in
providence and in the bestowing of grace which can give rise to
countless changes in the world, such as those brought about by the
Franciscans and other orders in life and art, or such as those
involved in the work of Mother Teresa and the Sisters of Charity in
the whole world.

The mentioned two spheres which cannot be altered by omnipo-
tence (acts against divine goodness or the change of absolutely nec-
essary essential laws) are not restrictions of omnipotence but condi-
tions of its greatness and beauty, and of its opposition to diabolical
arbitrariness of exertion of power.
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Part IV:

W H AT  C A N  W E  K N OW
A B O U T  G O D ?





O M N I S C I E N C E ,  O M N I P O T E N C E ,
E T E R N I T Y,  I N F I N I T Y

Great Question 15: If God exists, what attributes can properly
be described as divine attributes?

GERARD J. HUGHES

If one is asked “What is God like?,” the quickest and shortest
answer is to list some of the things which have traditionally been
said about God; He exists eternally, He is unchanging, knows all
things, is all-powerful, personal, good; He created the world out of
love for it.

But while I think those descriptions are indeed true of God, much
caution is needed in understanding them. It is all too easy to suppose
that the ordinary human words which we use of God are adequate
to capture God’s reality. As the early Greek philosopher Xenophanes
once put it, “If horses had gods, they would depict the gods as hors-
es.” If we try to avoid such crudities and refuse to identify God with
the universe, or with any particular kind of thing that we can grasp,
we must recognize that it is impossible for our ordinary language to
be applied in any straightforward way to God. I don’t just mean that
God is not an old man with a beard sitting on a throne. I mean that
even if it is true to say that God is just, or loving, or personal, we
have only the most slender grasp of what it means for God to be
those things. 

Still, our vocabulary gets its content from our own experiences of
this-worldly things, and the very structure of our language makes us
think of God as an individual, one being among others, one loving
person among others. It just is not possible for us to think or speak
of God in any other way, and I am certainly not advocating a radi-
cal revision of our theological or religious vocabularies. But we must
recognize the extreme limitations of our understanding of a God
who is not an individual, as we would normally apply that term, nor
a member of any class such as the class of just beings or loving
beings. It is no accident that much of the language of worship and



prayer speaks of God in metaphors – as a boundless ocean, or a
mighty fortress, or as a shepherd, or as light. Such talk removes
much of the temptation to take it for more than it is. Metaphorical
descriptions, whether in physics, or religion, or love-poetry, achieve
truth by being suggestive, by pointing beyond what is said.

With those cautionary remarks, I shall try to say something of the
attributes of God as I understand them. 

I take God to be eternal and unchanging. To say that God is eter-
nal is not to say that he exists at all times, everlastingly, but rather
to say that his existence is not in time at all. He does not exist at the
same time as the world, nor does he act at some particular time, nor
yet at all times. Nothing in God is contemporaneous with anything
in creation. Of course, in speaking about God we naturally and
unavoidably used tensed vocabulary: God “revealed” himself
through his prophets, “is” with us in our trials, “will” vindicate the
righteous, and so on. Such talk reflects our own temporal viewpoint
on these matters, but does not correspond to any succession of activ-
ities in God. Again, to say that God “was” angry but “then forgave”
His people is to project on to God changes, not in God, but in the
way we experience God’s unchanging love. Once again, there is no
need for us to abandon ways of speaking which are natural to us,
provided that we remember that our ways of describing God are
inaccurate and potentially misleading unless we are careful.

What about God’s knowledge? I take God’s knowledge to be a
perfect act of self-awareness. We, in contrast, are aware of ourselves
only in a piecemeal fashion: we have to go through a process of “fix-
ing” our awareness by formulating statements about ourselves, and
gradually coming to an understanding of who and what we are. We
naturally enough tend to speak of God’s knowledge as we speak of
our own, in terms of the statements which God knows to be true.
But, to be more accurate, we should remember that God does not
need to express His knowledge by formulating statements (which
takes time); rather His knowledge is a direct grasp of things and
states of affairs; and His knowledge of things and states of affairs.
For God, knowing just is His awareness of His own creative activi-
ty in sustaining those things in being.

God knows things as they are, irrespective of when they are. The
world has only one actual history, one actual past, present and future,
even though that history could, no doubt, have been different at any or
every stage. It is that one actual history which is eternally accessible to
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God’s knowledge. That is not to say that God knows everything
simultaneously (which would imply that God is in time); nor is it to
deny that he knows that things succeed one another in time. 

We often speak as though our past were fixed and our future
open-ended. In a sense that is quite true, since we can no longer
affect what is past, but we can affect what is still future. But there is
also a sense in which it is misleading to talk in this way. For there
are many past histories which we could have had but did not, and in
just the same way many future histories which we could but will not
have. Which of these possible histories we in fact have is, in part at
least, dependent upon ourselves and our free choices. It is this one
actual history which is timelessly known to God.

I believe that God knows the free choices we actually make
because we make them. I thus disagree with the view that God’s
knowledge is in no way dependent on what we do. What about free
choices which we might have made but never in fact make? I would
say that God knows all of these as possibilities; but in my view it is
a mistake to say that God knows what we would have (as distinct
from might have) freely chosen had things been different; where
freedom is concerned, I do not believe there are any truths of that
kind to be known, by God or anyone else.

Plainly, God cannot do things which are impossible for an imma-
terial being, such as walking, speaking, or exerting physical force on
things. Apart from such things, though, what can God do? It is often
said that God can do anything which is in itself possible. This is no
doubt true, but is not very illuminating since we have only a limited
grasp of what is and is not possible. Many philosophers have tried
to sort this out by saying that what is contradictory is impossible
(like creating something which is at once circular and square), and
that what is not contradictory is possible (like creating a human
being 30 feet tall). I think this test for what is possible and impossi-
ble is very inadequate. What we take to be contradictory depends
upon our own concepts and language, and that, in turn, depends
upon the experiences of the world which we have had. But that tells
us little about possibilities beyond our experience, or impossibilities
which we can construct in our imagination, such as time-travel, or a
talking horse. Descartes forcibly reminded us not to project onto
God’s infinite power the limitations of our own experience and
imaginations. Apart from what God has done, it seems to me we
have very little grasp of what God can or cannot do. Just as it is no
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limitation on God’s knowledge to say that He cannot know where
there is no truth to be known (as in “What would I have been doing
now had I emigrated to Australia when I was twenty?” – a question
to which there is no true answer, I would maintain), so it is no lim-
itation on God’s power to maintain that he cannot do what cannot
be done. We know and understand some of the things which God
has done; and that is too small a basis on which to make assertions
about what is possible for God.

ALVIN PLANTINGA

I would give the traditional Christian and, more broadly, theistic list.
God is a person, which means He holds beliefs (or at least does
something very much like holding beliefs) and has knowledge. In
fact, He is infinitely knowledgeable; He is omniscient. He is also all-
powerful. He is an agent; that is, He has aims and ends and takes
steps to accomplish these aims and ends, acts to accomplish them.
He also has affections; that is, He hates some things, and loves oth-
ers. He hates sin; He loves His children. He is perfectly good.
Beyond that, He is loving, He is holy, He has created the world, He
governs the world.  These are some of the attributes that I would say
God has.

It seems to me that there are really two ways of knowing God. I
speak more or less as a Reformed Christian, or a Protestant,
although Roman Catholics would say something very similar. There
is first of all the sensus divinitatis, which is, according to John
Calvin, a kind of way of apprehending God’s existence that God
has built into our nature, and which was ruined or at any rate dam-
aged, wounded, in the Fall. Because of sin, our apprehension of
God doesn’t have the generality and the immediacy that it would
otherwise have, but it is still there. Thus one may know that God is
present upon seeing a mountain or a seascape, or when in danger,
or when feeling guilty, and in other situations. In these situations, it
is natural for human beings to form beliefs about God – such
beliefs as that God created all this, God is almighty, God can help.
But second, there is another source of knowledge about God: spe-
cial revelation or scripture, or the testimony of the Holy Spirit.
These sources renew the sensus divinitatis, and give us additional
knowledge – knowledge of the central truths of the Christian faith.
I would say those are the sources of the knowledge we have about
God’s attributes.
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HUGO MEYNELL

The short answer is, in my view, whatever may properly be deduced
from the thesis that God is that which conceives all possibilities, and
wills those that actually obtain. One might say, well, we cannot
apply terms in the same sense to God and to creatures, because that
would be blasphemous. But if you take that principle too far, as
David Hume in particular points out, you might as well join the
atheists. If you say that God isn’t good in anything like the sense in
which the word “good” is used of creatures, or intelligent in any-
thing like the sense in which we may be intelligent, then you might
just as well say that God was bad as that God was good, or that God
was stupid as God was intelligent. What’s the way through this? The
crucial thing here is a suggestion due to medieval philosophers, that
God is in unrestricted act, that we are in very limited potency. We
gradually develop in understanding from virtually nothing, and our
wills are very restricted; but God is that whose understanding
encompasses everything and whose will is almighty. God is either
able to will this universe or another universe or no universe at all.
Thus intelligence and will, it seems to me, have to be meant in the
same sense as applied to God and creatures, as the medieval school-
men used to say, univocally predicated of them; the difference is in
their range and magnitude. Omnipotence, I think, follows from the
fact that what sort of a world there is, and any contingent state of
affairs, will be dependent on the divine action or, at the very least,
the divine permission (this is where sin comes in). And omniscience,
I would say, similarly follows from the fact that God conceives and
wills everything. There are some ticklish problems, which have been
variously resolved by theologians, around the question of in what
sense and to what extent God knows the future, or what is future to
us, if future events are not completely pre-determined by present cir-
cumstances. But we can leave that question, I think, on one side,
unless it actually comes up later on.

JOSEF SEIFERT

[I answered this question in my earlier answer to Great
Question 10, on the existence of God] but could add that all
those attributes which are “pure perfections” (the clear philosophi-
cal discovery of which I take to be an equally epoch-making discov-
ery of Anselm of Canterbury as the discovery of the ontological
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argument itself) must be attributed to God. Pure perfections are
those of which we understand that they are not essentially limited,
and therefore can and must be attributed to God. These so-called
pure perfections differ from the mixed perfections which are only
good under certain points of view and within certain limits. All
species of plant and animal, and even human nature, are such
essentially limited and mixed perfections. For while it is good, as
Anselm of Canterbury said, to be gold rather than silver or a less-
er metal, and much better to be human than to possess any nature
lower than that of humans, it is not absolutely better to be gold
rather than not to be gold; for to be a person or a spirit is beyond
the material nature of gold and incompatible with it. And to be the
infinite God is better than to be human. Similarly, all other species
of animal and plant are intrinsically and necessarily limited and
therefore the possession of these natures is not, absolutely speak-
ing, better than their non-possession. For they are incompatible
with higher perfections.

Quite different is the case with these pure perfections of which the
mind can understand the most stunning thing: that it is not just bet-
ter in certain respects but better absolutely speaking to possess them
than not to possess them.

These perfections include:

1. the so-called transcendental properties of being which every-
thing that is, and therefore also God, must possess: being itself,
essence (res), to be something and distinct from nothing and
from other beings (aliquid), to possess goodness (some value
and positive importance in itself), some beauty (as the splendor
of the good and of the true), intelligibility (verum), etc.;

2. many which not all beings possess but only some, such as life, per-
sonhood, knowledge, wisdom, justice, freedom, power, etc. These
perfections culminate in the characteristics of persons such as
knowledge and wisdom, most of all in the moral perfections, such
as justice and mercy. All these perfections can and must be attrib-
uted to God and a god such as Zeus, who would not possess
them, or not possess them infinitely, would not be God;

3. the pure perfections which we can and must attribute to God,
including those exclusively divine attributes, which we can
understand darkly in the intelligible mirror of the world: eter-
nity as an all-presence of being in which nothing has to come
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to be or passes away; absolute infinity of all perfections;
omnipotence; omniscience; perfect necessity of real existence, etc.
These attributes are exclusively divine attributes and no other
being can possess them. Yet they are also pure perfections.

Of the pure perfections of the first and second group we can say
that God not only must possess them but must be them and possess
them in their infinite plenitude. For this reason, with regard to these
pure perfections, the via negativa (the negative way of attribution
by way of the negation of attributes) does not apply to God but
rather to the world. God alone is good, God alone is just, etc. Of
the world these pure perfections can be attributed only secundum
quid, in certain aspects and in a purely analogous sense (as the Bible
says: “Do not call me good, God alone is good”). The opposite is
the case with respect to the mixed perfections. They can be literally
only attributes of the world, and of God they must be negated (God
is not a fish or a man), or they can only be attributed to Him anal-
ogously or super-eminently.

Having said all this as philosophers and having reached a true
and profoundly significant rational knowledge of God as a
supreme thinking and personal being, who has all the pure perfec-
tions in their infinity, we also possess, and I personally recognize
as such, a second and quite different source of knowledge of God:
divine revelation. Many attributes of the infinite perfection of
God, such as the mystery of the Blessed Trinity and of the eternal
community of persons who constitute God and possess the divine
nature, are hidden from our pure human reason and intellect. With
regard to these attributes, the truth about God, which we learn
only through religious revelation, surpasses all that philosophy
and pure human reason can know. Those most intimate and mys-
terious perfections of God can only be known by their being freely
revealed to humankind by God Himself and taught to the Church
and to us by the Holy Spirit.

The divine qualities hidden from purely philosophical knowledge
also and particularly include the free actions of God in the world
and towards us.

Before discussing supernatural relevation, let us first discuss the
character of a “natural relevation” and of our natural human
knowledge of God’s free actions by the perception of the really
existing world. That God chose to create the world and these
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meaningful species of beings in it, or this or that individual being,
we can only grasp through our senses and intellectual perceptions
based on sense-perception or on the inner awareness of our own
existence in the cogito. Thereby we receive knowledge of the exist-
ing world, and, through it, of God’s free creative will, by some nat-
ural revelation of God’s free will which rests on the existential per-
ception of the world and on our own inner experience of ourselves.
The same type of perception and existential knowledge acquaints us
with the order, finality, and beauty of the things that exist in nature
and in the world, and which could also not exist but whose existence
we learn through our concrete existential perception. And thereby
we also receive some natural revelation of God’s will and wisdom.
This knowledge differs from an understanding of the most general
and indispensable attributes of the world and of the necessary divine
attributes. Rather, here the divine attributes of wisdom or goodness
are concretely revealed to us through the specific creatures which
God chose to create and, through knowing them, we learn about the
free creative will of God.

This type of knowledge likewise underlies the “fifth way,” the
argument for the existence of God from the meaning and finali-
ty of the world, through which we understand God concretely as
the origin of all the beauty and meaning embodied in the human
body and human soul and in all other things which we witness in
experience.

However, those even more hidden qualities of God, which involve
also His free actions towards humankind, the infinity of his mercy
and of His boundless love for us, especially, cannot be known
through the observation of the existing world but only through the
free act of God revealing Himself and his will to us, most of all
through the divine revelation through Jesus Christ, who alone could
reveal “that God loved the world so much that he sent his only Son
to redeem us,” as he says to Nicodemus and proves in its whole
extension on the Cross. No philosophy can reach this mystery of a
freely chosen action of God that reveals the infinity of His mercy and
of His love but surpasses anything which could be known by mere
human reasoning. Also the concrete ways in which the sinful
humankind is called to be reunited to God, the ways which God
chose of our redemption, of the communication of His grace, or of
our resurrection from the dead, cannot be known purely philosoph-
ically. This follows from the nature of freely chosen acts and from
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the invisible effects of these acts. As no other human being can know
my free acts if I do not reveal them through works, actions, or
words, even less God’s free acts stand in principle open to us with-
out perceiving His Word and His works, or without our being
informed about those divine actions which are not producing visible
fruits but which require faith to be known and accepted, such as our
redemption through the passion and death of Christ.

RALPH MCINERNY

Here again I am guided by two things and one would be the revelato-
ry, as such, what God has told us about Himself, and second by the
philosophical tradition, what people have, on reflection, thought it
was fitting or appropriate to attribute to God. And the great tradition
has been very cautious about claiming to have anything like compre-
hensive knowledge of what God is like. On the other hand, it is part
of the cosmological argument base that you find perfections among
creatures, probably limited and restricted in various ways, but that we
can imagine in unrestricted form, like wisdom or knowledge or love
and, we figure, if you can think away the restrictions and flaws of their
finite appearance, then you would have a way of talking or thinking
about God. But that is done with a great deal of caution. There is the
famous three-stage approach of Dionysus the Areopagite – Pseudo-
Dionysus – that you affirm things of God, you say that God is wise
and then you say, but God isn’t wise, meaning not like Socrates, who
became wise and might lose it, but He is Wisdom – you get the emi-
nent way. That is an effort to think beyond finitude and we can only
have limited success in doing that, obviously.

There has been a lot of disagreement between those who’ve
talked about the analogy between finite beings and God. Do
you think that there are, at least, certain things held in com-
mon by those who held different theories of analogy?

Yes, well, you know analogy is what I am talking about, and I think
that is what I cited from the three-stage process of Pseudo-Dionysus.
It underlies analogy – you’re trying to figure out how can a term like
“wise” be common, analogously common, to creature and God. So
it seems to me that analogy is going to show up – as a description of
what you are doing – in any such cosmological proof or effort to
talk about divine attributes and the like.
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BRIAN LEFTOW

What is God’s relation to space?

The Western religions hold that God is everywhere – that no matter
where you are, God is present. The hard question, though, is what
it means to say, in any place, that God is present here. My own view
is that God is not literally in space at all. God’s relation to history,
including that of the universe itself, is like that of author to novel.
This analogy is of course not perfect. (No analogy ever is.) For
instance, I am free to do what God does not want or cause me to do.
Sherlock Holmes is not free to do what Conan Doyle does not make
or want him to do. Still, the analogy is suggestive. An author who
writes a novel does not by so doing become part of the novel – Lewis
Carroll was not at any place in Wonderland. If an author becomes
part of the novel, this happens because the author writes himself or
herself into it, as a character.1 In that case, the author is in the novel
and outside it as well. The author retains his or her nature, and also
takes on a second nature or status, that of a fictional character. I
believe that in the Incarnation, God did write Himself into our
world. But apart from that, God is no more in our space than Lewis
Carroll was in Wonderland.

Still, I do not think this keeps us from making literal sense of
the claim that God is present here. When I say “the waiter is
here,” looking at my table, I do not mean that the waiter is sitting
on the table. I mean that the waiter is nearby, close enough to hear
me order my meal. I see “God is here” as making a like claim. It
does not mean that God is in this space. It means that though He
is not, He is literally near this space: though God is not located
anywhere, He is just next to everywhere. He is not in any direc-
tion from here. But for any distance you care to name, God is
closer than that to us.

Let me mention just two objections to this idea. One is that it
does not seem to fit the author/novel analogy; Lewis Carroll was
not literally near the Mad Hatter. But this is at least partly because
there was no Wonderland and no Mad Hatter. Many Sherlock
Holmes stories take place in London. Conan Doyle was literally in
the London which was in the stories, because he made London a
“character” in his story. So Conan Doyle could be near characters
in his stories, even though he was not part of the story or near them
in the story, because real things were parts of those stories. God can
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be near His characters even if He is not part of the story, because
the characters are all real things. He relates to them outside the
story, as Conan Doyle did. That is, He is near them although He is
not in space.

This raises our other problem. How can something which is
nowhere in space be near anything? To be in space is to lie at some
distance in some direction from something else (or have parts which
do). So whatever is in space stands in both sorts of relation (or has
parts which do). If God is near everything but not in space, this
means that for every point in space p, God is at some distance
(namely zero) but in no direction from p. My claim, then, is just that
God stands in just one of our two sorts of relation to every p. Thus
He is not in space, since that requires standing in both sorts of rela-
tion to something. But He is near – that is a distance-relation. Can
something be at a distance but in no direction from something? Each
p is at a zero distance in no direction from itself.2 There is a number
for how far p is from p, namely zero. But there is no word for p’s
direction from p: there is nothing which is p’s direction from p. So
there are analogies to what I suggest about God. I could develop this
a great deal further, but this would get more involved than is suit-
able to this format. 

What is God’s relation to time? 

If universal history is a novel God writes, then God is outside the
novel’s time as well as the novel’s space – that is, God is not in time
at all. To be in time is just to exist or occur earlier or later than
something. So if we say that God is not in time, what this means
concretely is that no event in God’s life is earlier or later than any
event, in God’s life or in time.

Thus God did not create the universe before now – say, at the first
moment of time – even though that was when the universe started to
exist. God is not sustaining the world in existence now, though now
is when the universe exists. God will not sustain the universe tomor-
row, though tomorrow is when it will exist due to His sustaining it.
God simply creates the world, timelessly. There is no “when” He cre-
ates – that is, there is no part of time from which God causes the uni-
verse to exist. The times at which the universe exists are not times at
which God causes it to exist. They are parts of what God causes. In
the same way, there is no place from which God causes the universe
to exist. All places are parts of what God causes.
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This tells us at most a bit of what a timeless God’s life is not.
What is a timeless being’s life like? I do not claim to know what it is
like to be God. But I can say this. If God’s life is outside time, every-
thing that ever happens in God’s life, happens all at once. Moses did
not part the Red Sea at the same moment Paul preached to the
Athenians. But God sees Moses part the sea neither before nor after
He sees Paul preach. I think He sees the one in the very seeing which
sees the other – and that the very seeing which sees the universe
begin sees it end. 

This being so, nothing is humdrum to God. What is humdrum
has happened before, over and over. In God’s life, nothing happens
before anything. Further, everything happens only once. We see the
morning newspaper come one day, then the next, then the next. For
God, there is just a single seeing of all our lives’ newspapers hitting
all our lives’ doorsteps. God knows all truth,3 and grasps it in a sin-
gle flash – as if the “got it” experience which can be the supreme
moment in an inventor’s life were multiplied to infinity. So to speak,
He never has time to get used to it. What is eternal is eternally fresh.

LEO SWEENEY

Answering the question of whether God is perfect and infinite is not
easy, as briefly looking at the answers philosophers and theologians
have given it. 

ARISTOTLE

Let us start with Aristotle (384–322 B.C.), who affirms God is per-
fect and subsistent being in a passage of extraordinary philosophical
eloquence. After having indicated that locomotion is the perfection
or actuation which is common not only to all existents on earth but
also to all the heavenly spheres, he concludes that such ubiquitous
locomotion must be caused by an existent which is itself without
motion but which produces it as the goal-cause influencing all such
movers. Then comes Aristotle’s eloquent description of God, who is
that final cause:

On such a principle, then, depend all the heavens and the earth.
And its life is such as the best which we enjoy – a life, namely, of
contemplation and also of joy . . . If, then, God is always in that
good state of actuation and perfection in which we sometimes are,
this compels our wonder; and if God is in a better state this com-
pels it yet more. And God is in a better state. And life also belongs
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to God, for the actuality of contemplation is life, and God is that
actuality; yes, God’s subsistent actuality is life most good, and eter-
nal. We say therefore that God is living, eternal, and most good, so
that life and duration continuous and eternal belong to God, for
this is God. (Metaphysics, Book XII, ch. 7, 1072b, 14–31)

But Aristotle is not finished: he next applies infinity to God. But
before considering that application, let us turn to his notion of infin-
ity, which means “that which cannot be gone through” and for
Aristotle it primarily characterizes quantity, which fundamentally is
infinite through division. For instance, let AO be a line divided at B,
C, D, etc. so that AB = 1/2AO, BC = 1/2BO, CD = 1/2CO, and so on:

The subtraction of AB, BC, etc. from AO can go on forever and
some of AO will always be left. Through such division there emerges
a series of parts, each of which is itself limited but has successors
which follow it without limit; in a word, when division of a spatial
magnitude is going on, a process which is in principle endless is pro-
gressively actualized.

Moreover, corresponding to that division is a process of addition.
In fact, that which is infinite by way of addition is inversely the same
as that by way of division. Having divided AO at B, C, D, etc., to
AB without ever completing AO. Just as AO can be divided without
limit, AB can be added to without limit.

In a way the infinite by addition is the same thing as the infinite
by division. In a finite magnitude, the infinite by addition comes
about in a way inverse to that of the other. For in proportion as
we see division going on, in the same proportion we see addition
being made to what is already marked off. For if we take a deter-
minate part of a finite magnitude and add another part determined
by the same ratio (not taking in the same amount of the original
whole), and so on, we shall not traverse the given magnitude.
(Physics, Book III, ch. 7)

What, then, does infinity mean when applied to quantity through
addition and division? Or, more simply, how can the infinite be said
to be? Aristotle’s answer can be expressed in a syllogism. The word
“is” means either what is in potency or what is in act; moreover, that
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which is infinite is so either by addition or division; but magnitude
is not infinite in act, and yet it is infinite by division; therefore, a
magnitude is infinite in potency and infinity is in potency as that
which admits a progressive realization but is never completely real-
ized at any one time.

Consequently, the infinite turns out to be not that which has
nothing outside, but that which always has something outside it –
i.e. in a quantity there is always some part beyond the point one has
reached in dividing it or in building it up by addition. Hence, that is
infinite according to quantity (apeiron kata poson) if it is such that
we can always take a part outside what has already been taken.

Since, then, that which is infinite always has something absent or
lacking from it (e.g. the parts of the line AO [see diagram above]
which have not yet resulted from its bisection), it is not a “whole”
or “complete” or perfect, and infinity itself is a privation, the sub-
ject of which is the sensible continuum (ibid.).

What, then, is the general picture of the infinity of quantity which
Aristotle sketc.hes? First of all, what actually is, is finite – for exam-
ple, this line, AO, having such and such definite dimensions.
Although actually finite, AO is infinite in so far as the process of
going through it is without end: under certain conditions it is end-
lessly divisible. Yet it is only potentially infinite inasmuch as each
part resulting from the division is actually finite (i.e. is AB or BC,
etc.), and is infinite only because each can be again divided into
smaller parts.

Thus that which is potentially infinite in the actually finite mag-
nitude, AO, is its matter – that is, the composite, extended matter
considered, however, as without the definite dimensions, limits and
figure which it actually has and which make it actually finite.

Thus in AO, that which is potentially infinite is, precisely qua
infinite, like matter without form; since completeness and integra-
tion come from form, the infinite as such is actually a part and only
potentially a whole. Since form is the principle of perfection and of
intelligibility, the infinite qua infinite is imperfect and unintelligible.
That which is infinite, qua infinite, thus lacks completeness, perfec-
tion, and intelligibility, and infinity itself is the privation in AO of
those three factors.4

For Aristotle, accordingly, infinity of extension, as well as of
motion and time, implies imperfection, incompleteness, and unin-
telligibility. 
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His predicating infinity of God will turn out to be as simple and
straightforward as his discussion of it was complex. He begins by
repeating his proof of God’s existence: “From what has been said
[see initial paragraph of this chapter], it is evident that there exists
an entity which is eternal and immovable and which is separate from
[and thus unlike] the sensible existents on this earth and in the heav-
ens.” This entity is God, who as final cause moves all those sensibles
and thus is the unmoved mover. But since this divine entity is the
actuation of subsistent contemplation: “It cannot have magnitude or
extension and, in fact, it is without parts and is indivisible. Why?
Because it causes motion for an infinite time – a causation which
requires its power to be somehow infinite, whereas no finite thing
has such power.” But infinity is predicable directly only of extension,
motion, and time; since, then infinite power is required, infinity can
be predicated of God’s power only extrinsically – i.e. as subsistent
actuation God is so perfect as to be capable of causing everlasting
circular locomotion, to which alone infinity is properly and intrinsi-
cally predicated. (Meta, XII, ch. 7, 1073a4–13.)5

PLOTINUS

Aristotle builds all his positions on God, the physical universe and
its existents in the heavens and on Earth, as well as the motion,
time, and extension they entail – all these he builds upon a single
foundation: to be of value and worth (and, therefore, to be real) is
to be in a state of actuation, whether this last be locomotion (for all
sensible existents whether on Earth or in the heavens) or contem-
plation (which properly belongs to human existents). Although
coming four centuries after Aristotle, Plotinus (AD 205–270) uses
the same technique in constructing his position: to be real (and thus
to be of worth and value) is to be one. Once this is recognized,
everything falls into place. God as supreme reality is the One. All
other existents (Intellect and individual intellects, Soul and individ-
ual souls) are real to the extent they are one: each is the One on a
lower level. Where does infinity fit into Plotinus’ doctrine? One
finds many texts on that topic and the best interpretation of those
on God is that God is above both infinity and finiteness: He tran-
scends both and is the One simply.

But before studying how God is infinite, let us first reflect on the
texts disclosing what God is and how He produces the intelligible
and physical universes. Consider Plotinus’ description in Enneads,
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V, 2 (11) 1, lines 22, of how this physical universe, of which He and
we are parts, has come about.6

[a] The One [= God] is all things and yet is not a single one of
them: it is the principle of all things [but is itself] not all things, all
of which (so to speak) run back to it – or rather they are not there
yet but they will be.
[b] How then do all things come from the One, which is simple
and has in it no diverse variety nor any sort of doubleness? It is
because there is nothing in It that all things come from It: in
order that being may exist, the One is not being but That Which
generates being . . which is (so to speak) its firstborn. Perfect
because It seeks nothing, has nothing and needs nothing, the
One (as it were) overflows and Its superabundance makes some-
thing other than Itself. What has thus come about turns back to
the One and is filled and thus becomes Its contemplator and so
is Intellect. 
[c] The Intellect, because it thus resembles the One, produces in
the same way – that is, by pouring forth a multiple power which
is a product resembling its maker: just as That Which was before
it did, Intellect poured forth alikeness of itself. This act originating
from entity [for Intellect] is Soul, which comes about while
Intellect remains at rest, for Intellect too came about while That
Which is prior to it remains unchanged.
[d] But Soul does not remain unchanged when it produces: it is
moved and thereby brings forth an image. It looks There whence
it came and is filled and thereupon goes forth to another opposed
movement and thus generates its own image [= the sentient and
vegetal levels of the physical universe].

Plotinus’ fourfold description discloses that reality is, despite first
appearances, monistic.7 Because superabundantly perfect the One
overflows and this overflow produces something other than Itself
(point b). Resembling the One, the Intellect also pours forth a
multiple power like the Intellect’s, its source (point c). If what is
poured forth from the Intellect is power and the Intellect in produc-
ing is like the One, the One’s overflow (i.e. what It pours forth) is
power also.8 This power actuates itself to be Intellect and intellects
and, through Intellect, to be Soul and souls. The result is that all such
existents are each the One-on-a-lower-level and each is real (= valu-
able) to the extent that it thus is the One. It is unreal to the extent it
is other than the One – i.e. because of the actuations which each also
entails and which precisely make it be Intellect (and intellects), Soul
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(and souls). Such actuation makes each be unreal because of the
multiplicity which they introduce and in which they consist. The
Intellect and its contents, the Soul and its contents do actually exist,
as does the One, but their actual existence is not what makes them
be of value and of worth. These consist rather in the degree to which
they are one –  either subsistently so or through participation.9 As so
understood, Plotinus’ position on reality is a monism, wherein every
existent consists of the same basic “stuff” – namely, oneness.

Now the question becomes: Where and how does Plotinus insert
infinity into that monism? Let us return to the Enneads, where the
reality of the One is portrayed as transcending both finiteness and
infiniteness and, secondly, His power is said to be infinite but only
through extrinsic denomination: God is capable of producing infi-
nite effects.

Let Enneads, V, 5 (32), 6, 1 sqq., exemplify the first sort of text:

The entity which is generated from the One is form . . . which is
not the form of some one thing but of all, so that nothing is left
outside it. The One therefore must be without form and, hence
determined. But it is impossible to apprehend the One as a “this”
for then it would not be a principle but only the “this” which one
says of it. But if all things are in that which is generated from the
One [that is, in the Intellect], which of the things in it are you
going to say that the One is? Since It is none of them, it can only
be said to be beyond them. Now since such existents are beings
and being, the One is above and beyond being.

After warning that no one can know the One without first divesting
himself of the intelligible and of every form, Plotinus then states that
the One’s most characteristic mark is not-to-have-any-characteristic,
for what has no quiddity can have no properties. Therefore, the One
is ineffable. “One” simply denies any multiplicity. In the beginning
of someone’s search for the First Principle, “one” indicates that
which is most simple, but finally even “one” is to be dropped as an
adequate term for that nature. 

If Plotinus is thus presenting God as beyond entity, beyond “this-
ness,” beyond determination and finiteness, even beyond unity, we
must conclude that God is above infinity too. God exists,10 and a
human person encounters God only by losing his or her self and by
becoming one with God through mystical union.11

Next, what of God’s power: is it infinite? Yes, when carefully
understood, as is clear from Enneads, VI, 7 (38), 1 sqq. Ascending
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from the material universe with its quasi-beauty to the genuinely
beautiful existents of the intelligible universe, we must seek their
source. That which has produced them is without form, not that it
lacks one, but rather because all intelligible forms come from it. It is
none of those beings and yet all of them – none, because they are
posterior, yet it is all of them because all have come from it. Plotinus
turns next to divine power:

He who is thus capable of making all things, what greatness would
He have? He is infinite [in power] and, if so, would have no phys-
ical magnitude. For such magnitude is found in the things which
come after Him, and if He will produce their magnitude, then He
should not Himself be extended. The greatness of any entity is not
quantitative; only that which is after entity would have such mag-
nitude. God would be great in this sense that nothing is more pow-
erful than Him or even equally so. For what does He have in
which beings who are in no way the same as Him could equal?
(ibid.)

The greatness of the One, then, is not to be measured in terms of
physical mass but of power, whose size is in turn computed from
without – from what He effects. He is termed infinitely powerful
and nothing is more powerful or even equally so because He is
capable of making all things. This then is a description through
extrinsic denomination: the power is named apeiron but only in
view of its effects, which alone would be directly and properly so
classified.12

CONDEMNATION OF 1241

From Plotinus (d. 270) to 1241 is a period of ten centuries, but this
temporally long transition is justified in our study of divine infinity
by two facts: no radically different theory of infinity or of God was
introduced then13 and, secondly, in 1241 there is evidence of such a
radical difference.

In that year the following proposition was condemned by the
chancellor of the University of Paris (Odo de Castro Radulfi) and the
bishop of Paris (William of Auvergne):

The divine essence itself will not be seen by either a man or an
angel. This error we condemn and we excommunicate those who
assert or defend it. We firmly believe and assert that God in His
essence or substance will be seen by angels and all the saints, and
it is seen now by all glorified souls.
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Primus error, quod divina essence essentia in se nec ab homine nec
angelo videbitur. Hunc errorem reprobamus et assertores et defen-
sores auctoritate Wilhelmi episcopi excommunicamus. Firmiter
autem credimus et asserimus, quod Deus in sua essentia vel sub-
stantia videbitur ab angelis et omnibus sanctis et videtur ab ani-
mabus glorificatis. (Chartularium Universitatis Parisiennis, I,
170.)14

What were the historical sources of that condemned proposition and
who taught it at Paris? Its sources would be such statements in
sacred scripture as John, 1, 18: “No one ever sees God” and John
Chrysostom’s commentary on that verse: “Not only the prophets but
even angels and archangels have not seen that which is God”
(“Ipsum quod est Deus non solum prophetae sed nec angeli viderunt
nec archangeli”).15 Under the influence of such sources and prior to
1241 some contemporaries (“quidam”)16 of Thomas Aquinas and
Bonaventure put forth this threefold doctrine on the divine essence
or being. (a) God may be infinite in power but He is finite in essence.
Why so? The properties of infiniteness or finiteness are linked with
quantity, and since quantity can in no way be found in the divine
essence, infinity cannot be found in the divine essence.17 (b) Because
the notion of perfection is identified with definiteness or determi-
nateness, the divine essence is finite because it is perfect. (c) The
divine essence is comprehended by the blessed in the beatific vision
in heaven. Such comprehension is possible because the divine
essence is absolutely simple, with the result that whenever it is
grasped, it is grasped in its totality, so that nothing of it is left out-
side. If this simple essence is attained and thus comprehended by the
finite intellect of the blessed, it too must be finite.18

Obviously, the condemnation by Chancellor Odo and Bishop
William in 1241 concentrates upon the essence or substance of God:
it will be seen by angels and saints, it is seen now by all glorified
souls. It says nothing explicitly about whether or not the divine
being is infinite. But reflecting on our seeing God’s essence and our
predicating infinity or finiteness of God are so intimately linked that
teachers at Paris had to take a stand on infinity also.

One such teacher was Albert the Great, who in 1243 chose to
predicate “finiteness” of God in the sense that He is the goal (finis)
of all creatures. Thus understood, God, as well as His power and
whatever else He is, is the most finite of all: “finitione qua finis
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dicitur finitus, finitissimus omnium Deus et potentia sua et
quidquid ipse est” (Commentarium in Librum Sententiarum, I, d.
43, C, a.2, ad 1 [Borgnet ed., XXVI, 379]). Even when we affirm
that God is infinite, it seemingly is in an extrinsic and relative fash-
ion – i.e. it is with reference to creatures, “since neither time nor
place nor created intellects can contain, limit, comprehend or
define Him who surpasses all” (ibid., solution, pp. 38–9). In fact,
if we wish to speak strictly, “God rather surpasses both finiteness
and infinity in His excellence” (Liber de Causis et Processu
Universitatis, II, tr. 3, c. 4 [Borgnet ed., X, 553]).

Another Dominican in approximately the same year but at
Oxford asked, when also considering the beatific vision of God by
the saints and angels, whether God is infinite – Richard Fishacre (d.
1248).19 Yes, he replied, “God is both infinite and simple,” provided
one takes “infinite” not in terms of quantity, as Aristotle thought
(ibid. 11, 287–88; on Aristotle, see my initial section above), but in
terms of power. This latter is infinite not by infinitely increasing the
power but by infinitely separating it from the impediments [to its
action] coming from matter, and such infinity is entirely congruent
with divine simplicity (“non propter infinitam additionem virtuti sed
propter infinitam elongationem ab impedimentis et a materia...
infinitum virtualiter... congruit magis simplicitati”).20 But why is
God’s power infinitely separated from matter? Because God made
matter from nothing, and since the power of a maker is as great as
the distance between what is made and what it is made from and
since the distance between matter and nothingness is infinite, God’s
power is infinite (ibid., 11. 10–12).21

God’s power is infinite, Fishacre has established, but is His
essence or being infinite? In 1254 Thomas Aquinas answers affir-
matively and even bases the infinity of divine power upon that of
essence. “Is the power of God infinite?” he asks In I Sent, d. 43, q.
1, a. 1 (Mandonnet ed., p. 1003). Yes, precisely because it is conse-
quent upon God’s essence or being, which is infinite:

That which has absolute being and is in no way received in any-
thing in fact, God is His being – that is absolutely infinite.
Therefore, His essence is infinite, and His goodness and all other
attributes predicated of Him are infinite, because none of them is
limited to anything, as whatever is received in something is limit-
ed to the capacity of its recipient.
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Illud quod habet esse absolutum et nullo modo receptum inaliquo
– immo ipsemet est suum esse – illud est infinitum simpliciter; et
ideo essentia ejus infinita est, et bonitasejus, et quidquid aliud de
eo dicitur, quia nihil eorumlimitatur ad aliquid, sicut quod recip-
itur in aliquolimitatur ad capacitatem ejus.22

But what of divine power? Thomas answers in the immediately
subsequent sentence: “From the fact that the divine essence is infi-
nite, it follows that the divine power is infinite also.” “Et ex hoc
quod essentia est infinita, sequitur quod potentia ejus infinita sit.”

Finally, does God’s infinity of essence, as well as goodness, beau-
ty, power and the like, prevent a saint or angel from seeing God
Himself in the beatific vision (the issue which was, let us remind our-
selves, at the heart of the 1241 condemnation)? No, Thomas
answers, because God’s subsistent essence is a subsistent intelligibil-
ity, which thus serves as the form by which the intellect of someone
in heaven is entitatively actuated, an actuation which enables the
saint or angel to efficiently cause its vision of God’s essence (see In
IV Sent, d. 49, q. 2, a. 2, solution and ad 6 [Parma ed., pp.
484–85]).23

KANT AND DERRIDA

The period between the death of Thomas Aquinas in 1274 and
Immanuel Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason (1st ed., 1781) and Critique
of Practical Reason (1788) is five centuries. Why move directly and,
one might say, precipitously from Aquinas to Kant? Because, accord-
ing to James Collins, “All the highways in modern philsophy converge
upon Immanuel Kant (1724–1804) and lead out again from him. The
problem of God is no exception to his historical centrality.”24

That Kant’s own approach to God is itself problematic is clear
from the fact that in the Critique of Pure Reason Kant allows us to
think of but not to know God; in the second Critique we can affirm
that God does exist but only because the human moral agent needs
Him as a basis of his theory of morality. God is one of his three pos-
tulates of morality. Let me explain briefly.

According to the Critique of Pure Reason we think of God as “an
omnitudo realitatis,” we have a “concept of an ens realissimum,”
which “is the concept of an individual being. It is therefore a tran-
scendental ideal which serves as basis for the complete determina-
tion that necessarily belongs to all that exists” (Norman Kemp
Smith transl., pp. 490–91). On p. 492 Kant continues: 
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The possibility of that which includes in itself all reality . . . must
be regarded as original. For all negations (which are the only pred-
icates through which anything can be distinguished from the ens
realissimum) are merely limitations of a greater, and ultimately of
the highest, reality . . . [God as] the object of the ideal of reason,
an object which is present to us only in and through reason, is
therefore entitled the primordial being (ens originarium). As it has
nothing above it, it is also entitled the highest being (ens sum-
mum); and as everything that is conditioned is subject to it, the
being of all beings (ens entium). These terms are not, however, to
be taken as signifying the objective relation of an actual object to
other things, but of an idea to concepts. We are left entirely with-
out knowledge as to the existence of a being of such outstanding
pre-eminence (Smith, p. 492; italics in the original).

So far God has been described as omnitudo realitatis, as ens realis-
simum, as the primordial being, the highest being, the being of all
beings. But for Kant we think of but do not know that such attrac-
tive (and, actually, traditional) descriptions fit God. But in the first
Critique he on occasion anticipates the Critique of Practical Reason
by mentioning how moral theology will affirm God’s existence and
thus will be complemented by the divine attributes which transcen-
dental theology of the first Critique provides:

While for the merely speculative employment of reason the
supreme being remains a mere ideal, it is yet an ideal without a
flaw, a concept which completes and crowns the whole of human
knowledge. Its objective reality cannot indeed be proved, but also
cannot be disproved, by merely speculative reason. If, then, there
should be a moral theology that can make good this deficiency,
transcendental theology, which before was problematic only, will
prove itself indispensable in determining the concept of this
supreme being. Necessity, infinity, unity, existence outside the
world (and not as world-soul), eternity as free from conditions of
time, omnipresence as free from conditions of space, omnipotence,
etc. are purely transcendental predicates, and for this reason the
purified concepts of them, which every theology finds so indis-
pensable, are only to be obtained from transcendental theology
(Smith, p. 531).

The moral theology of which Kant speaks in that preceding quo-
tation from the first Critique as hypothetical becomes actual in
the Critique of Practical Reason when morality is seen to be
based entirely upon duty (see Lewis, White, Beck transl., p. 83)
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as found within or even identified with a human being’s will and
personality: 

Duty! Thou sublime and mighty name that dost embrace noth-
ing charming or insinuating but requirest submission and yet
seekest not to move the will by threatening aught that would
arouse natural aversion or terror, but only holdest forth a law
which of itself finds entrance into the mind and yet gains reluc-
tant reverence (though not always obedience) . . . What origin is
there worthy of thee, and where is to be found the root of thy
noble descent? It cannot be less than something which elevates
man above himself as a part of the world of sense, something
which connects him with an order of things which only the
understanding can think and which has under it the entire world
of sense, including the empirically determinable existence of man
in time, and the whole system of all ends which is alone suitable
to such unconditional practical laws as the moral. It is nothing
else than personality, i.e. the freedom and independence from the
mechanism of nature regarded as a capacity of a being which is
subject to special laws (pure practical laws given by its own rea-
son [and will]) so that the person as belonging to the world of
sense is subject to his own personality so far as he belongs to the
intelligible world (ibid., p. 89).25

After that rhapsodic description of duty Kant next sets forth the
three factors needed to make that theory of morality work. The first
of these is freedom of the will, which concerns a human action
“which as belonging to the world of sense is always sensuously con-
ditioned, i.e. mechanically necessary” but which can be free “as
belonging to the causality of the acting being insofar as it belongs to
the intelligible world” and thus has “a sensuously unconditioned
causality as its foundation” (Beck, p. 108).

The second is the immortality of the human soul, the necessary
object of whose will is the achievement according to the moral
law of the highest good in the world, an achievement which “can
be found only in an endless progress” of the will to its “complete
fitness . . . to the moral law” and thus to holiness and happiness,
which however “can be found only in an endless progress . . . This
infinite progress is possible, however, only under the presupposi-
tion of an infinitely enduring existence and personality of the
same rational being; this is called the immortality of the soul” and
is the second “postulate of pure practical reason” (Beck, pp.
126–27).26
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The happiness just mentioned as consisting in the endless process
of an immortal soul to achieve the highest good requires that “every-
thing goes according to [the soul’s] wish and will,” a requirement
“which rests on the harmony of nature with [the man’s] entire end
and with the essential grounding of his will.” But “his will cannot
by its own strength bring nature, as it touches on his happiness, into
complete harmony with his practical principles.” Hence, “the exis-
tence is postulated of a cause of the whole of nature, itself distinct
from nature, which contains the ground of the exact coincidence of
happiness with morality” (Beck, p. 129). Therefore:

The highest good is possible in the world only on the supposition
of a supreme cause of nature which has a causality corresponding
to the moral intention. Now a being which is capable of actions
by the idea of laws is an intelligence (a rational being), and the
causality of such a being according to this idea of laws is his will.
Therefore, the supreme cause of nature, insofar as it must be pre-
supposed for the highest good, is a being which is the cause (and
consequently the author) of nature through understanding and
will, i.e. God. As a consequence, the postulate of the possibility of
a highest derived good (the best world) is at the same time the pos-
tulate of the reality of a highest original good, namely, the exis-
tence of God (ibid., pp. 129–30).27

With this third postulate Kant affirms the supremacy of the human
person, which began in the Critique of Pure Reason, where the
human person as knower through his a priori forms of space and
time and the twelve categories constructs whatever is known as phe-
nomena, and this supremacy has continued in the Critique of
Practical Reason, where the human person as moral agent con-
structs God as what is needed to make the theory of morality work.

This affirmation of supremacy is equivalent to the subordination
of God to the human person, which Kant admits in this triumphal
claim:

[Since] the pure moral law inexorably binds every man as a com-
mand . . . the righteous man may say: I will that there be a God,
that my existence in this world be also an existence in a pure
world of the understanding outside the system of natural connec-
tions, and finally that my duration be endless. I stand by this and
will not give up this belief, for this is the only case where my inter-
est inevitably determines my judgement because I will not yield
anything of this interest (Beck, pp. 148–49).
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That subordination of God will continue in subsequent modern
philosophers to whatever factor they give primacy – e.g. the
Absolute Spirit of Hegel, Das Sein of Heidegger, the elan vitale of
Bergson, the creativity of Whitehead. That subordination continues
even in such a postmodernist as Jacques Derrida (b. 1933), for
whom the word “God” does not express any sort of subsistent being
(even Kant’s) but it stands for any sort of negations, whether these
be grammatical or logical; or the privation of physical, moral or
mental health; or the lifelong endlessly denying today what the
human person affirmed/denied yesterday.28

In my eyes Thomas Aquinas’ affirmation of God as subsistent,
perfect, and infinite Being is much preferable not only to Derrida’s
but also to Kant’s. Let the actual material existents in the concrete
situations in the world of physical space and time, of which each of
us is a part, determine the content of my metaphysical knowledge
that actually to exist is to be real (= to be of value and perfection).
The result? I am a single composite entity of this-individual-essence-
and-existence, a composition which indicates there is an entity
whose essence is existence (otherwise I would not exist) and who is
my efficient, exemplary and final cause. This existent is God, sub-
sistent and infinitely perfect being.

NOTES

1. I owe this thought to Paul Helm.
2. My claim, then, is that though God is not in space, He is as near each

thing as it is to itself.
3. With a few exceptions, discussed in my Time and Eternity (Ithaca, New

York: Cornell University Press, 1991).
4. See L. Sweeney, Divine Infinity in Greek and Medieval Thought [here-

after: Divine Infinity] (New York/Bern: Peter Lang Publishing Co.,
1992), ch. 6, pp. 149–54.

5. In intrinsic predication one applies a predicate (here: infinity) to a sub-
ject (here: circular locomotion) because what the predicate signifies is
itself found in the subject. Such intrinsic predication is contrasted with
extrinsic predication or denomination in which what the predicate sig-
nifies is itself not in the subject, which however is related to something
in which that signification is intrinsically verified. For an example and
explanation, see ibid., p. xiv, n. 2.

6. In references to the Enneads the number in the parenthesis refers to the
chronological order in which Plotinus wrote them.

7. Monism is the position of thought according to which all existents,
however different they may seem, consist of one basic stuff, which in
Plotinus’ case is oneness.
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8. See Enneads, III, 8 (30), 10, lines 1 and 25–26. Plotinus also calls the
One’s overflow “matter” as that which is shaped and differentiated (II,
4 [12], 4, 6–7), as well as illuminated (ibid., lines 16–17), by the actua-
tions which as dynamis it causes.

Plotinus’ conception of matter as the overflow from a higher to a
lower level differs radically from Aristotle’s since it is not essentially
linked with physical extension and quantitative infinity at all. Matter as
found on the higher levels of Intellect and Soul is indetermination and
infinity with reference to forms because in and of itself it is their recip-
ient – see L. Sweeney, Divine Infinity, pp. 177–84.

9. The “overflow” (see point b above) or “emanation” can also be viewed
as amounting to a movement of what is increasingly less perfect from
what is more perfect, of proceeding from the perfect to the imperfect.
By this process lower existents become increasingly determined and,
thereby, less real. For example VI, 9 (9), 11, 36 sqq.: “When [the human
soul] goes down, it comes to evil and so to nonbeing.” VI, 5 (23), 12,
16: “[In ascending back to God] you have come to the All and not
stayed in a part of it, and have not said even about yourself, ‘I am so
much.’ By rejecting the ‘so much’ you have become all – yet you were
all before. But because something else other than the All added itself to
you, you became less by the addition, for the addition did not come
from real being (you cannot add anything to that) but from that which
is not. When you have become a particular person by the addition of
nonbeing, you are not all till you reject the nonbeing. You will increase
yourself then by rejecting the rest and by that rejection the All is with
you.” Determination so conceived helps preserve Plotinus’ monism
because what alone is real in any existent is the oneness it has from and
with the one and not the apparent additions from individuation it has
put on.

10. Although God is above entity and even above oneness, Plotinus explic-
itly states that He does actually exist – see V, 5 (32), 13, 12–14: “If then
one takes away everything and says nothing about him and does not say
falsely about anything that it is with him, he allows him his ‘existence’
without attributing to him anything which is not there.” Also see VI, 9
(9), 3, 49–51; L. Sweeney, Divine Infinity, pp. 240–41.

11. For Plotinus’ description of mystical union with God, see VI, 9, (9), 11,
4–51. Plotinus, according to Porphyry (his student, companion, editor),
achieved union with God several times during his lifetime – see
Porphyry, “On the Life of Plotinus”, trans. A. H. Armstrong (Harvard
University Press, 1966), vol. 1, ch. 23, pp. 69–73: “[Plotinus] sleepless-
ly kept his soul pure and ever strove towards the divine, which he loved
with all his soul and did everything to be delivered and escape [from this
physical world]. To this godlike man, who often raised himself in
thought . . . to the first and transcendent God, that God appeared, who
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has neither shape nor any intelligible form but is throned above intel-
lect and all the intelligible . . . [Plotinus’s] end and goal was to be unit-
ed to, to approach the God who is over all things. Four times while I
was with him he attained that goal in an unspeakable actuality and not
in potency only . . . After his deliverance from the body he came to
[heaven, where) affection rules and desire and joy and love kindled by
God . . . [and where] life is filled full of festivity and joy and this life
lasts for ever, made blessed by the gods.”

12. See my Divine Infinity, pp. 195–209. On extrinsic denomination see n.
2 above. 

13. Augustine’s position on God is basically a Christianized Platonism: God
is spiritual, immutable Being, Truth, and Eternity, in whom human per-
sons participate through divine illumination – see L. Sweeney, Christian
Philosophy: Greek, Medieval, Contemporary Reflections (hereafter:
Christian Philosophy), ch. 3, paragraphs corresponding to footnotes
1la. On his position on infinity, see ibid., ch. 10, pp. 241–61, summa-
rized in this sentence: Augustine “was not yet certain as to what divine
infinity might mean in the light of his discovery, set forth in
Confessions, Book VII, of God as completely incorporeal and thus as
‘infinite in a way different’ from how Augustine as a Manichean con-
ceived Him to be an infinite body endlessly extended throughout
space,” (pp. 260–61).

14. See Divine Infinity, pp. 348–53.
15. “Homily 15” in Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers (reprint; Peabody,

Mass.: Hendrickson Publishers, Inc., 1994), vol. 14, p. 152.
16. On these “quidam” see Divine Infinity, ch. 16, pp. 337–60; ch. 19, pp.

416–25. Among those named are Stephen of Venizy and John Pagus;
Alexander of Hales, Glossa in Quatuor Libros Sententiarum Petri
Lombardi (1225); Guerric de San Quentin (at Paris 1233–1242).

17. A link made by Aristotle – see above paragraphs corresponding to nn.
1–2.

18. For documentation on the three doctrines see n. 13 above.
19. Commentarium in Librum I Sententiarum, Ermatinger ed., p. 216, 1. 2

sqq.: “Hic de visione Dei quaeratur. Gratia cuius primo quaeritur an
Deus sit infinitus.”

20. Guerric de San Quentin took account of divine simplicity (vs. divine
essence) in answering a videtur quod non (see Divine Infinity, esp. p.
419) and thus provides a background for Richard’s sentence.

21. See ibid., ch. 18, especially pp. 391–404.
22. See ibid., ch. 19, pp. 432–37.
23. On the prominent place actuations “a” and “b” occupy in Aquinas’

epistemology, see my Christian Philosophy, ch. 21. pp. 517–42.
24. James Collins, God in Modern Philosophy (Chicago: Henry Regnery,

1959), p. 162.
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25. Kant’s contrasting “the world of sense” with “the intelligible world”
reveals the latent Platonism within his position, where Duty would cor-
respond to what Plato calls a subsistent Form. The key, Kant explains,
“to escaping from this labyrinth” and illusion of taking phenomena to
be noumena is found when we discover “ a view into a higher
immutable order of things in which we already are, and in which to
continue our existence in accordance with the supreme decree of reason
we may now, after this discovery, be directed by definite precepts”
found in the will and the moral law (Beck, pp. 111–12).

Kant’s explicit references to Greek philosophers are restricted to the
Epicurean and Stoic schools – see Beck, pp. 115, 120, 131 and 145–46.
See ibid., p. 146, where Kant contrasts Plato with Epicurus.

26. On existence after death see Beck, p. 128, note 1: “Naturally one who
is conscious of having persisted, from legitimate moral motives, to the
end of a long life in a progress to the better may very well have the com-
forting hope, though not the certainty, that he will be steadfast in these
principles in an existence continuing beyond this life. Though he can
never be justified in his own eyes either here or in the hoped-for increase
of natural perfection together with an increase of his duties, neverthe-
less in this progress toward a goal infinitely remote ( a progress which
in God’s sight is regarded as equivalent to possession) he can have
prospect of a blessed future.”

27. On attributes which can be applied to God, see Beck, p. 135, note 3:
“Since we ascribe various attributes to God, whose quality we find suit-
able also to creatures (e.g., power, knowledge, presence, goodness, etc.),
though in God they are present in a higher degree under such names as
omnipotence, omniscience, omnipresence, and perfect goodness, etc.,
there are three which exclusively and without qualification of magni-
tude are ascribed to God, and they are all moral. He is the only holy,
the only blessed, and the only wise being, because these concepts of
themselves imply unlimitedness. By the arrangement of these He is thus
the holy lawgiver (and creator), the beneficent ruler (and sustainer) and
the just judge. These three attributes contain everything whereby God is
the object of religion, and in conformity to them the metaphysical per-
fections of themselves arise in reason.” Note that the concepts of
“holy”, “blessed,” and “wise” imply unlimitedness (= infinity) and thus
are exclusively ascribed to God.

Would Kant, in the Critique of Pure Reason, by turning from the
physical world of noumena, which are spatial and temporal, and by
inserting space and time within the knower as a priori forms, have
influenced current mathematical theories of infinity? These are only
remotely (if at all) connected with physical extension (vs. Aristotle’s
conception of infinity, which directly issued from such extension). On
Georg Cantor (1845–1918), who initiated the contemporary set-theory
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of infinite numbers, see the articles by A. W. Moore and Philip Clayton
utilized in the initial pages of my chapter, “God: Subsistent and Infinite
Being,” Theos.

28. See L. Sweeney, “Three Approaches to Union with God – Plotinus,
Aquinas and Derrida” in Spiritual Life and Intellectual Work ed. D.
Burke (Philadelphia: LaSalle University, 1996), pp. 60–87.
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